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4 Foreword

Research was conducted cooperatively with two middle schools, one
junior high school, and two high schools during the years 1977-78
through 1980-81. The schools are located in three states in a small
town, rural area, two suburban areas, and a large city. The student
enrollment of the five schools combined was approximately 4200 each
year.

-

The main purpose of the research was to determine the.extent to
which each school could implement three improvement strategies and
make operational various organizational structures and processes that
facilitate implementation of the strategies. The three iiprovement
strategies are designated as individual educational programming, indi-
vidual instructional programming, and goal setting. These strategies
and the facilitative structures and processes are incorpoytted in a
design for the renewal and improvement of secondary education. A
school that makes progress annually toward attaining desired student
outcomes by implementing the improvement strategies is regarded as
having developed iis owi improvement capability.

Each school focused itsjmprovement efforts on raising an un-
desired level of achievement in English, mathematics, and reading, or
maintaining a desired level. Each school for.at least one year worked
toward improving the attitudes or the attendance of its students;
Three schools gathered data oh other student outcomes but did not
direct any effort toward improving them. Each school determined the
norm-referenced and locally constructed achievement tests and the
inventaries and questionnaires to administer to all of its studehts
each year. Each school summarized and analyzed its data descriptively
and used the information in planning its improvement activities. The
schools provided the data on.each student to the project so that the
data could be analyzed for all four years. Each school provided three
other kinds of information to the project: planned changes focused on
improving student achievement in English, mathematics, and reading
and, if relevant, attitudes or attendance; nonspecific planned changes
related to other student ouftomes; and unanticipated events that
occurred that might have influenced student athievement, attendance,
or attitudes.

The project analyzed the achievement data on a cross=sectional
.1)gal-9-by-analysis of covariance with mental ability the covariate.
This permitted comparing the achievements of groups of students en-
rolled each year in each grade of the school, for example, comparing\
the Ehglish achievement of the luade 10 students of 1977-78, 1978-794
1979-80, and 1980-81. The changes in studint achievement.from year to
year were related to the unanticipated events, the nonspecific changes,
and the improvement activities carried out in implementing the improve-
ment strategies. The achievement data were also analyzed for the stu-
dents of each longitudinal cohort, that is, the students who entered



the first grade of.the school, took all the tests, and completed the
last grade of the school.

Each school implemented the educational programming strategy, the
instructional programming strhtegy, or both during the first two years
of the project but implemented the goal-setting strategy for the first
time in the third,gear, 1979-80. Student achievement typically was
not significantly different in the second year from the first year.
However, the concurrent implementation of the goal-setting strategy
and one or both of the other strategies in the third and fourth years
resulted in raising student achievement significantly in 67 campari-
sons of the last two years with an earlier year, maintaining the same
level of achievement in 69 comparisons, and not maintaining it in
three (all in reading vocabulary in one school). Moreover, in a
number of the nonsignificant comparisons, the students were already
achieving quite high in the third year. Accordingly, implementing
individual educational programming, individual instructional program-,
ming, or both was instrumental in mgintaining the same level of achieve-

- ment from year to year while goal-setting was necessary for consistently
raising it.s The findings based on the longitudinal data support these
cross-sectfOnSI-results.,'"_

-Student attendanceand attitudes became slightly more pos4ive
from year to year when a'schbol set goals to improve them, and they
remained relhtively stable when this was not done. When a school
carried out activities only to maintain oy to raise student achieve-
ment, littlechange occurred in student dititudes and attendance.

Based upon the cOns9tently positive results, we conclude that
the soceptual design that intorporates,the improvement strategies and
the faCilitative organizational structures and processes-provides rele-
vant guidelines for the renewal and improvement of Secondary education.
In this context the design l.'s considered to be validated as both ushble
and effective for improving education in schools having characteristics
similar to those included in the present study.

The preceding positive results occurred despite some unantici-
pated events in each school that were judged to have negative effects
on student achievement. One deterrent_to attaining tigherstudent
achievement in the third and fourth years was a reduction in the staff
And in'educational programs. This occurred as student enrollment
decreased quite sharply in four of the schools. We-should recggnize,
too, that the'Na5116Wal Assessment of Educational Progress found that
the academic achievement of students of age 13 and 17 tended to go
down during'the 1970sr--AceM1.ngly, each school's maintaining the
same level of aglievement might be interpreted as a positive effect af
implementing the strategies.

The Kesent,schools applied the improvement strategies to selected
areasiof student achievement and indicated the desired outcomes in .

termObf.student performances based on standardized or locally con-
structed`tests that they were already using in 1977-78. The schools
might have selected other areas for improvement, selected other student
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outcomes, and used other measures,of student ,performance. The design
is not prescriptive in these matters. Rather, each school makes the
decisions on these and other matters related to educational improvement.

The project analyzed the achievement data to identify differences
between the mean achievements and the mean gains in achievement of the
boys and girls of each school and among students of four levels of
mental ability. These findings are presented and discussed. Differ-
ences between implementing the present design and acting on the results
of school effectiveness research are also presented.

A postscript is in order inasmuch as two years elapsed between
the last data collection in the schools and the publication of this
monograph. In 1982-83 all five schools-were implementing the goal-
setting strategy and one or both of the other improvement strategies.
They were continuing their organizational structures and processes.

A statewide secondary school improvement program was started in
Wisconsih in 1981. A Wisconsin Secondary SchoOl Improvement CounCil
was formed to expedite the program. The 'charter members included the
professional education associations of Wisconsin, including those of
teachers and administrators, the Wisconsin gssociation of. School
Boards, the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruttioq, seven teacher
education institutions, and five other organizations.airectly.con-
cerned with secondary education. 'Two workshopsbased on the design
were codaucted annually for representatives of the Counadol and for
individuals and teams from Wisconsin secondary schools, starting in
1981. In August of 1982 the Superintendent of Public Instruction of,
Wisconsin endorsed the,design and committed the Department of Public
Instruction to provide staff for the workshOps.

As of April, 1983, individuals and teams of two to seven persons
from 7 middle schools, 12 junior high schools, and 52 senior high
schools had participated in six workshops. Neither funding nor time
was available for a formal follow-up of the workshop riarticipants.
However, the results from a,questionnaire'and telephone calls indi-
cated that many schools were implementing one or more elements of,the
design, such as individual educational programming or the goal-setting
strategy.

xix
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CHAPTER .1

INTRODUCTION

.0

Nationwide concern for the betterment of secondary education is
reflected in.the mass media as well as in the reports of various com-
-missions and individuals. The concerns'are with all elements of second-
ary education, including the curriculum, teaching, learning, evaluating,
advising, and the process of improvement itself. Some concerns are with
the education of a particular group of students, such as a language or
ethnic minority, while others include the entire secondary school popu-
lation.

These widespread concerns derive from a fundamental problem in
secondary education, namely, local schools have not developed their
own improvement capability. The inability to improve their 'own educa-
tive processes prevails in part because faculty members perceive their
roles only as teachers, advisors, or administrators, not as members of
a professional team working together to improve education in their
school. Other deterrents to the development of an effective improve-
ment capability by a school are obsolete organization structures and a
lack of research-based imnrovement strategies. Along with these deter-
rents, changes in the family, the community and society at large result
in demands on education that are increasingly difficult to meet.

The present project was carried out to ascertain the usability and
effectiveness of a design for the ipproverient of secondary education.
The design incorporates improvement strategies and school structures
and processes that facilitate the implementation of the-strategies.
As a school becomes able to adaprthe design to achieve,desired stu-
dent outcomes, it develops an improvement capability.

The conceptual design was formulated by the first author of this
monograph when the project was in the planning $tage. Subsequently,
it was evaluated by the faculties of six middle schools and junior.
high schools (Klausemier, T. W., 1978) and in four senior high schools
(Maier, 1978) as indicating desirable means and directions for improv-
ing secondary education. This initial version of the design provided
the substantive framework for developing the improvement capability of
each school participating in the present project and for conducting
the related validation research with these schools.

Since no precedent for developing an improvement capability was
fonnd, the validation of the design was carried,out as five intensive
case studies over a period of five years. Two middle schools, a
junior high school, and two senior high schools were selected to par-
ticipate in the study. These schools are located in three states and
in small town, suburban, or large city environments. The student en-
rollment of the schools ranges.from 300 to 1400. Accordingly, the
results of this study regarding improvement strategies and organiza-
tion structures and processes that are common to the five schools

1
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should be generalizable to other schools with these characteristics.
As will be discussed more fully in Chapter 2, the primary validation
criterion in all five schools was that the implementation of the stra-
tegies would result in raising an unsatisfactory level of student
achievement from year to year or in maintaining an already high level.

Since each.school'developed its own improvement capability, no
two schools.implemented the improvement strategies in an identical
manner. Similarly, no twodschools had identical organization struc-
tures. Therefore, the development of the improvement capability and
the research proceeded somewhat differently in each school. Accord-.

ingly, the procedures and results are presented separately for each
school in Chapters 3 through 7, one for each of the five schools.
Chapter 8 presents a summary and discussion pertaining to all five
schools.

This chapter introduces the conceptual design. It is based on an
evaluation and synthesis of the recommendations of 'national and state
commissions, the results of research, and input from practitioners and
scholars. "Since 1977, minor changes have been made in the design to
take into account the findings from the present project asthey accumu-
lated from year to year and also recent theory and research related to
schbol effectiveness (Edmonds, 1982; Purkey & Smith, 1982). The rela-
tionships between theory and research regaTding school effectiveness
and the results of the present research are discussed in Chapter 8.
Looking forward to the discussion, we will see that a school that has
developed its own improvement capability can respond intelligently to
findings from school effectiveness research as well as to any other
proposal for educational improvement.

Proposals for the Reform of Secondary. Education'

At the time this project was planned, many individuals, commit-
teese and commissions had given serious attention to impeoving the
education of American youth. They had tried to identify the problems
of secondav educatign as well as the causes of the diffitnities and
had recommeridad policies and programs which presumably'would eliminate
the problems. A synthesis follows of tAe Aajor recommendations of the
panels and commissions of the 1960s and 1970s through 1977 (Brown,
1973; Coleman, 1974; Gibbons, 1976; Hostrop, 1975; Martin, 1976;
Shane, 1973, 1977; Thomson, 1975; Toffler, 1974; Van' Til, 1976; and
Wirtz, 1977):

Schools should personalize and humanize the educative process
rather than continuing the three-track system of college prepara-
tion, general education, and vocational'preparation.

,

'Mult,iple.paths leading to high school graduation should be made
available to students rather than requiring a certain number of
Carnegie units for graduation and trying to enforce compulsory
school attendance until die 18.
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Progress in learning and-credit toward high school graduation
should be based on demonstrated proficiency rather than on the
amount of time spent attending class. )

.

Students should be given more Oportunity and responsibility for
planning and evaluating their educational programs.

Greater emphasis should be iiven to preparing youth for work, for
citizenship, and for their future familial roles.

The educational resources of the community should be used much
more as a means of promoting experiential-learning, making career
preparation more effective, and foatering adolescent interactions
with children and adults.

Students, teachers, parents, and.other citizens should be repre-
sented on school councils and committees that deal with curricu-
lum and instruction, student conduct, school governance, and '.

other educational matters.

In 1976-77 there was considerable aupport for most of the preced-
ing proposals. However, two other recommendations were made that
aroused considerable debate and opposition.

The President's Science Advisory Committee Panel-on Youth .(Coleman,
4974) dealt with the period of transition from childhood to adulthood,
roughlyfte 14 to 24. A hotly debated recommendation of the Panel was
to provide vouchers enabling students to choose where they will be edu-
cated and when. One means of implementing this recommendation would
allocate tax monies for educational purposes to the parents and stu-
dents rather than to the local school district. The parents would
then transfer the money to the public or private school which they
select.

4 The National Commission on the Reform of Secondary Education,
like other groups, identified many problems and made related recom-
mendations (Brown, 1973). A recommendatlon that received widespread
attention was to drop the legal school attendance age to 14. Carrying
out this recommendation ptesumably would get physically mature stu-
dents into productive work arrangements in the community. They could
return for any desired form of education at any later time. To assure
this, the Commission recommended legislation to guarantee students a
total of 14 years of tuition-free education. After the compulsory
eight years, up to age 14, they should be Rrovided an additional six
years of schooling, wherever and at such timesas they decide to take
the additional six years.

One aim of the preceding national commissillfons and panels was to
influence federal and state legislation regarding education. Another
was, to'influence local,education practices as Olool administrators
ahd teachers became aware of the problems and related proposals. A
different and very interesting strategy was followed by the CalWrnia
Commission on the Reform of Intermediate and Secondary Education
(Newcomber, 1975).

2.i
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In .1974 Wilson RIles, Superintendent of Pubiic Instruction of
California, formed the 37-member California Commission for the Reform
of Intermediate and Secondary Education (RISE). This Commission and
its work had several interesting features. Its members included stu-
dents, teachers, counselors, principals, and other school personnel,
and also representatives of organized labor, farm groups, business,
and the professions. All were residents of the state of California.
They believed that their report was highly important. Another feature
was that intermediate as well as high schools were included. This
made-it possible to take Into account the emergence of the middle
school as an appropriate response to the earlier physical maturation
f the present generation of boys and girls. It also enabled the

Commission to state aims of schooling that imply continuous progress
of students.from the intermediate grades through high school gradua-
tion. Petbaps the most important feature was that the California De-
partment of Education would take responsibility for implementing the
Commission's recommendations. The major recommendations of the Com-
mission follow.

Learners as the Most Important Individuals in ihe School

Eachjearnevi should be recognized and ,accepted as the primary
client to be served by the school... Parents, the community, and the
larger society are secondary clients who will benefit from schools
through the education gained by the learners. As maturing learners
,move toward adulthood, they should progressively be able to make more
educational choices and also tb assume responsibility for those
chpiEes.

Progress Dependent on Demonstrated Proficiency

The strengths and weaknesses of each learner should be assessed
and, based on this assessment, each learner should be able to choose
and pursue au instructional program consistent with the assessment and
the learner's choices. When the learner demonstrates that he/she has
attained the objectives of the Instructional program, appropriate
credit should be received. The learning activity should not be con-
fined to the essential skills but should encompass attainment of all
of the aims of California education.

A System of Multiple Options in rrograms and Learning Styles

A wide variety of choices and options in program and curriculum
content should be available to learners so as.to enable them to meet
personal objectives in varied ways according to each learner's own
learning style. The alternatives or options might include schools-
within-a-school, work-study programs, regional occupational training
programs, special interest schools or centers, anti departmentalized
traditional programs. The multiple options for learning should allow
the learner to take advantage of such opportunities as learning inde-
pendently, learning_In groups of varying size and composition, and

2,2
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learning in different locations, including the traditional school
setting.

Gaining Skills and 'Knowledge in.a Variety of Locations

Multiple opportunities are needed to enable students to gain
first-hand experiences by means of study, observation, service,
participation, and work in both the school and the wider community.
Means of evaluation should be developed enabling learners to earn
credit or other recognition through certain types of work situations,
participation in community activities, or self-designed independent
activities away from the traditional school setting.

Flexibility in Times for Learning
-

The hours, days, months, and school year should be flexible, ex-
tensive, and sufficiently varied to accommodate a diversity of inter-
ests, needs, and choices of individual learners. Class scheduling
should be arranged to allow a learner to move freely from one activity
to another on the basis of demonstrated proficiency. School sites and
facilities should be available and used throughout the year and beyond
the traditional school hours and five days of the week. School attend-
ance .requirements should allow a learner to leave the school system
temporarily with the approval of the learner's parents and the schools.
The furloughs should be of flexible duration, of educational value to
the learner, and consistent with the learner's educational needs and
objectives.

Personalized Instruction

The siz6)and setting of the leaTning group should be based on the
type of learning activity to be conducted. Groupings of learners
should be small enough to offer a psYchological and physical atmo-
sphere that promotes the development of the learner's self-worth and
identity within the school and community. All schools with large en-
rollments should be divided into several smaller schools to insure a
more personalized setting. Middle schools particularly should give
special ifttention to limiting school size because early adolescents
have unique needs in learning to live and work with one another.

In addition to the preceding recommendations that affect all
aspects of education, the California Cpmmission recommended many
changes in the curriculum in ovder for the learner to gain the skills,
competence, knowledge, and values requ4red to functioi effectively as
an individual and a citizen today and Auring the last quarter of this
twentieth century. Concerning proficiency in essential skills, the
Commission recommended that each learner should achieve and demon-
strate specified levels of proficiency in the following essential
skills areas:

20
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L..

The communication skills of reading, writing, speaking; and
listening.

Computational skills of addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division as well as in the use of decimals and percentages
and in the understanding of the systems of measurement.

Ability to maintain a satisfactory level of physical conditioning
and psychomotor coordination consistent with the individual's
identified needs and rate of physical development. Also each
learner should acquire an undetstanding of the health practices
that will serve him/her throughout his/her lifetime. '

Scientific and technological literacy, including a basic under-
standing of scientific principles and the ability to apply the
principles,to everyday situations.

Klaowledge of American government and institutions and an under-
standing of the responsibilities of a citizen in a democratic
society.

The skills needed for positive interaction with others in the
school and with individual groups and institutions within the
larger society-.

Minimum levels of proficiency in reading, writing, computation,
and in other essential skill areas as a condition of completing
secondary education and receiving a highLischool diploma.

In addition to the explicit econnnendations regarding proficiency

in essential skills, the RISE Commission also made recommendations for
the following:

Social concepts that reflect present and'future needs of society,
including its economic, political, social, and cultural institu-
tions.

Cooperation, understanding of others, and mutual respect.

Processes of decision making.

Career awareness,,axploration, and preparation.

Leisure time.

'Aesthetic experiences.

The Commission did not assume that the preceding recommendations
. could be carried out, except as they are accepted by students and par-
ents and by teachers and other school personnel. Also, mere acceptance
of the desirability of the recommendations is not sufficiftnt. Teachers
and other educational workers must be given the opportunity to acquire
new knowledge and skills to perform more effectively. As the school
day is currently organized and as conditions for staff development

2



activities are arr;anged, there is not timed opportunAty, or incentive
for teachers to acquire the knOwledge and kills.

In accordance with this need the Coxi4ission recommended that, in
order to gain and strengthen their knowle ge and skills, teachers and
other school personnel be provided with eater opportunities to design,
conduct, and participate in a variety of staff development activities.
A further recommendation was that the st ff development programs be de-
signed and administered primarily at th locil or regldnal levels so
that they will be respdhsible to the in ividual learners, the staff, -

and community needs. Therefore, staff iembers should assist in Aenti-
fying their specific staff development eede, ,and programs should be
designed to meet these needs. The abi ities of inaividuals on the
school staff should be identified and jeleased tiAe provided so that
they may help Other staff members impr ve their instructional techni-
ques. Particularly needed are staff 4evelopmnt activities directed
toward arranging more appropriate leajning activities for the-individ-
ual student and techniques of evaluat ng student learning and instruc-
tional programs.

0

Learning and Indiv dualeDifferences

The prior rec mmendations sugg st changes that various groups
thought would result in the improve ent of secondary.educationcf
Principles of /earning and the psy ology of_individual d±fferences
also imply directions for the bett rment'Of secondary education.

Prineiples df Learning ----

Many theoriee of learning we e extant in the 1970s. Althotigh

there are many possible applicat ns of these theories, ajew princi-
ples that facilitate leatning ha e been identified in many learning
experiments.that have been carri d out in expejimental laboratbries
and in school settings (Klausmei r, 1976). Teachers seem to be aware
of these principles, but school nd classroom conditions'do not always
permit successful applications, f the principleS.

The first principle is tha the learner actively engages in the
learning activities during the ime allocated for,learning. This
means that the student comes t the class, starts to woyW'immediately,
and continues to work on the 1 arning'activities until it is time to
start o her activities.

The second principle is t at the learning activities are of an
appropriate level of difficul y for the learner; they are neither too
easy nor too difficult. The earner does not experience a sense of
accomplishment by completing very easy tasks and experienbes frustra-
tion after making unsuccessf I efforts to perform tasks that are too
advanced,fror too diffItUltv

1: 7
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A third principle is that the learning session is neither too
short nor too long. Too little time means that nothing is learned
well and accordingly it is not retained from one session to the next.-
Too much time results in boredom, even for the highly motivated
'student:

4 ,

e
A fourth principle involves guidance of the ldarner. Guidance is

interpreted broadly here to include teacher activities such a provid-1
ing models, confirming correct responses, aiding students in rrect-
ing errors, and providing a proper balance of teadter-directed and
student-initiated individual, small-group; and large-group activities.

. .
1.

Effective applicationrof these principles securet maximUm learn-
ing effectiventLs over a short period of time, such as during a class
period. To secure the maximum amount of learning over.long,r time
intervals, such asduring a semester or across a level of schooling;-
there must .be continuity in the learning:activities.

dee
The conceptual design for improvem and renewal of secon-

dary education, to be discuss later, endtu es teachers, curriculum
6)ordinators, and other local school personnel apply the short-term
principles and also to provide for continuity in learning throughout
the school years. In this regard, one serious learning problem of the
1970s was that an instructional strategy based on students' mastery of
detailed performance objectives did not take into account the first
four_principleiadequately, and there was a near-totel-lack of,contin-
uity. No provisions were made for students to integrate, synthesize,
or Delearn; rather, they mastered/discrete objectives once and then
forgot what they had mastered. ,f-

v- .

Individual Differences

- The preceding principles-Apply to students in general. However,
their apiIications shOuld take IntOatcount differences among indi-
vidual students. Longitudinal research involving four groups of chil-
dren and youth when in grades 1-3, 4-6, 7-9, and 10-12 indicates that
the difference among the students of the same grade in their level of
cognitive development are exceedingly gieat and that the difference
increases at the successively higlw levels of schooling (Klausmeier &
Alien, 1978; Klausmeigr & Associatat, 1979). Moreover, some very
rapidly developing students in grade 3 were found to b as advanced
Cognitively:as other very slow.developing students, .111 grade 12

Cognitivedevelopment as measured in this longitudi tudy includ
understanding of concepts and principles drawn fr the fields of
English, maiheMStics, and science, and-thdability to solve problems.

)
Ad intensive study of six rapid and six slow developers of gradet

6 and 12. participating in this,longitudinal study was undertaken (Mize
& Klausmeier, 1977). The main purpose of the study was to identify
conditions related to each student's individual and personal charac-
teristics, school and education, old home and family that might con=,
tribute to_rapid or Slow cognitive development. The hypothes,is was

p.
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that 6ne pattern of conditions contributed to rapia-develOpment-and
another to slow development.

Comprehensive information was gathered on each of the 12 students
in order to answer the following questions:

1. Do students of rapid and,slow cognitive development differ in
a. Intellectual abilities?
b. Self-esteem and perceptions of self?
c. Self-directedness of behavior?
d. Peer relations?
e. Educational aspirations and life goals?
f. ,Attitudes toward school and teachers?
g. Rapport with teachers?
h. Attributions of resp6ñi1bil1tj for ia-demic performance?
iN Use of leisure time (e.g., television viewing, reading,

interests)?

j. .Home orientation, responsibilities, and perceptions of
--/family?

2. Do parents and families of students of rapid arid slow cogni-
tive development differ in
a. Demographic draragteristics (e.g., divorce, education,

number of children)? N,
b. Tamily structure and family life (e.g., cohesiveness)?
c. Attitudes and perceptions of the child?
d. Attitudes toward children and child rearing?
e. Attitudes toward school, teachers, and education?
f. Values, goals, and aspirations for the &daily and for

their child?
3. Do the school programs and educational backgrounds of stu-

dents of rapid and slow cognitive development differ in
a. Schools attended?
b. Courses taken?
c. gctivities pursued?
d. rades made?
e. School attendance?
f. The teachers' perceptions of the.student's attitudes

toward school and education, achievement motivation,
school behavior, self.-esteem and self-perceptions, peer
relations, and values and goals? (Mize & Klausmeier,
1977, p.3) 4

Tests, structured interviews with the students, their parents,
and teachers, and examination of school records were employea to
secure information regarding the preceding items. This information
was evaluated and synthesized, first for each student, and then for
the'rapid and slow developers. The judgment as to whether a certain
condition was or was not associated with rapid and slow development isi'
presented in Table 1.1.

Eight of the 31 variables given in Table 1.1 were judged not to
be useful for diff0entiating rapid and slow developers at either
grade level.* Fourteen were judged to differentiate between rapid and
slow de4lopers at both grades. Nine variables discriminated between
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Table 1.1. Variables Associated with Rapid and Slow Cognitive Developmenta

Variables Sixth Grade Twelfth Grade

Self
IQ Score - Yes Yes
Self-Esteem .

. -Yes Yes
Internalized Responsibility for Learnifig No No
Attitudes toward School Yes Yes
Attitudes toward Curriculum Yes Yes
Achievement Motivation Yes : 'Yes

Self-Directedness of Behavior Yes Yeg
Peer Relations 4. No Yes
AtflErat-toward Pardfif-s--Home -Hi)* -Me

School/education
Absenteeism Yes Yese

Grades (A-F) Yes Yes'

Curriculum (Courses Taken) No Yes
School Involvement-Activities No Yes
Extracurricular Activities:
TV No Yes

Reading Yes Yes

Sports No No

Hobbies
b

Yes Yes
School Structure

b
No No

Classroom Structure No No
Home-School Interaction No Yes
Rapport with Teachers No Yes

Home/family
--,

Demographic:
Socioeconomic Status of Parents Yes Yes
Marital Status of Parents No No
Number of Children in Family No No

Parental Attitudes toward School-Education Yes Yes
Parental Expectations for Child Yes Yes
Parental Involvement with Child No Yes
Parental Supervision-Control of Child No Yes
Intellectual Climate of Home ' Yes Yes
Child's HoMe Responsibilities No No
Parental Child-Rearing Attitudes "No No

a
Based on Mize and Klausmeier, 1977, p. 220.

b
The rapid and slow developers in each grade group went to the same

schools and also had their instruction in the same or similar classroom
arrangements.
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the two developmental extremes at grade 12, but not at grade 6. This
difference between the students in grades 6 and 12 appeared to be
interpretable as.follows. The self-concept, schook7education, and
home-family variables differentially associated with rapid and sloW
cognitive develOpment in grade 12 had become more stable and also more
sharply differentiated than they were in grade 6. The grade 6 stu-
dents were still developing cognitively and socially and some of their
self-school-education, and home-family attitudes and behaviors were
not yet crystallized and integrated. , For example, grade 6 students
whose school achievements were relatively low and whose rate of cogni-
tive development was slow nevertheless demonstrated peer relationships,
attitudes toward parents and home, involvement in school activities,
rapport with teachers, and other'variables shown in Table 1.1 similar
to those of the rapid developers;

The contributions of the various variables to rapid and alow cog-
nitive development of the grade 12 students may be summarized. The
rapid developers have above-average IQ scores and good school achieve-
ment as represented by high grades. They have a low rate of school
absenteeism and pursue an academic curriculum in high school. They.

enjoy reading and manifeat strong achievement motivation, self-esteem,'
and positive atttTudes toward school, education, and teachers. They
actively engage ih school activities and hold positive attitudes to-
ward parents, family, and home, and their social skills with peers and
adults are good. More often than not they come from upper-middle or
middle-class homes characterized by a'good 'intellectual climate. _Their
parents have completed high school and possibly some college, have high
aspirations and expectations for their child, ho.ld positive attitudes
toward school and education, and are concerned and actively interested
in their child's school, teachers, and curriculum.

Slow developers, in contrast, have average or below average IQ
scores and make low grades in school. They have a high rate of school
abs.enteeism and pursue nonacademic subjects in high school. "They are
not interested in reading but depend on television for information and
sedtntiry recreation. They have low_self-esteem, low motivation for
learning, and negative attitudes'toward school, education, and teachers.
They do not engage in-extracurricular school activities regularly.
They have less positive attitudes toward family and home and have poor
social skills and peer relations. Slow developers are more likely to
come from a lower-middle-class home with an Impoverished intellectual
climate and parents who did not complete high school. The parents or
guardians have low expectations for their child, show little involve-
ment with the child, express negative attitudes toward school and
education, and exhibit little understanding of or interest in their
child's school, teachers, and curriculum,

It should be pointed out that the slqw developers identified in
this study in grade 12 undoubtedly represent the high end of the range
of slow developers at the high school level. These seniors were all
sufficiently successful to comilete four years of high school and rev.
ceive a diploma. Other students who dropped out of echool before ,

their senior year were not available for inclusion in the study.

r""w):.)
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Many of the conditione associ§ted With sloW development are prob-
ably preventable if changes can be made in_the 'lope and family situa-
tion, in the school curriculum and instruction dr the child, and in
the relations among teachers, parents, and the student. Moreover, con-
ditions such as absenteeism, lack of interest in reading, low self- .

esi.em., low achievement and negative attitudes toward school, teachers,
and the curriculum must be changed if'the student is-to achieve reasonTs.
ably'well. Personalizing the instruction,and advising of, students and
arranging a more suitable educational program for each student are two
possible means of aiding the slow developer, as well as other students.
These and other ideas derived from the longitudinal research; as well
as from other research on individual differences, were taken into
account in formulating the design for the improvement of secondary.

A Conceptual Design for the Improvement

of Secondary EduCt4on

Some of the prior recommendations, the preceding and other research
on learning and individual differences, as-well as reseaich on instruc-
tion and adolescent development, were used by the first author in 1977
in formulating a design for thg,improvement of secondary education. At
that time, calls were being heard for better discipline, more structure,
And higher achievement in secondary schools than is implied in the pre-
ceding recommendations. Newmann and Behar (1982) report that this trend
continued in later recommendations. The present design reflects the need
to promote the intellectual development of the student.

After the design was reviewed by scholars and practitioners, doctoral
studies were carried out at the middle school level (Klausmeier, 1978)
and at the high school level (Maier, 1978) to validate the objectives as
indicating desirable directions for improving secondary education. These
studies indicated that teachers, counselors, and administrators icross
the nation believe that implementing the design would yield improvement
of secondary schooling.

0 The design indicates 10 components of secondary schools, one fOr
each major component of a functioning secondary school. For eacb com-
ponent there is a comprehensive objective. The-10 comprehensive ob-
jectives indicate desirable directions for the improvement and renewal ,

of secondary education. The enabling objectives for each comprehensive
objective ?rovide illustrative means of achieving the comprehensive
objective. The 10 comprehensive objectives and the enabling objec-
tives for Component 1 of the design, Educational Programming for the,
Individual Student, follow. Ik

f
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Educational Programming for the Individual Student

Comprehensive Objective: (Part I)

An individual educational program of coursec'work and other activities
is arranged for each student each semester that satisfied the stu-
dent's developmental neeas and characteristics and that also meets
district and state requirements.

N.

Illustrative Enabling Objectives:

Each student's individual educational program which inniudes all
courses and other activities:

1.1 Is planned each semester or year by the student and the student's
advisor.

1.2 Takes into account the student's aptitudes for learning different
subject matters, interests,, Motivation, learning styles, career
goals, and other personal and social characteristics.

1.3 Provides for experiential learning, including-work experience in
the community, for studenta who will benefit.from it.

1.4 Is monitored cooperatively by ttle student and the student's ad-
visor throughout the semester.

' 1.5 Is changed as'necessary during the semester to assure high qual-
ity education for the student.

Comprehensive Objective: (Part II)

An individual instructional program is arranged for the student'in
.each course and other activity that is part of the student's total
eduCational program that takes into .account the student's aptitudes,
interests, motivation, learning styles, career goals, and other per-
"sonal and social characteristics.

Illustrative Enabling Objectives:

The instructional program of the student:

1.6 Is planned by the student and the teacher of the course at the'
beginning of the course.

1
The complete set of comprehensive.and enabling objeCtives is given in

APpendix A.
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1.7 Includes course and unit objectives that are appropriate for the
student in terms of the student's aptitude, entering achievement
level,-and career goals.

,

1.8 Provides an appropriate amount of time in class, during school
hours, &r oufside school hours to suit the student:s rate of
achieving his/her objectives In the course.

1.9 Provides for apPropriate individual attention by the teacher to
take into account the student's motivation and other personal
characteristics.

1.10 Provides for,an appropricre-atount'of
pair,-small-groupl and large-group activity to take into account
ehe student's need for independence and preferences for mode Of,
instruction.

1.11 Provides for an appropriate amount of student-initiated individual,
pair, smill-group, and large-group activity to take into account
the student's need for independence and preferences for Mode of
instruction.

1.12 Provides for appropriate use of printed materials, audio-visual
materials, and direct experiencing to take into account the stu-
dent's preferred modes of learning--visual, auditory, tactual, or
ki, nesthetic.

Planning an appropriat educational Program for each student and
monitoring the student's prog ess requires a school person to have a
conference at least three time per semester with,each student. Accord-
ingly, there must be many counselors in the school,to meet.with the
student6 or each teacher must serve asoon educatiónal advisor to 15 to
25 students to plan their programs and to monitor and evaluate their
progress.

Providing an appropriate instructional program for each student
in each course requires both,teacher-directed and student-ihitiated
activities to be arranged to take into account the differing educa-
tional needs and characteristics of students. Similarly, individual,
small-group, and whols-cliss activitieO must be matched to the indi-
vidual student's learning c4ability for the particular subject matter,
learning styles, and other characteristics. Neither all teacher-
directed whole-class instruction nor all individual assignments and
activities can possibly provide for the educational,needs of all stu-

.

dents:
. 4

Curricular Arrangements

The curriculum is structured to meet state and district requirements
but it can be adapted by the school and individual teachers to take
into account the differing educational needs of students.

P
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Three sets of changing conditions point to the importance of a
comprehensive but flexible curriculum. Local, state, and federal
agencies are making ever-increasing demands and regulations related to
career education, competency testing, minority students, female stu-
dents, handicapped stud9at-t, economically disadvantaged students,
bilingual students, gifted students, and others. Adults' perceptions
of the developmental needs and the rigilts and responsibilities of
students are changing, and the students'' awn perceptions regarcqng
these matters are evolving also. Knowledge in ail subject fields
continues to accrue rapidly. ,The school's curriculum attempts to take
into account these and other,societal conditions so that an excellent
individual educational program can be arranged for each student.

Experiential Learning and Career Education

Career education is arranged for all students; experiential-learning
activities and/or work experiences in the community are arranged for
each student who can profit from them. (Senior high school students,
more than middle school.students, requ1re work experience and partici-
patioldni community activities.)

The demands on the'sZaol,fer an effective program cs careee
awareness, exploration; and preparation and also for citizenlhip edu-

cation are increasing. Career education necessarily includes work '

experience for some students.

Closely.related to this, many career and other educational exper=-
iences can be provided away from the school site. Most of,our local
communities have many potential opportunities for work and other educa-
tive experiences in which adolescents may participate with adults and
also with younger children. Furthermore, many student's are able to

travel and study anywhere in our entire nation as well as in foreign
countries-as part of their community learning activities.

Student Decision-Making Arrangements

Students progressively assume more responsibility for planning, imple-
menting, and evaluating their prbgrams and activities with a lesser
amount of adult direction and control.

Boys and girls in the United States mature physically about two
years earlier than did their grandparents who werd born at the turn of
the 20th century, the time at which the grade 7-9 junior high school
was started to meet the unique needs of this age group. Although they

are maturing faster, the age at which they become economically indepen-
dent is delayed increasingly; and in recent decades there has been a
great increase in juvenile delinquency, crippling accidents, violent
crimes, alcoholism, and venereal disease aMong modern yoUth of middle

, school and high school age. Despite the conditions, we should not
infer that students are incapable of governing themselves as individ-
uals .or in small groups. However, it is equally fallacious to assume
that all of them will become socially conscious, self-governing citi-
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zens without wise guidance and without observing the traditions and
codified regulations that are needed to govern our adult society.
Rules and regulations and means of enforcing them, as well as a stu-

,
dent bill of rights, are required.

Starting in the early school years, boys and girls should have
many opportunities for working individually and in smalI.groups in
their classes. As they progress into-middle school, they should
assume increasing responsibility for making important decisions about
their own education and other matters. The high school must provide
them opportunities to share decision making and planning with other
students and with adults as a means of preparing them for their adult
familial and citizenshi"0-roles. Throughout this developmental pro- 'Nos

gression, the students need ise guidance.

Evaluating Student Learning and Educational Programs

The individual student's progress toward attaining his/her course ob-
jectives, the student's instructional program in each course, the stu-
dent's total educational program, and the school's total educational
program are evaluated systematically and the results of the evaluation
are used in improving the educative processes of the school.

-Teactlers use a variety of measurement tools and devices to assess
their stUdents' athievements effectively. Rarely, however, has the
student's total.educational program for a semester, a,year, or for an
entire level of schooling such as the senior high school been evalu-
ated. One of the problems here is that the criteria have not.been
identified by which to evaluate-the student's performances in various4

courses and other activities. Whether a student attains course objec-
tives is not a sufficient criterion; the appropriateness of'the prokram
objectives and the instructional materials 4nd aeivities for the stu-
dent also must be evaluated.

In recent years, many designs have been formulated for evaluating
educational programs for groups of students, particularly programs
that are federally funded. Generally, the designs call for evaluation
directly related to the program objectives. Although designs are avail-
able and federally funded programs are evaluated, local schools rarely

--take the initiatiye for evaluating their own programs. Yet, annual
evaluation by the staff of the local school is essential for guiding
its own improvement efforts. In recent years, many innovative schools
that have not gathered evaluation information systematically hacW-been
forced to abandon-some of their excellent programs.

Administrative Arrangements

The school's administrative arrangements provide for cooperative plan-
ning and shared decision making by the persons responsible for'imple-
menting the plans and decisions that are made, mainly administrators,
counselors, teachers, and studeRts.

3q
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Decision-making groups that include administrators, teachers,
counselors, and, in some instances, students and parents are formed to
enable persons to participate in formulating the programs and plans
that they are responsible for carrying out. Areas of shared decision
making include aims and philosophy, curriculum, instruction including
its evaluation aspects, and student advisory arrangements. The pri-
mary outcome'of these administrative arrangements is that students,
teachers, and counselors work enthusiastically to implement programs
and plans that they help formulate: Other outcomes include favorable
student,attitudes, community involvement and support, high staff
morale and high work satisfactiqn.

Ofganization for Instruction and Student Advising

The faculty and atudents are organized irito groups so that an effec-
tive educational program is arranged for the individual student each
semester and advising is personalized.

Organizing students and teachers into smaller units makes it pos-
sible to provide an excellent individual educational program for each
student and to personalize and humanize the instructional and advising
processes. A team of teachers having the same students for a consider-
able period of time during the day permits much flexibility, in using
time, materials, and Space to arrange the best possible instruction
for the students in the subject or sdbjects taught by the team of
teachers. klhen each teacher of the academic team also serves as an
advisor to tome of the students, the teacher advisor is aware of the
progress anif problems that the advisees are experiencing in the'classes
of all the team members. Furthermore, clo.se and continuing contact is
established between the,44xisor and the paitonpeof the advisee.

Home-School-Community Relations

effective co..unication and cooperative educational efforts between
the school and the community are carried out as part of a program of
home-school-community relations.

.We are all aware of the rapidly changing conditions in our neigh-
borhoods and in family living. In general it may be more difficult
now ttlan before to initiate and maintain communications and other de-
sired relationships with the local community, but it is also impera-
tive to do so. As one example, high quality career education is im-
possible foiemany students except as they participate in community
activities

The traditional family of fathers mother, and one to four chil-
dren liVing in the same home may no longer be the prevalent family
unit. The new patterns in family and home life will probably continue
and the school will be called upon to provide more effective Commu-
nication and interaction between the parent(s) or guardian(s) of stu-
dents and their teachers. Parent(s) or guardian(s) should participate
at least once each semester in educational planning with the student

3.5
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A

and the teacher advisor; ,In a corollary fashion, the teacher advisor
,should be able to meet with any parent or guardian to discuss the
educatioA of the stuclent.

Internal and External Support Arrangements

The environment fpr learning and instruction in the school and for
work and other educative experiences in the community is enriched
through the intellectual, technical, and material support provided by
school and school district groups, and by external agencies, such as
the state education agency, intermediate agencies, teadter-edimation
institutions; and professional associations.

Adiinistrative and organizational arrangements in the school and
school district of the kind outlined earlier in this section are neces-
sary for creating a desirable learning environment throughout the
school. These arrangements require internal support by the principal
in arranging class schedules and work loads of groups of teachers so
that they can meet together at regularly scheduled times during their
working hours. Adequate spaces must be found for their Meetings.
Counselors, too, can support teachers in serving as educational advi-
sors to students. Many other kinds of support in terms of providing
assistance to teachers are required of the principal.

The role of the district office, the state education agency,
teacher education institutions, and professional associations require
reappraisal with respect to how they can contribute to an excellent
learning and teaching environment in the schools. The'educational
talent exists in our schools and external educational agencies for
creating and maintaining good secondary schools. The working rela-
tionships between local schools and the external agencies need redi-
rection and improvement.

Continuing Research and Development

Student learning and personality development, instruction, advising,
administrative arrangements, and other educational processes become
better understood and are improved through continuous research and
development conducted by school personnel and cooperating individuals
and agencies.

One problem associated with educational research today is that
many researchers 'use the students and the school faculty as objects of
theoretical research in which they are interested rather than conduct-
ing cooperative research'with the schools to identif and help Solve
critical problems that the cooperating schools are periencing. A
related unresolved problem is for researchers to get ot tially use-
ful results of educational research into forms that st dents and
teachers can use. These continuing problems suggest that any major
renewal and improvement effort will require the local school staff to
develop a capability for carrying out its awn research and also to
participate in cooperative problem-solving research with external

36
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agencies that are interested in identifying and solving current
problems with the local schools.

This 10-component design provided the conceptual framework for
conducting the research and development reported in this monograph.
Accordingly, the improvement strategies worked out with the schools
for raising student achievement in Englishrmathematics, and reading
involved (a) arranging an appropriate educational program of academic
work and other educational activities for each student, (b) arranging
an,appropriate instructional program for each student enrolled in each
academic course, and (c), annually setting goals to maintain or to
raise the achievement of individual students and composite groups of
students, such as all the students of a grade. ThOle strategies ate
explained more fully in Chapter 2. Another feature of the project was
for each school either to establish an educational improvement commit-
tee composed of the principal and representatiVe teachers and counselors
to plan its research and improvement activities or to assign these re- ,

sponsibilities to an existing committee. Changes related to other com-
ponents of the design were also made in order to implement the improve-
ment strategies.



CHAPTER 2

PURPOSES AND PROCEDURES

A conceptual design for the improvement of secondary education
was presented in Chapter 1.___This-design-provided the substantive-_ _ _

framework for conducting the cooperative research with the participat-ing schools. The design implies that each sLool is a unique social
organization. Accordingly, no two schools have identical organization
structures or carry out identical improvement processes although there
may be much similarity among schools. This view regarding the unique
nature of schools is reflected in the purposes and the procedures that
follow.

Two other points should be made before considering the purposes
and procedures. First, the goal of the project was tor each school to
develop a permanent improvement capability. This called for each
school to use procedures during the project that it would continue
after the project ended. 'Accordingly, the data gathered and the im-
provement activities varied among the schools. They were not pre-
scribed by the project director.

Second, each school collected and analyzed data on student out-
comes annually and used this information in planning its improvement
activities. After the last data collection, the project analyzed the
same data on student outcomes and other information that was supplied
by each school. Thus, the schools and the project had different pur7
poses 'for analyzing the data and, accordingly, used different tech-
niques.

Participating Schools
1

Two middle schools, one junior high school, and tiro senior high
schools participated in the research. These schools were part of a
network of innovative secondary schools that were associated with the
Wisconsin Center for Education Research. They were selected from the
larger network population on the basis of being representative of small,
medium, and large, schools of rural, suburban, and urban communities.

The teachers and students of each,school were already organized
into Small groups in 1976-77, and each school was trying to provide
effective instruction in each of the aCademic subject fields. A com-
plete description of each school as it was lunctioning in 1977-78, as
well as an indication of the changes that were made each year*there-
after, are provided in ChaPters 3 through 7. There is one.chapter for
each of the five schools. Accordingly, only a brief sketch of each -
school is given here,

21
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Steuben Middle S hool is an inner city schooA. of Milwaukee,

Wisconsin.' joout ha f of the student population ti.s. black and abeut

half is whitlk Grad 6 was being phased out during the project and

the grade 6,enrbllme t dropped from 92 in 1977-78'to 36 in 1980-81.

The total enrollmen in grades 7 and 8 was 751 in 1977%-78 and 874 in

1980-81-

,
Webster Trans ional School of Cedarburg, Wisconsin-, is a subur-

ban school with,a redominantly white population. The student enroll-

ment in grades 6 and 8 was 761 in 1977-78' and 712 in .198041. About

equal mumbers_of udentswere enrolled.in eachArade.

Carl Sandbur Junior High School of Mundelein, Illinois, has some

of the propertie of both a rural and a suburban school. Its student

body is white. t has only grades 7 and 8. The enrollment in the two

grades combined as 380 in 1977-78 and 322 in 1979-80. Data were not

gathered in thi: school in 1980-81 because the school changed its

achievement tes battery that year.

Hood Rive Valley High School,)HoOd Rive4 Oregon, has the charac-

.
teristics of a rural, small-town school. A small percentage of its

students are 0 iental and the remainder kte, white. The.total enroll-

ment was 785 1977-78 and 607 in 198g781.

Cedarbur High School of Cedatburg, Wisconsin, is a suburban

school with student body that $s predo inantly white. The total'

enrollment t grades 9, 10, 11, and 12 was 1,376 in 1977-78 and 1,214

in 1980-81.

An inn r-city high school of Milwaukee-was selected in 1976-77 as

a sixth sc ool. The research Plan was to have two large city schools,
4
one at eac the middle school and high school level, two suburban

A schools, d two small-town, rural schools. The large city high '

school of Milwaukee opened in the fall of 1977-78 in a new building.

'However, ts enrollment and teaching staff did not stabilize until two

years la er in 1979-80. Accordingly, no information on student out-

comes co ld be collected during the first two years, and the decision

was mad not to include it in the present study. Despite theloss of

this sc oOl, the conclusions drawn in Chapter 8 regarding the'improve-

memt s.rategies and the school-organization structures that facilitated

the i..lbmentation oi.the strategies are considered Asseneralizable

to th two levels of schooling and to the three kinds of settings.

Time Schedule

jhe project extended for six Years. The main activities pf the

scljools and the projett follow:

19 6-77: The project director formulated a conceptnaledesign for the

, -1
improvement and renewal of s'econdary education and, based bn

the design, completed plans for cooperative longitudinal

improvement-oriented research with the five schools.

te
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1977-78: The-project director and,the school staffs,planned416--ie-
.

search activities and the related improvemat strategies.
The schools collected baseline data on all the students
enrolled in their schools%

,

1978-79: Each school summarized,and analyzed the 1977-78 daia; based
on the results, each school planned and implemented minaf
.improvement activities in the second semester of 1978-79; .

'each school collected the second,year data. ,The research
team provided consultation and assistance regarding the
analysis and interpretatibm of fhe d a an regarding the
planning and implementation of the rel improvement
activities.

1979-80: The cycle of activities ot 1978-79 was repeated, except that '

major improvement activitiesiere planned and implemented.

1980-81: The cycle of activities of 197940 was repeated, and the
last data on student outcomes were colleeted by 5/81.

1481-82: \pie research team analyzed all datit collecteA by the
P slchools.

'Purposes of tfie Research

Cy-

This projleincluded both development and research
The goal of the development wat for each school to start
administration-organization arrangements and improvenent
that would'enable it to attain desired student outcomes,
ferred to as the4levelepment of the school's improvement

activities.
or refine
strategies
This is re-

capability.

.34

The researe.h had four main objectives, all related to the develop-
mentiof a schoal's improve4ent capabiliq. One was for each school. to
mainain a-satisfactory level of studenrachievement in selected areas
from year to year and to raise an unsatiafactory level. This was the
primary purpose of the schools. . In all five schools, English, mathe-
matics, and reading were selected.as areas of improvement in accord-
ance with the purposes for which.the research was funiled.

Information related-to other areas of student
/
performance was col-

lected. Hoviever, the'activities of the project and the schoOls were
not directed systematicallY toward maintaining or raising student per-
formances in these areas. The other areas included other subjects in
two'schools,......In all five schools, inprmation regarding tudent atti-
tudes toward school was ectO, and information regarding student
self-concepts was obtain d one schbol. Attendance information was
gathered in all five set ols

second purpose of the research was tq
which each school could implement a research
hensive improvement strimegies workta out by

4u

're

determine the extent to
method and three compre-.0
each school and the pro-

ei I
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ject director. MoSt of the planned improvement activities of each
school were related to these improvement strategies.

. A thir44Urpose of the research was io relate the changes that
occurred in student outcomes from year to year to the planned improve-
ments that were made annually by eaeh school staff, to planned changes
that were not directed specifically toward the selected student out- -

comes, and to unanticipated events that occurred and that may have
influenced the selected student outcomes. Based on these relationr
fhips, the effe.cts of the improvement activities on student outcomes
were inferred. To achieve this objective, each school reported ita
annual planned activities and the unanticipated events to the project'
as.well as the information regarding student outcomes.

The fourth purpose was to generite urgently needed knowledge,
first, regarding usable and effective improvement strategies and,
second, regarding school-organization structures and.processes at the
secondary school.level that facilitate the implementation of the im-
provement strategies. In this regard, a comprehensive search of the
literature was conducted. It showed that, despite the many recotmen-
dations for improving secondary qucation, no project of this scope
had been carried out in which schools had developed and implemented .

improvement strategies on a schoolwide basis and had then determined
the effectiveness of the strategies. It should be,00ted that tha im-
provement strategies employed by the schools, as 4-6.1l as the facili-
tative organization structures and processes, are based on the,concep-
tual design that was described in Chapter 1.

In addition to the preceding purposes, the project had two other
objectives. One was to ascertain how the quarters of each grade of
each school in mentql ability achieved. The schools4ased this infor-
mation on an annual basis to ascertain whether theiieducational pro-
cesses were equally effective with the'students of all queiters in men-
tal ability. Another objective was to determine the achievement pat-

_dterns of the boys and the gyls of each grade of eacli school. This
informati4 was-used by the project to extend knowledge regarding sex
differences in achievement from giades 7 through'12 and also sex differ-
ences in gains in apievement froigrades 7 through 12.

It was hypothesized that implementing the improvement strategies
would have two main effects on educational achievement in each school,
provided there were not offsetting unanticipated.events that produced
a negative effect on.the sglected outcomes. The hypothesized effects
were:

)
The mean eddtational achievement of the students of the same
grade of a later.year would be as high as, or higher than, the
mean of the students of the same grade of each earlier year,
e.g., gradet7 of 1978-79 vs. grade 7 of 1977-78, the baseline
year, taking' bleb account differences between the students of
the successivegrades in medtal ability.

The mean educational achieveient of each'later longitudinal group
of students that entered the first grade of the school and comr
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es'

pleted the last grade would be as high as, or higher tharr, the
mean of the first longitudinal cohort.

No predictions were formulated with respect to student attitudes
or,attendance. However, student attitude and attendance were not ex-
pected to-fall as a result of the improvement activities.

Research Method

The research method used in this project is now examined from the
standpoint of how the participating schools proceeded annually in
th collection, analysis, and use of the data on student outcomes
and the project proceeded in analyzing the data on each student at,
the of the project. Only an overview is given of the research
method, The detailed information regarding the tests used in each school
are v4. esented in Chapters 3 through 7.

Data Collection and Analysis by the Schools

The information on the students of each grade was gathered by each
school at 12-month1intervals for four years. Each school gathered in-
formation on all the students regarding Rducational achievement and
attitudes. Each school also had a mental ability score for most of
its students. The particular information that was gathered regarding)
achievement, mental ability, and attitudes was determined by each
school. No' two schools used identical tests and inventories. Rather,
the particular tests and inventories already being used by the school
in one or more grades were administered to the students of all grades.

The achievement and mental ability information for'each $radefor'
the first year, the baseline year, and for each successive year there-
after was summarized by each Ashool in this manner. The mental ability
score for the students of each-grade was obtailied. The students of
each grade were divided into quarters based on their mental ability
scores. The mean, or avtrage, mental ability score of each quarter of
each grade was computed. Then the mean mental ability score was changed
to an equivalent percentile rank. Next, the educational achievement
test score of each student in each subject was recorded,. The mean
achievement for each quarter was computed and converted to an equival-
ent percentile rank. These data for each grade were tabled annually
by the school.

The tabled information was interpreted by each school staff. The
results of this' interpretation were*used in assessing the effective-
ness of the school and classroom processes of the current year and in
planning improvements for groups of students for the.ensuing year.

Percentile rank and mean were the only statistical terms used by
.

the local school staffs in their analysis of the quantitative informa-
tion. These terms were readily understood. It was also r latively
easy for each staff to observe the extent to which the di ferent
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quarters of,the class in mental ability were achieving above_or below
their ability in any given subject. This information, when supported
by teacher judgment, enabled the staff to de-dide if-their curricular
and instructional arrangements were equally effective for al, f.,9ur; .

quarters of the class in mental ability. Inferencesalso we, ethadily
drawn as to whether achievement was higher or lower &omparatively in
the different subject fields. The school staff was able to use this

- information in setting goals in the various subject fields fpr quar-
ters of the same class and for the entire class.'

k

In addition to the preceding information, the school had (for
most of the individual students) a mental ability score, an achieve-
ment profile, and other information. This enabled the school to iden-
tify the individual students who had achieved above or below ability--,
in a) subject and to arrange a more appropriate instructional program
forfthe student. Special attention was given to students who were
achieving considerably below ability in English, reading, or mathema-
tics.

The project prouided assistance to each school in formulating the
preceding research mebhod during a planning period and also later in
implementing all aspects of it. More assistance was given to the
schools in the first two years of the project than in the last two
years.

Data Analysis by the Project

_

Each school provided its summary tables to the project each year.
The project reviewed this information and made suggestions to the
school regarding educatitnal improvements to be made. Each schOol
also provided test scores and other information for each student. The
project used the individual student's scores in the final data analy-
sis that was carried out after the last data collection by the schools
in May of 1981. This information was analyzed in the following manner.

The mean, or average, achievemeni of the students of each grade
each successive year in each subject field was compared with the mean
achievemencof the students of the same grade in preceding years, In-
cluding the baseline year, 1977-78. This is called the cross-sectional
analysis. For example, the achievements of four successive grade 7
classes of Steuben Middle School were compared to ascertain how the
"achievements of each later grade 7 class compared with the achieve-
ments of each earlier grade 7 class, and especially the baseline class
of 1977-78. The statistical significance of the difference among the
means was determined using analysis of covariance, with mental ability
the covariate. Analysis of covariance was used in order to thke into
account differences among the successive classes in mental'ability.
When a difference significant at or beyond the .05 level was found
among the.grades, a post-hoc comparison was made of the difference
between the means of each pair of grades. Differences significant at
or beyond the .05 level between males and females were also determined
in the cross-sectional analysis.

43
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Some students of each school entered the first grade of the school
tests,-and continued through the

last grade of the school. This group of students is called a longitud-
inal cohort. The achievements of each longitudinal cohort were analyzed
by repeated measures analysis of variance in order to ascertain the main
effects pertaining to quarter in mental ability, sex, and gain in achieve-
ment. This enabled the project to ascertain whether the level of achieve-
ment and the gain in achievement were significantly different for the
various quarters in mental ability and also for males or females. The
achievements of'two or more longitudinal .cohorts of the same school were
compared, using analysis of covariance with mental ability the covariate,
in order to take into account the differences between the cohorts in
mental ability. In this analysis, differences in the level of achieve-
ment and the gain in achievement between the cohorts and between the
boys and girls were identified. Differences among the quarters in men-
tal ability could not be determined since mental ability was used as
the covariate. Post-hoc comparisons were made of differences that wre
found to be significant at or.beyond the .05 level.

Each school provided information to thelproject regarding the
planned improvements in English, mathematics, and reading that it made
each year for groups of students, planned changes that were made each
year but that were not focused on these three subject fields, and un-
anticipated events that occurred each year that may have influented
student achievement positively or negatively. The project director
related these changes and events to the changes that occurred in stu-
dent achievement from year to year. Each school reviewed.the'report
of these relationships, as well as the complete report of the school's
research and.improvement activities, that appear in Chapters 3 tHrough
7. Any discrepancies that were found were corrected by the research
team, and mutual agreement was reached regarding the relationships
that are reported in Chapters 3 through 7.

Nature of Inferences Drawn

Inferences were drawn as to whether the planned improvements and
the nonfocused changes and unanticipated events that occurred each
year had a positive effect, a negative effect, or no effect (neutral)
on student achievement. Significantly higher mean achievement by the
students of a later year who experienced planned improvements that the
students of an earlier year did not experience was interpreted as a posi-
tive effect of the planned improvements. In cases where unanticipated
events having a negative effect occurred during the same year as the
planned improvements, it was recognized that the achievement might have
been even higher. Significantly lower mean achievement by the students
of a later class that experienced the planned improvements was treated
as a negative effect. However, unanticipated events that had a tive
effect that might have outweighed the effect of the planned improve-
ments were identified. A nonsignificant difference between the'mean
achievement of a later class that experienced planned improvements and
an earlier class that did not was treated as a neutral effect. Mere
the planned improvements did not produce the higher achievement, or
else there were unanticipated events with negative effects equal to
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the positive effects of the planned improvements. A nonsignificant
difference between a lkqer class that experienced the.same planned
improvements as the immediately prior class was also treated as
neutral. For example, the third grade 10 class of a school achieved
significantly higher-than either of the first two grade 10 classes.
The fourth grade 10 class also achieved significantly higher than the
first two classes bnt not significantly higher than the third class.
This significantly higher mean achievement by the fourth.grade 10
class compared with the first two clasSes vas treated as a positive
effect, while the nonsignificantly different mean achievement by the
fourth grade 10 class compared with the third class was interpreted
as neutral. In this regard, the achievement of the fourth grade 10
class should have been evaluated as a positive effect if the achieve-
ment 9f the tliird grade 10 class was already as high as could be ex-
pected. However, no criterion was established for determining when
achievement reached this level.

An explanation is in order regarding the interpretation of the
longitudinal data. The first longitudinal cohort of a school was
regarded as the baseline cohort in the same manner as JOOk the first
cross-sectional grade. The later cohort experienced more planned im-

.

provements than each earlier cohort. Accordingly, the mean achieve-
ment of each later cohort, averaged across all grades, was expected to
re higher than that of the baseline cohritrt. Even though the mean
achievement of the later cohort was expected to be higher because it
experienced more planned improvements, it was1 not possible to relate
the specific improvements and other events of any one year or semester
to the averaged mean achievement of two successive cohorts. To illus-
trate, the first grade 10-11-12 longitudinal cohort experienced a
particular set of _planned improvements and other changes when the
students were in each grade. The students of the second cohort
experienced similar planned improvements during two of their grades,
but not necessarily the identical ones. Moreover, these improvements
were carried out one year later for the second cohort. In addition,
both cohorts for two of their years in school experience& the same
unanticipated events and other schOolwide nonfocused planned changes.
Thus, only if the mean of a later cohort exceeded that of an earlier
cohort could any conclusion be drawn concerning the cumulative effects
of all of the changes and events on each cohort's achievement.

A second consideration regarding the longitudinal cohorts is that
the number of longitudinal students of each grade was considerably
fewer than the number of cross-sectional students of each grade. This
occurred because-all ,the longitudinal students were included in the
cross-sectional, grades but many cross-sectional students,were not part
of a longitudinal cohort. Accordingly, the cross-sectional students
are more representative of the entire student population of the school
than are the longitudinal students. For this reason, as well as the
difficulty in relating the planned improvements and other changes to
the average achievement of the successive longitudinal cohorts, the
results pertaining to the longitudinal cohorts are interpreted as
being supportive or not supportive of the cross-sectional reSults.

45,
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Let us now consider the gains in achievement. No attempt was
de to relate either the gains made by each cohort or the comparative

;

Ains made by the successive cohorts to the planned improvements and.-
ther events. As was indicated earlier, the effects of the planned

/improvements and the common unanticipated events experienced by two
/successive cohorts coula not be sorted out reliably.. Moreover, the
/ students of the first longitudinal cohort had not experienced any
planned improvements when tested the first time, but they had experi-
encad some improvements when tested the next time. On the other hand,
the students of a later cohort had already experienced planned improve-
ments when tested the first time and then continued to experience
planned improvements in the later grade or grades. Accordingly, the
students of the first cohort were expected to gain as much or more
than the second one from the first time of testing to a later time.

,

Although the gains made by the...longitudinal groups were not.re-
lated to the planned improvements and other changes, three important
questions concerning gains were addressed. Did the students of each
longitudinal cohort gain significantly from one time of testing to the .

next? Answering this question aided,the schools in interpreting the
effects of the total educative process, including the curriculum con-
tent of each grade. A second question was direeted toward ascertaining
whether the mean gains of the boys and the girls were alike or differ-
ent. Here the purpose was to ascertain the total effects of the educa-
tive process on boys and girls, not to sort out the possible differen-
tial effects of Ithe planned improvements on the achievements of the boys
and the girls e ch year. No school deliberately carried out improvement
activities that were directed more toward one sex than the other, and
it was assumed that the combined effects of the planned improvements
and other events would be the sade for the boys and the girls. A final
concern was whether tlie quarters'in mental ability of each cohort gained
equally. Here also the effects on the total educative process on each
quarter, including the planned i rovem nts and other changes, were of
interest. Although cause-and-effec ationships were not inferred
for sex And level of mental ability, the results regarding sex differ-
ences in gains in achievement in English, mathematics, and reading
from .grade 7 through grade 12 as well as the results for the four men-
tal ability levels are of high interest in their own right. These re-
sults are summarized in Chapter 8.

:

It is appropriate to review the nature of the cause-and-effect
inferences that were drawn, based on the cross-sectional analyses of
the achievements of the successive grades. The'research was carried
out in vivo, not as a controlled experiment. Accordingly, there were
no randomly-drawn sets of control groups of students in each school
each year that did-not experience the planned improvements, the non-

)focused
planned changes, and the unanticipated events. The closest

appyoximation to sets of control groups of students were the students
of each grade of each school in the first year of the study, the base-
line year. 'These baseline-year students did not experience the planned
improvements and the nonfocused planned changes and the unanticipated
events that the later classes did. However, these are not randomly
drawn control groups of students. Accordingly, the cause-and-effect
inferences are more tentative than is the case in a controlled experi-
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ment in which only one independent variable is manipulated and all
other variables are controlled. .Taking this into account, the authors
exercised much caution in their interpretations, and a considerable
number of changes in student achievementfrom year to year, as well as
nonsignificant differences,,are reported as not being accounted for.

Before proceeding to the description of the improvement strate--
gies employed in the.schools, we may pause to consider how the massive
amount of quantitative information was summarized and where it it re-
ported. Tables were prepared that report descriptive information, in-,
cluding the mean score,on each test and the standard deviation, for
each'total cross-sectional group and each total longitudinal group of
students of each school, as well as for the boys, girls, and quarters
in mental ability separately. Other tables were prepared that give
the results of the tests of significance that were performed.

Summary tables were prepared, based on the preceding tables, that
indicate whether a difference of interest, e.g., among four successive
grade 7 classes in achievement, was or was not statistically signifi-
cant et or beyond the .05.1evel. The summary tables also repoit the re-
sults of the post-hoc tests that were performed when a difference Among -
three or more groups was significant. The relevant summary tables for
each school are presented in Chapters 3 through 7 that follow.

Some other tables were prepared containing information that was
not summarized in a chapter table but that is referred to in a chap-
ter. All of the tables that.report descriptive information and the
tests of significance are reported in a publication of the Wisconsin
Center for Education Research (Klausmeier, Serlin, & Zindler, 1982)..
These tables were put in the Center publication to make this monograph
more readable and to reduce its cost. The list of tables appearing in
the Center publication is given in Appendix B of this monograph.

Improvement Strategies-^

Three closely related strategies were worked out with the schools.
These strategies involved use of the test data; as well as other in-
formation regarding the student, including teacher judgment. 'As we
shall see later in Chapters 3 through 7, not all three strategies were
fully implemented in all the schools. One strategy was to arrange an
appropriate educational program of course work and other educational
activities for the individual student each semester that satisfied
the student's educational needs and that also met districtand state
requireients. Tbe main concern here was to assure that the student
had appropriate courses in which to enroll and enrolled in them. A
second strategy was to arrange an appropriate instructional program
for each student enrolled in each course, taking into account the stu-
dent's aptitudes, achievements, career goals, learning styles, and
other attributes. The third strategy involved railing the achievement
of either the total group of studenti of each giade or part of,the stu-
dents of a grade, such as a particular quarter in mental ability.

47
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IndividUal Educational Programming Strategy

The strategy for arranging an appropriate educational program for
each student has three main steps:

1. In a conference with each continuing student and each incoming
student and with the student's parents, develop an educational
plan with the student for the forthcoming semester or year.

Q. Implement the plan and monitor the student's progress related to
each element of his or her program.

3. Evaluate the student's semester program in terms of the appropri-
ateness and value of the program to the student.

As an example of this, in Hood Rivei Valley High School, each
student's entering grAde 10 program was worked out when the student
was in the junior high school in grade 9. The planning conference in-
volved the student, a senior high school counselor, and the student's
parents. In the conference, a major field of study and related grade
10 courses were identified by the student and the counselor. Upon
enrollment in grade 10, a senior high school teacher advisor advised
the student regarding the courses and monitored the student's progress.

Individual Instrational Programming Strategy

An appropriate instructional program must be arranged for each
student in each course in order for the student to have an effective
total educational program. The nature of the student's instructional
program varies from one course to another depending upon the pattern
of instruction followed in the particular courses. Four different
patterns of instruction are possible and the school selects a partic-
ular pattern to follow in each course. The patterns are described
briefly and then the model that was employed by the schools in plan-
ning and implementing each student's instructional program is out-
lined.

4

Patterns for arranging individual instructional programs. Each
student's instructional program in any given course is related to_
whether,or not all the learning outcomes of the course,are required of
all the students and whether or not the criterion for achieving the
outcomes is mastery. Based-on these two considerations, four patterns
of instructional programs may be arranged for individual students in

,--their various courses. Theostaff of each school participating in the
research was already using one or more of these patterns in their
courses in English, mathematics, and reading in 1977-78. More cot
plete information regarding the patterns in the different schools is
provided.in Chapters 3 thiough 7 in the descriptions of the schools as.
oi 1977-78.

1. Common outcomes, mastery criterion. In this pattern every indi-
vidual student's prograt in a given course includes the same com-
mon outcomes ad every other student's. Also,.every student is

t 4 J
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required to achieve the outcomes to a mastery criterion. Differ-
ences in the rates at which students master the units of the
course or curricular area are taken into account in three ways.
First, some students complete more units than other students
during the same time period, such as a semester. Second, all
students complete the same number of units during the, semester,
but _ they spend_ _different amounts-of-time-during-the-semester iii
completing the units. Third, all students complete the same
number of units during the semester, but they engage in different
amounts of in-depth and in-breadth enrichment.activity. This pat-
tern, with some students completing more units than others, was
followed more than other patterns in all courges in English, math-
ematics,'and reading at Hood River Valley High School.

2. Common outcomes, variable attainment. In this pattern every stu-
dent's instruttional program includes the same outcomes. Howevers
the students attain the outcomes to.a level of achievement judged
by the teacher to be adequate for each student. Therefore, any
student proceeds to the next unit of instruction in the sequence
if the teacher judges the stpdent's achievement to be adequate.
Rapid,learners may complete more units than slow learners during a,
given time period, but usually they complete the same number of
units and engage in enrichment activities. Slower learners typi-
cally proceed through the units according-tothe same time-sehe
dule as other students, but master fewer outcomes. Some teachers
at Steuben Middle School followed this pattern.

3. Variable outcomgt, mastery criterion. When this pattern is follpwed,
not all the students' instructional programs include the same set
of required outcomes. Any given student's program may-possibly
have outcomes different from those of every other itudent. Typical-
ly, however, there is a core of required outcomes to be mastered by
every student and there are also some variable or elective objectives.'
suited to each student. The outcomes included in each Agent's pro-
gram must be achieved to a predetermined mastery level. is pattern
was implemented in the English and mathematics courses required for
graduation at Cedarburg High School and in courses in English, mathe-
matics,-and reading at Carl Sandburg Junior High School and Webster
Transitional School. Some teachers at Steuben Middle School also
used it.

4. Variable outcomes, variable attainment. In this pattern, as in
pattern 3, not all students' programs include the same outcomes
and mastery of the unit outcomes is not required of any students.
This pattern is followed when students are assigned responsibility '

for deciding what they will learn, when they will complete the
work, and how well they will achieve. This pattern was employed
in some elective courses in English and mathematics in grades 11
and 12 at Cedarburg High School.

The instructional programming process. A model for arranging an
instructional program for the individual student has been formulated
by Klausmeier (1977). Each school participating in the research was

4
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following this model to some extent in 1977-78 and tO a greater extent
each year thereafter.

1. Pre-assess each student's entering achievement level, learning
styles, and motivational pattern. Assessing the entering achieve-

:- ment level of the students is necessary when first arranging in-
struction to take into account the readiness of each student to
learn. It is not necessary after the students have completed a
firdt unit of instruction, since the information from the preced-
ing unit serves this purpose. Ordinarily, only, achievement test-
ing is done before instruction beginees part of the preassess-
ment. Learning styles, motivation, and other characteristics of
the students are identified from records, or by the teacher after
instruction begins.

2. Set goals with each student based on the assessment. The goals
that the student sets are based upon the course objectives. The
objectives that the student ,has not yet achieved to a desired
level are included in the student's goals and are used in develop-
ing the instructional plan of the.student.

3. Plan and, implement an instructional program in the course to en-
able the student to achieve the goals/objectives. This step ap-
plies 14ben an attempt is made in the course to take into account
the student's expected rate of achieving the objectives, learning
styles, motivation, and other characteristics. The teacher pro-
ceeds differently with different students, as is indicated with a
few examples. First, more time for learning is given to the slower
than the faster students to achieve Ole same goal/objective. Second,
a self-motivated student is given less teacher attention and direc-
tion thaw-the-unmotivat ed- one-.Third,-students-who-do not-learn
from studying alone spend more time in pairs or in small groups
interacting with other students. Fourth, the use of printed mater-
ials, audio-visual materials, and direct experiencing is varied to
accommodate the different learning styles and interests of the stu-
dents. Fifth, space and related equipment, such as the classroom,
the instructional materials center, and the laboratory, are used
differently for students in terms of their learning goals, inter-
ests, and conduct. Sixth, the amount ofrtime spent by each stu-
dent in teacher-directed individual, pair, small-group, and large-
group actiVity is varied. Similarly, variations are made in terms
of student-initiated activities. A combination of individual
student activty, small-group activity, teacher-led small-group
instruction, end teacher-led whole-class instruction appears to be
necessary in most courses. Also, students, require a considerable
amount of teacher explanation, guidance, and monitoring when ab-
stract concepts and principles are introduced.

4. Assess each student's learning progress and achievement of goals/
objectives. This kind of assessment is essential for every unit
and course. It is done during the course or unit to assure stu-
dent progress in learning, and alsstia t. the end of each unit and
course to determine students' achievement of their goals/objec-
tives.
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5. If the goals/objectives are achieved to the desired level, the
student proceeds to the next unit. If the goals are not attained,
the teacher determines why and takes other actions that are appro-
priate. This,step is necessary only when the student must_meet a
specified criterion to move to the next unit or the-next tourse.
When the specified criterion is mastery, the actions-that ate_
taken with early achievers and late achievers depend uP-oif the pat-
tern of instructional programming that is beidg followed in the
particular course and school, as described earlier in thisthapter

The preceding ideas regarding individual educational progrands and
related individual instructional programs may be clarified by examin-
ing the characteristics of two middle school students of Steuben Middle
School and their instructional programs in English, mathematics, and
reading. The same four academic Courses in English, mathematics, read-
ing, and social studies were completed by both students. They also had
courses in physical education and the allied arts. The classes had an
allocated time of 48 minutes per aay, 5 days per week, for an 18-week
semester. Information is provided regarding the content studied and
the types Of instructional strategies and kinds of materials that were
used in three courses, namely, English, developmedtal reading, and
mathematics. This detailed information regarding two students is pro-
vided to show how the teachers took into Accodnt the characteristics
of the two students in arrangingtheir individual instructional pro-
grams.

Brad's' Characteristics

Brad is in grade 8 and is 14 years old. His percentile ranks on a re-
cent standardized educational achievement.test were 84 ih read--
ing, 86 in language, and 99 in mathematics. Brad is motivated by

igood grades and achieves at an above-average level in all of his
classes.

Brad is proud of being a newspaper carrier, is interested in sports,
and likes working with various types of electronic equipment. MR
maintains an awareness of current social, political, and economic
problems. Brad plans to go .to college after high school gradua-
tion but is uncertain about any particular career.

Related to learning styles, Brad can ignore most noises in the claii-
roams or labs when studying, prefers dim or shaded light, prefers
to feel cool rather than warm, and sthdies best at a desk pr sit-
ting on a hard chair. He regards his classes as interesting and
important. Mad finishes nearly all the things that he starts,
thinks that it is important to do things as well as he can, and
prefers classes where he selects most of the materials and activ-
ities and there are few directions. He learns best alone and
likes to learn in several different ways rather than by any
single method. Brad likes something to eat or drink when he
studies, and he studies best in the afternoon. He likes to sit
in the same place through most of the class period and likes to
do things the-way most other people do them.
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Bradls Educational Program, 1st semester, srade 8.

Subject:. English

-.Content Studied: ,

Composition: Emphasis on the development of thesis statements in

composition.

Literature: Study of the novel for plot, theme, and character
development.

Spelling improvement.

Creative dramatics: Write and produce an original play with a
small group.

Proportion to nearest one-tenth in each instructional mode: indi-

, vidual .6, pair or small group .2, whole class .2.
.1.0

Proportional use of instructional materials to nearest one-tenth:
books .8, newspapers and magazines-.1, films and filmstrips .1.

Alternative Activities in English:

Brad was assigned to the language arts/reading lab for 3 weeks
instead of this English class. In the lab he studied Greek and
Roman nature myths, with_an emphasis on vocabulary, comprehension
skills, and composition Wils. The instructional modes were
individual .4, pair or small group .3, and whole class .3. The

use of instructional materials was books .4, films and film

strips .2, records and cassettes .2, and teacher-prepared mate-

rials .2.

Subject: Developmental Reading

Content Studied:

Introduction to vocabulary skills with focus on content clues and

word origins.

Development of comprehension skills with emphasis on main ideas,
detail, inference, and conclusions.

Development of ptory understanding with emph sis on plot, charac-
ter deve,lopment, conflict, and climax as developed in short

stories.

Instructional Mode Proport individual .5, pair or.small group .5.

Instructional Materials Propor (Ins: books .8, newspapers and maga-

zines .2.
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Alternative Reading Activities:

For 3 of the 18 weeks, Brad was assigned to the advanCgd reading
lab instead ofthis developmental reading class. In the lab Brad
focused on vocabulary improvement, including study of.techniques
to understand new words by using prefixes:suffixes, roots, con-
text clues, and word origins. The instructional mDdes.were indi-
vidual .6, pair or small group whole class .3. The ins,truc-
tional materials usage was books .3 and teacher-prepared materials .7.

Subject: tMethematics

Content Studied:

Brad work-independently in two commercial math prtglams titled .

Key to Algebra and Key to Geometry. In algebra,he completed
basic concepts through the factoring of polynomials. In geometry
he worked op definition of geometric shapes and procedures for
construction of each shape.

Instructional Mode Proportions: indivldual .8, whole clasS...2.

Alternative Mathematics Activities:

Brad attended the math lab one day during each of the three six-
weeRi.periods to participate in enrichment activities relating to
algebra and geometry.. In addition to this lab and the regular
class Brad worked independently in'math. On the locally-developed
math competency test administered in September Brad scored 91%.
A conference with the math lab teacher determined that the missed
problems resulted mainly from calculation errorsnot_from a lack
of concept understanding. The outdome of the conferences with-
the math lab teacher and unit math teacher was that Brad tdbk -

programmed algebra and geometry courses which are.used only by
the highest level math students.-

Lucy's Characteristics

Lucy is 13 years old and is in grade 8. On a standardized'educational
achievement test, she scored at the 34th percentile in'rgading,
the 30th in language, and the 30th in mathematics. She has a
moderately low level of conceptual development and low motivation
to achieve in'her academic subjects# but her motivation and achieve-

, ment are high in both artistiC and physical endeavors.

Lucy expresses her attitudes and opinions regarding films, clothing
materials, and styles in a sophisticated, mature,way. Her,pri-
mary interests, aS shown during the school day, in aftee-school
activities, and outside of school are in artistic, gymnastic,4and
modhr,B, dance activ.ities. 4'



Lucy cannot study in a noisy environment. She prefers brhht light ,..,i,....
for studying, warmth rather than coolneas,-and she studias,best: ,-. ,,..::...
loungingNin an informal atrangement. "Sfivregards acadeMiC '''.;

and'physical education are great. Iucy voluntar ly fArashes,*-jj'-:_-,:,*. .-:.

classes as not very interesting ot importailt but.feels ehatTiltpy,,,

the things in which she is interested,'thinks itis all-Alght:triy.;
do just'enough to get_ by, and-prefers clasSeewhere ghe is'to,
exactly what to do.,) She leards-academic gubjectMabter bestth

:"' - -: '- 'I'L''' , ,-.` =z,-,-';a friend or two and prefers to-learn visually, recta. y.t. 4 --
-.:-. ...:,;:

kinesthetically the likes:something lo,nibble o9- qtin pttidyt -,

She Studies best in the mdining-and prefers temove aron$k4O,ritil:
the class period. Lucy prefers to do things her',o34tiiiv0-,.-,':, _

. . . , 1, - -
...

Lucy
I
s Educations+ Program, 1st semester, grade 8... .,*-.. ;i', . -A,-.;_-,t .. , - ' . ,,..

. ,

Subject: English

Cc:intent Studiedt'
. . .

.- -

.':'' / -'.1,

. ,.. ;::
.,-- . . . ,

t, ?

Cbmposittion techniq s: Emphasis on development of basic seri-
.... ..

' tence patterns apd p ragraph format. .-

, ( .. WI. .Z. ' . t

Basic literature: Using mainly short.iitoriesi,learrIthOw
'ters are.developed by the pthor. . r

..;
.

. .

Creative dramatics: Write and prod!? an'origiifsl. Short 144.
with a small group of gtudents.

%

Instructional Mode Proportions: individual 0.1 pair or ,sma.14; grpurt

whole class .2.

Insi.ttional MateriSls Uiiie: --5661657.17-hewspapers add 'Magazines-3..

Alternative activitieg: None.

Subject: Reading r_

;'

-

Content Studied: .
4:-

.
,

..
,

_.,

Vocabulary skills with emphasis on context clues.
- Comprehhnsion skills with emphasis on main idea and 'detail, .

Short stories.with focus pn plot and charadters. .

Instructional M6de Proportions: individual .5, pairor'small group .5.,

Instiructional Materials Usage: books -.8, newspapers atultaagazines .2.

. .

,
. ,

es: None.
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Subject: Mathematics

Content Studied:

Measurement: Use of ruler to nearest 1/16 inch.
\Review of four basic mathematics functions with whole numbers.

Introduction to four basic functions using integers.
Use of tables in mathematics to solve problems.
Introduction to comparing, reducing, and factoring fractions,

Instructional Mode Proportions: individual .5, pair or small group .3,
whore-class .2.

InstructiohalMaterials Usage: books .7, learning packages and
commercial kits .3.

Alternative activities:

Spent one day during each three six-week period in the mathematics
lab. Uskd manipulative 'materials to reinforce conceptti\;rom math
class. \sir

Goal-setting SeiStegy

Implementing individual edUcational programming and individual
instructional programming effectively should lead to high student
achievement and other favorable outcomes. However, these strategies
alone do not yield satisfactory student outcomes under certain circum-
stances. For 'example, if the school does not offer appropriate courses,
if appropriate materials agboat*WVailable, or if an appropriate pat- 4

tern of instruction'cannot be implemented, desired outcomes may not
occur. The goal-setting strategy was worked out to deal with condi-
tions such as these and includes the following steps.

During a planning period, select the areas for improvement, the
student groups to be involved, and the information gathering -

tools and,procedures.

During the first year 40 implementing the strategy, gather, pro--
cess, and summarize the information regarding each selected area
of interest for each group of students.

Based upon the analysis of the first-year data, set goals in each
subject and any other program area of iel est for each continu-
ing group of students and for each inc ming group. Develop and
implement plansfor achieving the goals. (The setting of goals
for an incoming group of students necessarily takes into account 1

possible differences between it and the continuing group is apti-
tudes, entering achievement levels, or both.)

Gather, process, and summarize the second-year information, and
use the results to assess the extent to which each group attained
the goals set for it.

53-
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Assess the improvement activities and the curricular and Instruc-
tional arrangements pertaining to the goals in terms of effective-
ness, appropriateness, and value.

Continue the data gathering, goal setting, and improvement activ-*
ities each year, making refinements in the improvement processes,
curriculum, and instructional processes.

The first step of this strategy was completed with all the schools
by the end of the first semester of 1977-78, and achievement test infor-
mation was gathered on all the students in 1977-78. In Webster Transi-
tional School and Cedarburg High School most of the achievement test-
ing was done is September (Webster) or October (Cedarburg High School).
The earliest summary information was available to the school staffs in
September (Webster) and the latest in January .(Cedarburg High School),

In the three schools that did spring.testing--Steuben Middle
School, Carl Sandburg Junior High School, and Hood River Valley High
School--the first achievement test data were not summarized until the
summer or early fall of 1978. In the first Semester of 1978-79,
teachers of these schools examined the summary tables. With this time
sChedule for data analysis and interpretation, only minor improvements
could be planned and implemented in the ghcond semester of 1978-79.

Goal setting and the related planning of improvements based on
the summary data were not carried out systematically in any of the
five schools Until 1979-80. Thus, if this improvement strategy was
effective in raising achievement and the other two strategies that
were being partially or totally implemented were not, the achievements
the classes of 1979-80 and 1980-81 were expected to be substantially
higher than those of the earlier classes of 1977-78 and 1978-79.

The 1979-80 goals and the related improvement plans in reading,
mathematics, and English for the grade 10 class of Hood River Valley
High School illustrate how this strategy was carried out in this
school. Noticewthat goals were set for each quarter of the grade 10
class in mental ability and that changes in the instructional arrange-
ments and the curriculum were required to achieve the goals.

;

Curricular
Area Grade

Reading

Math

Goal Planned Changes

10 Each of the four quarters
in mental ability will have
a reading achievement per-
centile as high as, or
higher than, the mental
ability.percentile of the
quarter.

10 Each_of the four quarters
in mental ability will

During 1979-80 one teacher
from each,of the nine sub-
ject areas will partici-
pate in a reading project
with the staff from the
Wisconsin R&D Center. The
goal is to implement a
schoolwide reading improve-
ment program.

The school curriculum
committee will recommend
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Curricular
Area Grade Goal

have a mathematics achieve-
ment percentile as high as,
or higher than, the mental
ability percentile of the
quarter.

English 10 Each of the four quarters
in mental ability will have
an English achievement per-
centile as high as, or
higher than, the mental
ability percentile of the
quarter. Since English is
lower than math and reading
for the past two years, a
second goal will be to
bring the English scores
for all quarters up to a
level comparable with math
and reading.

Roles of ihe Project Staff

Planned Changes

additional requirements in
math, particularly for the
top two quarters.

A 10th grade English cur-
riculum revision will
require all 10th graders --)

to participate in a five
unit sequence of grammar
review and composition.

This cooperative research project was unique with respect to the
continuing cooperation invobied between the schools and the project
over-a period of six years. A brief summary of the role of each school
and a more compl te account of the role of the pro4ect staff follows to
make clear the nature of the cooperative,effort.

Many ideas regarding the research method and improvement strate-
gies originated with the schools during the planning period and were
synthesized by the project director. The principal and other members
of each school staff worked with the project staff in adapting and
implementing the research method. Each school assumed complete ini-
tiative and responsibility for planning and implementing its improve-
ment activities.

Each school paid for its tests and the scoring of the tests. It

also prepared the annual summary tables. The schools supplied the sum-
mary tables to the project annually.

Each school provided the information that was necessary to under-
stand its programs and activities as of 1977-78, and each school re.-
viewed the project's description of its school as it was functioning
in 1977-78. Each school also provided an account of the planned
changes and the unanticipated events that occurred each year akter
1977-78. Each schoOl reviewed the final report regarding its activ-
ities and results.
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The role of the project staff was mainly consultative and facili-
tative. The project director (the first author of ,this _monograph) was
responsible for the direction of the project, from the initial devel-
opment of the research proposal in 1976-77 through the final proofing
of this manuscript No fierson other than the first author's secretary

.was with the pro ct throughout this time interval. Moreover, the
staff was not large at any time. The main'responsibility of members
of the research staff were aefollows:

Herbert J. Klausmeier, professor, director of project, 15%,
1977-1982 (in addition, 50% released time from teaching
supported by a chaired professorship).

John Daresh, project associate, 60%, issistance to the local
schools in their annual data collection and'data analysis,
6/78-12/80.

Louise Middendorf,, graduate student and project assistant, assis-
tance to the project director, 25%, 1/78-8/79.

Daniel Probst, graduate student and project assistant, assistance
to the project associate and project director, 50%, 8/79-1/82.

Ronald Serlin, professor, supervision of final statistical analysis
of data and review and editing of manuscript, 5%, 9/81-8/82.

Monica Zindler, graduate student and project assistant, 50%, data
analysis, table preparation, and proofreading, 8/80-8/82.

Thomas S. Sipple, project specialist, hourly, preparing tables
and°proofreading, 3/82-3/83.

Secretarial staff equivalent to .8 FTE:

Arlene Knudsen 1/77-8/82
Janet Lindow 10/77-6/79
Julie Bixby 3/79-11/80
Donna Mlsna 2/81-8/82

In addition to the research activities, a staff development program
consisting of printed materials, 10 filmstrips, and.9 school-experiences
audiocassettes was developed and evaluated during the period. 1978-79
through 1980-81 (Klausmeier, 1982). Other staff members not included
in the prior listing were involve0 with the project director in develop-
ing these materials.

-The size of the project research staff permitted only two to four
site visits to be made to each sehool during 1977-78 and 1978-79 and
one or two during the last two years. The site vibits were used mainly
to clarify aspects of the data collection, data analysis, data interpre-
tation, data transmission, and the improvement strategies and the re-

._].;.ated improvement activities.
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Two meetings of the principals and other staff members of the.five
schools were held in Madison during the first two years and one during
each of the last two years to plan and assess progress. In addition,
individual principals came to Madison occasionally. There were fre-
quent telephone calls and a considerable amount of correspondence by
mail.

With respect to the information on student outcomes, the projeci
diTector recommended "that measures be obtained annually related to
English, mathematics, reading, and attitudes, and that attendance in-
formation be provided to-the project. The project aided each school
in tabling its information the first year and in interpreting the
tabled information. The project director recommended arranging each
class into quarters in mental ability, insomuch as the schools were
already securihg mental ability scores on the students, and the cor-
relation between mental ability and achievement in English, mathema-
tics, and reading is high.

4

Related to the improvement strategies, the project director recom-
mended to each school.that it refine its 1977-78 procedures for arrang-
ing individual instructional programs for the students enrolled in each
course by giving more consideration to individual student's mental abil-
ity and achievement test scores. Another suggestion was that the indi-

'vidual educational programming strategy should either be started or.re-
fined in the various schools and that the goal-setting strategy should
be started in all the schools. Finally, each school was advised to
change any of its,organization structures and processes described ear-
lier in Chapter 1, e.g., advising, evaluation, curriculum, as necessary
to implement the preceding strategies.



CHAPTER 3

411 STEUBEN MIDDLE SCHOOL

Cooperative improvement-oriented research was carried out wifh
Steuben Middle School during the years 1977-78 through 1980-81. The
objectives of this research were indicated earlier in Chapter 2. The
achievement areas selected for attention at Steuben were reading, lan-
guage, spelling, and mathematics. Changes in student attitudes and.
self-concepts were also studied.

The administrative arrangement employed at Steuben to plan, moni-
tor, and implement its research and improvement activities was an In-
structional Improvement Committee formed in 1977-78. This included
the principal,.curriculum coordinator, and at least one teacher from
each.of its seven Instruction and Advisory Units. Resource personnel
from the central office were called on as needed. All of the teachers
of the academic subjects and the students were organized into Instruc-
tional and Advisory Units (I & A Units) consisting of four academic
teachers and 120 students. Each team of four academic teachers had
its students for a block of time each,day and provided the instruction
and most of the advising to the students during this time.

Let us now turn to the organization of the/remainder of this chap-
ter. Data regarding enrollment, staff, and ateendance are provided
for the four years, and Steuben is_described as it was functioning in
1977-78. This is followed-with an indication of the following that
occurred each year: (a) nonfocused planned changes related to some
aspect of the school's program that were not directed toward the
student outcomes selected for improvement, (b) unplanned events that
may have influenced the student outcomes, and (c) changes foèused on
the improvement of the selected student outcomes. Next, the changes
in student achievement and other outcomes that occurred from year to
year are presented and are related to the annual planned improvements,
non-specific planned changes, and unanticipated events. Conclusions
are reported in the last part of the chapter.

Staffing and Student Enrollment

Steuben Middle School is an integrated urban school located in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The racial cOmposition of the student enroll-
ment from year to year is about 48% black, 107 Hispanic, 3% Native
American, and 39% white. The socioeconomic level of the student pop-
ulation qualifiestSteuben for ESEA Title I programs and services. The

r.
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staff, administrators, and parents of Steuben students have worked
together since 1973 to effect the transition of the school from a
traditional junior high school to a middle school. (Steuben Middle
School served as a model for the transition of 15 junior high sthools
of the Milwaukee Public Schools to middle school's in ,the period .1978-81.
In the fall of 1980-81, 15 junior high schools became middle schools,
making a total of 19 middle schools in Milwaukee.)

Information regarding the staffing of Steuben each-year, the stu-
dent enrollment as of September af each year, and the average daily
attendance throughout each school year follows. The diff,gIence in
average daily attendance frpm year to.year is regarded qé resulting
mainly from differences in the amount of snowfall from ear to year
and the timing of official holidays and vacation breaks. oolwide
effort was made in 1980-81 to increase attendance, as will be noted
later in the discussion of planned changes.

No. of building administrators

No. of counselors

No. of learning coordinators,
curriculum specialists, etc.,
who teach little or not at all

No. of rlgularly certificated
teachers

No. of learning disability and
special teachers of other
exceptional children

No. of librarians or, media
persons

No. of school psychologists

Not of school social workers

No. of other certifitated
personnel

No. of aides
b

No. of custodial and other
non-ce'rtificated p2rsonnel
not counting aides

77-78 78-79 79-80 80-81

3 3 3 3

2 2 2

1 1 1 1

50 50 52 51

5 5 5 5

1 1 1 1

.8 .8 .8 .8

1 1 1 1

0 0 0 0

18 18 20 14

18 18 19 17
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Student Enrollment:

77-78 78-79 79-80 80-81

Grade 6' 92 88 73 36

Grade 7 and Grade 8 751 830 851 874

Percentage of average
daily attendance 86 85 85 87

It
a
Includes unit, specialist, adjustment center, and Title I teachers.b
Number of hours worked per week ranged from 20 to 40 with an
average of 33.

c
Includes secretaries and part- and full-time custodial and food
services personnel.

Data Gathered and Analysis of Data by the Steuben Staff

Data regarding student outcomes were gathered annually. These
data were summarized and analyzed by the local school staff and used
.in determining areas of possible improvements for the ensuing year.
After the last data collection in 1980-81, the same data on each
individual student and on each group of students enrolled in each
grade each year were analyzed by the project staff. The project
analyzed the raw scores for both the achievement and mental ability
tests. The data gathering instruments, the schedUle of.administra-
tion, and the techniques employed by the Steuben staff for analyzing
the data are now outlined.

Metropolitan Achievement Test: 9 scores: Word knowledge,
reading, reading total, language, spelling, math computation,
math concepts, math problem solving, math total.

Administration: Grade 6, Grade 7, and Grade 8 in May of 1977-78,
and same month of each Successive year through 1980-81.

Analysis: Arrange the scores on each test from high to low for
the students of each I & A Unit and for the total student body.
of Grade 7 and of Grade 8. Identify the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th,
and 90th percentile score (point) for each test and each group.
Identify the same mental ability percentile scores_for each grade
and I & A Unit, using the Otis-Lennon Mental Ability Test scores
from the district-wide testing done in Grade 5. Using the norm
tables supplied by the test publisher, convert the obtained stan7
dardized achievement test score for each percentile score to a
national percentile rank. Convert the obtained mental ability
score for each percentile score to a national percentile rank.
(Note that the students above any percentile score on any test,
e.g., 75th on mental ability, may not be the ones who are above
the 75th percentile on any achievement test.) Similarly, stu-
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dents who are above or below any given percentile rank on an
achievement test may not be the same students above or below the
same percentile rank on another achievement test.

Locally-constructed, 100-item objective-referenced mathematics
test. Total test score.

Administration: Grade 6, Grade 7, and Grade 8 in September of
1978 and in May of 1979 and in the same months of each successive
year through 1980-81.

Analysis: Identify scores for the same percentiles as for the
Metropolitan Achievements tests and also the-mean for Grade 7,
Grade 8, and each I & A Unit.

Locally-constructed objective-referenced language test.*

Administration: To Grade 6, Grade 7, and Grade 8'starting in
1979-80.

Analysis:# Identify scores for the same percentiles as for the
Metropolitan Achievement tests and also the mean for Grade 7,
Grade 8, and each I & A Unit.

Locally-constructed, objective-referenced reading test, starting
in 1980-81.*

Administration: To.Grade 6, Grade 7, and Grade 8 starting in
1979-80.

Analysis: Identify scores for the same percentiles as for the
Metropolitan Achievement tests and also the mean for Grade 7,
Grade 8, and each I & A Unit.

IOX: School Sentiment Index (Intermediate level): 7 scores--
Teacher Mode of Instruction, Teacher Authority and Control,
Teacher and Student Interpersonal Relationships, Learning, Social
Structure and..Climate, Peer, and General. IOX: Self Appraisal
Inventory (Intermediate level): 4 scores--General self, Peer,
Family, and Scholastic.

Administration: Annually to a sample of the Grade 6, Grade 7,
and Grade 8 students of each I & A Unit, starting # the spring
of 1979.

Analysis: Compute mean percent of favorable responses for each
subtest for each Grade 6, Grade 7, and Grade 8 and for each I & A

*These test results were used by the school but, in accordance with
the cooperative research plan were not provided to the researcher and
are not presented in this monograph.

6 3
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Unit. (This could not be related-to mental ability percentile
ranks since the students did not put their names on answer
sheets.)

Information from school records.

Total enrollment in fall of each year and average daily
attendance each year.

Improvement Strategies

Implem nted by the Steuben Staff

The improvement strategies worked out by the researcher and the
school involved use of the preceding data on student outcomes. These
strategies were described in Chapter 2. One strategy was to arrange
an appropriate educational program of courses and other educational
activities for the individual student each semester. The second strat-
egy was to arrange an appropriate instructional program for each stu-
dent in each course. The third strategy involved setting goals and
planning and carrying out related improvement activities either to
maintain or to raise the educational achievement of the students of
each quarter in mental ability of each I & A Unit.

The staff at Steuben School was not able to carry out individual
educational programming systematically because of the relatively large
number of students who entered and left the school each year. On the
other hand, the staff was already implementing instructional program-
ming for the individual student in 1977-78. Goalraetting in language
AO spelling was started by three I & A Units in 1979-80 and by all
Tut, A Units in reading and mathematics. All I &A Units carried out
goal setting in 1980-81 in these four areas.

We may now examine how Steuben used the test information gathered
each year to select its improvement activities. Then we shall,see how
the information on inilividual students was used.

A
The stan4grdized achievement test scores and the mental ability

test scores were summarized annually as indicated earlier and summary
tables were prepared and presented to appropriate groups of teachers.
The conversion of the obtained scores to percentire ranks enabled the
teachers to analyze and interliret the summary tables readily. (The
information regarding the students of each I & A Unit was made avail-
able only to the I & A Unit,staff.) Table 3.1 is the summary table
that was prepared for the domposite grade 7 class of 1977-78. (This
table was made available to any interested teacher.)

Table 3.1 gives the local 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th per-
centile ranks and the corresponding national student scores, grade
equivalents, and percentile ranks in each area tested. The IQ score
and equivalent percentile rank are also indicated. A summary table
for grade 7 and another one for grade 8 enabled the principal and the

6



Table 3.1. Grade 7 Local Percentile Ranks and Their Corresponding National.Standard Scores, National
Grade Equivalents, and National Percentile Ranks.Jagon Metropolitan Achievement Test, Advanced,
Administered 5/78, and Mental Ability and Related National Percentile Ranks Based on Otis-Lennon
Mental Ability Test Administered to Students when in Grade 5: Steuben Middle School

I )Lal Zile Rank 90 \75 50 25 10

National National 'National National National

SS GE Zile SS GE Zile SS GE Zile SS GE Zile SS GE Zile

Word Knowledge 98 9.7 76 91 8.1 56 80 6.1 31 71 4.7 13 63 3.6 3

Reading 97 9.4 71 90 7.6 54 79 5.7 27 71 4.5 13 60 3.3 3

Reading Total 98 9.7 74 90 7.6 56 82 6.2 31 69 4.4 12 61 3.5 4

Language 98 9.7 65 92 7.8 47 83 5.9 26 75 4.7 13 69 3.9 6

Spejling 102 9.8 78 95 8.3 60 90 7.3 40 83 6.2 21 78 5.4 12

Math Computation 102 8.5 70 96 7.3 46 89 6.3 27 80 5.3 13 74 4.6 6

Math Concepts 98 8.9 77 90 7.3 52 81 5.6 25 75 4.8 13 72 4.4 7

Math Problem '

Solving 103 9.1 70 96 7.5 50 87 6.3 28 81 5.4 16 75 4.5 7

Math Total 106 .8.6 73 98 7.3 48 90 6.0 26 85 5.3 13 77 4.4 6

lQ % IQ % IQ Z IQ % IQ

- 115 82 104 59 93 33 86 19 79 10

( 65

All
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relevant grade 7 and grade.8 teachers to make four assessments. (The
principal and the teachers of the respective I & A Units had similar
tables for their students and made the same assessments.) First, by
noting the achievements of the students at the 25th, 50th, and 75th
percentile ranks, they estimated how well their educational processes
in each subject field were working for each quarter of each I & A Unit
and each grade. (The 10th and 90th percentile ranks were noted, but
it was recognized that the number of students above the 90th percen-
tile rank and below the 10th percentile rank in each area tested was
usually below 10 for each I & A Unit.) Second, they compared how each
quarter of the students achieved across the nine areas tested. Third,

they estimated how well the students of each I & A Unit of grade-, and
of grade 8 had achieved in the different areas that were tested. Fourth,
they compared the percentile ranks in achievement with 'the percentile
ranks in mental ability.

Based on these assessments, the principal, curriculum coordina-
tor, and the staff of each I & A Unit developed plans either to raise
or to maintain the achievement level of each quarter in the various
subjects and also the mean achievement of the total I & A Unit or the
total grade 7 or grade 8 class in one or more subjects. This step was
implemented to a limited extent for the grade 7 and grade 8 classes
during the second semester of 1978-79 and more completely in the last
two years of the study.

We may now see how teachers used information regarding individual
students.

Starting in the fall of 1978-79, the mental ability of each in-
dividual student, based on grade 5 testing arid the percentile rank in
each subject as shown on the computer printout of the May, 1977-78,
achievement tests, s examined. This permitted the identification of
students who were notbny low in achievement in any area tested but
also low in achievement in relation to ability. Spudents whose achieve-
ments were farthest below ability were selected for special attention.
If the teacher or teachers concurred that the student was not achieving
as well as expected, an expectancy of higher achievement was set for
the student and'activities to secure higher achievement were planned
and implemented by the teachers.

It is noted that this activity focused on hi her ability students
who were achieving low 41 a subject field, ratheI phan on the lowest-
achievers in a subjeeeTield who were also low mental ability. This
activity was carried out with only a few studen s on a tryout basis in
1978-79 but with a substantial number in 1979-89 and 1980-81 in language,
math, and reading.

Description of Steuben Middle School as of 1977-78

In the description that follows of,Steuben Middle School as it
was functioning in 1977-78, attention is given to the background and
philosophy, administrative arrangements, organization for instruction

66
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and advising, pattern of curriculum and instruction, strategy for
arranging each individual student's instructional program in each
academic subject, community learning and career education, evaluation
activities, program of home-school-community relations, internal and
external suppbrt arrangements, and research 8ctivities.

Background and Philosophy 4

Steuben Middle School changed from a junior high school of grades
7, 8, and 9 in 1972'io a middle schOol of grades 7 and 8 during ,the
1974-75 schocil year. Grade 6 was added in 1975-76. However;'the
number of grade.6 students dropped from about 80 in 1977-78 to qo in
1980-81. The number of students in grade 7 was about 30 to 50 higher
than in grade 8 each year.

The school's philosophy is based on the concept that each stu-
denti-regardless of age, is an individual with his or her unique
intellectual, emotional, social, physical,-and psychological needs.
Thp school should provide a humanistic environment in which students
reach their fullest potential in the cognitiVe, affective, and psy-
chomotor areas. The middle school is viewed as an organization de-
signed to meet the specific needs of pre7 and early adolescent stu-
dents. The middle school period is seen as one of transitiOn from
middle childhood and the elementary school environment to adolescence
and the high school environment. To accomplish this transition suc-
cessfully, the students are provided with an environment in which they
continue to learn the essential skills and also explore many new areas
of knowledge and skills.

Administrative Arrangements

At the building level Steuben features two major administrative
groups. One is the administrative team. The second is the Instruc-
tional Improvement Committee.

The administrative team is composed of the principal and the two

/

assistant principals. These three persons share the responsibility
for student personnel seivices, scheduling, data processing, and to-
gether with the guidance counselors and faculty are responsible for
student discipline. A curriculum coordinator, although not.an admin-
istrator, assists the administrative staff and is responsible with the
faculty for instruction throughout the school. This team met weekly,
during the 1977-78 school year.

The Instructional Improvement Committee of the school consists of
the principal, the curriculum coordinator, a teacher representative
from each of the seven academic I & A Units and from each of-the three
specialist units, the presideneof the Student Council, a teacher rep-
resentative of the teachers' union, and a representative of the teacher
aides. This group sets schoolwide objectiOes, determines school poli-
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cies deaiing-with educational and administrative concerns, coordinates
.instructotal activities involving two or more I & A Units, and reviews
the overall school operations. This group met weekly during 1977-78.

.

Orge;lation for Instruction and Advisement.

4

The organization for instruttion in the academic subjects is the
academic.Instruction and Advisory Unit (I & A Unit). Each academic '

I & A Unit consists of approximately 120 students, four teachers, and,
an aide. Studvits'are assigned to I A Units so as to be represente-
tive of the tofal school popufation according to sek, racial background,
and academic ability. Teachers detide the I & A team in which they,
wish.to serve. ,

In 1977-78 there were seven I,& A Units. One unit included 80%
.6tb grade students (all the grade46 student4 enrolled'in the school) '

# and 20% 7th grade students; two units had o ly 7th graders, tO2 units
had only attk graders, and t o units were composed of approximately 50%
7th grade sEudente and 507 8th grade students. -

--0,-
.

In addition to the seven academic I & A tnits,'there aAe two units
comp\rised of specialist teachers,who cons lt with the I & A Unit teachers
and teach the allied arts.to.the students(of.the school, regardless of
the academic Instruction ataAdviAory Unit membership of the students.
The

1
third-unit consists ofNleachers of the children having exceptional

education needs. l'beyalso consult with the teachers of the I & A
Units and teach small groups of exceptional students.v

instruction is plauned,by the teachers in each I & A Unit working
as a team. The teachers of each I & A Unit have a joint team planning
period each day; in addition, each teacher also has an individual daily .

preparation period. The team planning period is devoted to matters. ..

dealing with instructional strategies, materials, student activities,
etc. In addition, meetings may be held, with the principal, curriculu
coordinatbr, counselors, parents,.or other resource ,personnel during
the team planning'period. .

,

While there is no common planning time for the'specia4st teams,
they are ass,:inpO'a duty period and an'individual preparation period, '

both of which are used by the individual teacher4 of these teams for
gathering or producing materials, developing tests, etc.

dt The instructiona l day is organized into eight 43-minute clads
periods. Generally, students move froth one class to another according
to this fixed class schedule. However, the teachers of any I & A Unit_
have the option of not following the 43-minute time schedule so that
activities which go beyond 43 minufes may be inhorporated into their
instructional,plans. .C.

,

The four staff meNbers of eaCh I & A Unit serve informally as ad-
visors to the students of the respective units. Most of the advise-
ment is-carried out informally during the school day when the students
are in c1asi3 with the teacher or teachers. The advisors do not system-
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atically use published materials regarding academic, personal, or social
concerns.of students or materials related to careers.

Pattern of Curriculum and Instruction

The curriculum.includes the learning experiences of the students
in courses, in extracurricular activities, and in educative experi-
enc s in,the cammunity that are coordinated by the school. In this\v,
sect on, courses, instructional materials, and extracurricular activ-
ities re described.

Cour73es: English, mathematics, and social studies are taken by
all students in grades 6, 7, and 8. Reading is taken by all students
in grade 6, all students in grade 7 except 60 of one I & A Unit who
take science, and only those students in grade 8 who took science in-
stead of reading in grade 7. A few students in grade 8 also partic-.
ipate in a Title I remedial reading program. All 6th and 7th graders
take physical eductt art, music, industrial arts, and home econom-
ics. Students in ab rade take physical education, career explor-
ation, and health. courses may be taken by grade 8 students on
an elective basis. ---S.cokence is required'of all 6th and 8th graders,
but students in the seventh grade do mot receive instruction in science.

All student's receive daily instruction in English and mathematics
during grades 6, 7, and 8.. Science instruction for grade 8 occurs on
a daily,basis while students in grade 6 have science classes for one
period every other day. Social studiei is taught daily in grades 6,
7, and 8. Students.in grades 6 and47 receive instruction on alternate
days in home economics, industrial arts, musid, and art for one semester
per year of each subject. Reading is taught daily to the students in
grade 6 and to all 7th grade students Teith the exception of those en-
rolled in one of the I & A Units that has 7th and 8th grade students.
Those 7th graders will take reading the next year.

All grade 6, 7, and 8 students attend an exploring class that
meets during the last class period of each school day. During this
period, each student elects six different sets pf related activities
for pix-week periods of time throughout the 36 weeks of the school
year. These activities may be extensions of other classes the student
is takineor they may be of a type generally not included in the typi-
cal daily schedule. Among the activities offered in the exploring
class are antique collecting, knitting, model building, foreign
languages, cake decorating, drafting, dramatics, art, physical educa-
tion; wood or metal crafts, bddy building, and instrumental or vocal
music. 'The specific activities offered each year are a function of
teacher or student interest.

A reading laboratOry supplements the developmental reading pro-
gram. All students of grade 6, those of grade 7 except 60 who took
science, and the grade 8 students who did not have reading instruction
in grade 7 receive objective-related, individualized instruction,in
the laboratory. Also some grade 8,studente receive remedial instruc-
tion in the laboratory. The amount of instruction varies from as

\
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little as 43 minutes daily for 6 weeks for some students (grade 8) to
as much as 43 minutet daily for 18 weeks for other students (grade 7).
The primary purpose of the laboratory instruction is to aid students
in developing word recognition skills, comprehension, and vocabulary.
A published reading program is used in the laboratory. The laboratdry
I.& staffed by two teachers for grade 7 supported by one aide.

All students of grade 6, grade 7, and grade 8 receive mathematics
instruction in a mathematics laboratory. e instruction may involve
individual, ;mit, or small group activitieS. The two general objec-
tives of this laboratory program are to provide enrichment activities
thet go beyond the regular mathematics instruction and to build stu-
dent motivation for mathematics. Students spend a maximum of eight
class periods per year in the math laboratory. The math laboratory is
staffed by one full-time teacher.

Instructional materials. Instructional materials consist of a
combination of commercially available items and materials developed by
the Iteuben teachers. An attempt is made either to purchase or develop
mateiials that have the feillowing characteristics:

clearly stated objectives;

pretests and other evaluation procedures to ascertain each
student's level of achievement related to the objectives;

# variety of'individual, small-group, and whole-class actiV-
ities by which students may attain the same objectives;

posttests or other evaluation procedures to measure each stu-
dent's achievement related to the objectives;

record-keeping forms and procedures; and

guidelines regarding the sequencing of instruction.

Most of the instructicalAaterials used have either been pur-
chased or developed within the last three to five years.

Extracurricular activities. The principal extracurridillar activ-.
ities are the Student Council and intramural athletics.. The president
of the Student Council is elected from the.8th grade each year, and
members of the Student Council are elected by each of the seven academic
I & A Uni&,. The president represents the student body on the Instruc-
tional Improvement Committee.

The Student Council meets during the exploratory class period.
Many traditional extracurricular activities are'Included in the explor-
,atory class period.

70
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'

Special Programa

In 1977-78 the average number of students throughout the year in
the school's Title I program was 180. There were 40 in a program for
mentally retarded children, 20 in a program for emotlionally disturbed
children, and 32 in a program for students with learning disabilities.

Arranging Each Student's Educational Program

Curriculum guides that include objectives and indicate the scope
and sequence of instruction have been developed by the Milwaukee
Public School District in the areas of mathematics, reading, writing,
science, social studies, industrial arts, home economics, music, art,
and physical education. The adaptation of these objeetives to the
student population of Steuben has been %carried out .systematicaIly in
mathematics, reading, writing, social studies, and home economics.

Placement tests keyed to the objectives are given to all students
in reading and mathematics at the beginning of the school year and
these results are used by the teachers in all I & A Units. In some

I & A Units posttest results in reading and mathematics at the end of
one instructional unit serve as a replacement for a pretest of the
next unit.

Identifying instructional objectives for each student and carry-
ing out related instruction is done in three of the seven I & A Units
in most of the academic subjects. In the other four I.& A Units these
two steps are carried out only in reading and/or mathematics.

Postassessment is generally not related tsc) students' mastery of
objectives except in mathematics and .reading. Posttests in othe'r

areas are used to determine the objectives that tha students have
attained, but students move on regardless of whether objectives are
attained to mastery or some other criterion. The use of individual,
activities, pairing, tutoring, small-group work, and whOle-class
.instruction varies somewhat from one I & A .Unit Co anothevand 9ne
curricular area to another.

Community Learning and WorkExperiences

In 1977-78, classes wenr,--A.nto the combunity for more than 160

acttvities, including fieldrrips. Museums, exhibits, and industries
irl" the Milwaukee metrop litan area were visited throughout the year.

Twenty-seven resource ersons from the community visited classes. No

students were employ d for pay or worked to get career or work experi-
ence without pay.

Evaluation Activ ties

For place nt purposes, the Nelson Reading Skills Test is admin-
istered in Sep ember to all students in grades 6, 7, and 8 receiving
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formal reading instruction. This test is given also in June as a post-
test to ascertain each student's growth in reading during the year. A
locally constructed mathematics test is used in the same way in grades
6, 7, and 8. In the reading laboratory, objective referenced tests
are regularly used throughout each week of the school year to identify
appropriate reading skills objectives for the individual students and
to determine each studekt.'s mastery of the reading skills objectives.
Some objective-based postassessment is done in varying degrees in some
strands of other curricular areas of the school.

Most evaluation of student progress in the various academic sub-
jects is carried out according to each teacher's schedule and varies
for different subjects. Paper-and-pencil tests, teacher observations,
performance tests, and work samples are used. All teachers attempt to
make reliable estimates of each student's progress. These teacher
judgments are usedin record keeping and reporting.

The primary ipstrument used in the annual evaluation of the pat-
terns of curriculum and instruction in the academic subjects is the
Metropolitan Achievement Test. 'As part of the cooperative research,
this test was administered to all students in grades 6, 7, and 8 in
May, 1978. In prior years it was administered only to the grade 7
students as part of a city-wide testing program. The subtests in the
areas of reading, mathematics, and language arts were administered.

Approximately 10 percent of the Steuben students in 1977-78 were
administered two opinionnaires on a tryout ,basis related to affective
development. One inventory was the Information Objectives Exchange
(IM) School Sentiment Index which included subscales regarding Teacher
Mode of Instruction, Teacher Authority and Control, Teacher Interper-
sonal Relationships, Learning, Social Structure and Climate,, Peer Rela-
tionships, and General Characteristics. The other instrument was the
IOX Self-Appraisal Inventory which included four subscales in the
areas of Self, Peer, Family, and Scholastic Attitudes. Both inven-
tories were the intermediate levels and both were adiinistered in the
spring of 1978 to a sample of students drawn from all seven academic
I & A Units:

. ---
Home-School-Conttnunity Relations

Teachers of eath I & A Unit average three formal meetings with
one or both parents of each, stddent per year. The number of meetings
varies with parent availability and also the procedures followed in
the different I & A Units.

There is a Parent Advisory Committee. Members of this committee
are elected from the school's Parent-Teacher-Student Association by
the members of the Association. Each academic I & A Unit also has a
parent representative on the Parent Advisory Committee. The Parent
Advisory Committee meets with the principal every six to eight weeks.
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Internal and External Support

Within the school, the staff of each I & A Unit spends at least
one class period per day in a group session delifted mainly to matters
dealing with curriculum, instruction, evaluation, and student con-
cerns. In addition, a representative of each unit meets regularly
with the Instructional Improvement Committee.

Released time was provided in 1977-78-by the Magnet School Fund-
ing of E.S.E.A., Title VII, for teachers to participate in magnet
school activities. Substitute teachers were assigned on a continuing
basis to facilitate the magnet school activities.

Curriculum consultants of the district office work with the staff
on various activities, particularly in the areas of mathematics, read-
ing, and writing. Research and evaluation personnel of the district
office assist the staff in constructing objective-referenced tests in
mathematics, reading, and writing. The standardized tests administered
to the students are scored and the data are summarized by district per-
sonnel.

Continuing Research and DevelOpment

In cooperation with the Wisconsin Center for Education Research,
a comprehensive program of cooperative educational improvement re-
search was started in 1977-78 and continued through 1980-81.

Unplanned Events, Non-Specific Planned Changes, and Focused

Planned Changes 1977-78 through 1980-81

Three kinds of changes follow in outline form for each year of
the four years of the study: (a) non-specific planned changes related
to some aspect of the school program that were not directed taward
raising educ tional achievement in one of the nine areas tested, stu-
dent attitud s, or student self-concepts, (b) unplanned events that in
the judgme of the curriculum coordinator and/or principal might have
influenced the student outcomes, and (c) changes focused on the improve-
ment of student achievement, attitudes, or self-concepts.

1977-78

The data gathering instruments, the time schedule for gathering
dita, the data analysis procedures, and the improveient strategies
were outlined. Procedures already in place in 1977-78-for identifying .

and providing for groups of students with exceptional needs as indi-
cated in the 1977-78 description of the school were continued.
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1978-79

Unplanned eVent

Student enrollment increased-from 840 in September, 1977, to
918 in September, 1978. Nine new teachers replaced those who
left and to take into account the higher enrollment. Sone
of the I & A Units were reorganized to take into account the
higher enrollment.

Non-specific planned change

The :choolAay was shortened for students by reducing the
'number of class periods from 8 to 7; however, there was an
increase in the length of certain class periods of from 2 to
13 minutes, depending on curricular area and other factors.
A homeroom period was established at,the end of the school
day and all teachers, including exceptional education teachers,
were given a common preparation period after the students
left the school.

Focused planned change

A school research Committee was formed fram the Instructional
Improvement Committee to review and interpret the test results.

A new textbook series in grammar and composition was intro-
duced throughout the district.

The reading laboratory was expanded to include other lan-
guage arts. About 75% of all grade 7 and grade 8 students
used the lab for an average of three weeks. The laboratory
reading teacher was freerto spend about 10% of her total
tiEne assisting grade 8 teachers by offering instruction to
geoups of students either high or low in readingy

Computer-assisted instruction in reading and math was started
in the second semester for Title I grade 6 and grade 7 `stu-
dents, about 8% of, the total students of these grades.

The locally constructed math test was administered in Septem-
ber, 1978, to all grade 6, 7, nd 8 students, and the results
were used in planning instructional programs for the individ-
ual students. The test was administered again in May of
1979 to ascertain student progress and ta plan improvements
for the following year. The test was administered in'Septem-
ber and May of the next years, and the results were used in
the same manner.
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1979-80

Unplanned event

A new assistant principal replaced one who left.

Non-focused planned change

A small cadre of Steuben staff members served as resource
persons to the 15 junior high school staffs in their change-
over to middle schools.

All learning disability and EMR teachers and students became
a part of an I & A Unit. The amount of mainstreamed instruc-
tion for each student was determined by the unit teams and

' exceptional education teachers.

Focused planned chatg&

The Title I Computer-Assisted Instruction Project, started
second semester, 1978-79, was staffed by two teachers and__
one aide rather than one teacher and two aides so that more
students could receive CAI instruction in reading and math.

A locally constructed, objective-referenced test in language
was administered in September of 1979 and'in May of 1980.
The results of September were used to identify instructional
needs of individual students and the results of May were used
to ascertain student progress and to plan improvements in
1980-81.

Goal setting in language and spelling and related planning
to achieve the goals were carried out for about one-third of
the grade 7 and grade 8 students.

Additional out-of regular class reading instruction was pro-
vided for grade 6 and grade 7 students who scored above grade
level on the Metropolitan test.

The computer-assisted reading tnd n4hematics instruction
was extended to include more Title I students and other low.-
achieving students, about 25% of the enrollment of grades 6,
7, and 8.

Goals were set in reading fur the students of each I & A
Unit and related instruction was carried out to achieve the
goals. In general, each I & A Unit team set A goal callidg
far the mean percentile rank of its students in reading to
come close to that of the mental ability percentile rank.
Special attention was given to students whose reading achieve-
ment was considerably below their mental ability rank and, t6
other low-achieving students.'
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A new math textbook series was introduced in all grades of
the district.

Goals in math were set by all the I & A Unit teams and related
plans were made and carried out.

1980-81

W
Unplanned events

Enrollment in grade 6 dropped from 73 to 36 while it increased
from 851 to'874 in grades 7 and 8. Modifications were made in'
the staff and student composition of most I & A Units.'

The positions of six instructional aides who worked with the
I & A Units, were eliminated with no provisions for replace-
ments.

The mathematics laboratory and the reading/language arts labor:-
atory were dieicontinued because of a reduction in teachers and
aides.

Non-focused planned change

The schpol day for students was changed from 8:05-2:40 to
9:07-3:28 with the result that the teacher's individual'
planning period was changed from 2:40-3:28 to 8:00-8:54.
This reduced the amount of after school assistance for stu-
dents from teachers.

The positions of all department chairpersons were eliminated;
the duties of the chairpersons were assume4 by the curricu-
lum coordinator.

Focused planned change

A locally constructed reading test 4as administered in Septem-
ber, 1980, and the results were used inthe same manner as
those for language in 1979-80. ,z

A Title I grant provided 30,hours of 1. ce education for
25 teachers in techniques of teaching 'ehieving students.

The language strand of-lba- Title I com utet sisted instruc-
tion was made available for use by Tit, ants; about
20% of,Title I students were involved.

The Nelson stahdardized reading test was' igtered to all
grade 7 students and about 60% of the grade eatUaWs. The
results were used to plan reading instruction. A44ttiona1
instruction was provided as an elective to about 15X-of the
grade 8 students advanced in reading.
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Goals in math were set by all I & A Unit teams and ;related
plans were made and carried out for the.students of grades
6, 7, and 8.

Human relations education was provided to 100% of the students.

An absentee follow-up program planned by the district office
involving phone calls, registered letters to parents, and
parent conferences was introduced.

a

A scHool board policy enacted in the summer of 1980 required
all grade 8 students below the 39th percentile in reading on
the Metropolitan Achievement Test to be included in a reading
improvement program.

None of the unplanned events and none of the non-focused planned
changes given earlier were considered by the Steuben principal or cur-
riculum coordinator to have contributed to higher student achievement.
Possibly contributing to lower achievements were the following: the
relatively high number of students entering and leaving the school
during each school year, changes from year to year in the teaching
staff. changes in the enrollment patterns from year to year and reor-
ganization of the I & A Unit teams an0 students, changing the school
sday in 1980-81, and the loss of instructional aides in 1980-81.

Results Related to Educational Achievement

The results for four successive grade 7 and 8 classes are reported
in this part of the chaptei. The data for the grade 6 students were
not analyzed because of their Amall number in relation to the grade 7
and grade 8 enrollments. Including the grade 6 students would have
greatly reduced the size of the longitudinal groups. In the first
part of this section descriptive information is given regarding the
grade 7 and grade.8 students on whom mental ability scores were avail-
able and for whom there was standardized achievement test infotmation
for both years. The mental ability and the achievement test scores
that were analyzed are raw scores. Second, identifying information
regarding the standardized and locally constructed tests is presented.
Third, a comparison is reported of the standardized-test achievement
of the four grade 7 classes and the four grade 8 classes wha attended
the school each successive year and on whom mental ability scores were
available. Results are also presented for the students who did not
have mental ability scores and for,other students who took the achieve-
ment tests in grade 8 but not in grade 7. Fourth, the results from
the locally constructed math test are given. Fifth, the results per-
taining to the achievements of three successive grade 7-grade 8 longi-
tudinal cohorts are indicated. A longitudinal cohort consists of the
students who took all the standardized achievement tests in both grade
7 and grade 8 and who had mental ability scores. Last, a comparison
of the achievementa of the three successive longitudinal groups is
reported.
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In this chapter much information is presented in summary tables.
The original tables .on which sthe summary tables are based, as well ab °
other tables, are_listed in the Appendix and are reported in Klausmeier,.

Serlin, and Zindler (1982).

Participating Students -

Table 3.2 gives the total number of students, the number of boys
and girls, and the mean raw mental ability scores for four successive
grade 7 classes and four successive grade 8 classes of Steuben, Middle

School in 1977-78, 1978-79, 1979-80, and 1980-81. This is die total

number of students on whom one or more test scores were available.
The Ns for grade 7 ranged from 227 to 329 and for grade 8 from 231- to

273. The mean mental ability raw scores for,the total grade 7 classes
ranged from 39.57 (IQ=94) to 43.70 (IQ=96) and for the total grade 8

classes from 40.36 (IQ=94) to 43.56 (IQ=96). Similar variations in

mental ability were found for the girls and for the boys from year to

year. The information in Table 3.2 is presented for descriptive pur-

poses and will not be discusseCI further.

Table 3.2, Total Number of Students of Four Shccessive Grade 7 and Four Successive Grade 8

Groups and Their Mean Mental Ability (Raw Score): Steuben Middle School ,

,*

1977-19;8

4

1978-1479 1974-1980 , 1980-1981

SD N. .
SD N X SD N i SD

Grade 7

Total

Male

Female

Grade 8

Total

Hale

Femele

q4

.

227

117

110

236

108

128

4283

42.83

42.84

41.81

43.01

40.84

15.48

15.99

15.00

e. .

15.28:

16.35

14.31

,
329

.147

182

24Z

, 123

119

39.57

3947

39.90

43.56

42.87,

44.27

14.92
.

15.98

14.03

15.01

15.71

14.28

-,

,

293

140

153

273

121

152

40.54

39.65
.,

*
41.36

40.36

40.10

40.56

11.83

'13.77

13.88

...

15.67

16.17,

13.91

-4fi7:'43.70 13.53

143 42.31 .12.86

161' 44.41_14.01

231 41.49, 13.89

_. +-

105 41,52 13.er

126 41.43.95.
.a,

Note: Raw scores and equivalent IQ scores and percentile ranks based on Grade 5 administraiion

of the Otis-Linnon, Form J,-1967: 39=93 IQ, 32 percentile rank; 40.94 IQ, 34 percenti1e rank;

41-95 IQ, 36 percentile rank; 42-95 IQ, 37 percentile rank; 434196 /4; 39 percentile rank; .

44-96 IQ, 41 percentile rank; 45=97 IQ, 43 percentile rank.

.
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Information Gathered

The Metropolitan Achievement Tests, Form F, 1971, were adminis
tered to the grade 7 and the grade 8 students at one-year intervals in
May 1978, May 1979, May 1980, and May 1981. The nine educational
achievement test scores obtained annually were as follows: Word knowl-
edge (reading), reading, reading total, language, spelling, math compu-
tation, math concepts, math problem solving, and math total. Note
that there are three reading scores and four scores in mathematics.

The Otis-Lennon Mental Ability Test is administered annually to
Grade 5 students in Milwaukee Public Schools. Form J, 1967, of this
test Was administered to the present students.

Comparison of Achievements of Four Successive Grade 7 Groups of

Students Having Mental Ability Scores

For grade 7 the number of students taking any one of the achieve-
ment tests ranged from 219 to 227 (males 111-117, females 107-110) in
1977-78, from 320 to 327 (males 142-145, females 178-182) in 1978-79,
from 288 to 291 (males 136-139, females 152r152) in 1979-80, and from
302-307 (dales 140-143, females 162-164) in 1980-81.

As shown in the first column of Table 3.3, a significant differ-
ence was found among the adjusted means of the four successive grade 7
groups in each of nine achievement areas. The post-hoc comparisons re-
lated to these-significant differences are given in the last six columns.
Significant differences (Sign) as well as non-significant differences
(NS) between the groups of each two years are shown. Footnotes 1 and
2 indicate whether the adjusted mean of the earlier or later grade 7
group Wag significantly higher.

The mean of the 1978-79 group was significantly higher than that
of the 1977-78 group in language and math computation; lower in word
knowledge, reading, and reading total; and neither higher nor lower in
spelling, math concepts, math problem solving, and math total.

The grade 7 group of 1979-80 achieved significantly higher-than
the 1977-78 group in language and the fonr math areas and higher than'

,,the 1978-79 group in reading, reading total, math computation, and
math concepts. The last grade 7 group, that of 1980-81, achieved sig-
nificantly higher than the 1977-78 group in all areas except the three
for reading, higher than the 1978-79 group in the three areas of read-
ing, language, and three of the four math areas, and higher than the
1979-80 group in language. We should note in summary that the group
of 1279-80 achieved significantly higher than one or both of the prior
groups in seven of the nine areas while the group of 1980-81 achieved
significantly higher than one or more of the prior groups in all nine
areas. The second group, that,of 1978-79, achieved lowest of all four
groups* in word knowledge, reading, and reading total.
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Table 3.3. Significant Differences (ANCOVA p 1 .05) in Educational Achievement and Post-hoc Comparisons for
Your Successive Grad. 7 Groups with Mental Ability Scores: 'Steuben Middle School

Group
(G)

Sex
(5)

1978-79

vs
G X S 1977-78

1979-80
vs

1977-78

1980-81
vs

1977-78

1979-80
vs

1978-79

1980-81
vs

1978-79

1980-81
vs

1979-80

Word Knowledge .014 .015
3

NS Sign
2

NS NS NS Sign
1

NS

Reading <.001 NS . NS Sign
2

NS NS 5ign
1

Sign
1

NS

Reading Total .001 NS NS Sign
2

NS NS Sign
1

Sign
1

NS

Language <.001 <.001
4

NS Sign
1

Sign
1

Sign
14'

NS Sign
1

Sign
1

Spelling 0 .030 <.001
4

NS NS NS Sign
1

NS NS NS

Math Computation <.001 NS NS Sign
1

Sign
1

Sign
1

Sign
1

Sign
1

NS

Math Concepts .001 NS .018
5

NS Sign
1

Sign
1

Sign
1

Sign
1

NS

Math Problem
Solving

1

.002 NS .024
5

NS Sign
1

Sign
1

NS NS NS

1

6 1 4

Math Total .001 NS .025 NS Sign Sign
1

NS Sign
1

NS
1

..

1

mean of the group of the later year was significantly higher than the mean of the group of the earlier year.
1

2 '

The mean of the group of the earlier year was significantly higher than the mean of the group of the later year.

3
The mean achievement of the males was significantly higher than the mean of the females.

4
The mean achievement of the females was significantly higher than the mean of the males.

5

The mean achievement of the males of 1978-79 and 1980-81 was about the same while the mean achievement
of the females of 1980-81 was higher than the mean achievement of the females of 1978-79.

6
The mean achievement of the males and females of 1980-81 was higher than the mean achievement of
1978-79. However, this difference was .groater for females than for miles.

Table-3.3 shows thrve significant grade 7 group by sex inter-
actions (G x S) involving math concepts, math problem solving, and
math total. For math concepts and math problem solving the mean
achievement for the males of 1978-79 and 1980-81 was about the same
wfltle the mean achievement of die females of 1980-81 was higher than
the mean achievement of the 1978-79 females. For math total the mean
achievement for both the males and females of 1980-81 was higher than
the mean achievement of 1978-79. However, this difference was greater
for females.

OM*

Three significant differences were found between the means of the
grade 7 boys and girls. The mean achievement of the girls, averaged
across the four grades, was significantly higher than the mean of the
boys in language and spelling, while the boys' achievement was signifi-
cantly higher than that of the girls in word knowledge.
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Comparison of Aghievements of Four Successive Grade 8 Groups of

Students Having Mental Ability Scores-

For grade 8 the'number of students taking any one of the achieve-
ment tests ranged from 222 to 232 (males 101-107, females 121-126) in
1977-78, from 2,35-239 (males 116-122, females 117=119) in 197h-79,
from 264 to 272 (males 116-121, females 146,451) in 1979-80, and from
223-227 (males 101-102, females 122-125) in 1980-81.

Table 3.4 shows that the differences among the four successive
Grade 8 groups were significant for eight areas, including word knowl-
edge and reading total but not reading. The post-hoc comparisons indi-
cate that the grade 8 group of 1978-79 achieved siglificantly higher
in spelling than the grade 8 group.of 1977-78; however, in the other

=--gight areas they did not achieve significantly higher or lower. The
1979-80 group achieved significantly higher than the 1977-78 group in
spelling, math computation, math concepts, and math total and higher

n the 1978-79 group in math computation. The 1980-81 grade 8 group
ac ieved significantly higher than the,grade 8 group of 1977-78 in all
ni e,areas, higher than the 1978-79 group,in word knowledge, language,
math computation, math problem solving, and math total, and higher than
the 1979-80 group in word knowledge and reading total. In summary, the

Table 3.4. Significsat Differences (ANCOVA p 1 .05) in Educational Achievement and Post-hoc Comparisons
for Your Successive Grade 8 Groups with Mental Ability Scores: Steuben Middle School

Group
(G)

Sex
(5),

1978-79
VS

G X S 1977-78

1979-80
VS

1977-78

1980-81
VS ---

1977-78

1979-80
VS

-1978-79

1980-81
VS

1978-79

1980-81
VS

1979-80

Word Knowledge

Reading

Reading Total

Language

Spelling

Math ComputAtion

Math Concepts

Math Problem
Solving

Math Total

<.001

NS

.004

.002

<.001

<,001

<.001

.004

<.001

.0203

NS

.012
2

<.001
3

3
<.001

NS

NS

.005
2

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

Sign
1

NS

NS

NS

" NS

NS

NS

NS

Sign
1

1
Sign

1
Sign

NS

1Si gn

Sign
i

Sign
1

Sign
1

Sign
1

Sign
1

SigA1

Sign
1

Sign
1

NS

NS

NS

NS

'

Sign
1

NS

NS

NS

Sign
1

NS

Sign
1

NS

Si gn1

NS

Si gn1

Sign1

1

Aga'.

Sign
1

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

1The mean of the group of the later year was significantly higher than the mean of the group of the earlier
year.

,2
The seen achievement of the males was signtficantly higher than the mean of the females.

3
The mean achievement of the females was ignificantly higher than the mean of the males.

:
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1978-79 grade 8 group achieved significantly higher than the 1977-78
grade group in spelling; the 1979-80 group achieved significantly
higher than one or both of the prior groups in spelling a6d three math
areas, and the 1980-81 group was ignificantly higher than one or more,
of the three prior,groups iftallres except the reading subtest.

The mean of the boys, averaged across the fpci grade 8 groups,
was significantly higher than the mean of the girls in word knowledge,
reading total, and math.problem solving, while the rls' mean was
higher in language and spelling. There were no signi cane group by,
sex interactions. Accordingly, we conalude that.the difference be-
tween the mean achievement of the boys and girls in all nine'areas was
consistent across the four successive grades.

Comparison of Achievements of Four Sucdessive Graae 7 and Grade 8

Groups Without Mental Ability Scores

The number of grade 7 students without mental ability scores who
took one or iore tests ranged from 84 eo 99 in 197,7-78,.52 to 55 in
1978-79, 59 to 60 in 1979-80, and 64 to 62 in 1980-81. The number of
grade 8 students without mental ability scores ranged from 67 to 7t in
1977-78, 50 to 52 in 1978-79, 72 to 81 in 1979-80, and 96 to 101 in
1980-81. These students were either absent on the day the mental abil-
ity test was administered in-Grade 3 or they entered a Milwaukee school. ,

after grade 5.

The differences among the means for the four successive grade 7
groups of4students witho mental ability scores was significant in
four of the nine achieveme t areas, namely language, math conceptt,
and math total. Six of t e 24 post-hoc comparisons related to these
four areas were statistic ly significant, and in each case the mean
of a later group was signif tly higher than the teen of a prior
group. Thus, the direction of the significant differences for these
four grade.7 groups without mental ability scores was tht same as that
for the grade 7 groups.with mental ability scores; however, fewer dif-
ferences were statistically significant.

The difference among the means for the four grade 8 groups with-
out mental ability scores was significant only formath computation.
The mean of the 1980-81 group was significantly higher than that of
the 1977-78 troup. The girls of bbth the four grade 7 and fOur grade
8 groups achieved significantly higher than the boys in language and
spelling.

A'simultaneous repeated measures analysis of variance was per-
formed on the scores of the four grade 7 groups with mental ability
scores and the four groups without mental ability scores,-and alsolion
the grade 8 groupg. This analysis could not take into account pos-
sible differences in,mental ability between the groups with and with-
out mental ability scores. Accordingly, the resdre could-not be
compared directly with the results from the preceding analyses that
were performed separately on the groups with and without mental abil-
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ity scores. The highly important finding from this simultaneous anal-
.

,ysis is that mean achievements,ofthe grade 7 and grade 8 groups with
mental ability scores.were significantly,higher than the means of the

,groups without mental.ability scores in all nine achievement areas
except spblling. Thus, the students who Were either absent when theats
menterability testing was done in grade 5 or who moved into the dis-

.

trict after. grade 5 achieved lower than those who were present in
grade 5.

.t

Aqhievement_of Grade 8 Students Who Did Not Take Grade 7 Tests

We now turn to the grade 8 students without mental ability scores
who were in $teuben in 1978-79, 1979-80, and 1980-81 but,who were not
in Steuben'to take the Grade 7 tests. The number of these students
taking the different tests ranged from 21 to 23 in 1978-79, 41 to 47
in 1979-80, and 64 to 69 in 1980-81. The achievements of these grade 8
students without Mental ability scores were compared with the achieve-
ments of the grade 8 students without mental ability scores who were
in Steuben for both the grade 7 and grade 8 testing. The number of
students who were in Steuben for both test administrations was 29 for
1978-79, 31 to 34 for-1979-80, and 31 to 33 for 1980-81. Only in
1978-79 was.a significant difference found between the two groups,
namely in math problem solving. The mean of the students who took
only the grade 8 tests was significantly loWer.

The comliarable numbers of students with mental ability scores who
were present only for the grade 8 testfng or for both the grade 7 and
grade 8 testing were very small. Accordingly, nb comparisons were
made of the achievements of these gronps.
./

,Achievements of Three Successive Longitudinal Cohorts

Longitudinal Cohort I co sisted of 191 students (97 males, 94
females) whfrenteted grade 7 f Steuhen Middle School in 197348,
remained in the school througi Grade'8 in 19715-79, took all of the
achievement tests, and had me tal ability scbres from grade 5. Longi-
tudinal Cohort 2 had 247 students '(106 males, 141 females) who entered
grade 7 one year later fin1978-79. 'Cohort 3 had 216 students (96 males
and 120 females) who entered grade 7 in 1979-80.

Repeated measures'analysis.of variance (ANOVA) was used to ascer-
tain tOlgrstatistical significance of the differences among the means
that weie obtained-for each longitudinal cohort. The same kind of
analysis was performed on the scores of the students of the longi-
tudinal cohorts of all the schools except Cedarburg High School, and
tfie results were summarize& and reported in.the same kind,of table for'
each school. AcccAdingly, a brief explanation follows to aid in the
interpretation of the)nain effects and the interactions. (These are
reported later in thif part of the chapter in Tables 3.5a, b, and c
for-Steuben Middle Sc ool.)

. 83
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The repeated measures ANOVA yielded the following kinds of signi-
ficant differences (main effects): (a) among the mean achievements of
the fgur quarters in mental ability, averaged across the two times of
testing, (b) between the mean achievements of the boys and the girls,
averaged across the four quarters in mental ability and the two times
of testing (S in Table 3.5a), and (c) in the gain in achievement 'be-
tween the two times of testing for the total cohort (G in Table 3.5a)..
The difference among the four quarters in mental ability is not re-
ported for Steuben in this chapter or for anz Other school in the
later chapters since this difference was always significant at or
beyond the .05 level.

The repeated measures ANOVA yielded two first-order interactions
an second-order interaction. The gain by sex interaction (G x S
in Table 3.5a) indicates whether the boys gained significantly more or
less than the girls,from one' time of testing to the next. The gain by
quarter interaction (G x Q in Table 3.5a) indicates whether the differ-
ence in the gains among the four quarters between the two times of test-
ing was statistically significant. The gain by sex by quarter interac-
tion indfcates'whether there was a significantly different pattern of
gains by the boys and the girls of the four different quarters between
the two times of testing. A post-hoc test was performed whelPan effect
involving three or more means ins found to be significant. The results
of the significant post-hoc comparisons are given in footnotes of the .

ANOVA tables.
1%

- .
,

Tables 3.5a, 3.5b, and 3.5c give the results of the tests of sig-
nificance (ANOVA) for each successive cohort. The mean achievement of

. . IL

ISt

Table 3.5a. Significant Differences (ANOVA p .05) in Rtrucatio Achievement, Gain item Grade 7 to
Grade 8, and ?ost-hoc Comparisons fox Longitukinal Cohort 1: Ste en Middle School

Iv
41,

. _

S7x(S) Glin(G) G X S G X Q GXSXQ

Word Knowledge

Reading

Rading Total

Language

Spelling

Math Computation

Math Concepts

Math Problst Solving

Math iota

NS 4.001 NS NS NS

NS 4.001 .NS, .001
3

NS
-,...

.

NS <.001 NS . '-' .0034 "'WS v

.0401, 4.001 NS NS

NS c.001

NS <.001

NS <.001 NS

NS 1A01 NS

NS <.001 NS

.034
2

NS

NS

NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS

NS

NS

1The mean achievement of the females was significantly higher than the mean of the/males.

2
The females gained more than the males from Grade 7 to Grade 8.

3
The third quarter gained signifidantly morerthan the lowest quarter.

4
The econd and the third ontrters gained significantly sore than the lowest quarter;
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Table 3.5b. Significant Differences (ANOVA p .05) in Educational Achievement, Gals: from Grade 7 to

Grade 8, and Post-hoc Comparisons Cor Longitudinal Cohort 2: Steuben Middle School

Sex('S) Gain(G) G X S G X Q GXSXQ

Word Knowledge NS <.001 NS NS NS

Reading NS <.001 NS .029
3

NS

Reading Total NS <.001 NS .005
4

NS

Language :053 <.001 NS NS NS

Spelling
1

.026 <.001 NS NS NS

Math Computation NS
..

<.001 NS NS NS

Math Concepts NS <.001 .017
2

NS NS

Math Problem Solving NS <.001 NS NS NS

Math Total NS <.001 NS NS NS

1
The mean achievement of the females was significantly higher than the mean of the males.,

2The females gained more than the males from Grade 7 cp Grade 8. ,.

3
The highest quarter gained significantly more than the lowest quarter.

4
The third quarter and the highest quarter gained significantly more than the lowest quarter.

k

Table 3.5c. Significant Differences (ANOVA p 1 .05) in Educational Achievement, Gain from Grade 7

Grade 8, and Post-hoc Comparisons for Longitudiral Cohort 3: Steuben Middle School

to

r-

Sex(S) ,b(G) GXS GXQ GXSXQ
. .

2
Word Knowledge .026

1
<.001 NS NS .004

Reading NS <.001 NS NS

I

2
Reading Total NS <.001 NS NS -"'

-

.009

, ..

Language NS <.001 NS / NS NS

Spelling Ng, <.001 NS 4 NS NS

Math Computation NS <.001 NS NS NS
.

Math Concepts NS <.001 NS NS NS .

Math Problem Solving NS <.001 NS NS NS

Math Total NS <.001 NS NS NS

'The mean achtevement.of the males was signifiimptly higher than the mean of the females.

2
Quarter 2 males gained more than females while Quarter 3 females gained more than males.

, .
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the girls was significantly higher than the mean of the boys in lan-
guage-for-Cohort 1 and in language and spelling for Cohort 2. The
boys' achievement-was eignificantly higher than the girls' inword,-,
knowledge for Cohort 3 bnt not for the other cohorts.

The students of all three cohorts made a significant gain in all
nine achievement areas from grade 7 to grade 8. In each area, the
mean of the same.students When in grade 8 was significantly higher
than when in grade 7..

We may now turn to the significant interactions for each cohort.
Where a significant interaction involving gain by sex or gain.by
quarter was not found, we conclude that the boys and girls gained
equally or that each quarter of the class in mental ability gained
equally. For Cohort 1 the significant gain by sex interaction in
spelling is accounted.for by the fact that the girls gained more*than
the boys froin grade 7 to grade 8. For Cohort 2 the significant gain
by sex interaction in math conce ts is related to the girls gaining
more than the boys from grade 7 o grade 8. There was no significant
garn by sex interaction foi ohort 3.

There were significant gain by quarter interactions for Cohorts 1.
and 2 in reading and ieading total. In both areas the lowest qAarter
gained less than a higher kinarter from grade 7 to grade 8. For Cohort
3 there were no significantgain by quarter interactions; however,
there were two significant gain by sex by quarter interactions. The

4boys of the second lowest quarter gained more than the girls, whereas
the girls 6f the third higher quarter gained more than the boys.

Comparison of the Achievements and the Gains of Three

11,ongitudinal Cohorts
\

Analysis of covar ance, with mental ability the covariate, was
used in identifying the significance of the main effects of cohort,
sex, and gain of the three successive longitudinal"cohorts. The ma
effect for cohort is based on the achievement of the students of th
three cohorts averaged across both times of testing, not on the gal
from one time of testing to the next. The effect for sex is based on
the achievements of the boys and girls of the three cohorts combined
and averaged.for the two times of testing, not on gain in achievement
prom grade 7 to grade 8. The main effect of gain isAfor the gain be-
tween the two times of testing for the students of.°a/l three cohorts
combined.

0

Table 3.6 gives the results of the tests of significance. The
mean achievement of themaIes of the three cohorts combined was signi-
ficantly hiiher than that of the females in word knowledge,ireading
total, math concepts, math prdblem solyifig, and math total. The

,

girls! mean achievement was significantly higher than the boys' in
language and spelling. There were no significant sex by cohort inter-
actions.

%
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Table 3.6. Significant Differences (ANCOVA p .05) in Educational Achievement, Gain from Grade 7 to Grade 8,
Interactions, and Post-hoc Comparisons for Three Longitudinal Cohorts: Steuben Middle School

Cohort(C) Sex(S) S X C Gain(G) G X S G X C GXCXS

Word Knowledge <.001 - <.001
1

NS < .001 NS .006 NS
Reading .020 NS NS < .001 NS .003 NS
Reading TOtal .001 .0081 NS < .001 NS .007 NS
Language .009 .0142 NS < .001 NS .002 NS
Spelling NS .00121 NS < .001 NS .001 :IT
Math Computation <.001 NS NS <.001 NS < .001
Math Concepts < .001 .0351 NS < 001 NS <.001 .040
Math Problem

Solving .003 .0011 NS < .001 NS NS NS
Math Total I.001 .D35I NS vp < .001 NS < .001 NS

Post-hoc Cohort Main Effect

Mean Achievement Mean Achievement
Cohort 1 vs Cohort 2 Cohort 1 vs CohorNe

Mean Achievement
Cohort 2 vs-Cohort 3

Word Knowledge Sign
4

4
* NS Sign

3

3Reading Sign NS Sign
Reading Total Sign4 NS Sign3
Language Sign3 Sign3 NS
Math

Computation Sign
3

Sign3 3 Sign
3

Math Concepts Sign3 Sign Sign 3

Math Problem

*
Solving NS Sign

3
Sign

3

Math Total Sign3 Sign3 Sign
3

Gain
Cohort 1 vs Cohort 2

Post-hoc Gain by Cohort Interaction

Gain
Cohort 2 vs Cohort 3

Gain
Cohort 1 vs Cohort 3

Word Knowledge
R eading

Reading Total

, NS

Sig
Sig 5

Sign
5

NS

Sign5

NS

NS

1 NS
Language Sig 6 Sign6 : NS
Spelling NS NS Sign5
Math Computation Sign6 Sign6 Sign6
Math Concepts NS Sign6 Sign6
Math Total Sign6 Sign6 Sign6

Gain Males vs Females
Cohort 1 vs Cohort 2

Post-hoc Gain bv Cohort by Sex Interaction

Gain Maleti vs Females
Cohort 1 vs Cohort 3

Gain Males vs Femares
Cohort 2 vs Cohort 3

Spelling -

Math Concepts
NS Sign7 NS

Sign8 NS NS

1
The_mtan a ievement of the males was significantly higher than the mean of the females.

/
The mean a hievement of the females was significantly higher than the means of the males.

3
The mean achievement of the later cohort was significantly higher than the mean of the prior cohort.

4
The mean achievement of the prior cohort was significantly higher than the mean of the later cohort.

The later cohort gained significadtly more than the prior cohort.
6
The prior cohort gained significantly more than the later cohort.

7
Cohort 1: The males gained more than the females.
Cohort 3: The females gained more than the males.

8
Cohort 1: The males gained more than the females.
Cohort 2: The feaales gained more than the males.

8 7
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Ae difference in the mean achievement of the three cohorts was
significant in all areaa,except spelling. The post-hoc comparisons
indicate that the achievemenf of Cohort 2 was significantly higher
than that of Cohort 1 in language, math computation, math concepts,
and math total; whereas it was lo*er than that of Cohort 1 in word
knowledge, reading, and reading total. The mean achievement of Cohort 3
was significantly higher than that of Cohort 1 in language and the
four math areas. Ths mean achievement of Cohort'3 was significantly
higher than that of Cohort 2 in all areas except language and spelling,t_

As would be expected, the students of the three cohorts combined
gained significantly from grade 7 to grade 8 in all nine areas. Turn-
ing to the significant gain by cohort interactions, we find that Cohort 2
gained significantly more than Cohort 1 in reading and reading total
andithat Cohort 3 gaintd significantly more than Cohort 1 in word knowl-
edgt,and reading total, and also more than Cohort 2 in spelling. Cohort I
gained significantly more than both Cohorts 2 and 3 in language, Math
computation, and math total, and more than Cohort 3 in math concepts.
Cohort 2 gained significantly more than Cohort 3 in mathscomputation,
math concepts, and math total. We should be aware that a cohort scor-
ing slightly lower in grade 7 and slightly higher in grade 8 in compar-
ison with one scoring slightly higher in grade 7 and lower in grade 8
results in the prior cohort having the significantly higher gain. It
will be recalled from the earlier results related to the successive
grade 7 and successive grade 8 classes that the grade 7 classes of the
last two years tended to score higher than the grade 7 classes of the
first two years. Accordingly, there was a greater possibility for the
earlier cohort to show a larger gain.

here were gain by cohort by sex interactions related to spelling
a 1 I.r: th concepts. The Cohort 1 males gained more than the females in
s elling, whereas the Cohort 3 females gained more than the males. Re-
ated to math con epts, the Cohort 1 males gained more than the females
hile the Cohort females gained more than the males.

Grade 8 of 1 77-78Aias not part of any longitudinal cohort nor
was grade 7 of 1980-81.- the mean mental ability and the mean educa-
tional achievement of these groups are presented in tables o the
Wisconsin Center publication (Klausmeier, Serlin, & Zindler, 1982).
They are not discussed further but have been included to ena le the
interested reader to compare these grade groups with those,included in
the longitudinal cohorts.'

Comparison of Mathematics Achievement Based on a

Locally Constructed, Objective-Referenced Test

A set\of 100 objectives,was developed by'the Steuben math faculty
%with consuitation-from theAchoo1 distritt math'coOrdinator. These
objectives reflected a range of content such that the least mathemat-
ically able grade 6 students should be able to learn and master the
easiest objectives and the moat mathematically able grade 8 students
should be challenged by the most difficult objectives. Accordingly,

88
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not many Students were expected to master.lil the objectives,upon
Completion of grade 8.

The staff constructed a 100-item test, one item for each instruc-
tional objective. The test was administered,to all grade 7 and grade 8
students in September and May of each school year, starting in September
ol 1979. The September results were used by the I & A Unit teams to
diagnose individual student's instructional needs ana to yet g4als for '

individual students and for the composite tudent body of the I & A
Unit. The May results were used by the I & A Unit team 'to assess the
Rro4ress of individual students.

Table 3.7 gives the results of the testing for the three;succts-. ,

s ve grade 7 and grade 8 classes. The.gains from September. to May of .

....each school year are based on the test results of the same students.
Ws'observe that each later grade 7 class made a l'arger gain from ,Sep-.
>.

,-tember to May, 14.3, 19.6, and 21.4, whereas the gain'ok4e sedond.
grade 8 class (14.9) was considerably higher than for. the first class
(11.6) and also slightly higher than the third class 03.7). More-
over, the grade 7 classes gained consistently more thin the:grace 8
classes across all three school years; and, in May.of 1981, the mean
of the grade 7 class (60.6) was higher than that of the gradd 8 class
(60.0).

We observe that the means of the grade 7 classes in,May were
'higher than the means of the grade 8 classes in the following Sep-
tember. We should recognize that a considerable number of grade 8
students who took the test in September were new to Steuben and did
not take the test iu May as grade 7 students. Furthermore, a consid-.
erable number of grade 7 students did not contifiue into grade 8 at
Steuben. Accordingly, the difference between the May test results for
grsde 7 and the September tests for grade 8 should not be interpreted
ads reflecting a loss by the Steuben students /luring the summer months.

Table 3.7. Mean Achievement of Three Successive Grade 7 and Grads 8 Groups on
Constructed, Objective-Referenced Mathematics Test: Steuban Middle School

Locally

Sept. May Sept. May "Sept. May

1978 1979 1979 1980 1980 1981

R Gain X R Gain Gain

Grade 7 37.0 51.3 14.3 37.0 56.6 - 19.6 39.2 60.6 21.4

Grade 8 , 47.2 58.8 11.6 45.1 6040 14.9 46.3 60.0 130

Difference 10.2 .7'5
8:1 ' 7.1 0.6

-11.
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- We may recall that the mean math achievements based on the Metro-
politan Achievement Test were consistently higher for the grade 7 and
grade 8 groups ofj979-80 and 1980-81 than for the groups of 1977-78
and 1978-79. The results frOm this locally condtructed math test
support those based on the MetroOolitan.

Relationship of Changes in Educational Achievement

to Implementation of Improvement Strategies

'and Unanticipated Events

A main purpose of this Cooperative research was to relate the
chan sted. in student achievement from year to year to the planned changes
that the staff made annuapy in classroom and school processes and
structures in order to imiblement the improvement strategies. As was
explained in Chapter 2,, the primary information regarding the changes

.

in student achievement from year to year is based on the comparison of
the achievements of each later grade 7 andgrade 8 group with the
grade 7 and grade 8'achievements of each earlier group. .A secondary
basis is the comparison of the mean achievement, averaged across both
years, of each liter longitudinal cohort with each earlier cOhdrt.

The findings presented eprlier io this chapter pertaining to read....-
ing'total, language, spelling, and math total Are used in relaiing'the
changes in student achievement to the planned improvements and thesunan-

-- ticipated events. 'Reading total and math.total are dsed rather than ihe
subtests in these areas, since ,She planned changes given earlier in this
jchapter were noi directed to the specific areas of reading and math mea-
fsured by the subtests. The findinge,presenied earlier in the chapter re-
garding (a). studentsigithout mental ability scores and (b)the grade 8
studentswho were not in Steuben for the grade 7 testing are not dis-
cussed in this section of the chapter inasmuchpas the planned ,changes
wet made on thesbasis of the annual results for students with mental
abi ity scOes. 4

1

Table,3.8 proiides a summary of the findings pertaining to the
educational achievements of the four successive grade 7 and grade.8
groups with mental ability scores. 'The significant differences and,
'nonsignificant.differences are Indicated as well as the equivalent
percentile ranks for eachachievement "area. mie percentile ranks
equivalent to the adjusted'means aie provided to aid.tbe inierpreta-
tion-of the amount of change from year: to year.

if The,comparisons of the achieyements Of the 1978-79,grade 7 and
.

grade 8 groups with those of 19787.4. areiregaided as unrelated to the
planned improvements since,only minor improvements were carried mit in
the second semester.of 1978-79.. A significantly higher,mean fOr a

grade T or grade 8-group of either of the last two years in coniparison
with an earlier yeat. is regarded as a positive effect and a nonsignif-
icant difference is regarded as neutral. A significantlilower mean
is regarded as a negative effect, occept'if the effectS of unantiCi-

,
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Table 3.8. Summary of Findings Regarding Mean Achievement of Four Successive Grade 7 and
Grade 8 Groups and Percentile Ranks Corresponding to Adjusted Achievement Means: Steuben
Middle School

Comparisons of Successive Groups

1978-79
vs

1977-78

1979-80
vs

1977-78

1940-81
vs

1077-78

1979-80

vs
1978-70

1980-81

vs

1978-79

1980-81

vs
1979-80

Grade 7

- Reading Total S- NS NS S+ S+ NS

Language S+ S+ S+ NS S+ S+

Spelling NS NS S+ NS NS NS

Math Total NS S+ S+ NS S+ NS

Grade 8 .

Reading Total NS NS S+ NS NS S+

Language NS NS S+ NS S+ NS

Spelling S+ S+ S+ NS NS NS

Math Total NS S+ S+ NS S+ NS

Adjusted Means and Equivalent Percentile Ranks

Grails 7 .

1977-78
X Zile

1978-79

X %ile

1919-80

X Zile

1980-81

X Zile

Reading Total 43.44 34 39.92 29 42.66 34 43.11 34

Language 38.21 30 41.17 32 4.09 36. 45427 42

Spelling 26.17 40 27.31 44 26.74 44 27.9 48.

Math Total 50:75 30 54.95 36 60.14 44 60.06 44

lwerage Stuiient N 223 4 323 289 304

Grade 8

Reading Total
.

48.98 30 50.03 32 48.28 28
.

52.46 35

Language4 44.66 30 45.37 30 46.77 32 48.08 34

.4
Spell.ing 27,64

4

32 ?9.25 36 29.74
0

38 30.57 39

.1
Math Total 60.45 32 ,62.50 34 65.43 36' 68.38 '42

Average'Stue4nt N 228 237 267 224

f'

S+ The mean of the group of the" later year was significantly higher than the mean of the
group of the earlier year.

S The mean of the group of the later 191 was significantly lower than the mean of the
group of the arlier. year.
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pated events were judged to have outweighed the effects of the planned
improvements.

The mean'grade 7 reading achievement was significantly lower in.
1978-79 than in 1977-78 but significantly higher in 1979-80 than in
1978-79,and significantly higher in 1980-81 than in 1978-79. The
significantly higher reading achievement of the 1979780 and 1980-81
grade 7 group in comparison with the 1978-79 group resulted, from the
following planned changes specifically related io reading: goal pet.
ting in reading by the staff of each I.& A Unit to increase the mean.
teading achievement of their group, providing a better instructional
program for the indlv ua solueni. w ti spec a attention g ven to stu-
dents achieving below expectancy, and replacing much of the sepalate-
skills reading instruction in the reading laboratory with CAI reading.
As noted earlier, the lower mean reading achievement of the 1978-79 ,

grade 7 group, in comparison with the 1977-78 group, is regarded as
unrelated to any planned improvement activities.

The significantly higher language achievement of the grade 7
groups of 1979-80 and 1980-81 over the groups of the prior years is
related to goal setting by the I 4c A Unit teams to increase the mean
achievement of the total student body of the I & A Units and to pro-
viding more effective instructional programs for individual students
in language. The significantly higher mean achievement in language-of
the 1,978-79 grade 7 group over the 1977-78 group cannot be accounted
for in terms of planned-improvements or unanticitiated events. The
significantly higher spelling achievement in 1980-81 vs. 1977-78 re-
sulted from the goal setting and related improvement activities that
started in 1979-80. The lack of significantly higher grade 7 mean
spelling achievement frot'year to year, except 1980-81 vs. 1977-78, is
probably related to the fact that in'1977-78 the nean spelling achieve-
ment was already quite high.

The significant* higher grade 7 math achievement in 1979-80 and 1

1980-81 in comparisod with 1977-78, and in 1980-81 vs. 1978-79 is attri7
,buted to the following focused planned changes: use of the resnita of
the'locally constructed math testand the standardized test'in setting
goals and in implementing them inf1979-80, and more computer-assisted
instruction in math stfirting in the second semester.

We shall,now focus on the findings and planned.improvements for
the grade 8 groups. The significantly'higher reading achievement of
the 1980-81 gr de 8 group over the 1977-78 and 1979-80 grade 8 groups
is related to he planned improvements in 1979-80 that were continued
into 1980-81. 1 They included use of the goal setting strategy and more
students receiving CAI,in reading.

The grade 8 1980-81 group achieved significantly higher than the
.1977-78 and 1978-,79 groups in language. This reflects the use of the
goal setting strategy.

The significantly higher spelling mean, 1979-80 vs. 1977-78 and
1980-81 vs. 1977-78, is related to goal setting by the I & A Unit
teams and carrying out the related planned improvements. The signifi-
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cantly higher mean in' grade 8 spelling in 1978-79 over 1977-78 cannot
be related to any planned improvements or unanticipated events.

The significantly higher math achievement, 1979-80 vs. 1977-78,
1980781 vs. .1977-78, and 1980-81 vs. 1978-79, is associated with use
of the locally constructed and standardized achievement test results
in implementing the goal setting strategy, and the CAI math that
started in the second semester of 1978-79.

A summary of the mean achievements of the three cohorts is shown
laultdri. -3 -wars-sit nifieently,

higer than that of Cohort 1 or Cohort 2 for four of eight comparisons
and not significantly different for the other four. The mean achieve-
ment of Cohort 2 was significantly higher than the mean ,ofCohort 1
for two comparisons, significantly lower for one, and not significantly
different for the other. The lower achievement of Cohort 2 in reading
is not explainable. The fact that, in general, the other two cohorts
achieved higher than, or not significantly different from the earlier
ones., is related to the implementation of the goal setting strategy in
1979-80 and to the refinement of the instructional programming strategy
from year to year.

Table 3.9. Summary of Findings Regarding Mean damn and Mean Achievement of Three Successive

Longitudinal Cohorts: Steuben Middle School

Means of-EaCh Cohort

Cohort 1 Cohort 2 Cohort 3

R R

'Gr. 7 Gr. 8 'Gr. 7 Gt. p Gr. 7
x

Gr. 8

.Reading Total, 46.66, 53.53 39.36 48.43

Language .40.64 .48.23 41.35 .46.13.

Spelling 26.85 29.94 27.43 29.66

Math Total 53.30 65.41 55:51 64.90

143.14 52.32,

42.75 48.12

26.80 30.69

61.05 67.99

'Student N .1.91 247 216

Cohort with Higher
Average Adhievement

Cohort 2
VS

Cohort 1

Cohort 3
VS

Cohort 1

Cohort 3
vs

Cohort 2

Reading'iotal Cohort 1 NS Cohort 3

Language Cohort 2 , Cohort 3 NS

Spelling NS NS NS

Math Total Cohort 2 Cohort 3 Cohort 3 7
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Results Related to Student Attitudes and Self-Concepts

The IOX School Sentiment Index, Intermediate Level, and the IOX
Self-Appraisal Inventory, IntermediateLevel, were idminl.stered to
approxiipately 50 percent of the students of grade 7111And grade-8- in
April of each year 1978-79, 1979-80, end 1980-81. Two of the. four
classroom groups of each I & A bnit of about 120 students took the
Sentiment Index and the other two took the Self-Appraisal Inventory.
Students were assigned to classroom groups to be representative of all 5
the students of the particular I & A Unit and also the rade.

The School Sentiment Index has 81 items and.the Self-Appraisal
Inventory has 77 items to which the student responds True or Untrue.

Attitudes

The percentage of the students of grade 7 and grade 8 for the
three years who checked the response keyed as favorable is given in
Table 3.10 for the seven subscores. Since the students did not sign
their names or give their grade, only the responses of the students in
I & A Units having only grade 7 or only grade 8 students were included
in this-analysis. Therefore, it cannot be inferred that the.samAtu-
dents who took the inventory in grade 7 also took it in grade 8. We
may note general trends and change's in attitudes from year to year
where tht difference was 10, percent or more.

Table 3.10. Mean Percent of Favorable Responses to School Sentiment Index for Three Successive Grade 7
and Grade 8 Groups: Steuben Middle School

'Subscale

Grade 7 Grade 8

1978-1979 1979-1980 1980-1981 1978-1079 1979-1980 1980-1981

1. Teacher: Mode
of Instruction 68 73 69 56 57 64

2. Teacher: Authority
and Control 51 46 52 42 44 47

3. Teacher: Inter
personal
Relationships
with Students 52 54 54 ( 35 44 48,

4.:Learning 54, 60 58 52 54 50

5. Social Structure
and Climate A 57 60 .45 46 57

6. Peer 70 67 67 67 65 65

7. General 46 49 56 39 39 49

N 149 127 156 142 150 181
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The attitudes of the grade 7 students toward the teachers' mode
of instruction and toward peers were generally more favorable than
were their other attitudes. Their general attitudes toward school'
were lower than their other attitudes. Their attitudes in all iteas
remained relatively constant during the three years except-that their
general attitudes toward school increased from 46 to 56 percent from
1978-79 to 1980-81.

The attitudes of the grade 8 students were'consibtently lower
than those of the grade 7 students, often more than a difference of f0
s' i :. 11 1 : 01- a4e_8 tudents' attitudes were most favor-
able regarding the teachers' mode of instruct on an. : -v'rstzr
were lowest regarding the teachers' interpersonal relationships with
students and general attitudes toward school; There was a substantial
increase from 1978-79 to 1980-81 in the students' attitudes regarding
the teachers' interpersonal relationships with the stddents, the social
structure and climate of the school, and general attitudes toWard school.
The grade 8 students' attitudes toward teacher mode of instruction,
teacher authority and control, learning, and peers remained relatively
stable across the three years.

Self-concepts

The IOX Self-Appraisal Inventoty measures the self-concept related
to peers, family, school (academic), and general. The percentage'of
the positixe responses are given in Table 3.11 for grade 7 and grade 8

*for each of the three years.

The mean Self-concept of the grade 7 students related to school
was less positive thanrelated to the other three areas except in
1980-81 when it was about the same as that', related to,peers The rnean.

self-concept of thegrade 7 students in all four areas rema ned rela-
tively stable during the three years.

The self-concepts of the grade 8 students were consistently .

higher than those of the grade 7 students: ,The grade 8 students'
self-concepts were relatively stable acroas the three years in all

areas x-eept--gene-ra-l-,--f-o-rwh-icop--000ux-r-ed-frot?1979-80.to

1980-81. ,1

Table 3.11. Hean Percent of Favnrable.Responses to Self-Appraisal Inventory for Three Successive

Grade 7 and Grade 8 Groups;,-Stauben Middle School

Grade 7 Grade 8

Subscale 1978-1979. 1979-1980 1980-1981 1978-1979 1979-1980 1980-1981

1. Peer 70 65 64 77 73 77

2. Family 78 73 ,' , 76
7.9 ?

76

3. School'

c

.'
-

58 .s4rm 65 63 64 69

4. General 74 69 . 74 0 79 75 64

S.. N 129 101 154 80 90 182
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,

, Relationship of Affective Resuitd to Changes and

Unanticipated Events

The positive findings related to the attitudes of the grade 7
students were (a) more positive general attitudes toward schoolrin
1980-81 than in earlier years,and (b) stable attitudes in the other
six areas. The:positive findings regarding the grade 8 students'
attitudes were (a) more positive-attitudes in.1980-81,toward teacher
interpersonal relatiOnships with.studerits, toward the doctal structure
and climate, of the school, and general attitudes toward school'and (b)
stable attitudes in the other four areas. The major positive findingl
regarding the:self-concepts of the'grade-7 and grade 8 students was
the stability_related_to all four areas across the thkee years and the
quite 'high self-concepts related to family"and-to peers. The only-
negative finding was the drop in general selfrOoncept of the 'grade 8
students.from.1979-80 to 1980-81.

f
To What may the positive resultsvertaining to the-students'

attitudes Nhd self=concepts in 1980-81 be attributed? One contribut-
ing factor may have been the human relations.program provided.to all
students, a focused planned change. Clearly, thestudentst attitudes
eoward peers and their self-concepts.relating to peers remained much
the same in 1980-81 as in.1979-80. ,i4hether the training contributed
to the more positive attitudes toWard teacherintexpersonal relation-
ships-with the grade 8 students and iorhe relativefy high attitudes
toWard teacher mode of instruction ig uncertain.. The human relations
training was provided during the first two weeks of,the 1980-81 school
year by the unit teachera,.ald,it. might have contributerto better
teacher-sibdent relationshIps. The fact that.an academie:team of four
teachers tagght the 120 students, with-each teacher derving informally
as an advisor to the,students, may have aontributed to tfie highly

favorable attitudes abward the teacher mode of instruction.

\
.Conclusions

One purpose of-,ehe preterit research was to determine how wellAhe
Steuben staff could implement the following improvement strategies:.
(a).arranging an appropriate total educational program of cOursesand-

- other activities for each student, (b)-arranging an appropriate instruc-
,tional.program.in the,subject fields of language, mathematics, reading,
anoespelling for each student each semester, and (c) setting goals for
the students of each I & A Unit and 'planning And carrying out related
improvement activities. It was not.feadible for the teachers to plan
and monitor individual educational programs of the students.in a syste-
,matiemanner hecause,of 'the large,turnovermeatudents each-year. How-
ever, the teachers we;e'already arranging individual,instructional pro-
grams for each stndent in mathematJ.cs, reading, language, and spelling
in. 1977-78, and they Served informally as advisors to the students .
starting in 1977-78. Goal hitting in language, mathematics, reading,



and spelling and carrying out related improliement activities were
carried outsty all the I & A Unit teams starting in 1979-80.

,Another objective of the research was to maintain a satisfactory
level of student achievement in language, mathematics, reading, and
spelling from year to year and to iaise achievement that was regarded
as unsatisfactory. The grade Z.class of1979-80 achieved significant-
ly higher than the class of 1977-78 in two of four comparisons and not
Jignificantly different in the other two. The grade 7 class of 1980-81
achieved significantly higher than the classes of 1,977-78 and 1978-79
in six pf eighecomparisons and not significantly different in the
other two. The grade 8 class of 1978-79 achieved significantly higher
than thi class of 1977-78 in one of the four cothparisons while the
Igrade 8 class of 1980-81 achieved significantly higher than the classes
of 1977-78 and 1978-79 in six of Xhe eight comparisons and.not signifi-
cantly different in the other twd. 'The students of each of three sue-
cessive longitudinal cohorts gained significantly in all four amas
from grade 7 to grade 8. Moreover, in all areas except reading total, r

the achievements of the second and third cohorts were significantly
higher than those of a prior one. Similar favoratle results were ob-
tained on a locally constructed mathematics test. The attitudes of
the students toward school and their self-concepts either remained
stable.or improved from the first yelir of testing in 1978-79 to 1980-81.
The attendance of the students was about the same from year to year
but slightly higher in 1980-81. Based on these findings we conclude
that the concurrent implementation of the instructipnal programming
strategy and the goal setting strategy that started in 1979-80 was
highly effective in producing desired studeit outcomes.

The loss.of six aides in 1980-81, the closing of the reading/
language arts laboratory and the mathematics laboratory in 1980-81,
and the changing of the school day in 1980-81 probably had a negative
effect on student achievement atd student attitudes. However, this
effect cannot be assured inasmuch as student achievement and attitudes
did not drop off in 1980-81. .



CHAPTER 4

WEBSTER TRANSITIONAL SCHOOL -

-

Cooperative improvement-oriented research was carried out with
Webster. Transitional School duiing the years 1977-78 throngh 1980-81.
The objectives of the.research.et Webster and the other schools were
indicated in Chapter 2 of this monograph. .

The achievement areas selected for attention at Webster were read-
ing, lankuage arts, and mathematics. Changes in student attitudes and
the inCidence of discipline referrals were also siudied.

.The administrative arrangem4nt employed at Webster Transitional
School to plan, monitor, and implement its improvement activities was
its existing Faculty Advisory Committee. This consisted of one teacher
from'éach of its eight InstruCtion and Advisory Units (I & A Units),
three guidance counselors, two teacher's from the allied arts team, one
teacher from the supportive services team, and the leadership team
conspting of the principal, the dean of students, and the instruc-
tional consultant. The teachers of language arts, reading, math,
scienpe, and social studies and the students were organized into I & A'
Units.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as is indicated in the
Table'of Contents. The organization is identical to that of Chapter 3.

Staffing and Student Eniollment

Webster Transitional School is the only middle school of the
Cedarburg School District, Cedarburg, Wisconsin. Cedarburg is about
20.Miles northwest of Milwaukee: The students are white. The socio-
ecbnamic level of the parents of the students is middle and upper
middle class. Many parents are employed in Milwaukee.

The staffing of Webster each year, the student enrollment as of
September of each year, the average daily attendanpe for May of each
var, and the incidence of discipline referrals follow.'

77;48 78-79 79-80 80-81

No: Of building administrators
;No. of counselors 4 3 3 2 3

No..6f.curriculum specialists
No.'of regularly certificated

.

teachers
go.:of learning disability and

.

! 44 42 381/2 A

.special teachers of other ex-

81
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.

, ceptional children .

No of librarians or media persons
No. of school psycAologists (part

.

77-78 78-79 79-80 80-81
. --

2

1

2

1

3

0*
.4

1

itime5 , 2 2 2 2

No. of school soaal workers .(part
time) 1 1 1 1

No. of other certificated personnel 0 . 0 0 0
No. 0 aides 6 511 5 ' 4 .

No. of custodial and other non-
certificated personnel not
counting aides 6 5 5 .5

Student enrollment 761 , . 711 686 712
Daily attendance in percent . 96 96 0 94'
No. of discipline referrals 178 123 66 71.

*1110-,Director died in November and was not replaced until 1980-81.

The drop in average daily attendance from 1979-80 to 1980-81 was
regarded by the principal as resulting mainly'from parents taking
their child with them on vacation. The decrease in discipline refer.--'
rals was regarded as resulting from more personalized idstruCtion and
advising. -

Data Gathered and.Analysis of Data by the Webster Staff'

Oar

Data regarding student outcomes were'gathered annually.. These
data were summarized and analyzed by the local school staff and were
used in,determining areas Of possible improvement.for the ensuink
year. After the last data collection in 1980-81, the data on Pich
individual student and on each group of kOderits enrolled in eich
grade each year were analyzed by the project staff.. The data gather-
ing instruments, the schedule of administration, And the analysis
techniques of the Webster staff are now outlined.

Iowa Short Test of Educational Ability

A
Administration: Grades 6, 7, and 8 in April 1978 and grade 6 and
new students of grades 7 And 8 in April 1979: 1980, and 1981.

Analysie: Obtain the mental ability score from the test pub-
lisher's computer printout for the students of each of the,eight
I & A Units. Divide the students of each grade of eat1.1 I & A.
Unit (five I & A Units contained grade 6 and grade 7.0tudents and
three had only grade 8 students) into quartexs based On mental
ability. Do the same fot the total enrollment in each:grade 6,
grade 7, and grade 8. Compute the mean mental ability of each
quarter of the students of each grade of each I & A Unit and of '

99
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ere- coiakstudents of grade 6, grade 7, and grade 8. Change the
means ta the equivalentinational percentile ranks.

Gates-MacGiniae Read ng Tests: Vocabulary and Comp rehen sion

.-Administration: Grades.6, 7, and 8 in April 1978, 1979, 1980,
and 1981.

Analysis: Enter the standard scores in vocabulary and-comprehen-
sion of each student of each quarter of mental ability. Compute
the mean of each quarter in each area tested. Change the mean to
a national percentile rank using the appropriate test manual
table(s): Thii permits comparison of the mean percentile rank
in achievement of each quarter with their mean mental ability
percentile rank.

Locally constructed language arts test of 306 items: Parts of
speech, sentences, total

Administration:. September, grade 6; September, gra de 7; May,
grade 7; and May, grade 8 of 1977-78 through 1980-81 except that
it was not administered to grade 6 in 1980-81 because a new test
.was inixoduced, starting with'grade 6:

Analysis: Same as Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests.

Locally'constructed mathematics test of 250 items: Six subscores
and total

Administration: Septeml,er to grades 6, 7, and 8 and May to grade
8 in 1977-78 through 1980-81 except that it was not administered
to grade 6 in 1980-81 because a new test wasintroduced, starting
with grade 6.

Analysis:. game as Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests.

IM.School_Sentiment Index (Intermediate level): Seven scores--
Teacher Mode of Instruction, Teacher Authority and Control, Teacher
and Student Interpersonal Relationships, Learning, Social Structure
and Climate, Peer, and General.

Administration: Annually to the gralle 6, grade 7, and grade 8
students of each I & A Unit, starting in the spring of 1979.

Analysis: ,Compute mean percent of favorable responses for each
subtest for each grade 6, grade 7, and grade 8 and for each I & A
Unit.' (This could not be related to mental ability percentile
ranks since the students did not put their names on answer sheets.)

Information from school records: Average enrollment for 1977,
1978, 1979, 1980. Percentage of average daily attendance for
1977, 1978, 1979, and 1980. Number of students referred to
principal annually for discipline.

1' o
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Improvement Strategies Implemented by.the

Webster Staff

The three improvement strategies involved use of the preceding
'data ..et student achievement as well as other information regarding the
student. One strategy wadloto arrange an appropriate educational
program of courses and other educational activities for each'student
each semester. The second strategy was to arrange an appropriate
instructional program for each student in each course. The last
strategy involved setting goalstand planning and carrying .out related
improvement activities either to maintain or to raise the mean educa-
tional achievement of the students of each quarter in mental ability
of each I & A Unit.

The teachers of each academic team planned complege educational
programs with their .advisees and monitored their progress on a weekly
basis. The teachers planned and monitored the instructional programs
of the students in their classes on a daily basis.

Informal planning and implementing improvement activities for the
students of each mental ability quarter of each I & A Unit, using the
esults of the locally constructed tests in language arts and math-,

smatics, started in the fall of 1978-79. Goal setting in language
arts and mathematics by all the academic teams started in 1979-80 and
continued into 1980-81.

We may now examine hom.Webster used the information gathered each
year to select its improvement areas. Then we shall see how the infor-
mation on individual students was used.

The locally constructed achievement test scores and the mental
ability test scores were summarized annually as indicated earlier, and
summary tables were prepared and presented toappropriate groups of
teachers. (The information regarding the students of each I & A Unit
was made available only to the I & A Unit staff.) Table 4.1 is the
summary table that was prepared for each of the three I & A Units in
whichiall'the grade 8 students of 1978-79 were enrolled.

Table 4.1 gives the mean percent correct in each area of mathe-
matics for each quarter of the students in mental ability (group) Aof
each of the three I & A Units (pdds) and also the mean mental ability
percentile rank. ,The information is -Wen for the same students when
in grades 6, 7, and 8. The principal.had all of thiainformation,'and
each I & A Unit had the information for its unit as well at; a agmmary
for all of the grade 8 students. Having this itformation enabled the
principal and the 'teachers of the respective I & A Unitii to make sev-
eral assessments. First, noting the achievements of the students of
each quarter of mental ability, they estimated how well their educa-
tional processes in each area of mathematics were.workipg for each
quarter of the students of their I & A Unit. Second, they compared
how each particular quarter of the students achieved across all six
areas of mathematics.' Third, they estimated how-well each quarter

Oi
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Table 4.1 Quarters of Three 1978-79 Grade 8 Rods (Croups of Students) in Men61 Ability.and the
Mean Percent Correct on 6 Subtests and Total of a Locally Constructed Mathematics Test. Percent

Cotrect Based on Administration of the Tests when the Students Were in Grade 8 fn Fall and Spring
of 1978-79, in Grade 7 in Fall of 1977, and in Grade 6 in Fall of 1976: Webster Transitional

School

Subtest Date .

Administered
A*

Pod B
Groups
B* C* D* ABCD

Pod D
Groups ABCD

Pod C
Groups

Whole Numbers 197t (F)

1977 (f)

1978 (F)

1979 (S)

Fractions 1976 (F)

1977 (F)

1978 (F)

1979 (5)

-- 1976 (r)Decimals -
-" ,--.

1977 (F)

1978 (F)

-. 1979 (5)

Percent 1976 (F)

1977 (F)

1978 (F)

1979 (5)

Integers 1976 (F)

1977 (F)

1978 (F) '

1979 (5)
. .

teometry 1976 (F)

1977 (F)

1978 (F)

. 1979 (5)

Total 1976 (F)

1977 (F)

1978 (F)
.

1979 (5)

64

80

90

91
1. 1

16

56

79

A

6

48

80

89

0

29

60

81

0

17

57

91

2

13

34

-62

16

47

72

88

62

81

84

94e

15

5.0.

64

86

5

44

63

89

0

25

37

76

2

5

44

84

6

9

28

51

15

41

57

83

55

80

85

92

13

42

71 ,

88k

4

Al

72

a

3

9,

.40

74

0

5

36

81

1

8

20

42

14

33

60

81

49

70

79

87

.."----

2

27

51

84-

2

19

57

74

0

0

18

65

2

4

21

73

.q.,

2

3

12

35

9

23

46

74

66

88

87

90

20

65

83

89

9

58 .

83

88

5

36

68

87

0

1 3

59

93

4

14

41

72

19

52

75

88

49 45

80 69

82 7¢

85 81

14 10

47 35

71 58

85 81

6 2

50 30

76 59

88 78

1 0

21 10

43 28

72 56

3 0

5 - 4

39 24

7,% 79

L 0

6 2

31 14

62 49
...

14 10

40 28

61 48

80 75

44

59

69

73

7

31

49

65

4

18

50

70
.

1

2

19

43

0

0

24

64

0

2

17

36

10

23

41

62

:

,

76

87

88

92

28

60

83

91

19

57

66

91

6

30

14

80

5

29

53

94

9

28

29

69,

26

51

61

88

67'

78

83

92

12

49

71

87

11

37

56

84

0

11

8

57

0

3

28

90

1

11

19

54

16

37

49

80

56

74

79

87

11

36

64

81

3

25

47

82

0

6

6

50

0

8

29

88

4

11

11

50

13

29

45

76

48

68

71

81

3

25

50

71

3

20

39

72

0

3

1

43

2

0 .

17

71

1

10

11

40

9

23

36

65

Nati8na1 Mean IQ Percentile 93 79 61 36 94 76 52 34 95 78 61 41

A* . Fourth Quarter C* = Second Quarter

B* = Third Quarter D* = First Quarter

102
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gained in each area from September of 1976 in grade 6 through May of
1978 in grade 8. Finally, each I & A Unit team was able to compere
the results for its-students with the results for the entire grade 8
class while the principal coul'd make. the comparisons among the three
I & A Units as well.

Based on these assessments, the prihcipal-and the staff ofiath
I & A Unit starting in 1979-80 formulated goals and developed related
plans either to maintain-or to raise the achievement level of each ,

quarter in the various areas and also the mean achievement of the
total I & A Unit in one or more areas.

The teachers of each I & A pnit used information regarding each
student in the following manner starting in 1978-79. They compared
the mental ability of each student with the percent correct in each
area of mathematics. This permitted the identification of students
who were not only low In achievement in any area but also low in
achievement in relation to ability. Studentswhose achievements were
farthest below ability were selected for special attention. If the
teachers doncurred that the student was not &thieving up tg ability, a
goal was set for the student to achieve highet, and activities to se-
cure higher achievement were planned and implemented by the teachers'.
In addition to activities during the school day, activities after
school and on Saturdays as well as summer classes were strongly
recommended for the under-achievers and also other low-achieuers.

Description of Webster Transitional School-as-of 1977-78

Webster TAnsitional School is ftscribed as it was functioning in
1977-78. This description provides the necessary information*for relat-
ing the student outcomes of 1977-78 to Webster's implementation strate-
gies and organization structures and processes of 1977-78' and also to
the changes in the strategies and structures that occurred each year
thereafFer.

Background and Philosophy

Webster Transitional Schodl opened in 1978 and,replaced the Cedar-
burg Junior High School. Dteing the period from 1967 to 1972, copmit-

r. tees composed of school personnel, board of education members, citizenat
and external consultants shared in formulating the school's.philosophy,
curriculum, and instructional arrangements. They also developed edgda-
tional specifications for the new building.

The administrative arrangements, organization for-instruction, and
instructional arrangements follawed the pattern of.Individually Guided
Education that was already employed by Cedarburg's elementary schools.
Appropriate modifications of the eleientary pattern were mpde and new ,

concepts were introduced to meet the needs and characteristics of the
middle school student population of Cedarburg and also the desires of
the citizens.

1. Q3
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The Webster School philosophy rests on the belief that every
individual student has the poxential for developing academically,
socially, and creatively. This belief.reflects what is known about
the learning process and the nature of the early adolescent.,

Keeping in Mind the many areas of student development--intellec-
tual, physical, social and emotional--Webster School has edtablished
the following goals directed toward the development'of the total
student. These goals are a-synthesis of the expressed desires of
citizens, the faculty, and the parents.

The middle school promotes grdwth in basic learning skills and .

academic concepts.

The middle school guides the student toward'proficiency in
-independent fearning, keeping in mind the continuing need to
learn throughout life. '

The middle school provides adwide variety of curriculum experi-
ences involving the student in situations which will develop
social skills and cultural understanding.

The middle school develops-self-discipline and responsibility
through a variety of enriching activities.

The middle schoOl encoutageetach student to understand and
accept his or her role as a developing adolescent--an individual .

with personal needs, values, and shared social responsibilities.

Administrative Arrangements

The principal is the only certified administtator at Websxer.
His specific duties include monitoring all instruction and developing
a master schedule to facilitate the attainment of the.school's goals.
He is also responsible for.the hiring, placement, supervision, and
evaluation of the professional and nonprofessional staff, leading
staff development and inservice activities, and preparing the budget
and supervising all fuilds and accounts. The principal works directly
with the staff in their team meetings and deals with some stuclents'in
special cases. Finally, the principal plays a lead rnlein the com-
munications and public relations between the community and the school
staff.

Leadership team. The leadership team is,composed of the princi-
pal, the dean of.students, and the instructional consultant. The
'instructional consultant assists the teacherd and the teaching'teams
in such matters as the diagnosis of student needs, the development of
curricular offerings, planning for student,attainment of learning
objectives, selection and use ok instructional maierials, planning
special units .of instructiod; initiating curriculum innovati.ons, and
evaluation of student,progrest. iShe is, also_responsible fob, monitor-
ing the xdhtinuity of the curricular oiferings ih eaCh subject across
grades 6 through 8. The dean of-students is responsible for guidance

,

r
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and various other pupil services. Parental contact is maintained
through his office. He serves as an organizer and coordinator of
class scheduling, the testing-program, student records, student ac-
tivities, and the counseling program.

Faculty advisory committee. The faculty advisory committee is
composed on one member from each acadeblic team, two.members of the
allied arts team, a member of the supporting services team, a student
representative (optional), the three members of the leadership team,
and two counselors. It meets,weekly. It shares decision making with
all members of the professional staff on matters related to the daily
operation of the school. Emphasis is on involving the stafflin policy
making rather than.on the diffuse= of information. The cominittee or-

ganizes and holds inservice meetings and also general factilty meetings.

Organization.for Instruction and Advisement

e'
The organization for instruction and student advising is the aca-

demic.I & A Unit, also referred to as a pod because of the physical
arrangement of the building. Each academic I A Unit is composed of
75 to 100 students and a team of 3 to 4 teachers. There is also an

allied arts team and a'support team.

The school has eight academic I & A Units. Five are composed of
6th and 7th,graders while three have only 8t1( grade students., The
teachers of each I & A Unit are responsible for the:instruction of the
students of their unit in language arts, reading, mathematics, social
studies, and science.

The allied arts team is composed of 13 teachers; two each from
industriai education, ,home eco9omics, and art; three from music; and

,r four from physical education:- The support team has six members and
includes the director of the instructional materials center, 'two guid-

ance counselors, a reading consultant, and two Special education
teachers.

Teaching and learning are aided by.the physical design of the
huilding. Each I & A Unit is housed in a separate pod of the build-
ing. The large open areas of the pods and movable furniture allow
teachers to utilize different groupings for instruction, including
large group, small grdup, and individual study. Initructional mater-
ials are stored either in the pod or are within easy access'in one of
two inStructional material centers. The students of each I & A Unit
have-dtfect access to an IMC.

The primary functions of the I & A teams arp to plan instructional
programs apprbklate for each student pf-the unit, to teach, to advise,
and to evaluate. Within each team, a specialist is identified for each
subject. This specialist assumes responsibility for_formulating the
objectives of the partichlar subject for the students of the unit. The

same teacher is also a member of a subject team of the school and works
on the development of objectives and' content in the subject on a school-

, wide.hasis (grades 6 through 8).

o 5-
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For example, a teacher with expertise in the area of isnguage arts'
ideatifies the objectives in language arts for the staents of the unit
and plans the related teaching.activities and evaluation procedures for
the team. This assures that what is planned and taught is substautively
sound. The specialist in each subject field may also teach the subject
to all the Students of the unit without the assistance of other team
members, or some team members may also teach some of the students.

Every teacher df each I & ,A'Unit teaches some of the students the
basic skills which the team identifies as needed by the students. "Each
team of teachers sets a time when each teacher teaches a different skill
in the same subject to students who have not yet-,mastered the skills;
for example, math skill groups for addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion, and division; readini skin groups for word recognition; vocab-
ulary, etc.; and language arts skill groups/for grammar, handWring, .

or'spelling.

Decisions regarding the Ilse of time, 'facilities, and materials
are made by the team as a whole. In addition, grouping of students
for instruction is a team task.

The use of time and the placement of students into instructional
groups and for individual study are highly flexible within each I & A
Unit.

-

Some teams. of teachers divide the students of their units into
five groups fpr the language arts, math, science, and social studies
to serve a smaller pupil-teacher ratio. While each of the four teachers
is working with a group, the fifth group, that may be class-sized, has
individual study time in the center of.the pod. Other flexible ways
for using time include longer time blocks per day in 'any subject and
not having instruction in every subject every day.

There are no permanent1"team liaders. Instead, members of each
teaching team share the respondibility for four positions that gener-
ally rotate monthly or'quarterly: team leader, team recorder, repre-
sentative to the Faculty' AdVisory Committee, and Pod Council Advisor.

The person who serves as the team leader establishes the agjenda
and chairs the formal weekly teammeeting. During these meetinOs
major instructional decisions are made for the unit, teaching aisign-
'ments are made, evaluation results are dismissed, and nonteaching
tasks are shared. The instructional consultant and a dounselor assigned
to the team attend the formal team meetings. Other school personnel,
including the principal and reading consultant, may attend.

Each teacher of an I & A Unit serves as an advisor to some of the
students of the unit. Members of the allid arts team and the support
team also advise some students of each I & A Unit.

.

The teacher advisory program focuses on human development activ-
ities. The teacher advisors meet with ,their advisees on Monday during
the last 15 minutes of the day and on Thursday mornings for SO-60
minutes. Whole group, small group, and individual activities during
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these sessions deal with goal getting, decisiOn making, values clari-
fication, career awareness, and other Fetters. Advisors also meet -1
with their groups or with individual students outside the regularly
.scheduled sessions and also outside regular school hours tokdiscuss
educational programs, meet the stndvit's familyy, get better acquainted,
and for other purposes. During the summer of 1977-a handboOk for
teacher advisors wes developed. It'offers a strdbtured, developmental
approach_for teaeher advisors to use ih their teacher adviur adtiv-

- .
ities.

Pattern of Currlculum and Instruction

Courses. All students receive instruction in mathematics, lan-
guage arts, reading, sbcial -studies, and science,each semester. The
students of the combined .grade 6 and 7 I & A Units take one semester
eacb of art, home econ0Fics, industrial ed ation, and music and two
orsemesters of physical education, a total three required classes in
ttiese "allied arts" aread,dach-aemester. The 'students of the grade 8

.1 & A Units also take phyOical education and two elected classes in
the allied arts each semester. Boys and tirls are enrolled in the
same classes in Oe allied arts. Besides the elecsives for eighth'
graders in allied arts, there are 4.0 mlni-courses taught for 1-hour
sessions on .Tuesdays during 12 weekd of the schpol year. The mini-
courses are elective and are open to all students.

-...

.

Within each curricular area there is great Variation in the,ac-
of'individual students in line wiih the philosophy of-aiding

-each student to achievecontinuous progress at a pace appropriafe far
the individual student. Both the scope and the sequence of.instruc-
tion in each curricular area, grade 6 through grade 8; are continua-
fions'and extensions 6f-the elementery school curriculum.

Instructional materials. The instructional materials knclude
boas and other printed materials distributed.b commercialpublish-

1%.ers, curriculum guides and similar material prep d by the Webster
teachers, ands wide range of audiovisual material All of the '

materials are correlated with the instructional objectives in'the
various academic courses.

Books and other materials for each'unit of instruction axe placed ,
in the pod area or in learning centers in the instructional materials
benter when the particular unit'is being taught. The booksare used
during the day and may be taken out by an individual student for one
night at the end of a school day. Films, filmstrips, film loops, video-
tapes, charts, mimeograph materials, and other audiovivual materials'
are also Available in the instructional materials cenars for use by
individuals, small: groups, whole classes, 'or all the students of the
pod.

Materials, equipment, and supAies that enable teachers tb meet
the varying interests and educational needs of the individual students
are also used in the allied arts, including home eeonomics, industrial
arts, music, and art.

1
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There are two instructional materials denters. Each center is
surrounded by four of'tbe school's eight pods in suth a way 651 each
pod has direceaccess to one of theicenters. In addition to many
materials, each instructional materials ce r s equipped with cal,-
culators, cassette redords/players, view s, and other audiovisual
equipment. The seating capacity for the two centers.'combitied is 1102.

Extracurricular activities. Athletic extracurricular activities
include basketball, gymnastics, track, softball, and wrestling. Other
activities include forensics, the school newspaper, the yearbook, the
variety show, jazz band, instrhmental ensemble, natural history museum,

. and folk dance' club. Students are also encouraged to participte dn
the activiti'es of student government.

Special,programs. Approximately 40 students are enrolled in a
program for students with leirni5A disabilitiet.and 20 to 25 in a-
prograp for students.with emotional disturbances. Students with other
exceptional needs are enrolled in another school of the district.

Arranging Each Student's Educational Program

The complete educatipna1programs of individual students are
planned with their teach r adv sors. .The students' individual in-
strtctional programs in each course are arranged in the following
manner. Studentsfare assigned heterogenously to I & A Units at the
beginning olOthe'year. :Within each I & A Unit, students who are work-_
ing towaird die achieveAilt of the same objectives iq each language

1
arts,,rre uading, and mathematics are sually groupe together for
varions lengths of time. In these curricular are s students proceed
at rates partly determined by the teacher and the students. In .

science and social studies, as well as in the allied arts, students
proceed at.the same pace through the various 'units of instruction -(
during the year, but there ares-enrichment activities for the rapid
achievers and individual attention,seutoring, and other activlties 40
for 'the slow achievers, as time and resources permit. ..

The length of time.given to'units of instruction may be as short '
as two weeks or as long as six weeks. Similarly, the amount of time
given to instruction in any of the academic subjects may vary froM one
day to another since students do fiot pass-from one class to another
accdrding to a time schedule.

In placing students at the beginning of each schoql year, the
teachers oT each I & A Unit examine each sevient's record from thes
prior school year and also give theit criteriont-referenced mathematics
and language arts tests td identify the_objectives that eaekstudent
has and has not mastered. Based on this assessment, an'instruetional,

,program is arranged for each student. Sehdents who areworking toward
the same opjectives are typieally grouped together for instruction.
Teachers working as an I & A Unit team,provide large-group, small- 0

group, and individual learning ictiNaties e6 meet 'the needs of their.
students. They also adapt the instructional materials and the amount
of instructional time to take into account individual student's ehirac-

,
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teristics. Students are evaluated for the attainment of the objectives
)..of each unit of instruction.

Not all studentei master all'objectives. However, certain..objec-
tives have been determined as minimum skill campetencies in mathematics
and reading. If students do not master these objectives when in 4
certain grade, parents are notified; and students are required to
attempt to master these objectives during the school year or in summer
school.

;

Career Awareness and Exploration

There is not a systematic, organized program of community learn-
ing and work experiences, although_field trips are utilized extensively
in all curricular areas. In addition, the school provides an oppor-
tunity for.all students of grade 8 and their teachers to participate
in a week-long Outdoor Education Program held in the fall each year.

Eighth grade teachers of science, social studies, and language
arts are also able to utilize the Outdoor Classroom located on the
school grOunds as a setting for various instructional units which are
normally included in their subject areas. This Outdoor Classroom has
been developed over the past three years by students and teachers with
the assistance of the community and the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources. Community resource persons also come into the school and
make presentations to classes throughout the year.

In aildition to:5 these activitties, a definite plan in the allied
arts claAies for grade 8 is to promote career exploration activity
during the year. This activity-is aoncluded with a Career Day each
spring during which students attend. three 30-minute career information
sessions conducted by peopie who work in the field being presented.
A-t-ieast 30 resource people conduct these sessions.

Evaluation Activities

Teacher-constructed paper-and-pencil teks, tatcher observations,
performance tests, and*ork samples,are used in evaluating stuqpnt
progress. These evaluation procedures are related directly to the
objectives-for each unit-at instruction. Students receivelreport
cards with letter grades in each subject every nine weeks. The letter

,
grades are as followsf-

A. Outstanding Individual Progress

B. 'More than Satisfactory Indi;tual PrOgress

C. Satisfactory, indiVidual Progress':,,

D. Less than Satisfactory Individual Progress

F. UnsatisfactorY Progresi A
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In addition to the letter grades, report cards also'include a
statement as to whether the student is performing at, above, or below
grade level and written comments which give an indication of student
effort in each subject.

The primary instruments utilized in the annual evaluation' of stu-
dent achievement are the Iowa Short Test of_Educational Ability, the
Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, and locally constructed criterion-
referenced tests in language arts and mathematics. These tests are
administered to all students in grades 6, 7, and 8 except the Iowa
Short Test of Educational Ability, whiCh is administered to'only the
grade 7 studentd.

Home-School7Community Relations

Parent visits, parent conferences, and a parent newsletter are
used to relate home and school. There is also a parent advisory com-
mittee, and some Parents serve as volunteers.

Two yearly events are held for parents. One is the open house in

.
the fall, an opportunity for students and their parents to visit school
one evening from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. The teachers of each I & A Unit

---1,-,-\
explain unit operati

4
s and also their individual methods of teaching,

evaluating, and advisin a 7s well as matters related to the various
academic subjects. Another event is the allied arts festival held in
the spring. Each team of all esi arts teachers displays student accom-
plishments and give\demonstra ions.

Besides the open house and the allied arts festival, one school
week is set aside for parent visitations during school hours to
acquaint parents with the instructional processes and arrangements.
Student senate members s e as guides to the parents who observe
classes in action.

In accordance with school policy, tWe advisors of the students
meet with each parent twice per year, at the end of the first and
third quarters. Two afternoons and one evening are set aside each
quarter for this purpose. Students are required to be present at the
conferences, and in many instaves, actually conduct the conferences.

'The student's self-evaluation Aid teacher's evaluations of-the student
are used as a basis for this conference. The student rates himself or
herself on ciass and test work, ability p) work in groups, neatness,
responsibility, and goal-setting. Teachers of the students evaluate
the student using the same form. These conferences replace conven-
tional report cards.

Other individual conferences may be initiated by either parents
or teachers. These conferences are held during the teacheris planning
periodl or after school hours.

The Webster Newsletter comes out once per month and is given to
students to deliver to their parents. The first section has general
school news. Each of the eight I & A Units has a section giving in-

.
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formation aliout its activities, e.g., field trips, curriculum, or in-
dividual student achievements. Another section is given to the allied
arts.

The Parent Advisory Coimittee was formed in 1972 to- foster school-
community relationships and to provide, input into the development of
school policy and.programs by parents. The Committee holds meetinga
throughout the year for groups of pareAts who have a mutual interest,
e.g., 5t1 grade parent orientation to the middle school, 8th grade
parent -Orientation to Cedarburg High School, Webster's teacher/advisor
program, etc.

Volunteer parents give assistance to the 1MC, chaperone field -

44 trips, and help as tutors or aides. They also serve as chaperones in
the outdoor Education program and for activities sponsored by the
Student Senate. Members of the community are also invited to make.
presentations to classes as guest speakers on occasion.

Internal and External Support

The teachers of each I & A Unit are provided with a daily common
preparation time which they use for team planning and other matters
related to instruction. Teachers of each department of allied arts
are also allocated a common planning time each day. They are also

'free foribne-half-hour daily at thasame time after lunch.

The Cedarburg Scliool District makes funds available each year to
alloW Webster teachers to work on curriculum projects. Money,is given
to the school on a lump-sum 1iasis, and allocation of portions of that
sum are made by the instructional consultant after determining needed

o ects with the principal and department members. These funds are
av able throughout the school year as well as during vacation periods.

Continuing Research ana Development

In cooperation with the Wisconsin Center for Education kesearch,
a comprehensive program of cooperative research was started in 1977-78.
The purposes of research were indicated in Chapter 2.

Unplanned Events, Non-Specific Planned Changes, and

Focused Planned Changes 1977-78 through 1980-81

Three kinds of changesofollaw in outline form for each year of
the four years of the study: (a) unplanned events that in the judg-
ment of the principal might have influenced the student,outcomes, (b)

non-specificfplanned changes related to some aspect of the school pro-
gram that were not directed toward raising educational achievement in
reading, language arts, mathematics, or student attitudes, and (c) changes
focused on the improvement of student achievement of attitudes.
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The data gathering instruments, the time schedule for gathering*

data, the data analysis procedures, and the improvement strategy were
outlined. Procedurei.already in place in 1977-78 for identifying and%,
providing for individual 'student's needs as indicated in the 1977-78
desaription of'the school were continued.

1978-79
)- -

Unplanned event

Two three-teacher I & A Units were formed to replace thiee
four-teacher units due to decline in enrollment.

,

Contract negotiations during the second_241e8ter of the year .

resulted in lower teacher morale.

Non-specific planned change

A teacher advisor, parent-teacher conference committee was
ettablidied and plans were mad* to hold two afternoon and
one 'evening conference in 1979-80. .District gupport was
provided to all teachers for a one-day.inservice program.

A Career Day was started for the students of grade 8.

Focused planned change

Objective-based instruction in mathematics was refined and
related to.the mathematics program of the elementary school.

The objective-based language arts program and the related
locally constructed language arts tests that were used la
grades 6 and 7 in 1977-78 were used in grade 8 for.the first
time in 1978-79. One teacher of each grade 6, 7, and 8 met
during the summer to prepare the language arts curriculum
guides for grades 6, 7, and 8. (The effects should be re-
flected in achievements of grades 6,.7, and 8 students in
fall 1979-80 testing.)

A ont-day inservice program dealing with objective-b-ased
4 reading instruction was conducted. 'In the summer of 1979'

the instructional consultant and two teachers prepared a
reading guide for grades 6, 1, and 8. (This approach to
rdading was related.to performance-based reading education,
not to what is measured by the Gates-MacOinitie Reading
Tests). -

Goal setting in mithematics was tried out in some I & A
, I

Units.

7
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1979-80

Unplanned event

All grade 8 I & A Units and three of five grade 6-7 units
weie changed to three-teacher teams due to the continuing
enrollmestidecline AN1,the related loss of teachers.

Contract negotiations during thesecond semester of the year
related to reducing the number of teachers resulted in lower
teacher morale.

Non-specific planned change

-Career education for grade 8 students was extended and
refined through theteacher advisor program. ,

Use of a new performance-based language arts test and a new
performance7based mathematics test started in-grades 6, 7,
and 8..

Focused iilanned change -*

-A research aria development committee was established to
ekamine the data gathered an6Ually and to lead-the goal-.

setting process throughout the yhool.

Goal'setting for the students of each I & A Unit was started
)in feadingOanguage arts, and mathematics andcontinued
into 1980-81. Some ..individual students set goals with their-
teachers, ana I & A Unil teams set goals for the quarters of
their composite group of students. The chil&Tarent-advisor
conferences in 1980-81 included planning the child's eduCa-
tional program and reporting of progress. TheIoals cf Pod 1
for 1980-81: follow:

re-

1980-81 TEAM GOALS - POD 1
,..

,

1. To help Me students.grow in the following areais:..
academic development, social skills, and emotional
well-being.

2. Emphtisis will be put on team teaching by the staff with
the use of varied techniques such as individualized

. learning, large group-tasks, and small troup committee
work to develop skills in problem areas.

3. To develop a pod unity and spirit by stressing indi=
vidual involvement, responsibility, and self-discipline.

\
4. To recognize ouerble in the students' transition from

the middle school to the high school.

11 3
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5. To be more aware of which students compose each quarter
in order to more effeétively monitor performance changes.

MathematicW

6. To stress accuracy as a test-taking skill in mathematics.

7. To improve performance in the C and D quarters in the
area of percent.

8. To improve performance of all quarters in the area of
geometry.

Reading

9. To improve the performance of the D 4uarter in the area
of comprehension.

10. To improve the performance Of the B quarter in vocabu-
lary and comprehension.

Language Arts
{*

11. To-improve the performance of the B quarter in the parts
of speech and sentences areas.

School Sentiment Index

12. To improve the C and D quarters and EEN students in
relation to the learning and general categories.

Goal setting related to student attitudes for one or morel
quarters of each I & A Unit was started.

Child-parent-teacher conferences were held on. two occasions
during the year; these conferences focused on the child's
program and progress in-mathematics and reading and on

,..grpdes.
.41ty

Performance-based reading instructi,on was started in grades
6, 7, and 8.

1980-81

Unplanned eveht
... ..'

,

One grade 6-7 I & A Unit changed back to a four-teacher team
due to an Increase in enralment.

,Six new teachers wets.employed, four of whom were involved
"in teaching redgili;as well as other subject matter.

114
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_
Non-specific planned change

A new performance-based reading test was used kor the first
time in grade 6.

4
A career center was established in ihe IMC.

Focused planned change

Goal setting related to language arts, mathematics, reading,
and student attitudes-was continued.

Results Related to Educational Achievement

The results for three successive grade 6, three successive grade
7, and two successive grade 8 classes and for two grade 6-7-8, longitud-.
.inal cohorts are reported in this part of the chapter. The three suc-
cessive grade 6, classes start with 1977-78, the three successive grade
7 classes with 1978-79, and the two successive grade 8 classes with
1979-80.

A note is in order regarding the grades included and those not
included. It will be recalled that the grade 6 class of 1980-81 was
administered different tests; therefore, it was not included as a
fourth successive grade 6 class. The grade 8 classes of 1977-78 and
1978-79 were administered the locally constructed tests. However, the,
results are not reported for'these grade 8 classes because the scores
of the individual students were transmitted to the high school with
the students but were not retained. The first data available on indi-
vidual grade 8 students was in 1979-80 and on individual grade 7 stu-
dents in 1978-79.

Muth information is presented in this chapter in summary tables.
The original tables on which the summary tables are based are listed
in the Appendix and are reported in Klausmeier, Serlin, and Zindler
(1982).

Participatitg Students

,

Table 4.2 gives the totSI number of students, the number of boys
and girle, and the mean raw mental ability scores for the sacesSive
grade'6, grade 7, and grade.8 classes. This is the total number of
students who took the mental ability test. The Ns for-grade 6 ranged
from 204 to-21-2-3----and-thei-r-meammenial-ability-from-1-12.57-to---115.63,

The Ns for grade 7 ranged from 195 to 215 and for grade 8 from 205 to
215. The mean mental ability scores for tile. grade 7,1classes ranied
from 112.97 to 115.21 and for the total,grade 8 classes from 114.33 to
115.21; Similar variatione in mental ability were found for the girls
from year to year and also for the boys. ,We should recognize that not
all of these students took all the other tests administered in each
grade and not all of them were enrolled in Webster all three years.
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Table 4.2. Total Number of Students of Grades 6, 7, and 8 and Their Mean Mantal.Ability:
Webster Transitional School

1977-1978

SD N

1978-1979

X SD

1979-1980

GRADE 6

Total 205 115.63 13.29 212 114.37 11.27 204 112.57 11.13
Male 103 116.51 13.41 103 115.65 10.99 86 112.77 10.51
Female 102 114.75 13.17 109 113.16 11.45 118 112.42 11.60

1978-1979 1979-1980 1980-1981

SD N SD N SD

GRADE 7

Total 215 115.21 13.53 208 114.34 11.45 195 112.97 11.20
Male 109 116.31 13.37 102 '115.61 11.16 82 115.62 10.43
Female 106 114.08 13.66 106 113.11 11.64 113 112.50 11.75

1979-1980 1980-1981

N R SD N R SD
4.

GRADES

Total %.215 115.21 13.53 205 114.33 11.45
Male 109 116.31 13.37 97 115.76 11.18
Female 106 114.08 13.66 108 113.05 11.59

Accordingly, the information in Table 4.2 id"presented only for des-
criptive purposes and will not be discussed further.

:I

Information Gathered

-d"
Appropriate forms of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests were .

administered annually to the students of grades 6, 7, and 8 in the
spring. Two,scores were obtained: vocabulary hnd domprehension. A
306-item,locally constructed language arts test was administered in
September to grade 6, in September and in May to grade 7, and in May
to grade 8. .Three sootes were obtained: parts of speech, sentences,
and language total. A 250-item locally constructed mathematics test
was .administered_in-September-to:grade-6,-September-to-grade-7-,--and

September,and May to grade 8. Although there are six subscores, only
the total score was Analyzed as an overall measure of adhievement.
The Iowa Short Test of Educational Ability was administered in April
to the students when in grade 6 and to new students of grades 7 and 8.

In the analysis of the data the following scores were used: the
raw scorei of the locally constructed tests, the standard scores of

116
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the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, and the IQ scores from the Iowa
Short Test of Educational.Ability.

Comparison'of Achievements of the Successive

Grade 61.Grade 7, and Grade 8 Classts

The number of grade 6 students taking any one of the locally_con-_
structed tests in the fall ranged from 165 to 193 in 1977-78, from 178
to 182 in 197$-79, apd from 180 to 183 in 1919-80. The number of
grade 6 students taking the Gates-MacGin6itie Reading Tests in the spring
of the three years ranged from 200 to 204. The number of grade 7 etu-
dents taking the locally constructed tests in the fall or spring ranged
from 189 to 203 for the three years. The number taking the Gates-MacGin-
.itie in the spring of the three years ranged from 190 to 215. The number

of grade 8 students takihg either locally constructed tests or the Gates-
MacGinitie in the fall or spring of the two years ranged from 201 to 215.

Table 4.3shOws the nonsignificant differences, the differenCes that
were significant at or beyond the .05 level, and the post-hoc comparisons
of the means that were significant.

The grade 6 results for the fall on the locally constructed tests
reflect the atudent's achievement prior to enrolling at Webster. The

mean achievement of the girls averaged across the three years was signi-
ficantly higher than the combined mean of the boys in parts of speech,
sentences, language total, and mathematics. Pertaining to the succes-
sive classes, the mean of the last grade 6 class (1979-80) in mathema-
tics was significantly higher than the mean of the 1978-79 class and

the 1977-78 class. In the spring testiqg with the Gates-Mactinitie,
no difference between any tco grade 6 clasbes was significant for read-
ing vocabulary; however, the rade 6 classes of 1978-79 and 1979=80
achieved significantly higher han the grade 6 class of 1977-78 in
reading comprehension. The dif erence between the mean achievements
of the boys and girls averaged across the three years was not signifi-
cant in vocabulary or comprehension.

Moving to the results for grade 7 s shown in Table 4.3,ye see
that the mean of the girls averaged across the ,three years was signtfi-
cantly higher than-the mean oI the boys in parts of speech, sentences,

4
and language total in bOth the fall and spring and significantly higher
than the boys in.mathematics in the fall. Regarding the comparative
adhievements of the successive grade 7 classes, the mean achievement
of the last class (1980-81),was significantly*higher than that of both
of the two prior classes in the fall and spring in parts of speech,
sentences, and language-total:- 4m-the fall, the means of-the-grade 7
1979-80 and 1980-81 classes in mathematics were Ognificantly higher
than the mean of the 1978-79'class. Turning to the results of the
Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, we see that the 1979-80 grade 7 class
achieved significantly higher than the 1978-79 class in vocabulary.
However, the 1980-81 class achieved significantly lower on vocabulary
than either prior class, On the other hand, the 1980-81 class.achieved
significantly higher than the 1978-79 class and the 1979-80 class on

,

I
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Table 43. Significant Differences(ANCOVA p .05) in Educational Achievement and Post-hoc
Comparisonsfor Three Successive Grade 6, Three Successive Grade 7, and Two Successive

Grade 8 Classes: Webster Transitional School

PALL SPRING

Class Sex C X S Class Sex C XS

GRADE 6: 1977-78J
1978-79, 1979-80

1
- Parts odkpesch NS <.001

1
Sentences *NS <.0011

Language Total NS <.001
1

Mathematics <.001
3

.002

Vocabulary.

Comprehension.

GRADE 7: 1978-79,
1979-8ii 1980-81

Parts of Speech 0

§entences

Language Total

Mathematics
Vocabulary
Comprehension

< .0014 <.0011
1

<.001
4 <.001
4

001
1

<<.001,
1

<.001- .009

Test Tot given
Test not given

:cmArw, 8: 1979-80,
1980-81

Parts of Speech Tesl not given
Sentences TasJ not given

Language Total' Testenot given
Mathematics .012 .024

1

Vocabulary ' Test not given
Comprehension Test not given

NS
NS
NS
NS'

NS

Tdst not given
Test not given
Test not §iven
Test not given

NS 2 NS NS

.004 NS NS

1
<0014 <.00 1 NS

.002t <.0011 NS

<001 <.001 NS
Test not given

< 0016 NS NS
7

<.001 NS NS

1
.0508 <.001 NS

NS <.0011 NS,

.026
8

<.0011 NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

.0028

.007
9

.001
8

1
The mean achievemeni of the females was significantly higher than t mean achievement of the males.

2The mean achievement of the 1979-80 class and th'e mean achievement of the 1980-81 class was
significantly higher thigh the mean achievement of the 1977-78 class.

3The mien achievemene of the 1979-80 class was significantly higher than the mean achievement

of the 197778 class and than the mean achievement of the 1978-79 class.
4
The mean achisvement of the 1980-81 class was significantly higher than the mean achievement of
the 1978-79 group and than the mean achievement of the 1979-80 class.

5
The mean achievement of the 1979-80 dlass and the mean achievement of the 1980-81 class wan,
significantly higher than the mean achievement of the 1978-79 class.

6
The mean achievement of the 1979-80 class was significantly higher than the mean achievement
of the 1978-79 class. The mean achievement of the 1978-79 class and the mean achievement
of the 1979-80 class was significantly higher than the mean achievement of the 1980-81 class.

7
The mean achievement of the 197940 class and the mean achievement of the 1980-81 class were
significantly higher than the mean achiel; ent of the 1978-79 class. The mean achievement

:mof the 1980-81 class was significently hi her.than the mean achieveMent of the 1979-80 class.
8
The mean achievement of the 1980-81 class was significantly higher than the mean achievement
of the /9)9-80 class. /
9
The mean achieveMent of the 1979-80 class was significantly higher than the mean achievement
of the 1980-81 class. '
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comprehension while.the 1979-80 class achieved significantly higher
than the 1978-79 class. The difference between the mean achievement
of the grade 7 boys and girls averaged across the three grades was not
significant for reading vocabulary or comprehension.

The mean of the girls in the two grade 8 classes averaged acrou
the two grades was significantly higher than the mean of the boys in
parts of speech, sentences, language total, and mathematics. The mean
of the last grade 8 class (1980-81) was significantly higher than the
mean of the prior class in mathematics, based on each the fall and
spring testings, and in parts of speech, language total, and reading
comprehension, based on the spring testing. 9n the other hand, the
mean of the 1979-80 grade 8 class was signifiOantly higher than that
of the 1980-81 grade 8 class in reading vocaMary. The sex differ-
ence for grade 8 was not significant for reading vocabulary or compre-
hension.

Achievements of Two Successive Longituainal Cohorts

-Longitudinal Cohort 1 consisted of 163 students (80 males, 83
females) who entered grade 6 of Webster Transitional School in 1977-78,
remained in tbe school through grade 8 in 1979-80, took all of the
achievement tests, and had mental ability scores. Longitudinal Cohort
2 had 166 students (76 males, 90 females). The students of Cohort 2
entered grade 6 one year later in 1978-79.

Table 4.4 gives the results of the tests of significance (ANOVA)
for Cohort 1 and the post-hoc comparisons which were conducted when a
difference significant at or beyond the .05 level was found. Table 4.5
gives the same results for Cohort 2.

The meantachievement of/the girls, averaged across grades 6, 7,
and 8, was significantly hig er than the mean of the boys in parts of
speech, sentences, and langtage total'for both Cohorts 1 and 2. The
mean iChievement of the boy arid girls was not significantly different
in math, reading vocabulary or reading comprehension.

The students of Cohort 1 and Cohort 2 gained significantly in
parts of speech, sentence language total, and matheMatics between
each successive testing. Both cohorts gained significantly in reading
comprehensibn from the s#ring of grade 6 to the spring of grade 7 and
from the spring of grade/6 to the spring of grade 8 but not from the
spring of grade 7 to the spring of grade 8. The mean of Cohort 1 in
reading vocabulary was not significantfy different from one spring
testing to the next while the mean of Cohort 2 in the spring of grade
6 was significantly higher than the-mean in the spring af-grade 7 and
grade 8.

We may now turn to the three kinds of significant interactions
for Cohort 1 and Cohort 2, The interactions are accounted for in the
footnotes of Tables 4.4 and 4.5. Where a non-significant (NS) inter-
action involving gain by sex or gain by quarter was found, we conclude
that the boys and girls gained equally, or that each quarter of the
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Table 4.4. Significant Differences (ANOVA p .05) in Educational
Achievement, Gain from Grade 6 to Grade 7 to Grade 8, and Post-hoc
Comparisons of Gain by Quarter Interactions for Longitudinal Cohort 1:'

Webster Transitional School 4

. Sex Gain G X S GXQ GXSXQ

_ -

Parts of Speech
Sentences
Language Total
Mathematics
Vocabulary
Comprehension

1
<.001

1
.017

1
$ .001

NS

VS
NS

<.001
2

<.001
2

<.001
2

<.001
2

NS

<.001
3

.024
4

NS
NS

NS
NS

NS

NS

.001
5

<.001
6

<.001
8

NS

.004
7

NS
9

.035
9

.001

NS
NS

r- NS

1The mean achievement of the females was significantly higher djan the
mean achievement of the males.

2
The gains for all possible pair-wise comparisons were statistically
significant.

3The gains from Grade 6 spring testing to Grade 7 spring testing and
from Grade 6 spring testing to Grade 8 spring testing were statisti-
cally significant. .

4The girls gained more than the boys from the fall of Grade 7 to the
spring of Grade 7 wale the boys gained more from the fall of Grade 6
to the fall of Grade 7 and from the spridg of Grade 7 to the spring
of Grade 8. lr

5
The gain from Grade 6 fall testing to Grade 7 sprivg testing,was

significantfy lo'iore for Quarter 3 than the gain for Quarter 1. The gain

from Oracle 6 fall testing to Grade 8 spring testing was significantly
more for Quarter 3 when compared to the gain for Quarter 1 and for
Quarter 4 compared to Quarter 1:

6
There were no statistically significant pair-wise comparisons.

7The gains from Grade 6 spring testing to Grade 8 spring testing were
significantly higher for .the highest quarter (Quarter 4) when compared
to the second highest quarter (Quarter 3).

8The gain from Grade 6 fall testing to Grade 7 fall testing was sig-
nificantlyhigher.for Quarter 3,and Quartet 4 when compared to Quarter 1;
the gain for Quarter 4 was significantly higher than the gain for Quar-

ter Z. The gain from-grade 4-fall-testing-to Grade-ELfall_testing_was_
significantly higher for Quarter 4 compared to. Quarter 1; the gain from

Grade 7 fall testing to Grade 8 spring testing was significantly higher
for Quarter 1 and Quarter 2 when compared to Quarter 4.

9
No readily interpretable pattern of differential gains by quarters
and sex was identified.
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Table 4:5. SigniAcant'Differences (ANOVA p 5 .05) in Educational

Achievement, Gainfirom Grade 6 to Grade 7 to Grade'8, and Post-hoc

Comparisons/of Gain by Quarter Interactions for Longitud,inal Cohort 2:

Webster Transitional School

Se?: . Gain G X S GXQ GXSX(1

Parts of Speech .001 <:001
2

NS , NS NS1

Sentences .0011 <.001
2

'a NS. .001
5

NS2

1 6
Language Total ," <.001

,

<.001
2

NS .014
7

NS

Mathematics NS <.001 NS / <.001 NS

Vocabulary 1 NS <.001
3

NS '.011
6

NS

Comprehension NS <.00I4 NS . .022
6

NS

The.mean achievement of the femalss was signifUantly higher than the

-mean achievement of the males.

2
The- gains for all possible pair-wise comparisons were statistically-,

significant.

3The Grade 7 spring and the Grade 8 spring,testing mean achievefitents

dropped signifidantly from the Grade 6 spring testing.

4
The gains from Grade 6 spring testing to Grade 7 spring testing and

-

from'Grade 6 spring testing to Grade 8 spring testing were statistia.

call0Ignificant.
5The gain from,Orade 6 fall testing to Grade 7 falltesting was signifi-

. cantly greater for Quarter 4 when compared to Quarter 1. The gain from

Grade 6 fall testing to Grade 7 spring testing kas significantly greater

for Quarter 3 and Quartet 4 when compared co.Quarter 1. he gain from

Grade 6 fall testing.to Grade 8 spring testin, was significantly greater

for Quarter 4 when cnmpared to Quarter 1.

6
There were no statistically significant pair-wise comparisons.

7
The gain from Grade 6 fall testing to Grade 7 fall testing was signifi-

cantly greater for Quarter 3 and Quarter .4 when compared to Quarter 1.

The gain from Grade 7 fall testing to Grade 8 spring testing was sig-

nificanfly greater for Quarter 1 when compared to Quar9et 3 and

Quarter 4.
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class in mental ability gained equally. Only one of the 127gain by
sex interactions was significant. For Cohort 1 the significant gain
by sex interaction in parts of speech is accounted for by the fact
that the girls gained more than the boys from the fall of grade 7 to
the spring of grade 7 while the boys gained porg between the other.
times of measurement.

,

I

..
Nine.of the 12 gain by quarter interactions were significant

however, in four instances the,gains of no two pairs of quarters f

the cohort were found to be significantly different (footnote 6).
Moreover, as indicated in the,footnttes for.the other fiye significant
interactions, relatively few a; the many possiblg comparisons of the
pairs of quartda at the several different times of testing were

.
significant.

Comparison.of the Average -AchievemenIiand the Gains

Made by Two Longitudinal Cohorts "ISIF

Analysis of covariance, with mental.ability the covariate, was
used in.comparing the mean achievementa and the gains bf the,twd
successive longitudinal cohorts. Table 4.6 giveg the results of the

--,....tests Of significance and the post-hoc comparisons of gaind that were
significant at or peybed the..05 level.,

Nok-
/ (

.
The overall adhievement of the girls combined for the'two cohOrts

and averaged across the four times of testing was significantly higher
th'an the boys .it parts of speech', sentencea, language toter, and mathe:-.\ ,..1y4s PAVe
matics while the differences wete not significant in reading vocabulary .w.-
or reading comprehension. (Recall that the diffetence in mathematics ,

was not significant for either dohort 1 or Cohort 2, )separately.)
.

Since there were no significant sex by tohart interactions, the preced-
ing findings regarding the differences between the girls And bOys apply- ...

to both cohort's.

TLIFAng io the Cohort comparisons, we find that the overall-achleYe-
ment of Cohort 2 was significantly higher than that of Cohort 1 in\read-
ing comprehension and in mathematits and not significantly difbereat in ,

tht other four areas. \ .
K . ' .

t
- . '

Relative to the stgnificant gain by cohort interactions; the mean
of Cohort71 in reading yocabulary stayed aboxit constant or increased

. somewhat wbile the mean of Cohort 2 dropped* from grade 6 to grade 8 -

ii

and again from grade 7 to grade 8. Although there was a significant.
gain by cohort interaction for reading comprehension, no difference be-

..)

4tWeen the two cohqrts between any two_corres$onding
ment was signifiCal itly different. The same is true of the gain y sex
by cahprt interaction. In mathematics, Cohort 2 gained more than Cohort 1
from'the fall of grade 6 to the fall of grade 7 and from the fall of
'Igtade'Eto the fall of grade 8:

. .

00

1.22
/0



Table 4.6. Significant Differences (ANCOVA R 5. .05) in Educational
'Achievement, Gain from Grade 6 to Grade 7 to 'cisad,e7-8, Interactions,

-and Post-hoc Comparisons for Two LongitudinaliCohorts: Webster
Transitional School

. Sex Cohort SXC7 Gain GXS, GXC GXSXC

Parts of
Speech

Sentences
Language

1
'<.001
<.001

1

<.00ll

,
.038

1

0
, NS

NS

NS

NS

.002
2

NS

.001
2

NS

NS

'NS

NS
NS

NS .

<.001
<.001

<.001

<.001
<.009

<.001

NS
NS-

NS

qT3

NS

NS

NS

NS

t

NS

<.001
5

<.001
3

<.040
4

.0454
NS

NS

NS
NS

NS

Mathema-
tics

Vocabulary
Comprehen-
sion

1
The mean acbievement of the females was significantly higher ,than the
mean achievement of the males.

2
The mean achievement for,Caort 2 averaged across all times of testing
was significantly higher than the mean achievement for Cohort 1.
3
Cohort 1 did not gain froni.Grade 6 spring testing to Grade 8 spring
testing and from Grade 7 spring testing to Grade 8 spring testing.
Cohort 2 dropped fram Grade 6 spring-testing to Grade spring testing
and from Grade 7 spring.testing io Grade 8 spring test g.

4 There were no staiistically significant pair-wise comparisons.
5
The gain for Cohort 2 from Grade 6 fall,testing to Grhde 7 fall
testing and from Grade 6 fall testing to Grade S fall testing wai-
significantly _greater than Cohort 1.

. -Relationship of Achievement Results to the Focused
4

Planned Changes, NOn-specific Planned Changes, and

Unanticipated Events

One purpose of this cooperative research was to relate the, changetz,

in student achievemeht from year to year to the planned changes that
the school made annually in its school processes and structures and in
its implementation of the three improvement strategies. To accomplish
this, the prior results of the cross-sectional analyses of the achieve-
ments of tba.,successive grade 6, grade 7, and grade 8 classes were
used. The results pertaining to the achievements of the two longitud-
inal cohorts provide supportive information for the cross-sectional
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results. The rationale for using the results of the cross-sectional
and the longitudinal analyses in this manner in drawing causal infer-
ences regarding the effects of the improvement activities on student
achievement was provided in Chapter 2. Also, as explained in Chapter
2, a significantly higher mean by a later class or cohort than an
earlier class or cohort is regarded as a positive effect of the planned
improvehent activities; a significantly lower mean is regarded as nega-
tive, and a non-significant difference is regarded as neutral.

Table 4.7 provides a summary of the cross-sectional results per-
taining to the successive grade 6 classes. The significant and non-

.

significant differences are indicated, as well as the means and
equivalent percentile ranks for two standardized reading tests. No
conclusions are drawn related to the fall testing of the grade 6,
students.showbi in Table 4.7 since these results reflect the students'
achievement prior to entering grade 6 of Webster. Relative to the
spring testing of grade 6, the classes of 1978-79 and 1979-80 achieved
significantly higher than the class of 1977-78 in reading coMprehen-
sion. The equivalent national percentile ranks were 60, 67, and 67 in
1977-78, 1978-79, and 1979-80, respectively. .The difference,between
the classes was not significant for reading vocabulary, even,though.
there was a slight gain in the percentile rank. This finding for
grade 6 regarding comprehension is regarded as positiVe while that
for vocabulary is considered neutral.

The summary for grade 7 is shown in Table 4.8. The means of the
grade 7 class of 1980-81 were significantly higher than those df the
two prior years in parts of speech, sentences, and language arts
total. The means in mathematics of the 1980-81 and.1979-80 grade 7
classes were significantly higher than the mean of the 1978-79 class.
The mean of each later grade 7 class was significantly higher than the
mean of each earlier grade 7 class in reading comprehension. The
4rade 7 class of 1979-80 achieved significantly higher in reading
vocabulary than the grade 7 class of 1978-79. However, the 1980-81
class achieved significantly lower in reading vocabulary than either
prior class (the only negative finding for grade 7).

The findings for the grade 8 classes, summarized in Table 4.9,
parallel those for grade 7. The 1980-81 class achieved significantly
higher than the 1979-80 tlass in parts of speech, language total, fall
and spring mathematics, and reading comprehension. The percentile
rank in reading comprehension was 69 in 1979-80 and 80 in 080-81.
The mean of the 1980-81 class in reading vocabulary was significantly
lower than the mean of the 1979-80 class. (The only negative finding
for grade 8.)

The summary results for the two longitudinal coilorts are given in
Table 4.10. The mean achievement-oiCohort 2 was significantly higher
than the'mean achievement of Cohort 1 in mathematics and reading compre-
hension and not significantly different in the other areas.

This pattern of consistently higher achievements in 1979-80 and
1980-81 by the later grade 6, grade 7, and grade 8 classes as well as
the higher mean achievement of the later longitudinal cohort is attribu-
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Table 4%7. Summarir of Findings Riding Mean Achievement of Three

Successive Grade 6 Classes and Percentile Ranks Corresponding to

Adjusted Achievement Means: Webster Transitional School

Comparison of Successive Clasaes

1978-79 1979-80 1979-80

vs 'vs vs ,

1977-78 1977-18 1978-79

Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring

Parts of-Speech NS NA NS NA NS NA

Sentences NS NA NS NA NS NA

Language Total NS NA NS NA NS NA

Mathematics NS NA S+ NA S+ NA

Vocabulary NC NS NC NS NC NS

Comprehension NC S+ NC S+. NC NS

Average Stu-
dent N 180

Adjusted Means and Equivalent Percentile Ranks'

1977-78 1978-79 1979-80

Fall Spring %ile 'Fall --Spring, %ile Fall Spring %ile

Parts of Speech 80.73 NA

Sentences, 9.15 .NA
Language Total 90.61 NA

Mathematics 44.85 NA

Vocabulary NC 54.27

Comprehension NC 52.79

82.86. NA 87.21 NA

7.48 NA 7.45 NA

90.57- NA 94.92 NA

44.80 NA 59.56 NA

67' NA 54.67 68 NA 55.29 70

60 NA 54.'53 67 NA 54.42 67

S+ The mean qf the class of the
the meanIof the class of Che

NC No comparison was made since
educational program.

NA Not administered.
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Table 4.8. Summary of Findings Regarding Mean Achievement of Three
Successive Grade 7 Classes and Percentile Ranks Corresponding to
Adjusted Achievement Means: Webster Transitional School S.

'Comparison of'Successive Classes
1979-80 1980-81 1980-81

vs vs vs
1978-79 , 1978-79 1979-80

Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring

Parts of SpeeCh
Sentences
Language Total
Mathematics
Vocabulary

.

Comprehension
Average Stu-

NS
NS

NS
S+
NA
NA

NS

NS
NS
NA
S+

. S+

Sf
S+

S+
S+
NA
NA

S+

S+
S+

1:%\`.

S+

8*

8*
S+
NS

NA
NA

S+
S+
8*

gik

S-

_
8*
,

dent N 196

Adjusted Means.and Equivalent Percentile Ranks
1978-79

Fall Spring %ile
1979-80

Fall Spring %ile

19,8,p -81

Fall Spring %ile

Parts of Speech 119.27 158,07 120.20 162.68 137.28 169.58

Sentences 20.46 43.32 22.38 45.74 31.23 50.21

Language Total 119.75 201.10 142.77 208.42 168.64 219.85
Mathematics 100.89 NA 116.19 NA 125.95 NA
Vocabulary NA' 54.25 67 NA 55.61 71 NA 52.53

.

60

Comprehension NA 55.21 70 NA 56.76 75 NA 59.13 82

S+ The mean of the class of the later year was significantly higher ihan
the mean of the.class of the earlier year.

S- The mean of the class of the later year was significantly iower than
the mean of the class of the earlier year.

NA Not administered. *

4
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Table 4.9. Summary of Findings Regarding Mean Achievement of Two
Successive Grade 8 Classes and Percentile Tanks.CorresOonding to
Adjusted Achievement Means: Web§ter Transitianal School

Comparison,of Adjusted Means and
Sugcessive . Equivalent percentile Ranks
Classes Qc

1980-81
vd 4 1979-80 1980-81

1979,-80

Fall Spring Fall Spring %ile Fall ° Spring %ile

Parts of
Speech NA S+ NA 168.05 NA 172.03

Sentences NA NS NA 51.84 *NA 54.55
Language
Total NA ' S+ NA 219.45 NA 226.69

Mathe- .

matics S+ S+ 159.03 206.97 168.66 214 97
:

Vocabu- az

lary NA -_, S- NA 55.32 71 NA 5386 65
.

I

Compre- x 1
hension NA S+ NA 54.87 .69 NA 58.33 80

AVerage
Student N 207

S+ The mean 04 the class of tbe later year was_signikicantly
higher than the mean of effE class of the earlier year.

gr.

S- The mean of the class of the later year was significantly
lower than the mean of the class of the earlier year.

NA Not administered.

II
table primarily to the goal setting With individual-students and fdtr
groups of students that was started in 1979-80 and:Continued
in 198041. The goal setting was accompanied by planning and imple-
menting more,effective individual instructional programs in language
arts, mathematics, and reading comprehension for individual students.
and for each group of students of each I & A Upit. *reover, child-
parent conferences were started on a systematic basis in 1979-80 and
continued inta 198041. TheSe conferences inciUded,discussion'of the

child's educational program and also the child's progress or.lack of
it. The loss by the grade:7 and grade 8 classes ip reaaing vocabulary
from 1979-80 to 1980-81 cannot be accounted for in terms of planned
changes or unanticipated events, especially since theFe was a signifi-
cant gain in reading ,comprehension. The reading vocabulaky curriculum
of the school district, kindergarten through grade 10, apparently was

1.27
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Table 4.10 Summary of Findings Regarding Mean Gaia and Mean Adhievement of

Two Successive Longitudinal tohorts: Webster Transitional Sdhool

Cohort 1
1

Fall Fall Spring
Gr.6 Gr.7 ,,Gr.7

Spring'
Gr. 8

Parts of Speech X 84.36 123.55 161.61!

Sentences X 9.60, 22:08 44.87

Language Total X. 93:34 145.47 206.33

Mathematics X 46.79 105.46

Vocabulary X
Comprehension

Spring Spring

Gr.6 Gr.7

Spring
Gr.8

55.36 54.81 55.76
4

54.14 55.94 55.36
5

.171.39
3

53.55
3

3
224. 993
208.68--

COhort 2
2

Fail
Gr.6

Fall
Gr.7

Spring
Gr.7

Cohort With
Higher Average

Spring 0 Achievemeat
Gr.8

Parts of Speech 1 83.86 124.08 163.29 172.39
3

NS .

, Sentences X 1 . 51 23.69 45.86 54.75
3

NS

Language Total 1 91.36 147.80 209.15
3

227.25 NS

Mathematics 1 44.48 119.84 170.12
3

215.08 Cohort 2

Sfting Spring Spring
Gr.6 Gr.7 Gr.8

S.

Vocabulary I 55.80 55.65 53.46
6

5
NS

Comprehension X 55.35 58.87 57.87 Cohort 2

1The student N for the first three tests was 163 and for the last three it

was 191.
2The student N of all six tests was 166.

3The gains for each comparison were statistically significant.

j/The gain was not statistically significant.

5The gain from Grade 6 spring to Grade 7 spring, and the gain from Grade 6

spring to Grade 8 spring were statistically significant.

6Grade 7 spring and Grade 4 spring dropped significantly from Grade 6 spring.
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not changed sufficiently in the middle school so as to be reflected in
higher achievement by the later classes of grades 7 and' 8.0 .

We observed that ther was a considerable reorganization of the
teachers and students 3joI & A Uniti in 1939-80 due to a continued
decline in student-enrollment. Six teachers were new to the school in
1980-81. Furthermore, planning for a new program of,performance-based
education in reading, language arts, and mathematics started in 1979-80;
and the entering grade 6 class of 1980-81 took a totally different set
of tests ftom those of the last grade 6 class reported in the present
analysis.

These unplanned elients and nonfocused planned changes singly and
together did not contribute to the higher educational achievements
noted-for_1979-80 and-198041On the contrary,-thiy mair-have been
deterrent to even higher achievement by the grade 6, 7, and 8 classes
of 1979-80 and 1980-81 and albo by the second longitudinal cohort.

Results.Related to Student Attitudes

The IOX School' Sentiment IndeX, Intermediate Level, was adminis-
tered to the studtnts of grades 6, 7, and 8 in April of each year
1978-79, 197940, and 1980-81. The test has 12 items designed to
measure students' attitudes toward the teacher's mode of instruction,
12 items for teacher authority and control, 12 items for the teacher's
interpersonal relationships with pupils, 10 items for learning, 11
items for social structure and climate, 12 items for peer, and 12
items for general attitudes toward education. The student responds
True or Untrue to the 81 items. The Webster staff added items to

'measure the student's attitudes toward their teacher-advisor program.

The mean percent of the students of grades 6, 7, and 8 for each
of the three years who checked the response keyed as favorable is
given in Table 4.11 for the seven subscores. Since the students did
not sign their names, it cannot be inferred that the sn.;.1. students who
took the inventory in one 'grade also took it in the other two grades.

The grade 8 students had more favorable attitudes than the grade 7
students toward all aspects of the school situation except learning .

(equal), and more favorable than thegrade 6 Students, except toward
the teacher-advisor program. The attitudes of the students of all
three grades were considerably more favorable toward the teacher's
mode.of instruction, soeial learning and the climate of the school,
and toward peers than toward other aspects of the school. Their atti-
tudes were least favorable regarding learning, general attitudes to-
ward school,.and the teacher-advisor program;

Our primary concern is with the change'in attitudes from year to
year. As shown in Table 4.11, the overall Mean attitUde of the stu=.
dents of.all three.grades was about the same for the first two years
but slightly lower in .1980-81 than in any prior.year. The drop from
1979-80 to 1980-81 was considerable in only one of the eight areas,
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Table 4.11. Mean Percent of Favorable Responses t*School Sentiment Index for Three Successive Grade 6,
Grade 7, and Grade 8 Classes: Webster Transitional School

Subscale

GRADE 6

78-79 79-80 80-81 X 78-79

GRADE 7

79-80 .80-81. R

GRADE 8

78-79 79-80 80-81

Teacher Mnde of
Instruction 79 84 75 79.33 79 80 74 77.67 86 81 81 82.67,,

Teacher Authority
and Control 71 65 58 64.67 61 60 55 '58.67 69 65 '65 68.33

Teapher.Interper-
sonal Relation=----,
ship with Student 67 68 66 67.00 65 66 61 64.00 71 71.3371 72

Learning 64 65 60 0.00 61 59 57 59.00 60 61 56 59.00

Social Learning
and Climate 76 79 66 73.67 79 78 66 74.33 83 80 70 77.67

Peer 71 78 75 74.67 79 79 76 78.00 85 83 84 84.00

General 61 60 62 61.00 66 58 60 61.33 68 63 65 65.33

Teacher-Advisor 61 67 60 62.67 58 64 57, 59.67 61 63 60 61.33

ew

Overall Mean 68.75 70.75 65.25 68.50 68.00 63.25 72.88 70.88 69.13

N = -122 221. 240 229 240 221 259 231 227
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namely, social learning and school climate. These less favorable
attitudes toward social learning and school climate in 1980-81 cannot
be accounted for. We may speculap that the reorganization of five of
the eight I & A Units in 1980-81, new teachers becoming part of the
teams in 1980-81, and the greater attention given by the teachers to
increase the achievement"of some students contributed to the decrease
in the students' attitudes-toward social learning and achool climate
in 1980-81.

Conclusions

aft

..One purpose of the present research was to determine the extent
to which the Webster staff could implement the following improvement
strategies: (a) arranging an appropriate total educational program of
courses and other activities for each student, (b) arranging an appro-
priate instructional program'in the subject fields of language, mathe-
matics, and, reading for each student each semester, and (c) setting
goals for the students of each I & A Unit and planning and carrying
out related improvement activities. The teachers were already arrang-
ing indiviclual instructional programs for their students in language,
mathematicb, and reading in.1977-78. In 1978-79 the teachers started
planning and monitoring individual programs of the students in a sys-
tematic manner. Ea& teacher served as an advisor to a group of
students andyassumed this responsibility. Goal setting in language
and mathematics and carrying out related.improvement activities were
started by all of the I & A Unit teams in 1979-80. Accordingly, all
aspects of the three improvement strategies were being implemented
quite fully in 1979-80 and 1980-81.

Another objective of the research was to maintain an already
satisfactory level of student achievement in language, mathematics,
and reading from year to year and to raise achievement that was re-

, garded as unsatisfactory. The later grade 6, grade 7, and grade 8
classes achieved as high or significantly higher.than the first class
in all areas tested except in reading vocabulary. The students of
each of the two longitudinal cohorts gained significantly in all areas
from one grade to the next, except in reading vocabulary. The achieve-
ments of Cohort 2 were significantly higher than those of Cohort 1 in
mathematics and reading comprehension and not significantly different
in the other areas. Based on these finangs we conclude that the imple-
mentation of the improvement strategies, and particularly the goal7setting
strategy, was effective in producing desired student outcomes except in ,

reading vocabulary. Moreover, the attitudes of the students toward var-
ious aspects of their schooling and the average daily attendance remained
relatively stable from year to.year.

The negative finding related to reading vocabulary, according to
the principal, was related to a fundamental deficiency in the language
arts curriculum of'the school district that extends from the primary
school into the high school. Insufficient attention was given tb
reading vocabulary at all of the school leveli. The loss of four
teachers in 1979-80 due to lower student enrollment and the reorgan-
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izatipn of 'six of the eight I & A Units probably affected student
achievement negatively but this cannot be assured inasmuch as student
achievement was generally higher in 1979-80 and 1980-81 than in the
prior year.
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CHAPTER 5

CARL SANDBURG JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Cooperative improvement-oriented research was carried outewith
Carl Sandburg Junior High School for three years starting in 1977-78.
The objectives of this research at Sandburg as well as the other
schools were indicated in Chapter 2. The achievement areas selected
for improvement at Sandburg were reading, language, spelling, and
mathematics. Test information was gathered annually in science and
social studies but the,improvement strategies were not specifically
directed toward these subjects. Maintaining or improving student
attitudes was a second selected area.

There were four Instruction and Advisory (I & A) Units in 1977-78.
The research and improvement activities were administered by'the prin-
cipal through meetings with the team of each I & A Unit. There was no
educational improvement committee The remainder of this chapter is or-
ganized in the same manner as.Chapters 3 and 4.

Staffing and Student Enrollment

Carl Sandburg Junior High School enrolls students in grades 7 and
8. It is the only junior high school in the Mundelein Elementary (K-8)
School District, Mundelein, Illinois, a suburban district northwest of
Chicago. There are four elementary schools in the district, but there
is no senior high school. The high school of the Mundelein High School
District is adjacent to Carl Sandburg Junior High. The community con-
sists mainly of white collar, middle class Caucasians. The staffing
of Sandburg, the student enrollment, and the average daily attendance
for three successive years follow.

77-78 78-79 79-80

Principal 1 1 1

Assistant Principal (part time) 1 1 1

Teachers 24 24 21

Counselor 1 1 .

Aides 2 3 4,

Classified Staff 1 1 1

,Learning Disability Teacher i 1 1

117 134
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teaming Center Advisor
h

77-78 71L-79 79-80

1 '1 1

Part Time:

School Psychologist ' ..1 1 1

Sdhool Social Worker ..* 1 1 1

Enrollment 380 346 322

Average Daily Attendance 96% 94% 94;

Data Gathered and Analysis of Data by the Sandburg Staff

'Zeta regarding student outcomes were gathered annually. These
data were summarized and analyzed by'tfie staff and used in determining
areas of possible improvements for the ensuing year. After the last
data collection in 1979-80, the data on each individual-student were
amayzed by the project staff. The data gathering instruments, the
schedule of administration, and the techniques employed by the Sandburg
Staff for analyzing the data are now outlined.

Otis-Lennon Test of Mental Ability

Administration: Grade 7 in May 1978, 1979, and 1980.

Analysis: Obtain the mental ability score from the test publish-
er's computer printout for the students of each of the school's
four instruction and aavisory units. Divide the students of each
Instruction and Advisory Unit (1 & A Unit) and total grade 7 and
total grade 8 into quarters based on mental ability scores. Com-
pute the mean mental ability of each quarter of each I t A Unit
and of grade 7end grade 8. Change the mean to the equivalent
percentile rank using the test manual table(s).

Metropolitan Achievement Test: Word knowledge, reading, reading
total, language, spelling, mathematics computation, mathematics
concepts, mathematics problem.solving, mathematics total, sciende
and social studies.

Adm nistration: Grade 7 and grade 8 in May 1978, 1979, and 1980.,
4

A ysia: Using the computer printout from the test publisher,
enter the standard achievement test scores of each student of
each quarter'of mental ability. Do this for each of .the 11 areas

tested. Compute the mean of each quarcer in each area tested.

.13 5
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-

Derive an equivalent perCehtile rank using the appnopriate teSt
manual table(s). This permitd comparison of the meae-)percentile
rank in achievement Of each.quarger with ite Mean menial ability

&

%percentile rank.

Locally constructed student Ittitude,survey: Five scores--
School, teachers, learning, peers, self.

Administratioqi, Grade 7 and grade 8 ip December 1977,,,,$78, and
1979.

AnalYsis: Git'average percent of students of eadh grade 7, and
grade 8 whorespond positively, negatively, and taliecided to each
item, to each subtest, and to total test.

Information from school records: Total enrollment as of September\
1977, 1978, 1979, and percedtage,o average daily attendance for
May 197,7, 1978, 1979

ImprovemeneStrategies Implemented.

by the Staff

The improvem nt strategies worked out by the project director and
the Sandburg s -were the same as those for the other schools as des-
cribed in Chapter 2. One strategy was to arrange an appropriate. educe-
tional program for the -individlial student eachsemester of the school

- year. Another strategy was to arrange an appropriate.instructional
'program foi each student enrolled in each course. The third strategy :
involved setting goals and planning apd carrying out related improve- /

ment activities either to.maintain or to.reAse the achitvement of the.
students of each quarter of each/vdde in mental ability. 4 z :

the SandburgTstaff did net carry out individual eduCational pro-
gramming in a formal' way. Rather, this was done,informally by the,
Members of .the instructii44al teams during the block of time they had
the students. cn the other hand, the staff attempted to refine in-'
strucniOnal programming for the indivi46.94student that was,already.

. being ,mplemented in 1977-78,

An'annual evaluation of the schqp.Ps edupative(processes VAS al-
.

,ready being conducted in 107-78 andrit was centinued each year-:the.re-t
after. An external agency analyzed the scores of all'ihe.student8 oiv
the Metropolitan Achieyement Test and the Otis-nfennon TeSt%OrMelAal,
Ability and presented an annual sport with concluspons anct,tecoMnferi4e,
dations to the district superintendent. The district anyeripten4e4,,
shared the report with the school board metbers and wit,h'tha-P*00,,
pal._

4\

i,
The achievement test score focused on in thi3 externi1 eya1040

was,a'gkowth score. Profileeof thellean.annualsrOWth.Ofjthge04,,
and'grade 8 studenain each area testd were ayeilable.cq.**Itr

,
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pal from this analysis. In addition:to this information, the princi-
pal could_develop_profiles for Indilldnal-Aludents based_onAhe_infor-
mation from the computer printbuts provided by the test publisher.

During 1977-78 and prior years, the principal, Oith- assistance of
the counselor of Carl Sandburg Junior High, used the results of the
external evaluation to identify students with a low growth score in
any subject. These students and their scores were reported to the
reIevant academic teachers. The teachers tried to identify possible
causes of the low growth and to remedy them.

The principal of Carl Sandburg Junior High School regarded the
achievement of the students of both grade 7 and grade 8 in 1977-78 as
good to excellent. He based his jndgments on the conclusions-provided
by the external evaluator. He inferred from the growth scores provided
to him that although the students were not achieving at grade level in
some academic subjects upon entering grade 7, they gained or "grew" -

exceptionally well when in grades. 7 and 8 at Sandburg.

In 1977-78, the previously described method of analyzing the data
by the school staff was started. The principal and his staffk with
consultation from the researcher, did their own summary and analysis
of the test scores, using the test publisher's computer printouts of
the student's scores. 'Table 5.1 gives the summary table that was pre-

,
pared "for the total grade 8 class of 1977-78.

We see from examining Tabie 5.1 that the mean achieVement.perces7-
tile rank in each subject field and the mean mental allikty percentile
rank of each quarter of the students are indicated. ination of
this table for grade 8 and another one for grade 7 enabled the princi-
pal and the relevant Igrade 8 and grade 7 teachers to malz three assess-
ments. (The principal and the teachers-of the respective I-& A Units
had similar tables for their'students dhd made the same assessments.)
First, they estimated how well-their-educative processes in-tach sub-

, ject field wFe working for eaih quarter of each I & A Unit and-each
grade. (Thdr possibility that the test did not 'lame a sufficiently
high top for some of the top quartet, students, particularly those of
grade 8, was recogni&d.) Second, they compared how each quarter of
the students in mental ability achieved across the 11 areas. Third,
they estimated how well the students of each I & A Unit of giade 7 and
of grade 8-had achieved in'the different areas that were tested.

BaSed on these sisessments, the principal and the saff of each
I & A UnitNdeveloped plans to maintain or to raise the achievement
level of ttie students of each mental ability quarter. They concen-
trated on maintaining or improving the mean achievement of the stu-
dents of each I & A Unit in the areas of language, math, reading, and
spelling. This step'was implemented to a minor extent for the grade 7
nd grade 8 class4-49ring the second semester of 1978-79 and more
completely in 1979-0. Howevei, even in 1979-80, concrete goals in
terms of the same or a higher:level of athievikent in relation to
mental ability were not sei in any subject field forall mental abil-
ity quarters of grade 7' or grade 8. As we.shall see later, goals were

. ,
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Table 5.1 Quarters of Grade 8 Class in Mental Ability and Their Corresponding Hean Standard Scores and Mean Percentile

Ranks, Based on Metropolitan Achievement Test, Advanced; and Mean Mental Ability and Corresponding Hean Percentile Ranks

of Each Quarter Based on Otis-Lennon Mental Ability Test, Administered 5/78: Carl,Sandburg Junior High School

LOCAL FOURTHS AND MEAN

Local Local 1!:Local Local Local

Highest 1/4 Second 1/4 Hean Third 1/4, Lowest 1/4

Achievement Test National National National National National

SS Zile SS Zile SS SD Zile SS Zile SS , Zile

Word Knowledge 110 101 66 97 12.59 58 93 50 84 26

Reading 111

.88

82 101 66

.

96 15c23 56 90 40 81 23

Total,,Reading
..

1.nguage

3

116.

84

88

103,

106

70

72

98

99

14.13

14.76

60

56

92

96

44

48

84

79 -

26

13

Spelling ei 112 88 105 72 101 12.80 58 097' 48 90 24

Math Computation 113 84 102 54 99 13.75 40 93 24 87 17

Math Concep s 105 75 95 2 91 13.07 40 85 24 79 14

Math Proble Solving 114 80 104 62 99 15.61 44 93 31 86 18

Total Math
u

117 80 106 54 101 13.92 42 95 26 88 12

Science 111 84 100 '5'8 99 11.14 54 96 44 88 24

Social S udies 115 84 ,103 62 99 14.22 52 95 44 86 18

11.

1(1 Score and ttational

Percentile 123 92 110 73 105 14.28 62 100 50 87 21

Local fourths are computed for the total number of Grade 8 students who were tested.

SS The standard score obtained from the Test Manual. SS .., The Grade 8 students' dcores changed io standard scores.

%tile . The percentile obtained from the Test Manual that is equivalent to the SS.

SD . Standard Deviation (noted only for the Local'Mean).
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set in more general terms such as raising the achievement level of the
students in math problem solving.

14

Description of Carl Sandburg Junior High Scholal

as of 1977-78

The description of Carl burg Junior High School as it was ,

functioning in 1977-78 starts with the school's philosophyiald con-
f

cludes with an indication of its_research activities. Thi eserip7
tion-provides essential information for relating the student outCortiqs
of 1977-78 to Sandburg's organization structures and processes and .fita-r .

proviment strategieb of 1977-78 and also to the planned improvements 1

that were made each year thereafter. °

Philosophy

The philosophy of Carl Sandburg Junior High School is based on
objectives designed to provide an.educational program that,will: 0

Prepare students for effective participation in society through,a
program of continuous individualized instruction. .

Enable each student to develop study techniques that will benefit
him/her in later grades.

Help the student to develop the ability to make wise decisiofis in
later life.

Promote in each student a sense of fair play in his/her relation-
ship with others, and a respect for others regardless of race,
creed, religion, or national origin.

Develop in the student a realization and appreciation of his/her
own abi4ties and the abilities of others.

Stimulate in each individual a desire to seek knowledge, to ob-
serve, to question, and to delay reaching a decision until evi-
dence of an appropriate kind has been produced.

Help the student recognize interrelationships of various fields
and to be able to apply common concepts.

Promote social, intellectual, cultural, emotional, and 'moral
growth, as well as physical health.

Help the student develop a reasonable, self-disciplined person-
ality capable of reCognizing and displaying reliable leadership
and fellowship.
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Develop an awareness in the'student of the neqd for guidance in
planning his/her personal, educational, and vocational -growth.

Instill a respect for authority and discipline with the under-
standing that change is possible through a democratic process.

Promote exploration into various areas of interest which will
develop profitable use of leisure time.

Instill pride in self, school, community, and country.

Help the student realize that his/hF development is the ultimate
aim of education.

Administrative Arrangements

There are two administrators, the principal and an assistant
principal. The principal is responsible for the daily operation of
the school and for instructional supervision, Improvement, and eval-
uation.

,The assistant principal is a certified teacher who also teaches.
She has two 45-minute periods of time released from her teaching
duties to carry out her administrative work. Her major administrative
duties are to monitor student attendance and to act in behalf of the
principarduring his absence from the.building.

The .groups through which the principal and assistant principal
administer the school,are an administrative team consisting Of the
principal and assistant principal; four academic teams of four teach-
ers each; one specialist team of teachersT-four departments that in-
clude language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies; the
teachers of each grade 7 and grade 8rand the total faculty. Instruc-
tional decision making is shared by the administrators and teachers in
meetings of these groups and there is face-to-face communication between
the teachers and administrators dealing with administrative and instruc-
tional matters.

In carrying out his administrative responsibilities, the princi-1
pal meets with groups as follows: -(a) the assistant principal daily
from 8:00,to 8:30 a.m., (b) each academic team of teachers ana the
specialist team onceper week, (c) the chairpersons of the four aca-
demic,departments once per month, and (d) the 7th grade teachers and
the 8th grade teachers in alternating months.

,

The school does not have an Instructional Improvement'Committee
or any similar group that works with the principal and assistant prin-
cipal on schoolwide matters. Instead, the principal meets regularly
with the various groups of teachers and other staff as indicated in
the preceding paragraph.

A System-wide Program Committee (SPC) meets monthly. 'It is com-
posed of two eeachers and one administrator from each of the four ele-
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mentary schools and the Carl Sandburg Junior High School. The district
superintendent chairs thecmonthly meetings of the SPC. The activities
of the SPC include eliciting and receiving.the suggestions-made by
teachers of the school district and dealing with curriculum and other NN

program matters. -Ad hoc committees are.foimed by the SPC to work on
particular curricular issues.. Members of the ad hoc dommittees are
either regular members of the SPC or staff members of the district
schools. The SPC as a group receives and.acts upon the reports from
the committees. If approved, the reports are submitted to the super-
intendent, who acts directly on them or makes recommendations to the

ABoard of Education.

Organiz:ation for Instruction and Student Advising

The staff of 24 teachers is organized into four academic teams,
with a total of 16 teachers, and one specialist team of 8 teachers.
Ninety to 100 students are assigned to each of the four academic teams,
and each group of teachers and students in called an ItsjObttion and
Advisory Unit (I & A Unit). Each academic team of teachers carries
out the instruction in language arte, including literature and read-
ing, mathematics, social studies, and science. Each team has one-.
common class period each*day for,team planing and for dealing with
other matters pertaining to instruction, evaluation, student advise-
ment, etc.

--
The specialist team is composed of the teachers of physical edu-

cation (two teachers)., industrial arts (one teacher), art (one teacher),
music (one teacher), home'edbnomics (one teacher), the learning center
(one teacher), the coordinator of the school's Title I program (one
teacher), the guidance counselor, and the learning disability teacher.
A school psychologist and i school social worker, who are assigned
also to theelementary schools part time, occasionally meet with the
specialist/tam and the academic team. The specialist teachers teach
the classes in their own subject fields and serve as resource persons
'on an ad hoc basic to the academic teams. The team of specialist
teachers and other staff spends a 45-minute period as a group each day
in team planning and in dealing with other matters conaerned mainly
with instruction, evaluation, and student conduct.

Each academic department has a chairperson who is elected by the
department members. Department chairpersons and the team leaders re-
ceive additional pay. Teachers act as informal advisors to the stu-
dents of their I.& A Units at any time during the day that they have
the students for instruction, but more often this occurs during the
teacher's planning period. No other time is set aside for student
advisement by the teachers. The guidance counselor, who does no teach-
ing, consults with the teachers on student personnel matters and also
counsels individual students.

Students are assigned to the I & A Units by the principal and gui-
dance counselor prior to the beginning of the school year. Teachers'
judgments regarding each student's achievements and personal-social
characteristics as well as the results of standardized achievement
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testing are used in making the assignments. The assigninent process
assures that each I & A Unit has a representative one-half of tfie
studentl-of-the-grade. -The asaignment yields maximum heterogeneity
according to levels of achievement, sex, and personal-social charac-
teristics.

Pattern of Curriculum and Instruction

Courses. All students in grade 7 and in grade 8 take certain
courses throughout the two school years, while other courses, also re-
quired, are taken during certlin semesters only. Students may elect
to take certain of the courses in a p ticular semester; however,

.there are no elective courses.

qn)accordance with school policies, all grade 7 and grade 8 stu-
dents take each of tbe following for one period daily during both
semesters: language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies.
The language arts includes literature, spelling, and>gramhiar through-
out the year and developmental reading for nine weeks of the yeai.

'The students of each grade take physical education for one period
'daily during one semester and during another semester,they take nine
weeks each of home economics and industrial-arts. During the school
year they take nine weeks of each of the following for one period
daily: career education, consumer education, developmental reading,
and health. The seventh class period is a lunch period.

There is a remedial program in reading for about 70 students who
are diagnosed as having serious reading problems but who are not in-

/
cluded either as learning disability or Title I students. These stu-
Aenis are placed in a reading skills laboratory and have-a full-time7
reading specialist as their reading teacher. Assignment to this pro-
gram is based On the reading skills and 'comprehension subtests of the
Metropolitan Achievement Test, the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test, and
the evaluation and observations made by 6th grade teachers.

Students who are diagnosed as having serious problems,in mathe-
matics are placed in a Title I mathematics skills improvement program.
The same Title I reading ppecialist also teaches these students mathe-
matics. Students are assigned to this.program based on the results of
the math computation Xest of the Metropolitan Achievement Test.

Slightly more than 100 different minicourses were offered between
March 13-23 of 1977-78, the two weeks prior to Easter.

Instructional materials. The teachers in the academic subject
fields and in most of the special fields use published learning pro-
grams (textbook, audiovisual material, tests, etc.) that have been
prepared to facilitate individUalization. Most unipacs prepared by
the teachers are geared to this primary set of published curricular
materials. However, other published and locally developed materials
are also referred to in the unipace to enable the teachers to meet the
needs of students of different interests, achievement levels, and
learning styles.

14-2-
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Printed and audiovisual materials 'of many kinds are obtained by
each of the academic departments, based on the recommendations of the
members-of the academie teaus-i--There is also an exchange agreement
among the resource centers of the schools of the Mundelein School Dis-
trict which enables teachers to select from a wide array of instruc-

.
tional materials.

All courses are organized into learning units of two weeke length
for which there are related unipacs to guide learning and instruction.
The unipacs are written by the teachers of the school. The school dis-
trict provides funds for teachets to participate in summer curriculum
projects. Besides writing new unipacs during the summer, teachers,also
revise their current unipacs. ,Most unipacs are revised every two to
three years:

Unipacs are written to include the followl.ng items:

On.

one'or more specific instructional objectives tcAbe attained
by the student.

materials to be used by the teachers and students.

activities the student engages in to attain the objectives.

Extracurricular activities. Extracurricular activities include
_-

intramural athletic activWes, interscholastic athletic activities
and the related activities such'as 'cheerleading, publications includ-
ing a yearbook and a newspaper, and a science club. About 44% of the
boys and girls participated in extracurricular activities during
1977-78.

Programa for exceptional students. A Title I program is func-
,tioning that includes an average of 60 students of grade 7 and grade 8
(combined) per year, approximately 18% of the total-studint body.
Roughly halT of these students are in the program during each semester
of the year. They receive instruction in reading and other language
arts, mathem4tics, or both as part of the-Title I instruction. This
instruction is typically provided to groups of 12. Tutoring is arranged
for some Title I students in any subject. 'A Title director, who is
also a teacher,,is assisted by a full-time aide in providing_the Title I
classroom instruction and tutoring.

Twenty to 25 students of grade 7 and grhde 8 (combine0 are in a
program for students with learning disabilities. A full-time learning
'disability teacher and an aide provide the special instruction for
these students. They are mainstreamed as early and as much as possi-
ble in all subject fields. Students with behavioral disorders and
those of low mental ability are assigned to other schools oi the
county.
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Educational Programming for the Individual Student

A total educational program of course work'and other education-
activities is 0.aibi-dsystematically each semester only for stuadhts
with exceptional educatiog needs. However, individual instructional
programming is implemented in each of the academic subjects.

The academic teachers use unipacs that include instructional ob-
jectives and related assignments and activities to achieve each objec-
tive. Each student's instructional program in eadh subject includes
attainment of the required unipac objectives. Enrichment in depth and
in breadth is provided for students who achieve the objectives early.
Extra help and out-of-class assignments are given to those who have
difficulty.

The unipac objectives for grades 7 and 8 in language arts, read-
ing, and mathematics are drawn from a set of objectives that have been
developed for kindergarten through grade 8 of,the district. The middle
school staff has prepared the-unipac objectives in science and social
studies. Each student's instructional program in each academic sub-
ject, as well as the postassessment and the A-F letter grades assigned
to students in the subjects, are related directly to these objectives.

Assessment of the student's entering achievement characteristics
occurs during the fifst week of school. It is based ofi the results of
teacher-constructed objective-referenced tests administered during the
first week of school, the results of standardized achievement testing
in the various subject fields during the preceding school year, and
teacher judgments regarding the student's achievements and personal-

'social characteristics during the prior year of school. Assessment of
the entering achievement level of students is done at the beginning of
learning units in mathematfcs. Relatively little preassessment of any
kind occurs in.the applied arts.

All students first work toward attaining the,required.instruc-
tional objectives that arb included in each unipac. The extent to
which instruction is adaned to each student's entering achievement
level and learning styles varies among the sqject'fields and teach-
ers' preferences.. The adaptations use different amounts of time for
instruction and different kinds of inseructional materials and indi-
vidual and group activities. However, individual asiignmefits are used
much more than whole-class and small-group activities in most learning
units of most academic subjects. In some subjects different materials
are available for students to achieve the same objectives.

In the fall, the principal alerts all academic teachers to the
students who are below grade level in readingachievement. The
teachers give attention to those students by finding more activities ),

that do not require reading to aid them in understanding concepts and
principles, and they also try to help the student to develop better
reading skills.

Postassessment is related directly to the instructional objec-
tfves stated in the unipac. The predominant assessment procedure is
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the paper-and-pencil test, but work samples, performance tests, and
teacher observations are also used, depending on the subject field and
the teacher's preference.

Approximately 90-95% of the students attain the objectives at a
sufficiently high level io be given an A, B, C, or D by the teacher.
Students who master the objectives at_a rapid rate and get As or Bs do
not proceed to the objectives of the next unit. Instead, they work on
enrichment activities. Approximately 5-10% àf the students do not
attain the 80%.mastery criterion on ths unipac.tests. Nonetheless,
these students proceed with other studEnts to the next unit. Tutoring
by the teacher, special assignments. and other forms of teacher help .1

are given to these students to aid them master the objectives.

Community Learning and Career Education

Field trips are used extensively in career awareness and explora-
tion. Community resource persons come into the *whoa and make presen-
tations to different classes during the year. Career-oriented mini-
courses, especially those in the spring, give students the opportunity
to observe work activities in factories and service organizations of
the community,.

Evaluation Activities

Published tests are used at the beginning of grade 7 to determine\
appropriate placement of students in reading and math. The. gates-

MacGinitie Reading Test-is administered,to all incoming 7th graders
for the purpose of assigning studenti to the reading skills /aboratory.
The,Metropolitan Mathematice Test is used for assignment to.the mathe-
matics skills laboratory.

y

tEvaluation of student progress by the teachers includes te cher-
constructed paper-and-pencil tests, teacher observations, performance
tests, and work samples. The evaluation procedures are related directly
to the objectives included in the unipacs. Letter grades of A-F are
dssigned to students based on their attainment.of the objectives of
each learning unit. Each learning unit contains a listing of possible
activities and a corresponding number of quality points that a student
:will receive for completing each activity. A scale indicates to the
.student the number of points needed for an A, B, C, and D.

The primary instruments used in the annual evaluation of student
achievement are the Otis-Lennon Mental Ability Test and the MetrO-
politan Achievement Test. The complete Metropolitan Achievement Test
is given each year to all 7th and 8th graders, and the follOwing sub-
scores are obtained: word knowledge, reading, total reading, language,
spelling, math computation, math concepts, math problem solving, total
math, science, and social studies. (An-external evaluation agency uses
these data in preparing an annual report to the superintendent of
schools as was described earlier in this chapter.)
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Program of Home7School-Community Relations

Communication with parents is accomplished through newsletters,
parent-teacher conferences, interim 4-5 week progress reports, and
telephoning. No formal arrangements are established for involving
parents in any aspect of the educative process; however, the parents
of 140-150 students involved in athletics function as an athletic
parents' group.

.110v

Internal and External Support Arrangements

The teachers of each I & A Unit are provided a daily, common prep-
aration period which they use for team planning related mainly to cur-
riculum, instruction, evaluation, and advising. Other periods are
arranged for the principal to meet weekly with the specialist team and
with each of the four academic teams'and monthly with the four depart-
ment chairpersons.

Representatives of Carl Sandburg also meet with the district
System-wide Program Committee for the puri5ose of reviewing the dis-
trict curriculum, assuring articulation of the curriculum between the
elementary schools and the junior high schooll-and dealing with other
program matters affecting the elementary schools, the junior high
school, or both. Departmental committees meet regnlarly with high
school and junior high school personnel for similar purposes.

Continuing Research and Development

In cooperation with the Wisconsin Center for Education Research,
a comprehensive program of cooperative educational improvement re-
search started in 1977778 and continued through 1979-80. The main
purpose of the research 'from the standpoint of the school was to
maintain or to raise student achievement in language, math, reading,
and spelling. The standardized achievement test battery was changed
in 1980781 and the data from the new battery were not analyzed by the
project. sr

Non-specific Planned Changes, Unplanned Events,

3 and Focused Planned Changes

For each of the three years of the study, the occurrences of any
of the three following kinds of change are outlined: (a) unplanned
events that in the judgment of the principal might have influenced
student achievement or attitudes, (b) non-specific planned changes re-
lated to some aspect of the school program that were not directed to-
ward raising educational achievement in (Te of the 11 areas tested or
students attitudes, and (c) planned changea-efocused on the improvement"

student achievement or attitudes.
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1977-78

The research procedures and improvement plans were formulated.
Procedures already in place in 1977-78 for identifying and providing
for students who were low in reading and math as indicated in the
1977-78 description-of the school were continued.

1978-79

Unplanned event

None

Non-specific planned change

A large amount of noise resulted from the construction of a
new gym and remodeling of the cafeteria and music room. The
remodeling started in September 1977 and continued into
December of the 1978-79 school-year.

A regularly schesiuled intramural program was started for
grades 7 and 8, when the new gym becerne available, to re-
place 'the less formal program of 1977-78. Continued into
1979-80.

Physical education was offered daily for both semesters,
rather than for one semester.

A federally-funded Title IV program was started to enable
students to visit community organizations and facilities.
Continued into 1979;80.

A survey was conducted to determine the possibility ofsin-
creasing the achievement of the highest quarters of grade-7
and grade 8 in science. The science teachers were given
released time to reView the present science grogram, visit
other schools, meet with textbook representatives, etc.

An attempt was madh to increase achievement of the lowest
quarter of the gra4e 7 students in social studies by revis;-,
ing the social studies unipacs to include more materials and
activities appropOete for low ability students. Continued
into 1979-80.

Focused planned chang

A staff development program was conducted to develop a
better understauding by the staff.of middle-school adoles-
cents.

A Sandburg Parent Association was formed, and each academic
team tried to use more effective communidation techniques
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with parents, i.e., letters, phone calls, and teacher-parent
conferences, to improve school/parent relationships.

gremedial program was started in reading for the grade 7
and grade 8 students identified by the I & A teams ai
needing additional help in reading (about 3% of the total).
Continued into 19,79-80.

A program was started for grade 7 and grade 8 students gifted
in reading, about 20% of the student body. Continued into
1979-80.

A remedial program and a program for gifted students were
started in mathematics and language arts.

%

An attempt was made to raise the reading achievement of the
grade 7 and grade 8 students whose achievement was belowrex-
pectancy in terms of mental ability by increasing the student's
motivation and arranging better methods and materials. One_
teacher was funded during three weeks-of the summer of 1978
to develop materials and activities to be usecrwith these stu-
dents. A beginning change was made from almost exclusively
individual assigaments and self-pacing to some small group
and whole class instruction. Program continued into 1979-80.

More time was allocated to ingtruction and additional instruc-
tional materials were used to increase the achievement of the
two quarters of the students of middle mental ability of grade 7
and grade 8 in. word4.nowledge and spelling. Continued into
1979-80.

Instructional materials for the above average students were
changed to raise the achievement of the two highest quarters
of students of grade 8 in math problem solving and concepts.
The students of both grade 7 and grade 8 were organized for
instruction into four abiliq groups based on their math
achievement test scores and teacher judgment. Some small-

-- group and whole-class instruction was started to replace the
almost exclusive use of individual assignments. Continued
into 1979-80.

1979-80

Unplanned event

A school district cammittee, at the instigation of Citizens,
was formed and met throughout the school year to consider
closing either an e ntary school or their only,junior
high school'and going b ck to a K-8 elementary school plan.
The committee recommend d continuation of the present nior'
high 'school-.

1
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Lower enrollment resulted in three fewer academic teachers
being employed by the schoOl than in 1978-79. As a-result
the academic teachers and students were organized into three.
I & A units rather than four:" one combined grade 7 and
grade 8, one grade 7, and one grade 8.

Both grade 8 language arts teathers resigned at-the end of
1918-79 and were replaced in 1979-80.

A

One grade 8,soc1al studies teacher too one-year:leave of
absence and was replaced with a substitute teacher:

Non-specific planned changes

An alternative class of 10 to 15 stidents who were having
difficulty in classes was formed.

4_grade,8 elective program was started in art, music, home
economics, and shop, and mini-courses were offered in science
and social studies. These electives and minicoursed replaced
the 1977-78 requirements in these areas.

An alternative educational program was started in readini
and maih fiir 15 grade 8 students identified as potential
dropouts.
4-4

Focused planned changes to increase academic achievement or stil-
dent attitudest' (The recommended improvement strategy related.to
goal setting D5r.groups of students was implemented in reading,
language, spelling, and math by setting goals stated.in general,
terms rather than concretely in terms of percentile rank,related
to mental ability.)"

A goal was set to increase ,the total read' ng achievement of
each student whose achievement was one or more gradeleyels
below_actual grade placement and to increase the mean read:-

0 ing achievement of each quarter of the grade 7 and grade 8
classes for which the reading achievement percentile rank
was below the mental ability percentile rank: The means
employed included a more effective arrangement of instruc-
tional methods, materials, and instructional time.

A goal was set to increase student achievement in spelling
and language. The amount of time given to spelling for both
grade 7 and grade 8 was doubled and that for language Was
increased by one-fifth as part of a newly developed unified
arts program that was carried out for one class period per
day.

A goal was set to increase the achievement of all quarterg7
Gegrade 7 in math problem-solving. A 41/2 week math problem-

solving course was developed as part of a newly developed
unified arts program for grade 7, and it was required of all
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gra#e 7"students (preparatory'activities were berried out by '
teachers in the summer ofe1979).

An attempt was made to.idbrease the achievement df t14
'highest quarter of the studentsiof grade 8 falath pfOblem
solving and math concepts by coneinuing the activities
started in 1978-79 and by 'offeririg advanced plicement math
courses in adjoining Mundelein High.School or througli inde-
penderct stUdy'in algebra at Sandburg.for all etutlents scor-
ing two or more years above grade level. "-

. 7
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Rssults Related to Educational-Achievement
4 ,t

The results from the three suecessive years of data gathering are
presented in this part of the chapter. tandard scores' from the apieye-a
ment tests and IQ scores krom the mental'aihaitY tests aie reported. ,

Only the results of tests of significance are indXdated in most of the'
summary tableg that follow. The oiginal tables in which means and .

s4andard deviations axe give3 are listed in the Appendix and aie re-
ported in Klausmeier, Serlin; add Zindier (1982).

_Participatin4 Students

'Table 5.2 gives the tali number of students, the number 8f boys
and girls, and the mean mental ability for the three grade 7'classes

Table 5.2. otal umber of Students of Grades 7 and 8 and Their Moan Mental Ability:
Carl Sandbu Sunfyr .High School '

;

1.977.-108'

Ciade 7

*Total 181 v 105.38,

Male 102 105.21

Female ' 79 105.61
"

Grade 8

Total 191 05.1

Male 107. 104..80

emale 84 105.64,

1918-1M ,1979-1980

SD N X sp

12.47 ' 153 106.36 12.49 158 109,24,

12.59 80 105426 .13.56 79, 110.14

(

12:38 7i t- 107.44 11:18 79 108,34
.

- <

.31 168 106.13, 11.96 160- 105.10

13.41 -- 93 . 105.83 11.74 87 103.80

15.46 106.51 12.31 73 106.64

who took the'IQ test. From 4;0#25XClof-this N

1347,

.13.33

15.19

10:61

-...

.

.

F

,

.0

...

'This N equals all the,students of each class

dbinot take One or more achievement tests.
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and the three grade 8 classes. Three hundred seventy-two students
took the mental ability test in 1977-78, 321 in 1978-79, a'nd 318 in'
1979-80. The total number of students enrolled in the sada years was
380, 346, and 322. The number of boys was greater than the number of
girls in each class each year until 1979-80 when the number of boys
and girls in grade 7 was the same.

V
Two points regarding the mean IQ (shown in Table 5.2) may be

X
omade. First, the mean IQ 'of the grade 7 class of 1979-80 (109.24) is

mewhst higher than the mean of the two earlier classes (105.38 and
06.30), whereas the variation from year to year is smaller for the'
g ade 8 clasSes. Second, the difference between the mean IQ of the
boys and girls varies from year to year, e.g., in 1979-80 grade 8
boys = 103.80 and grade 8 girls = 106.64.

This information is presented to provide a description of the
student pnulation. It is not discussed"further in this chapter.

Comparison of Alltlevements of Three Successive Grade 7 Classe;\
P

The Metropolitan Achievement Test Battery Form F, 1971, and the
Otis-Lennoi Mental Ability Test, 1967, Form J, were administered to
the grade 7 and the grade 8 students at one-year intervals in May
1978, May 1979, and May 1980. *;

For grade 7 the number of students taking any one of the achieve-
ment tests ranged from 172 to 178 (males 96-100, females 76-78), in
1977-78, from 149 to 152 (males 78-80, females 71-72) in 1978-79, and
155 to 158 (males 78-79, fema1es.a0-419) in 1979-80. The mean IQ of
the boys and girls of each cillt and the mean IQ of the total classes
varied somewhat from year to year. Accordingly, analysis of covar-
iance, with IQ the covariate, was used to compare the mean educational
achievements of the three successive grade 7 classes. Table 5.3 *sum-
marizes the findings regarding the significant differefices for class,
sex, and for class x sex interactions.

The difference in achievement among the three grade 7 classes was
significant in six of the argas tested but not in word knowledge, read-,
ing, and reading total. Regatling the six areas in which the difference
aiong the three classes was significant, the post-hoc comparisons showed
that'the grade 7 class of 1978-79 did not achieve significantly higher,.
than ,the baseline grade 7 class of 1977-78 in any area. However, the
,1979-80 class achieved significantly higher than t baseline class of
1977-78 in .spelling, math computation, math c,plfpts, and math total
and also significantly higher than the class of 1978-79 in spelling,
math computation, and math total. Weallgrve in Table 5.3 that the
difference among the three grade 7 cl in language and math prob-
lem solving was significant but-that the post-hoc comparisons that
involved only pairs of classes were not. However, the mean of the
1979-80 grade 7 claSs in these two areas was significantly higher than
the mean of the first two grade 7 classes combined.

1 di
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Table 5.3 Significant Differences (AMCOVA p < .05). in Educational Achieve:lent and Post-hoc

Couparisona for Three SUCCOiliv. Grade 7 Classes: Carl Sandburg Junior High School

we

Hain Effects Post Hoc Comparisons

Class(C) Sex (S)

C X S 1978-79 vs
Interaction 1977-78

1979-80 vs
1977-78

1979-80 vs

1978-79

Word Knowledge

Reading

Reading Total

Language

Spell4g

Math Computation

Math Concepts

Math Problem Solving

Math Total

NS

NS

NS

.047
4

.009

<.001

.013

.042
4

.opl

NS

.044
3

NS

<.001
3

<.001
3

3
.002

NS

NS

3
.012

_NS

.011
5

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

o

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

1
Signk,

Sign
1

1
Sign

NS

Sign
1

NS

Sign
2

Sign
2

NS

NS

Sign
2

-

1The Grade 7 Class of 1979-80 achieved significantly higher than the Grade 7 Class of 1977-78.

2The Grade 7 Class of 1979-80 achieved significantly higher than the Grade 7 Class of 1978-79.
3
The females achieved significantly higher than the males.

4
The adjusted mean was higher for 1979-80 than for the two prior years combined, although no
pairwise contrast between years was significant.

5
The mean achievement of tffi females of the two later classes was higher than the mean of the
males but about the same for the first class.

The mean achievement of the girls, averaged across the three
.grade 7 classes, was significantly higher than the mean of the boys in
reading, language, spelling, math computation, and math total. The
differênces between the boys and girls were not significant(in word
knowledge, reading total, math concepts, and math problem solving.

1
A significant class x sex interartion was fo nd for reading. The

mean achievement of the females of the later two c asses was higher
than the mean of the males but about the same for e first class.

(1
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Comparison of Achievements of Three Successive Grade 8 Classes

The number of students taking any one of the achievement tests
.ranged from 184 to 188 (males 102-106, females 82-83) in 1977-78, from
-162 to 165 (males 90-93, females 72-74) in 1978-79, and from 157 to
160 (males 85-87, females'72-73) in 1979-80. Table 5.4 indigates the
significant differences and, where the difference among the means was
significant at or beyond the .05 level, the post-hoc comparisons.

The difference in aghievement among the three grade 8 classes was
significant only in the four math areas. The,grade 8 class of 1978-79
achieved significantly lower than the grade 8 class of 1977-78 in math
problem solving. The grade 8 class of 1979-80 achieved significantly
higher than the baseline class of 1977-78 in math computation and in
math total and significantly higher than the class of 1978-79 in math
computation, math concepts, math problem solving, and math total.

The mean achievement of the girls, averaged across the three
grade 8 classes, was significantly, higher than the mean of the boys in
language, spelling, and math computation. The sex difference in
achievement yas not significant in any other area. There were no
significant class by sex interactions.

Table 5.4 Significant Differences (ANCOVA p < .05) in Educational Achievement and Post-hoc
Comparisons for Three Successive Grade 8 Classes: Carl Sandburg Junior High School

MAin Effects Post Hoc Comparisons

C X S 1978-79 vs 1979-80 vs 1979-80 vs
Class(C) Sex (S) Interaction 1977-78 1977-78 1978-79

Word Knowledge NS NS NS

Reading NS NS NS

Reading Total NS NS NS

Language NS <.001
4

NS

Spelling NS <.001
4

NS

MAth Computation .001 ,.034
4

NS NS Sign
2

Sign
3

MAth Concepts .005 NS NS NS NS Sign3

gMath Problem Solving .001 NS NS Sin1
NS Sign

3

Math Total <.001 NS NS NS Sign
2

Sign
3

1
The Grade 8 class of 1978-79 achieved significantly lower than the Grade 8 class 4:4 1977-78.

2
The Grade 8 class of 1979-80 achieved significantly higher han the Grade 8 class of 1978-79.

3
The Grade 8 Class of 1979-80 achieved significantly higher t an the Grade 8 class of 1978-79.

4
Theqemeles achieved significantly higher than the males.
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Achievement of Two Successive Longitudinal Cohorts

Longitudinal Cohort 1 consisted of 136 students (78 males, 58
females) who entered rade.7 of Carl Sandburg Junior High School in
1977-78, remained i t e school through grade 8 in 1978-79, and took
all of the achiev nt tests and the IQ test,in 1977-78. Longitudinal
Cohort 2 had 134 students (71 males, 63 females) who entered grade 7
one year later in 1978-79. It is noted that some students who attended
school both years did not take all the tests and accordingly were not
included in the respective longitudinal cohorts.

Table 5.5 provides the summary results of the ANOVA for each cAort.
Significance at or beyond the .05 level is indicated.

The mean achievement of the Cohort 1 girls, averaged across the
two times of testing, was significantly higher than the mean of the
boys in language. The differences between the boys and girls were not
significant in the other,eight areas.

The students of Cohort 1 made a significant gain in all nine
achievement areas from grade 7 to grade 8. There were no significant
gain by sex iIt.eractions, indicating that the boys andAirls gained
equally from gr 7 to grade 8 in all nine areas. There were no
significant gain quarter interactions; the four quarters of the
students in mental ability gained equally from grade 7 to grade 8 in
all nine achievement areas.

'Turning to Cohort 2, we find that the mean achievement of the
girls was higher than that of the boys in language and spelling. The
other sex differences were not significant.

The students of Cohort 2 made a significant gain from grade 7 to
grade 8 in all nine areati. Only two of nine gain by sex interactions
were signdicant. The significant interactions in-reading and reading
total are accounted for by the fact that the girls_gained more than
the boys from grade 7 to grade 8. One of the nine, gain by quarter in-
teractions was significant. The mean gain in spelling of the lowest
quarter was higher than the gain of the two highest quarters. One of
the nine gain by sex by quarter interactions was significant, namely,
for reading. The males of Quarter 3 gained significanely more than
the males of Quarter 1 (lowest quarter), while the females of Quarter 1
gained more than the females of Quarter 3.

Comparison of the Achievements and

Gains of the Two Longitudinal Cohorts

The mean IQ of Cohort 1 was 107.33 whereas that'of Cohort 2 was
106.40. Analysis of covariance, with IQ the covariate, was used in
identifying the significance of the differences in the mean achieve-
meWs and the gains in achievement of the two cohorts. The summary of
ihe tests is presented in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.5 Significant Differences (ANOVA p 5. .05) in Educational Achievement, Gain from Grade 7 to
Grade 8, and Post-hoc Comparisons of Gain by Quarter Interactions for Longitudinal Cohort 1 and Longi-

tudinal Cohort 2: Carl Sandburg_Junior 8igh School

Cohort 1 Cohort 2

Sex Gain
(S) (G) GXS GXQ GXSXQ

Sex Gain
(S) (G) GXS. ,GXQ GXSXQ

Word Knowledge NS <.001 NS NS NS NS <.001 NS NS NS

Reading NS <.001 NS NS NS NS- <.001 .024
2

NS .024
4

Reading Zotal NS <.001 NS N'S NG NS <.001 .009
2

NS NS

'Language
1..\

.007
1
<.001 NSP NS ' NS:- .0031<.0101 NS NS

.

NS

Spelling NS <.001 NS NS 'NS , .0031<.001 NS .017
3

NS

Math Computation NS <.001 NS NS NS NS <.001 NS NS
(
NS

,

Math Concepts NS <.001 NS NS NS ' NS <.001 NS NS NS

lliath Problem Solving NS <.001'. NS NS NS NS <.001 NS NS NS

Math Total NS <.001 NS NS NS NS
,

.001 NS NS NS

1
.The females achieved s±gnificantly higher than the males.
2
The females'gained more than 'males from Grade 7 to Grade 8.

3The lowest quarter of the students gained more from Grade 7 to Grade 8 than the two highest quarters.
4The males-of Quarter 3 gained significantly more than the males of Quarter 1 (lowest quarter) while
the females of Quarter-1 gained significantly more than the febales of Quarter 1.
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Table 5.6 Significant Differences (ANCOVA p < .05) in Educational Achievement, Gain from Grade ito
Grade 8, and Post-hoc Comparisons for Two Longitudinal Cohorts: Carl SandburgJunior High School

Cohort (C) Sex (S) C X S Gain (G) G X C G X S GXCXS

Word Knowledge -NS NS- NS <.001 NS .028
4

NS

Reading NS NS NS <.001. NS NS NS

Reading Total NS NS NS <.001 NS .008
4

NS
A

Language , NS <.001
2

NS .001 NS NS NS

2
, 4

3Spelling
..,

NS <.001 NS <.001 .031 NS NS

Math Computation .004
1

NS NS <.001 .011
3

NS NS

Math Concepts .003
1

NS NS <.00I NS NS -: NS

Math Problgm Solving , .014
1 NR ,NS <.001 .005

3
NS NS

Math Total .001
1

NS NS <.001 .002
3

NS NS

1
The mean achievedent of,Cohort 2 was significantly higher than the mean of dohort

2
The mean

1.

achievement of the females was significantly higher than the mean of the males.

3
Cohort 2 gained significantly more than Cohort 1.

4
The females gained significantly more than the males.
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The adjusted mean of Cohort 2, averaged across the two times of
testing, was significantly higher than that of COhort 1 in math compu-
tation, math concepts, math problem solving, and math total. The dif-
ference in achievement between the cohorts was not significant in the
other five areas.

There were two significant differences between the achievements
of the boys and girls. The mean achievement of the girls of the two
cohorts combined, averaged across the two times of testing, was sig-
nificantly higher than the mean of the boys in language and ,spelling.
The differences between the girls' and boys' mean,achievements were
not significant in the other seven areas.

40-

The students of the two cohorts combined gained significantly
between the two times of testing in all nine areas. There were four
significant gain by cohort interactions. Cohort 2 made a larger gain
than Cohort 1 in spe1ling, math computation, math problem solving, and
math total. In the Other five areas there was no significant differ-
ence between the gains of the two cohorts.

The girls of the two cohorts combined gained significantly more
in word knowledge and in reading than did the boys. In the other seven
achievement areas, the differences in the gains between the boys and
girls wete not significant. The gain by sex by cohort interaction was
not significant in any of the nine areas.

1
Rel. ionship of-Changes in Educational Achievement

to Implementation of the Improvement Strategies

and Unanticipated Events

One main purpose of this research was to relate the changes in
student achievement from year to year to the planned changes that the
staff made annually in implementing the improvement strategies. The
rationale for using-the cross-sectional results regarding student
achievement and also the mean achievement of the successive longitu-
dinal cohorts, rather than the gains in achievement of the cohorts, in
determining this relationship was presented in Chaptei 2.

It should be recalled that the 1977-78 testing was done in May
1978. The results were tabled and interpreted by the staff during the
first semester of the 1978-79 school year. Only minor improvement ac-
tivities were planned and .carried out during the second semester of
1978-79. Therefore, the comparison of the achievements of the 1978-79
class with the 1977-78 class is regarded as unrelated to changes in
the implementation,of the improvement strategies.

),

The cross-sectional results pertaining to three successive grade
7 and grade 8 classes presented in the preceding part of this chapter
are summarized in Table 5.7. The mean scores and national percentile
ranks equivalent to the adjusted means are presented to enable the
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Table 5.7 Summary of Findings Regarding Mean Achievement of Three Successive Grade 7
and Grade 8 Classes and Percentile Ranks Corresponding to Adjusted Means: Carl
Sandburg Junior High School

Comparison of Adjusted Means and
Successive Classes Equivalent Percentile Ranks

1978-79 1979-80 1979-80 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80
vs vs vs

1977-78 1977-78 1978-79 1Zile 7( Zile X Zile

Glade 7

Reading Total NC NC NC 92.96 62 92.36 61 93.36 64

Language NS .INS NS* 94.76 56 94.62 56 97.09 .62

Spelling NS S+ S+ 95.11 61 95.20 61 98.54 69

Math Computation NS S+ S+ . 95.31 44 96.68 47 99.79 59

Math Concepts NS S+ NS 88.58 49 90.44 54 91.33 58

Math Problem Solving NS NS NS
*

95.56 49 95.72 49 97.91 54
4,

Math Total NS S+ S+ 98.22 49 99.32 53 101.72 61

Average Student N, 173 149 157

Grade 8
,

Reading Total NC NC NC 97.96 60 97:37 59 97.75 60

Language NC NC NC 100.80 60 99%17 56 99.51 57

Spelling NC NC NC 99.86 54 98.11 50 99.14 52

Math Computation NS S+ S+ 98.77 39 98.19 36 101.74 53

Math Concepts NS NS -- S+ 91.31 42 90.39 38, 93.44 49

Math Problem Solving S- NS S+,1 99.13 44 96.61 37 100.41 47

Math Total NS S+ S+ 101.68 45 100.12 39 103.99 50

Average Student N 188 1,64 159

S+ The mean of the class of ehe later year was significantly higher than the mean of the
class of the earlier year.

S- The mean of the class of the later year was significantly lower than the mean of the
class of the earlier year.

NC .Post-hoc not computed since the difference among the successive classes was not signif-,
icant at the .05 level.
The adjusted mean was higher for 1979-80 than for both prior years combined.

1 6 u
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1

reader to get a better estimate of the amount of change from year to
year. The two subtests in reading are not included in the table, in-
asmuch as-plapiLed Tmprovements, as noted earlier in this chapter, were
not related to the specific areas measured by the subtests. On the
other hand, planned improvements were carried out related to one or
more specific areas of mathematics.

The achievement of the grade 7 class of 1978-79 was riot iignifi-
cantly-different from that of the grade 7 clash of 1977-78 in any of
the seven areas.. The achievement of the grade 8 class of 1978-79 was
not significantly different from that of the grade 8 class of 1977-78
in six areas. The grade 8 class of 1978-79. achieved significantly .

lower than the grade 8 class of 1977-78 in math problem solving. This
rack oS significantly higher achievement as well as the lower achieve-
ment in math is attributed to the following conditions. First, no
planned improvements were made in 1978-79 that affected a large number
of students of either grade 7 or grade 8. The other minor planned
changes were implemented relatively late in 1978-79. Second, six.--
non-specific planned changes were implemented in 1978-79. These ac-
tivities took a large amount of time of the principal and a consid-
erable amount of time of the teaching staff.

Moving to 1979-80, we see that the grade 7 class of 1979-80
achieved significantly higher than the baseline class of 1977-78 in .
spelling, math computation, math concepts, and math total and signifi-
cantly higher than the 1978-79 class in spelling, math computation,
and math total. ,The adjusted mean of the 1979-80 grade 7 class was
significantly higher than that of the two prior grade 7 classes com-
bined in language and in math problem solving. .The grade 7 class of
1979-80 did not achieve significantly different from the classes of
1977.48 and 1978-79 in reading total.

The grade 8 class of 1979-80 achievedPsiiriificattly higher than
the gfade 8 clasé of 1977-78 in math computation and math total and
significantly higher than tbe grade 8 class of 1978-79 in math compu-
tation, math concepts, math problem solving, and math total. The
grade 8 class of 1979-80 did not achieve significantly differently
from the two earlier classes in reading total, language, and spelling.

Table 5.8 etesents a summary of the differences in achievement
between the_two longitudinal cohorts. The achievement of longitudinal
Cohort 2, averaged across the two times of testing, was significantly
higher than the mean of longitudinal Cohort 1 in the four math areas
and not significantly differegt in the three language arts areas.
pis result is highly supportive of the preceding cross-sectional re-
sults for grades 7 and 8.

The planned changes related to the preceding positive results are
as follows: using the goal setting4Arategy in 1979-80 and using the
instructional programming strategy more effectively, increasing the
amount of time allocated to spelling ana language in 1979-80, and
starting the math,problem solving course in 1979-80 for the grade 7
students and the special maeh activities for the high achieving grade
8 math studenpi. The'planned changes of 1979-80 not accompanied with

4
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Table 5.8 Summary of Findings Regarding Mean Gain and Mean Achievement

of Two Successive Longitudinal Cohorts: Carl Sandburg Junior High School

Cohort With

Comparison of Mean Gain Made by Eadh Cohort Higher Average
from Grade 7 to Grade 8 Adhievement

X
Gr. 7

Cohort 1

X
Gr. 8

X
Gain Gr. 7

Cdhort 2

Gr. 8 Gain

Reading Total 93.20 99.13 593* 92.11 98.60 6.49* NS

Language 96.76 100.57 3.81* 95.99 r00.25 4.26* NS

Spelling 95.35 99.01 3.66* 94.50 100.04 554* NS

Math
Computation 94.99 98.94 395* 96.11 102.16 6.05* Coh. 2

Math Concepts 88.04 91.43 3.39* 90.07 93.30 3.23* Coh. 2

Math Problem 119

Solving 94.97 97.71 2.74* 95.01 100.51 5.50* Coh. 2

Math Total 97.71 .101.13 3.42* 98.77 104.16 539* Coh. 2

Student N 136 1 34

* The gain from Grade 7 to Grade 8 was statistically significant (p < .001).

sigAificant increase in achievement were related to reading for
grade 7 and to reading, language, and spelling for grade 8.

Only three non-specific activities were carried out in 1979-80 in
comparison with six in 1978-79. This probably contributed to the
greater incidence of higher achievement in 1979-80. The three unan-

ticipated events of 1979-80--the year-long study to determine the
possibility of closing the junior high school, the lower enrollment
accompanied with the loss of three academic teachers, and the loss of
the two grade 8 language arts teachers through resignation--were
judged by the principal to have had a strong negative effect on
grade 8 student achievement in language and spelling and to a lesser

extent in reading.
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Results Related to Student Attitudes

A locally constructed attitude inventory f 25 items was adminis-
tered to the grade 7 and grade 8 students in t e.second week of
December of each.year. Five items measure the tudents' attitudes
toward each of the following: school, teachers, ing, peers, and
self. The student responded to each item with agree, undecided, or
disagree.

To facilitate suiimarizing the re9sults, a mean rating for each
item was obtained by assigning a 3 to the choice indicative of a
favorable attitude, 2 to undecided, and 1 to the choice indicative of
an unfavorable attitude. The percentages for each item were multi-
plied by 3, 2, and 1, and the sum of these was divided by 3.. The mean
ratings for each item, each of the five parts, and the total inventory
follow in Table 5.9. A difference between ratings of .10 or greater
is regarded by the first author as of practical importance.

The mean for the total inventory for grade 7 was slightly higher
each successive year (2.43, 2.47, 2.53). The increasingly higher mean
resulted mainly from more favorable attitudes toward school each succes-
sive year (2.35, 2.55, and 2.68) and toward teachers (2.49, 2.60, 2.61).
Attitudes toward learning, peers, and self remained about the-same from
year to year.

The mean for the total inventory for grade 8 remained abopt the
same from year to year. However, the grade 8 students'oattitUdes to-
ward school became considerably more positive in 1979-80 (2.21, 2.22,
and 2.53). ,The grade 8 students' attitudes toward their teachers,
learning, peers, air& self were generally less positive in 1978-79 than
in 1977-78 and more positive again in 1979-80.

Two main conclusions with respect to the change in attitudes may
be drawn from these results: First, the grade 7 students' attitudes
toward the school and toward the teachers increased moderately from
the-first to the third year while their attitudes toward learning,
their peers, and self remained constant. Second, the grade 8 stu- mj
dents' attitudes toward the school increased moder from the fiigt
to the third year while their attitudes toward eir te chers, learn-
ing, their peers, and self remained relatively constant.

How can the changes in attitudes be aplained? Two focused plan-
ned changes are probably associated with the more favorable attitudes
toward school by the students of both grades 7 and 8 and.by the stu-
dents of grade 7 to teachers: the staff development program of 1978-79
designed to develop a better understanding of middle' sihool adolescents,
and the improvement of fi-ome-school relations through the formation of
a Sandburg Parent Association and the Use of other teChniques to promote
more effective communication with parents. The non-specific'planned
events of 1978-79 that may'have contributed to the more favOrable
attitudes toward school were starting the intramural athletic program
in 1978-79 and the elective program in the allpd arts. More attitude
changes in a favorable direction might ave occurred in 1979-80 except
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esTable 5.9 Me Ratintm of Attitud of Grade 7 and Gz:ade 8 Students: Carl Sandburg

Junior High 8 1 "..

Grade 7

77-78 78-79 79-80 77-78

. ,
School -

,
.

c2. 141.m proud to be in this school. 2.54 2.73 2.81 2.23

7. I wish I could go to a 4ifferent dchool. 2.70 2.6& 2.74 2.45

12. This school has too many rules.
, $17. Students at this school have a lot of

school spirit.

2.27

2.04

2.37

2.39

.2.48

2.62

2.03

2.26

gg. This sthool needs a lot4Of improvement. vw. 2.20 .57 2.77 2.06

4, TOTAL 2.35 2 55 2.68 2.21

k/ .

Teacher

. 4

1. I think I have very sood teachers. 2.57 2.69 2.81 2.65

6. The teachers here try to be fair wi
,all students. 2.52 2.71 2.67 2.59

11. My teachers seem to care how I am
doing in school. 2.53 ('

2.65 2.71 42.61
16. My teachem.sre well prepared when thermeet

their orisses. ' 2.52 2.67 2.59 2.64

21. My teachers enforce all thtschool rules
equally. 2.31 2.30 2.26 2.19

TOTAL 2.49 2.60 2..61 2454

Learnfng

2.37 2.41 2.50 2.264. I think ay classes are very boring.
9, I think my schoolwork is too hard. 2.59 2.53 2.58 2.51

14. I usually understand my school assignments. 2.67 2.47 2.63 2.62

19. I am satisfied with what I am learning in
school. 2.65 2.69 2.71 2.59

. 24. I get mixed up a lot in my schoolwork. 2.31 2.22 2.40 "2.25

TOTAL
-

2.52 2.46 ,2.56 2.45

Peers

. ...3. Most of the students in this school are

friendly. -

/
2.33 . 2.33 2.32 2.47

8. I,have a loi of ftiends in school. 2:68 2.49 2.71 2.66

13. The students in tis school are nice.kids. 2.29 2.21 2.22 2.3.2,

18. My closest frirds are students at this school. 2.49 2.55 2.59 2.52

23. Most of my friends want to do what I want to do. 2.03 2.00 2.08 2.13

TOTAL
40

2.36 2.32, 2.38 2.43

Self

5. Most of my teachers like me. .
2.39 2.43 2.37 2.48

10, ; sometimes wish that I were someone else. s 2.10 2.02 2.00 2.10

15. Many times I sm in troale at school. 2.63. 2.60. 2.73 2.58

20. My schoolwork is very good most of the ftme. 2.47 2.49 2.53 2.4 a

.041. 25. Most of the Children in my classed like me. .2.50, 2.46 2.50, 2.*8'

TOTAL 4 2:42-' 2.40 2.43 ..2.41

INVENTORY TOTAL 2.43._ 2.47 2.53 2.41

Grade 8

78-79 79-80

2.38, 2.74

il

2.60 2.70
2.10 2.18

2.,09 2.64

1.93 2.37

2.22 2.53
4

2.51 2.59

2.33 2.51

2.50 2.61

2.37 2.47

2.37 2.20
2.42 2

2.22 2.18
2.35 2.50 \

2.52 2.53

2.46 2:56 \

2.21 ' 2.23 I

'2.35 2.40

2.41 2.31_
2.66 2.68

'12420 2.22
2.50 2.66

2.19 2.08

2.39 2.39

2.34 2.40

2.07 2.00 I

2.48 2.65
2.43 2.48

2-:35 2.55
2.33 2.42

2.34 2.44
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One purpose of the present research was to determine the extent.
, to which th Sandburg staff could implement three improvement strat-

...

,

Conclusions

,
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for two unanticipated events in 1979-80: the year-long study to deter-
. tine the closing of either an elementary school or the junior high

school and the presumed lower teacher morale that accompanied the loss
of three academic teachers because of lower school enrollment. The

that attitudes of the grade 7 and grade 8 students toward learn-
ing, self., and peers did not become more favorable appears unrelatable
to the planned improlements.

egies: (a) arranging an appropriate total educational program of
courses and other activities for each ttudent, (b) arranging an appro-
priate instructional program in the subject fields of language, mathe-
matics, reading, anctapelling for each student each semester, and
(c) setting goals feN

/ill-6

t students of each I & A Unit and planning and
carrying out related provement activities. The teachers did not plan
and monitqx individual bducational programs of the students formally.
Already in 1977-78, they.were arranging individual instructional pro-
grams for the students in all of the academic subjects and were serving
informally as eduCational advisors.to the students. The continuing
teathers refined their instructional programming practices each year.
Goal aetting in reading; language, spelling, and mathematics and
carrying out related improvement activities.was started in 197940. ,

Accordingly, the instructional progrAming and the goal-setting
strategy were implemented concurrently for the lirst time in 1979-80.

Another objective oUthe research vine to maintain a satisfactory
level of student achievement in language, math, reading, and spelling
and to raise achievement that was zegarded ail not satisfactory. The
grade 7 class of1979-80 achieved significantly highex than the class
of 1977-78 in spelling, math computation, math concepts, and math total,
not significantly different in reading total, and significantly iiigher
than the classes combined of 1977-78 and 1978-79_in language and math
prob19,1 solving. The 1979-80 class was also significantly higher than
the class of 1978-79 in spelling, math computation, and math total.
The grade 8 class of 1979-80 achieved significantly higher than the
class of 1978-79 in all kour mathematics areas and not significantly
different in reading, language,.eand spelling, and significantly higher
'than the baseline class of 1971-78 in Math computation and math total
and not significantly different in the other areas. There was only
one significantly-lower achievetent by a later class (1978-79 vs.
1977-78) and it was followed by the next class achieving significantly
higher (1979-80 vs. 1978-79). The students of each ot the two longitud-
inal cohorts gained significantly in all seven areas from grade 7 to
grade 8. Moreover, the achievements of the second cohort were signifil-
cantly higher than those of the first cohort in the four mathematics
areas. The attitudes of the students toward school remained stable or
improved froM the first to the last year. The attendance of the stu-
dents was about the same from year to year. The small difference in
attendance is ateributable mainly to differences in winter weather
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conditions, official Annual holidays, and vacation periods. Based on
these findings-we conclude that the concurrent implementation of the
instructional programming and goai-setting strategies were quite effec-
tive in producing desired student/outcomes.

The principal felt that hav4g both grade 8 language art's teachers
new to the school in 1979-80 affected grade 8 student achievement in
language and spelling negatively. I The teachers were unfamiliar with

It'
the curriculum and the instructio 1,prograidming practices; and the
principal, because of time constra nti, cOufa not offer as much assis-
tance to them as they required. The loss of three,teachers in 1979-80
due to lower enrollment and the acdompanying reorganization of the four
I & A Units into three units and thi study to determine whether to close
an elementary or the jullior high school were ail regarded as having a
negative effect on student achievement and attitudes but this relation-
ship cannot be assured, based on the quantitative data regarding stu-
dent outcomes.

, ............. _____

I(1 closinpi it is app spriate to point-out that the principal ha'd
/

very little administrative ssistance, namely, a teacher assigned ad-
ministrative duties for two periods daily. Iii addition to *his many
other responsibilities, the rincipal supervised a major building and
remodeling program during 19 7-78 and the first semester of 1978-79.
in 1979-80 he gave much time o gaining community support not to close
the junior high school. A co erable effort was made to solve the
problems associated,with the w r student enrollment and the related
loss ok three teachers and i oganization of the four I & A Units
into three in 1979-80. It is v probable that all three improvement
strategies would have been imple ented more effectively and at an
earlier time had the principal been able to give more time to this
aspect of administration. And whether more might have been accom-
plished had an improvement committee been established is uncertain.
The principal felt that the improvement efforts were accomplished very
effectively through his regular meetings with the different small
groups of teachers. Essentially, the entire faculty of this small
school acted as the school's educational improvement committee.
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CHAPTER 6

CEDARBURG HIGH SCHOOL

Two experimental programs of education were made available to the
students of Cedarburg High School starting with the entering grade 9
class of 1977-78 and the traditional-program was continued. The three

programs were recommended by a committee of the Cedarburg School Dis-
trict, and the recommendations were approved by the school ',bard.

One experimental program, Success Through Alternatiye Education
(STAB), was designed to meet the needs of students whwhad motivational
and other problems making it difficult for them to succeed in a tradi-
tional educational environment. This program enrolled 30 students in

grade 9 in 1977-78. The second alternative was called Progress in

Alternative Continuous Education (PACE). About 100 students enrolled
in PACE each year starting in grade 9 in 1977-78. The third alterna-
tive was the traditional program that was continued from the prior
years.About 200 students enrolled in this program in grade 9 in
1977-78 and each year thereafter. The students in the STAeprogram
continued in it through grade 10 and then entered a regular vocational
program of the high school in grade 11. The students of the PACE and

traditional prograMs, with few exceptions, continued in the respective
programs from grade 9 through grade 12. New groups of incoming stu-
dents enrolled in the three alternatives in grade 9 in 1978-79 and

each year thereafter.

No test information regarding the STAE students is included in

'Etas repor.t and only a small amount of descriptive data are presented
regarding the traditional students since the improvement strategies
were implemented only in the PACE frogram, not in the other two pro-

grams.

We should note that only the PAcE students of grade 9 could be
included as the baseline class of 1977-78, inasmuch as all the stu-
dents of grades 10, 11, and 12 were in,the traditional program. As

the first PACE students of grade 9 went to.grade 10 in 1978-79 and
grade 11 in 1979-80, they became the first grade 10 and grade 11

baseline classes, respectively. Accordingly, it was possible to com-

pare the performances of four successive grade 9, three successive

grade 10, and two successive grade 11 PACE groups.

It is appropriate to consider two situational variables regarding
the PACE program before proceeding to the purposes of the research.
One element of.the PACE program involved organizing the 100 students
pf each grade and their four academic teachers into an instruciion and
advisory unit. .The four teachers were to offer the PACE students all
their instruction in English, math, science, and social studies. This

called for formiag.a new instruction and advisory team each year as the
PACE students moved upward, while maintaining the team for the lower
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grade. Moreover, each newly formed team was to work out the specific
curriculum guides in each subject for use with its students, the advis-
ing procedures, and the other educational arrangements.

In grades 9 and 10, in accordance with the carefully worked out
plans, the PACE students were taught English, math, science, and saciaL --
studies by an academic team of four teachers who also served as their
educational advisors. In grade.11 there was an unanticipated interrup-
tion of the upward extension of the PACE program. .An academic team was
formed for grade 11; however, only part of the PACE students received
their instruction in the academic subjects from PACE teachers, while
the rest of the instruction was in traditional classes. Subsequently
in grade 12, only an English and social studies team was formed ana
neither the planned instruction nor the advising were fully implemented
with the PACE students.

This interruption of the extension of the PACE program upward one
grade each year o.ecurred when the assistant principal who was coordin-
ating the PACE program resigned in 1978-79 to accept a principalship
in a nearby high school. With his resignation, the essential staff-
ing, curriculum, instruction, and advising arrangements for grade 11
could not be fully planned in advance of starting the 1979-80 school
year,-as was initially projected. An assistant coordinator of the
program, whose employment was continued on a half-time basis, was un-
able to carry out the extension of the program completely. Moreover,
only English and social studies were required in grade 11 so there was
neither a full time mathematics or science teacher in the grade 11
PACE program.

A second important situational variable was related to the school
board policy establishing the PACE program. The policy called for the
same curriculum, including textbooks, to be used in all the academic
courses taken by the PACE and trfrditional students. Accordingly, the
PACE teachers could not bring in advanced or higher level content; in-
stead they could only enrich in depth and in breadth and encourage
their students to overlearn. This policy was formulated before-any
students elected to enter the PACE program in grade 9.

The cooperative research conducted ifith Cedarburg High School
extended froi 1977-78,through-1-980-81. The purposes of the research
were the same as with other schools and were given in Chapter 2.

The achievement areas setected for primary,attention were English,
mathematics, reading, science, and social studies. Changes in student
attitudes were also studied. The administrative arrangement employed
at Cedarburg High Schocil to plan, monitor, and implement the improve-
ment strategy in the ,PACE program in 1977-78 and 1978-79 included an

,,assistant principal and a part-time teacher working with the PACE aca-
demic teams. With the resignation of the assistant principal in 1978-79,
the part-time teacher assumed responsibility both for the grade 9 and
grade 10 program and the extension of it from grade 10 to grade 11 in
1979-80 and from grade 11 to grade 12 in 1980781.

It should be noted that the new instruction and advisor7 team
that was formed each successive year was recruited from volunteer

4
it\ s,
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teachers of the present Cedarburg staff and/or of teachers new to the
, school. As we shall §ee later, some teams had as many as three new
teachers at the beginning of each school year aftert.1977-78.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as is indicated in the
Table of Contents. It starts with a description of the staffing and
enrollment and ends with concluding statements.

Staffing and Student Enrollment

Cedarburg High School enrolls students in grades 9, 10, 11, and 12.
It is the only high school of the Cedarburg School, District of Cedarburg,
Wisconsin. There is one middle school in the district. About 80% of
the entering grade 9 students come from the middle school and about 20%
from parochial schools. Many persons of Cedarburg work in Milwaukee,
which is about 20 miles from Cedarburg. There is some industry and
scoe,farming in the district. The community is mainly white collar,
upper middle class, and Caucasian. Information pertaining to the staff-
ing of Cedarburg High School, student enrollment, daily attendance, and
dropouts follaws.

77-78 78-79 79-80 80-81

No. of building administrators 3 3 3 3

No. of counselors 4 4 4 4 a

No. of regularly certificated
teachers

STAE 4 6 6 6

PACE 4 8 12 14

Traditional 66 58 55 50

No. of learning disability and
special teacher of other ex-
ceptional child en 2 2 3

No. of librarians or media
persons 4 4 4 4

No'. of school psychologists 2 2 2 2

No. of schorocial workers 1 1 1 1

No. of aides:

STAE 1 1 1 1

PACE 1 1 1 1

Traditional 1 1 1 1
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There was a 100% change in the administrative staff-irom 1977-78 to
1980-81, no change in the counseling staff, and a considerable number of
new teachers as is now indicated:

No. of Silministrators 112117

to school

No. of counselors new to
school

No.-'of teachers new to
school . 4

77-78 78-79 79-80 .80-8

441

2 0 2 3

0 0 0 0

4 10 10 6

There were one or more new PACE and traditional English teachers
eadh year, social studies teachers each year dxcept 1980-81, math
teachers in the last two years, and science teachers in 1977-78 and in
1980-81. The other new teachers were in'other subjects. Moreover, the
total number of teachers dropped from 74 to 70 as enrollment dropped.

The total student enrollment was 1376 in 1977-78, 1313 in 1978-79,
1279 in 1979-80, and 1214 in 1980-81. The enrollment in the PACE and
traditional programs and the average number of days.each student was
absent during the year were as follows:

1977-78

Enrollment

Average
Days

Absent

PACE Traditional PACE .Traditional

Grade 9 99 210 8.2

1978-79

Grade 9 111 174 6.4 7.7 '"

Grade 10 96 208 8.4 9.5

1979-80

Grade 9 114 176 6.4 ' 7.7

Grade 10 111 182 7.4 8.8

Grade 11 90 229 9.7 10.3

1980-81

Grade 9 110 144 6.4 7.0

Grade 10 104 190 6.6 7.8

Grade 11 99 '206 7.8 9.6 ,

Grade 12 67 248 11.9 9.4
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-There wae a drop in the number of grade 12 PACE students in
1980-81 and an increase in the number of traditional students. This
occurred since there were not classes in some subjects specifically
for the grade 12 PACE students in 1980-81, and not all the PACE stu-
dents had PACE teachers as their advisors. Many of the continuing
grade 12 PACE students took all their classes with the traditional
students.

The average rate of absenteeism was slightly higher for the
traditional grticreTWaruntil grade 12 when it was higher for the PACE
students. For all other cpmparisons, the average absenteeism was
higher for the traditional students.

None of the first group_of PACE students that entered grade 9 in
1977-78 dropped out of school from grade 9 through the end of grade 11
while 11 traditional students did. None of the second group of PACE
students that entered grade 9 in.. 1978-79 and two traditional students
dropped out from 1978-79 through 1979-80. There were no dropouts of
either the entering grade 9 PACE or traditional students in 1979-80.

Data Gathered and Analysis of Data

by the Cedarburg Staff

Data on all the Eitudents were gathered annually. The data for
the PACE students were summarized and analyzed by the PACE staff and
Used in determining areas of possible improvement for the ensuing
year. After the last data collection in 1980-81, the data on each in-
diVidual PACE student enrolled in each grade each year were analyzed
by. the project staff. The data gathering instruments, the schedule of
administration, and theztechniques employed by the Cedarburg staff for

4analyzing the data aenow outlined.

Short Test of.-Educarional Ability

Administration: To the PACE and the traditional students of
grade 9 in October 1977 and each year therelier through 1980-81.

Analysis: Obtain the mental ability score from the test publish-
er's computer printout for all the students of grade 9 starting
in 1977-78. Divide the grade 9 PACE students and the grade 9
traditional students into quarters based on their mental ability
scores. Compute the mean mental ability of-each quarter of the
PACE and the'traditional grade 9. Change the mean mental ability
score to the equivalent percentile rank using the test manual
table.

Iowa Tests of Educational Development: Reading comprehension,
vocabulary,,reading total, language usage, .spelling, language
arts total, mathematics, social studies, science, and use of
sources.

.
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Administration: In October 1977-78 to the grade 9 PACE and:tra-
ditional students, in October 1978-79 to-the grade 9 and grade 10
students, in October 1979-80 to the grade 9,40, and 11 students,
and in October 1980-81 to the grade 9, 10, 11, and,12 students.

Analysis: Using the computer printodt from the-tesi publisher,
enter the standard score in each area tested of-each PACE_btudent.
of each quarter of mental ability. Compute the mean percentile
rank using the appropriate test-manual table(s). Carry out the
same procedures for the traditional students. This permits com-
parison of the mean percentile rank in achievement of each
quarter with their mean mental ability percentile rank. Carry
out this inocedure for each entering group of grade 9'PACE and
traditional stddents and continue it as they proceell into the
next higher grades.

IOX Schooltentiment Index: Seven sdores--Teacher Mode of.In-
struction, Teacher Authority ancloSontrol, Teacher Interpersonal
Relationship with Students, Leaining, Social Structure and Cli-
mate,, Peer, and General.

Administration: December 1977, 1978, 1979, and 1980 to succes-
---,

sive groups of PACE and traditional students.

Analysis: Mean rating on each of the seven scales for each
grade.

Information from school recárds: Total enrollment'in PACE and
tradWonal alternatives as of September 1977, 1978, 1979, and
1980, average4humber of absentees for each year, and dropouts
each year.

OP

Improvement Strategies Implemented

by the PACE Staff

The three improvement strategies were employed only by the PACE
staff and involved use of the preceding data on student outcomes as
well as other information regarding the student. These strategies
were described in Chapter 2. One involved arranging an appropriate
educational program for the individual student each semester of the
school year. Another iuvolved arranging an appropriate instructional
program for each student in eacii COurse. The third strategy involved
setting goals and Planning and carrying out related improvement activ-
ities'either to maintain or to raise the educational achievement of
the students of each quarter in mental ability of each grade. Indi-
vidual educational programming and individual instructional program-
ming were included in the plan that was developed for siarting the
PACE program, starting with the grade 9 class of 1977-78. Having
four grade 9 academic teachers and 100 students organized into a
grade 9 I & A Unit was also part of the plan.
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Each PACE student's grade 9 educational program was planned in
grade 8 in a "Conference involving the student, a middle school staff
member, and the student's parents. In the conference, the required
English, mathematics, science, and social studies, other required
courses, and electives were indicated. Upon enrollment in grade 9, a
teacher member of the I & A Unit.advised the student regarding his or

,

her educational program. In the second semester of each successive
grade, the teacher advisor, the sfudent, and the parents met to out-
line the student's educational progfam for the following year.

The manner in which instructional programming for the individual-
student was implemented in each academic subject is explained latdt in
the desCription of Cedarburg High School as of_1977-78. Goal-setting
in the academic subjects was planned to start in grade 9 and grade 10
in 1980-81; however, the last test scores to be analyzed were collected
in October of 1980.

Although goals were not set, test information was used by the PACE
teams,of grades 9 and 10 to iiMprove instruction, starting in 1978-79.
The standardized achievemehi test scores and the mental ability test
scores were summarized annually as indicated earlier, and summary tables
were prepared and presented to appropriate teams of PACE teachers.
Table 6.1 is the summary table that was prepared for the PACE grade 9
group of 1977-78.

Table 6.1 gives the mean adhievement percentile rank in each sub-
ject field and the mean mental ability percentile rank of each quarter
of the students. Examination of this table enabled the coordinator and
the grade 9 academic team of teachers to make three assessments. First,
they compared the mean achievement percentile rank of each quarter in
each subject with the mean mental Nobility percentile rank of each
quarter. (The possibility that the test did not have a sufficiently
high top for some of the top quarter of the PACE students was recog-
nized.) This comparison indicated whether the educational process.

Table 6.1, Quarters of 1977-78 Grade 9 PACE Group in Mental Ability (STEA) and Their Mean
Achievement and Equivalent National Percentile Ranks, Based on Iowa lest of Educational
Development Administered 9/77: Cedarburg High School

Quarter 1
National

Zile

Quarter 2
National

Zile

Quarter 3
National
Zile

Quarter 4
National

Zile

,

Total Reading 90 76 61 41,

Total Language Arts 91 71 62 47

Mathematics 82 67 58 41

Social Studies 89 72 58 43

Science. 84 77 58 40

Use of Sources 88 78 62 50

Mental Ability 97 86 69 40
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that the students had experienced in each subject field had worked
equallydeffectively with the students of the four different mental
ability levels. Second, they compared how each quarter of the stu-
dents in mental ability achieved across all six areas tested. From
this, they inferred whether each particular quarter was achieving
consistently at, below, or above mental ability in all areas. Third),

they estimated how well the students had achieved in each subject int
relation to national norms by observing the mean national percentile
ranks in each area tested.

Earlier we noted that the testing was done in October of the
school year Hence, the grade 9 results reflected student achievement
prior to receiving much instruction at Cedarburg High School. Accord-
ingly, the coordinator and grade 9 PACE team examined both the grade 9
results of 1977-78 and the grade 10 results of 1978-79 to estimate the
effects of the grade 9 educative processes carried out by the grade 9
team.

Based on these assessments, the coordinator and the team devel-
oped plans to raise the mean achievement of the incoming grade 9 stu-
dents in one or more of the six areas tested and to maintain or to
raise the achievement level of one or more of the quarters in the
various subjdcts. This step,was implemented to a limited extent for
the grade 9 and grade 10 PACE students in 1978-79 and more completely
in the last two years of the study. However, as noted.earlier, there
was a serious limitation to its implementation. When setting the
policy establishing PACE, the school board also indicated that the
same curriculum, including content and textbooks, would be used in the
academic subjects of both the PACE and traditional programs in all
grades. Accordingly, the PACE students, and especially the top half
of the students, were severely limited in the amount of subject_matter
they could acquire. The PACE teachers could encourage the students to
learn the same subject matter more deeply or effectively but could not,

. teach subject matter assigned to advanced courses.

Description of Cedarburg High School

as of 1977-1978

A description of Cedarburg High School as it was functioning in
19,77-78 folloVs. Attention is given the PACE program starting with
the administrative arrangements ahd concluding with the research activ-
ities.

Background of the Alternative Programs

In 1977 a committee of high school
and administrators completed a 36-month
high school education. The committee's
tion included recommendations for three
in the existing high school.
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In the fall of 1977-78 two alternatives were started in grade 9,
and the traditional pattern was continued for grades 9 through 12.
One of these alternatives, Success Through Alternative Education (STAE),
was designed specifically to meet the needs of students who demonstrated
attitudinal or learning problems which made it difficult for them to
succeed in conventional educational environments. This program enrolled

30 students in grade 9 in 1977-78. A team of four teachers provided

their instruction in the areas of English, social studies,reading, and
career education. They were mainstreamed in other classes, such as phys-

ical education.

The second alternative was called Progress in Alternative Contin-
uous Eaucation (PACE). In 1977-78, 100 grade 9 students who applied

for this alternative were admitted. They and a team of fourzacademic
teachers of English, Mathematics, science, and social studies formed
the first Instruction and Advisory (I & A) Unit of the PACE alterna-

tive.

The 1977 recommendation; Bilbsequently implemented, was for the
PACE alternative to be continued in grade 9 each year and to be ex-
tended upward one grade each year. In 1978-79 the PACE students ini-
tially enrolled in grade 9 advanced to grade 10 and another I & A Unit
of 100 students and an academic team of four teachers was started in

grade 9. This pattern continued,until there was one I & A Unit in

each grade 9, 10, 11, and 12. However, in grade 12 the two English
and two social studies teachers (there were no math or science) taught

PACE classes only part-time. The STAE alternative was limited to about
30 students and was planned only for grade 9 and grade 10.

The philosophy underlying bot the PACE and the STAE programs iS

consistent with the commitment of the Ceaarburg School District to
make learning at the high school level a personalized experience which
is directly applicable to the needs of students.. The PACE alternative
extends adaptations of individual educational programming, continuous
progress, and educational advising by the teachers from the Webster

Transitional School to Cedarburg High School. It provides students
and their parents the opportunity to continue this kind of schooling
if they feel it is more appropriate for the individual student's
educational needs. Students in PACE assume a more active role tlian

students in the traditional program in making decisions about their
educational programs, objectives, and activities.

Students are provided information concerning the PACE alternative
while they are enrolled in grade 8 at Webster Transitional School and
parochial schools in the community. With parental approval, and on a

voluntary first-come first-serve basis, they are permitted to register
for PACE in the spring preceding their enrollment in grade 9 of Cedar-

,

burg High School.

The STAE program is designed to reduce the percentage of students
who leave Cedarburg High School prior to graduation. It assures that
valuable human resources are not lost and that dignity and worth as
codtributing members of the community are achievable goals for all

Cedarburg students. It provides a kind of personalized scho ng that
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encourages initially disinterested and unmotivated students to continue
their education And enables the participating students to acquire market-
able job entry skills upon high school graduation.

Administrave Arrangements: Entire School

The administrative staff of Cedarburg High School consists of the
principal and two assistant principals. Each administrator has desig-
nated responsibilities for the total school. The principal is respon-
sible for all schoolwide management and the coordination of all instr4c-
tion. One assistant principal is responsible for instruction and coor-'
dinat.es the PACE program.' The second assistant principal oversees the
operation of STAE. There is a full-time Local Vocational Education
Coordinator (LVEC) for the school. ,

Each of the building administrators has a specific duty with
regard to different curricular areas. The principal oversees the
instructional program in the areas of foreign languages, music, and.
art. One assistant principal monitors instruction in science, math-
ematics, physical education, and driver education, and the other in
English and social studies. The Local Vocational Educational Cdordi-
nator is responsible for instruction in the areas of industrial arts,
home economics, and business education. The school has subject de-
partments but no departmental chairpersons. Accordingly, the admin-
istrators coordinate and manage the activities of the departments.
The principal meets with the other administratdrs on a regular weekly

_basis, although informal contacts among the administrative team occur
almost daily.

Besides the administrative team, there is another group, the
Educational Improvement Committee (EIC), which meets monthly. It

4 includes the assistant principals and teachers representing each of
the subject departments and the STAE and PACE I & A Units. Meetings

. of this group are chaired by the assistant principal for instruction.
The purpose of the EIC is to coordinate instruction across the entire
school and to review scholAwide policy which may affect,any of the .

subject areas.

Aliinistrative Arrangements: STAE and PACE

The principal is responsible for the overall coordination of PACE
and STAE. In addition, the two assistant principals have been desig-
nated as administrative coordinators for the two programs. the_assis
tant principal in charge of STAE is a permanent member of that team
and is involved with the actual daily activities related to the opera-
tion of that program.

The duties of assistant principal who coordinates PACE follow:

handle.chronic or severe disciPline and attendance problems
referred by teacher advisors in the PACE unit;
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coordinate the PACE activities with the activities of the tradi-
tional high school and with the activities and practices of the '

district middle school (Webstpr Transitional School); '

0,0

act as an advisor to a,gtonp of PACE students;

be responsible for public relations; *

work with the PACE staff in the developmeni and evaluation of
curriculum, instructional methods, and materials;

organize and conduct meetings to provide background information
to students and their parents as a'way of aiding program selec-
tion prior to entrance in the high school;

....develop and administer the PACE budget;

be responsible for an annual written evaluation of the PACE

Arogram;

)a minister the p licies of the Board orEducation as they relate
..,to PACE;

coordinate student ction procedures; and

coordinate ongoing staff development activities for teachers in
the program.

The assistant principal in charge of PACE delegates some of the
responsibilities for, the daily operation-of PACE to an assistant coor-
dinator, a teacher who offers typing to the grade 9 PACE students and
serves as an advisor to some of them. (This assistant coordinator
became the sole coordinaior of the; PACE program in 1979-80 and ,1980-81
but was employed only On a half-time basis.)

Organization for Instruction and Student Advising

The PACE alternative started in 1977-78 with 100 grade 9 stu-
dents. The 100 students receive their instruction in English, mathe-
matics, science, and social studies from an academic team of four
teachers, with the assistance of an aide. A part-time business,edu-
cation teacher who serves as the assistant coordinator of the PACE
program offers typing and also serves as an advisor to some of the
PACE students. The-responsibilities of the four PACE teachers are:
instruction of 100 students in the four academic areas, advising 80
students of the I 8.A Unit, participation in ongoing curriculum devel-
opment, supervisioi of students' independent study projects, and moni-
toring atuOnt independent study time.

The PACE teachers, the aide, and the assistant coordinator meet
together each morning from 7:30 to 8:30 for a common team planning
session. During this time team members exchange information concern-
ing individual PACE students, work on the curriculum, plan for activ-
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ities such as parent-student-teagher conferences, and devise wa s of
utilizing the five-period block of instructional time,allocate for
the team each day. Decisions concerning the positioning of sp cific
Classes (spheduling) for the block of time must be made each ay.

The instructional day for the total school is organized into
eight 50-minute class periods. All students normally change classes
at the end of each periOd. Exceptions to this are students enrolled
in either STAE or PACE who may occasionally have classes i some
subjedt areas extended for a variable amount of time to fa ilitate.
thp utilization of activities or materials which take lon er than 50

k minutes.

Teachers of the STA4 and PACE units, as well as te
traditional school, are also organized into conventiona
partmentp. Each department elects one teacher to serv
sentative on the Educational Improvement Committee ea

Etorisory arrangements. In RACE each teacher, a
coordinator and assistant coorgmator, serves as an
imately 20 students. Teacher-advisors are appointe
coordinator for groups of students at the beginnin
the understanding that students max change their
of the first }rep. Students remain with the same
their high school years.

hers of the
subject de-

as a repre-
school year.

well as the
dvisor to approx-
by the assistant
of grade 9 with

visors at the end
advisor throughout

Teaskier advisors meet with their advisees s a total group and
also coichict individual conferences whenever f rmal contact between
the advisor and.the advisee is needed or desi ed. There, is no fixed
time for advising in.the daily schedule. In 1977-78 advisors met in-
dividually with their advisees, or with the dvisee and one or both
parents, approximately 10 times.

The major areas of tlI'teacher-advisiir program are the following:

Student proBram planning: Any act ity by the advisor and
advisee dealing with the seActio of specific courses, evaluat-
ing course selections, and making tentative long-range career
plans.

Student self-assessment:, Anal
of his or her behavior or act
pertaining to course work an

sis made by a PACE or STAE student
ns related to self-improvement

other activities.

Awareness of school offerin s: Any activity that contributes to
student and parent awarene s of the total school offerings and
its philosophy.

Parent relations and co erences: Special activities designed to
increase parent partic sation in the educative process of their
children and to ensure oPen communication 00 positive interper-
soval ielationships :.ong the advisor, student, and parent(s)..
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Feedback and evaluation: Information gathering and analysis,
'both formal and informal, to enable the school to develop, mod-
ify, or change poliqies and practice6 in accordance with its
stated philosophy; information that the students provide is very

'imp.oxtant.

Student decision-making skills: Activities to increase students'
understanUing of decision-mhking akills and to dtvelop competence
in these skills.

Career planning and preparation: Activities to help,students
aelect and prepare for a career.

School/compludity issues: Activities concerned with students'
learning howAndividuals work together in a community and also

'learning how to work effectively.
A

Pattern of Curriculum:and Instruction

Courses. A specified number of Carnegie units in the academic
subjects is required for graduation by the State of Wisconsin and-
others are required by the Cedarburg School Board. The PACE students
meet these minimum requirements and may elect additional courses in
these subjects. To meet the minimum requirements.ihe PACE students
receive Instruction in mathematics, social studies, English, and sci-
ence from the teachers of their unit in both-grades 9 and 10. PACE r-

students take other courses from teachers in-the traditional program.
Fop eicample, all students in grade p must complete tWo semesters of-
phYsical eduration, and they may alao elect courses 'in mudic, art,
foreign languages, industrial education, home economics, or business
education. Theie required and elective courses are taught by tear ers
in-the traditional school.

One exceptIon to the preceding policy is typing. The TACEcgrade 9
students take the required four academia, courses 4/And physical education
each day Jand have the option of having anlindependent study period or
enrollin in a typing class that is only Tor PAdE students, or in Some
other el ctive class. Inst t in this typing class, like the
other PA E classes, is bas earning objectives and,continuous
protress. ,

In acssigdance with school board policy, any course desibated t:57
a certain Utle and number included in ;ha, PACE.curriculum has the
same content and carriet the same amount.of credit as in the tradi-
tional program. The Same textbooks must be tufted.' However, the in-,
struction in the PACE program is different. One major difference is
that each PACE course is divided into units of-instruction, and credit
toward graduation is basej on units of instruction completed rather
that by semester attendad e or by grades. The duration of each unit
is established by the tea hers of the'courses,,with credit given for
succediful completion bias d on the proportionate Amount of tiae and
credit that the same or s_Joilar unit would carry in the tradi onal
school. Credit value for each unit of instruction is stated in tenths

*
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of credits. Appropriate credit is awarded upon the completion of each
unit of instruction. -

As an illustration of this, the tiaditional grade 9 English
course has a value of one Catnegie unit or credit. In.the PACE pro-
gram that same course is divided into units of instruction, each of

L. which carries credit value equal to the ctedit nOrmally offered for
that portion of the course based on the amount of time apent on that
unit of instruction in the traditional progtam. If a teacher would
normally spend oni--fifth of a semester on that partidular unit of
instruction, then that unit is worth one-tenth _of a Credit. If'a
teacher usually spends two-fifths of a semester on a unit of instruc-
tion, then the unit is worth two-tenths of a credit. After success-
fully completing all of the units for grade 9 English, a student will
have earned one credit. However, up to two additional units for .2 of
a credit may be completed.

All students in the high school must earn a minimum of 20 credits
during grades 9 through 12 in order to graduate. Students in the tta-
ditional school receive one-half credit for each semester course success-
fully completed, one credit for two semesters. PACE students who wish
to obtain more than one credit in the required academic subjgcts earn
additional tenths of credit by completing additional units of instruc-
tion. Students receive this extra credit on the grade report given at
the end of the second semester.

No PACE student is designated as having failed a course. In-
stead, they are shown as not having completed one or more of the ulits
required for full credit for that particular course. Students witTh
significant deficiencies in a subject-field are not allowed to move
into more advanced course work in.the subject field.

Course objectives and learning activities for-the unitL of in-
struction for all PACE courses have been written by the teachers; The,
objectives specify what students are expected to learn, what.they are
to study, and how they will demonstrate that they have learned. Stu-
dents receive die instructional objectives'in a unit guide distributed
at the beginning of leach unit of instruction. 6

Instructional materials. The textbooks used in the courses in
the traditional program are also used in the PACE courses. However,
instruction in the PACE courses is based on unit guides prepared by
the PACE teachers.

The unit guides include a content outline, instructional objec-
tives, and learning activities which are designed to help students .

achieve the objec 'Ves. The format of the unit guides varies fro one
course to an e due to differenced in the content, objectives, an
activities of each course..

Extracurricular activities. Students in the PACE programinay
partidipate in any extracurricular activity that is open to othei
students in the high school.. Activities include a-number of clubs,
intramural and interscholastic sports, and student government.
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Arranging Each Student's Educational Program

Each PACE teacher advisor meets in one or mofe conference with
the advisee in.the first semester of grade 9 to plan the student's
educational program of courses and extracurricular activities for the
second year. In the second semester of grade 9 they finalize the
program. In each grade thereafter the advisor and student meet_to
plan the student's program for the ensuing year. Many parents ineet
with their child and the advisor in the planning conference.

The advisor monitors the progress of the student infOrmally and
assesses the appropriateness of each course and other educational
activity for the student. Of 'special importance in the "advising pro-
cess13 the balance of study periods, classes, and extracurricular
activities. Students who experience difficulty in completing the
units of their courses during one semester are Often advised to take
a study hall instead of an elective course the next semester. ,

Instructional Programming id the PACE Courses

A four-teacher team offers the grade 9 required courses in
_English, mathematics, science, and social stales. Each course is
divided into units. There are objectives and related activities and
materials for each unit of instruction. For each unit there are ob-_
jectives and activities for each letter grade of A, B, and C. Each
student's ability to learn the particular subject matter, interests,
learning styles, and other characteristics are taken-into account in
these udits.

The length of time allocated to units- of instruction varies some-'
what, but most units are of three weeks in length. The amount of time
given to instruction in each academic subject is thei usual class period
of 50 minutes. However, this can be varieefrom onq day.to the next

, 6ince students take the-four classes and an independent study period
during a five-period block of .instructional time each day.. The PACE
teachers, in their daily team planning sessions, share in the determ-'
ination of daily instructional time for the different subject areas.

Arranging an appropriate instructional program for each PACE stu-
dent in each-course starts when the PACE teachers exaline each student's
record from the middle school to assess each studene'g level of achieve-
ment in each subject field and other characteristics. The PACE teachers
also observe the students and have test results available in the advisor
record folder.

At the beginning of each unit of each course each PACE student,
with the advice of the teacher, decides to work to achieve the A, B,
or C objectives of the unit and then works on the correlated A, B, or
C assignments and activities. The teacher tries to arrange an appr
priate iqstructional program for students working toward achieving the
A, B, or C objectives and to give differential attention to individuals
and small groups. The amouht of student-initiated and teacher-directed
individual work, small-group activity, and whole-class instruction
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varies somewhat for individual students, the subject fields, and each
teicher's-preference.. Typing has the most individual assignments and
adtiViEies, while social studies_and science have the most-whole-,class
instruction.

Students are evaluated for the attainment of their A, B, or C
objectives-at the end of the unit.. They start the next unit as a
group, whether or not they have attained their objectives. Those who
have not achieved their objectives do not get the .1 credit for the
unit. They are encouraged to complete units during independent study
time in grade 9, and it is possible for them to work on objeaives of
previous units when in later grades in school.

Students who achieve their objectives early in a unit may work on,
an enriclupent unit and receive additional credit toward high school
graduation when it is completed. Rarely does a student complete more
than one additional unit per year in any one class.

The 100 PACE students a ssigned to their English, social studies,
and typing classes on a heterogeneous basis. They are grouped'for in-
structiOn in mathematics and to a lesser extent in science based on
their level of achievement and/or aptitude. The results of an algebra
aptitude test administered when the students are in grade 8, middl
school records of mathematics achievement, and the recommendations o
the grade 8 mathematics teachers are used to place the grade 9 stu ents
in four sections of algebra. These sections are

0 rates. The students are placed in either earth s
based primarily one their math achievement in the
class schedule in mathematics, and their career plans.

aced at different
ien e or biology,

e school, theirm11,11 111

CommunityLearning and Work Experiences
4

No grade 9 studentsiat Cedarburg high School
organized program...9f community learning and work
ited number of community resource people come to

participate in any
xperience. A lim-
he school to parti-

cipate in individual social studies and science courses for PACE stu-
dents duting the school year. ft

Vocational-type education is Carried out mainly in grades 11 ana
12 at Cedarburg High School. The schooi has an extensive program of
career exploration and career preparation in these grades, including
programs for students who plan to seek employment Amediately upon
high school gradUation.'

'Evaluation Activities
wri ,

Teacher-constructed papex -and-penciZ tests, teacher observations,
. performance tests, and work samples are used in evaluating student
progress in all units of instruction in the PACE program. These
evaluation procedures are related directly to the. A, B, and C objec-
tives for each unit of instruction. ,Studetts who do not achieve the
desired grade level for a unit may retake a unit exam after further

,e
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study and earn a higher grade than the one,previously obtained. The
method for determining grade changes differs according to subject
area.

Letter-grades are reported fo the PACE students and their parents
upon the completion of each unit of instruction with a hand-carried
grade report sheet. This sheet indicates the grade 'earned, credit
earned, teacher comments, and student comments. The grade sheet is
returned the next day by the student with a parent signature and
parent comments.

Each teacher adirisor for the PACE students maintains a folder for
each of his or her adviaees. Contain#d in these folders,are grade re-
port sheets for all PACE courses and much otheeinformation. The
folders are sent home to parents for the grade 9 PACE students period-
ically each semester.

In addition to the biweekly report of progress within PACE
classes, parents receive a traditional nine-week report card for
courses not included in PACE. Attendance inkormation is reported on
the nine-week caids. Nine-week rades are not given for the PACE
courses.

At the end of each semester, the report cards of the PACE stu-
dents are sent to parents to indicate semester grades in each course,
semester grade points, and the number of credits earned in each course.

101

Teacher advisors use their student folders to monitor each ad-
visee's progress in his or her total edutional program. The aca-
demic team discusses lack of progress by a student, achievement below
expectancy, and similar matters, particularly when it occurs in more
than one subject. The student typically attends the team meeting with
the parents when the student has difficulties in more than one course.

Home-School-Community Relations

A particular goal of the PACE prograjm is to encourage communica-
tion between the sdpol and the home. As.a result, frequent contacts
are made between teithers and parents. Letters are sent to all PACE
parents at different times throughout the year explaining different
features of the program. As previously noted, parents are also in-
formed biweekly concerning their studene.s progress in each course.
Two conferences which involve A PACE teacher advisor, a student, and
the parents are held annually. About 90% of the parents attend these

-N-individual advisee-advisor-parent conferences.

Internal and External Support

.

The teachers in the PACE team have a daily, common Preparation
period which they use*for team planning and other matters related to
instruction. This team preparation period is in addition to the.

18.3.
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preparation period that all teachers have, whether they are involved
with.PACE or not.

The PACE team also has a full-time instructional aide who-per-
forms work that is assigned and supervised by the academic team of
teachers.

'The Cedarburg School District supporta the PACE program by makin&I
funds available for teachers to work on curriculum projects during the-i,.
summer recess, mainly the preparation of curriculum guides to be placed
in the hands of the PACE students.

Continuing Research and Development

--In cooperation with the Wisconsin R&D Center, the cooperative
research reported herein was started in 1977-78.

Staff Changes, Activities to Extend PACE,'

and Focused Planned Changes

One purpose of the research was to relate the student outcomes to
the PACE classroom processes and to the school structures and processes
as described for 1977-78 and also to the changes that were made after
1977-78. Accordingly, the school provided the project information
about three kinds of changes regarding the PACE program that occurred
duri each year after 1977-78: (a) staff changes,that in the judg-

(zn

e-T5gof the PACE coordinator might have influenced the PACE students"
ttitudes or their achievement in reading, langgage, and mathemetics,

and to a lesser extent social atudies,,science, and use of sourtes,
(b) extension of the PACE program, and (c) changes focused on the
improvement of the preceding student outcomes. Non-specific planned
changes were not regorde4.

1977-78

The first grade 9 PACE Instruction and Advisory (1 & A) Unit was
started in' 1977-78. It consisted of 100 students and four academic
teachers of English,:tiathematics, science, and social studies. The
instruction in each PACE toursOms based on objectives, and students
chose whether to achieve objectives for a letter grade of A, B, or C.
Curriculum tuides were used in each PACE course taught by the team.
Each PACE teacher and the PACE coordinator and the PACE assistant co-
ordinator, who was a business education-,teicher, advised some of the
PACE Students. This pattern was expected to, be extended upward one
'grade each-year datil the 1977,48 grade'9 atudents had completed grade
12.

*
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Staff change, .

-

The assistant principal, who was the cdordinator of PACE",
resigned at the end of :the year. The assistant.coondinator
assumed total responsibility for the.coordinatidn of'PACE.in
'1979-80.

Two new teachers became part of the PACE grade,9 academic
team and.the PACE grade 10 academic teaarwas_formed.

'PACE extension

C.

The second group of PACE students edtered grade 9.

The grade 9 PACE students of 1977-78 entered grade'10%
becoming the first grade 10 PACE group.

Focused plannedchange

More emphasis wag placed on spelling and grammat in grade 0 '
English. .

An.integrated grade 10 PACE English course was taught
instead of the separate areas of speech, literature,--and
compositidn.

a ,

I.

The grade 9 PACE students were placed in four math seCtions,
baied on level of mathematical ability. (This started in
1977-78.)

All grad 10 PACE students were required to take geometry, ,

rather t an being given a choice"of geometry or advanced
algebra.

The science required for graduation was increased from one
to two years for both PACE and traditional students.

.

The grade 9 PACE social studies objectives were'revised and
more choice of objectives and actiVities was provided to the
students.

The grade 10 social studies ind iath were made a requirement
for all grade 10 PACE students. ,

Giade 9 and 10 FACE teachers studied the IOX resu4s,fdr
their grou,p of,students and discuase,d procedures for maig-
tainini driiprovitg student attitudes:" -This'practice was

. Continued each,year.
,
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1979-80

r'

Staff change

,

The high school principal resignedoearly in the.aecond'
semester and a district committee,,chaired by the bilperin-
tendent, set policies for the PACE program. ,

Eacli PACE academic team of giades 9, 10, and 11 had from one
to three new feachers.

.

PACE ektension

The third new group of PACE student's entered grade 9, the
second gronp of grade"9 students became grade 10, and the
first grade 10 group became grade 11.

A PACE academic team wae formed for grade 11. FACE English,
math, sciende, and social studies courses were started in
grade 11. However, some PACE students took their courses
with traditional.students and some PACE teachers also tanght
traditional courses. Accordingly, the PACE prOgram started
to lose its uniqueness in grade 11.

Focused planned'éhange

A silent reading program was startea"for the grade 9 PACE
students.

The gr E 'math program was, changed 80 thai about
one-f fth of the e 10 students'tcok advanced algebra,
one ifth algebra, an thfee-fifths geomefry. Students, were/

gr uped for geometry instruction according ta ackievement
1 vel.

.

The PACE and traditional studehts of grades 10,and 11-were
grouped.according to achievement-level for-eheir:Englishf

___instriirficn: '''
,-. V .

. .

The PACE grade. 11 English.teacher added a grammar eMphasis
. -Co ehe PACE English course.

Go&setting wab.started,by some memb rs.of the academic ,

4 teams of grades 9, 10',/and 11 for indfl.vidtal students Whosë

achieyament in)a subjedt was considerably bAow mental abil-
ity.

198041

Staff c hange v:

A new pr41.ncipal and two new asststant,princ#4sAolned,the
,

staff.
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There were one or more new teachers in each PACE academic
team of grades 9, 10, and 11.

PACE extension

The fourth grade 9 PACE group started and the other PACE
groups advanced to grades 10, 11, and 12.

PACE English and social studies instruction were extended to
grade 12 and fhe educational advising of the grade 12rPACE-
students by PACE teachers continued. However, the grade 11
courses in mathematics and science for only PACE students
were-dropped due to scheduling problems, and grade 12 PACE
courses were not started in math and science.

Focused planned change

Grouping students in geometry in grade 10 was discontinued.

An additional .5 credit (semester) of English was made a
graduation requirement for both PACE and traditional stu-
dents.

Goal setting with individual student:3 and for the grade 9
and grade 10 PACE groups was planned to htart on a systematic
basis. The goals and related planned changes for the 1980-81
grade 10 PACE students, as formulated by the PACE coordinator,

Subject Area: All areas.

Goal: Each of the four aptitude groups, when tested as
juniors in 1981, will have a percentile on each aehievement
test near, or as high as, the group!s aptitude percentile;
the 1980-81 second one-fourth will have achievement percen-

t

tiles considerably higher than the current second one-fourth.

Planned Change: Identify the students whose achievement
percentiles in each subjat arejarthest below their mental
ahility percentiles; study each student carefully to iden-
tify possible causes such as low motivation, low work effort,
emotional-social problems, or an inappropriate instructional
'program in the subject. If it appears that the,student
could 'or should achieve higher, work with the'student and/or

' the student's parents to increase motivation and work effort,
to eliminate emotional or other problems, and/or to arrange
a more appropriate instructional program for the student,
taking into accclipt the'studenes aptitude, interests,
learning styles, career goals, or other conditions.
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Results Related to Educational Achievement

The results from the four sucbessive years of data gathering are
reported in this part of the chapter. The cross-sectional results are
indicated first. Then the results for the two longitudinal cohorts
are presented.

Participating Students

Iable 6.2 gives the total number of both PACE and traditional
students who had mental ability scores, the number of boys and girls
in each group, and the mean mental ability for the four successive
grade 9 groups, three successive grade 10 groups, and two successive
grade 11 groups, and one grade 12 group. The number of PACE students
ranged from 71 to 109 for the four years and the traditional students
from 138 to 173.

Table 6.2 shows that the mean mental ability of the four PACE
grade 9 groups was consistently higher than that of the four tradi-
tional grade 9 groups, i.e., 117.27 vs. 112.02, 114.76 vs. 113.91,
119.91 vs. 112.86, and 116.08 vs. 114.30. These differences in mental
ability very likely result from the academic advising and the self-
selection process for enrollingAin the PACE program, as described
previously. Clearly, the two groups were quite different in mental

- ability, and they were also probably different in other characteris-
tics, such as their career goals and their motivation for academic
learning.

Because of the differences generated by the procedures used to
enroll students in the PACE program, any differeeces between PACE and
traditional students are confounded with IQ, achievement level, moti-
vation, and other possible differences in the students. Accordingly,
it is inappropriate to compare the achievements, of tbe students of the .

PACE and traditional programs using ANCOVA, with'IQ as,a covariate,
due tp the probable treatment by covariate interaction just described.

A statistical exAminaLluil of Lite
the years for the PACE students alone, however, is still.appropriate.
Although the mean IQ for the PACE group differed from year to year,
this is not due to any systematic sampling procedure. Rather, it most
likely results from random variations in the students,from year to
year. Hence, ANCOVA was used, with IQ the covariate, to exaMine
differences in achievement among the four successive grade 9, three,
successive grade 10, and two successive grade 11 PACE groups. , In a
similar fashion, any initial differences in mental ability between the
two PACE,longitydinal cohorts were presumellto result from random
sourées; therefore, ANCOVA 4as used to c9miare the achievements of the
twsr-PACE longitudinal cohorts.' Although no statistical comparisons
are made of the Achievements of the PACE and traditional cohorts, the
amount and direction of the gains based on ,the,separate analyses of
the PACE and traditional Cohorts aie examined.

188
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Table 6.2. Total Number of Traditional Students.and Total Number of PACE Students and Their Mean Mental
Ability Score for Four Successive Grade 9 Classes, Three Successive Grade 10 Classes, Two Successive
Grade 11 Classes and One Grade 12 Class: Cedarburg High School

1977-1978

SD N

1978-1979

X SD N

1979-1980

X SD N

1980-1981

R SD

GRADE 9

PACE
Total , 83 117.27 13.27 97 114.76 11.02 100 119.91 11.21 109 116.08 13.06

Male 40 116.00 11.14 46 115.26 10.78 54 120.72 12.02 56 117.00 13.10

Female 43 118.44 15.02 51 114.31 11.33 55 119.11 10.40 53 115.11 13.07

Traditional

Total 173 112.02 11.51 158 113.91 10.45 171 112.86 11.46 143 114.30 13.44

Male 102 112.15 12.47 69 113.65 11.40 84 112.63 11.63 71 113.63 14.04

Female 71 111.86 10.06 89 114.11 9.72 87 .113.08 11.35 72 114.96 12.88_

1978-1979 1979-1980 1980-1981

SD N X SD N X SD

GRADE 10

PACE

- Total 83 117.11 13.25 97 114.43 11.03 _107 119.86 11.36

Male 41 115.88 10.90 47 114.45 11.34 55 120.45 12.08

Female 42 118.31 15.24 50 114.42 10.84 52 119.23 10.64

Traditionat'
Total 162 112.08 11.83 150 113.58' 10.58 166 112.99 11.44

Male 95 112.63 12.67 64 113.42 11.16 82 112.44 11.77

Female 67 111.30 10.56 86 113.70 10.20 84 113.52 11.16

MI% 1979-1980 1980-1981

SD H X SD

GRADE 11

PACE
Total 71 116.15 12.49 95 114.32 10.95

Male 35 115.11 10.30 46 115.02 10.7

Female 36 117.17 14.38 49 113.65 11.21

Traditional
Total 154 111.64 11.57 138 113.94 10.62

Male 95 111.97 .12.20 58 113.34. 11.29

Female 59 111.12 10.57 80 114.38 10.16

N

1980-1981

Fc SD

GRADE 12

PACE
Total 72 116.33 ,13.44

Male 35 115.77 11.48

Female 37 116.86 15.20

Traditional
Total 151 111.78 11.69

Male , 88 111.94 12.68

Female 63 111.56 10.22

16 9
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Since the PACE and traditional groups are not compared, Most Of
1g the information regarding the traditional groups is not,teported in
this chapter. However, the same information that is reported in
tables for the PACE groups is reported in tables for.the traditional
groups in Klausmeier, Serlin, and Zindler (1982).

Comparison of Achievements of the Successive

Grade'9, 10, and 11 PACE Groups

Grade 9. The Iowa Tests of Educational Development and the Short
Test of Educati#01 Ability were administered to-the grade 9 students
in October 1977 'And to the entering grade 9 students in October each
year thereafter through 1980-81. The number of grade 9 PACE students
ranged from 83 to 109 and their mean mental ability ranged from'114.76
to 119.91. Analysis of covariance, with mental ability the covariate,
was,used to compare the mean educational achievements of the four
successive grade 9 groups. The achievement test scores are standard
scores.

Table 6.3 gives the non-significant differences and any differ-
ence found to be significant at or beyond the .05 level for group, for
sex, and for group by sex interactions. Also indicated are the post-
hoc comparisons for the main effecis involving the successive grade 9
groups dot were found to be significant at or beyond the .05 level.

Four significant differences for group, six for sex, and two for
group by sex interactions are shown, and the direction'of the differ-
ences are indicated in the footnotes of Table 6.3. The mean achieve-
ment of a later grade 9 group was significantly higher than the mean
of one or more earlier groups in vocabulary, social studies, and .use
of sources, but the difference between any two groups was not signifi-
cant in reading total. The girls' achievement, averaged across the
four groups, was significantly higher than the boys' in comprehension,
usage, spelling, language total, and use of sources, while the boys'
mean was higher in mathematics. We should recall that.the achievement
testing was done in October of the school year. Thus, the achievement
results for grade 9 do not reflect the PACE educational program of
grade 9, rather the results for grade 10 do.

Grade 10. The'number of students in the PACE grade 10 groups
ranged from 83 to 107. Table 0.4 summarizes the differences found
significant at or beyond the .05 level ind the post-hoc comparisons.

Two of the 1Q differences in achievement among the three grade 10
groups were signic ant. The mean achievement of the 1979-80 group
was significantly hig 4r than the mean of the 1978,79 and 1980-81
groups in science. The mead achievement of the grade 10 group of
1980-81 wtts significantly lower than the means of the 1978-79 and
1979-430 &imps in mathematics. The mean achievement of the girls,
averaged across the three grade 10 groupsi, was significantly higher
,in comprehension, usage, spelling, language total, and use of sources;
the mean of the boys was significantly higher in mathematics. The seX

19u
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Tele 6.3. Significant Differences (ANCOVA p .1 .05) in EdUcational Achievement and Post-hoc Comparisons
for Four Successive Grade 9 PACE Groups: Cedarburg High School

Group(C) Sex(S) G X S

Comprehension
Vocabulary
Reading Total
Usage
Spelling
Language Total
Math
Social StudAes
Science
Use of Sources

NS .019
1

NS

.028 NS NS

.040 NS NS

NS 4.0011 NS

NS 4.0011 NS

NS 4.0011 NS

NS 4.0012 NS

.021 NS .0183

NS NS NS 3
.001 .0021 .005

4.

Post-hoc,Comparisons for Signifillnt Group Effects

- 1978-79
vs

1977-78

1979-80
vs

1977-78

1980-81 1979-80 1980-81
vs vs vs

1977-78 1978-79 1978-79

1980-81
vs

1979-80

Vocabulary
Reading Total
Social Studies

Use of Sources

NS
NS

NS
Sign

4

' NS
NS

NS
Sign

4

NS
NS
NS

Sign
4

NS
NS

NS

NS

NS
NS

Sign
4

NS

NS
NS

NS

"'The mean achievement
2
The mean achievement

3
The mean achieve5ent
Grade 9 1978-79 grou

?'

higher than the

?

mea
4
The mein achievemen
group of the earlier

4

of the females was signffica tly higher than the mean achievement:of the males.

of the males was sigoificant y higher than the mean achievement of the females.

of the females was higher t an the 4ean achievement of the males of the
, for the Grade 9 group of 1979-40 the mean achievement of the males was
of the females.

-,

of the group of the later Year was significantly higher than the mean of the
year.

19i
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Table 6.4.
Comparisons

lThe
2
The

3
The

gnificant Differences (ANCOVA p .05) in Educational Ashievement end Post-hoc
or Three Successive Grade 10 PACE,Groups: Cedarburg High School

mean achieliement

Group(G) Sex(S) "G X S

Comprehension
Vocabulary
,Reading Total
Usage
Spelling
Language Total
Math
Social Studies

, Science
Use of Sources

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS .

NS
.007

3

NS
<.001

4

NS

.0101

NS
NS

1
<401

1
<.001

1.001
2

<.001
NS
NS
.017

1

NS

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

r

of the females was significantly higher than the mean achievement of the males.

mean achievement of the males was significaatly higherithan the mean achievement ol the females.
16

mean achievement of the Grade 10 group of 1978-79and the mean of the 1979-80 Grade 10 group were
significantly higher than the1980-81 Grade 10 group.

9.

4
The mean achievement of the Grade 10 group o 1979-80 was significantly higher than the mean of the'

197,8-79 Grade 10 group and than the 1980-81 Gr4e 10 group.

I

difference in the other four areas was not significa t. There weie no
significaAt group by sex interactions. <

.; - .0!

Before proceeding
that the grade 10 PACE
in grade 9-in 1979-80.
first one that entlFed
at the end of 1978=79.

to the grade 11 results, we shouid-recognize
group for 1980.-81 entered Cedarburg High Scbool
Accordingly, die 1980-81 grade-10 group is thea

after t e resignatiOn of the PACE coordinator

Grade 11. The number of grade 11 PACE students for 1979-80 and
1980-81 was 71 and 95, respectively. The mean mental ability was
116.15 and* 114.32 for thes-two Alccessive grouPs. ,

As shown in Table 6.5, the,mean of the 1980-81 grade 11 classwgi.
significantly higher than the mean of the 197980 class imyocabulary,
.usage,,spelling,,and language total, and-not significantly different
in the other six areas. 'The mean achieVement of the girls was signifi-
cantly higher than the mean ofthe boys in coMPrehension, usage; spell-

.

ing, language t6tal, and use of sources, vbile the mean of the boys, -
was signitficantly higher in mathem#tics. The sex differetite was'not
significant in the oeher four areas.- there were,no significanr group
by sex.interactions.

v
pe mean mental ability And mean educational dchievements.of_the

PACE grade 12 group'are gjven in.a table in Klasmeier,'Serlin, and
.21.ridler (1982). Illese data reflect the results of the PACE,grade 11
progra, inasmuch as the testing Was done in the.fall of the grade 12.
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Table 6.5. 'Significant Differences (ANCOVA p S .05) in Educational Achievement and Post-hoc

Comparisons for Two SuccesaivePrade 11 PACE Groups: Cedarburg High School

7

4

Group(G) Sex(S)* G X S

COmprehension NS .040
1

NS

yocabulary .021
3

NS NS

Reading Total NS HS NS
Usage . .002

1-3 < .0011 NS

Spelling ,:a1a3. <.0011 NS

Language Total .001 --<.0012 NS.

Math NS .034 NS

Social Studies NS NS NS

Science NS NS
.015

1
NS

Use of Soutces NS NS
, .

.1
The me*an achievement of the females was significantly higher than the mean achievement of the
males.

2
The mean achievement of the males was *significantly higher than the mean achievement of the
females.

3
The mean achievement pf the 1980-81 Grade 11 group was significantly higher than the mean of the
1979-80 Gradt 11 group..

year. No futther discuseion of this informatiOn is presented, since
thete- was not a later grade 12 PACE group for comparison purples.

C.

Achievements of Two Spccessive Longitudinal Cohorts
,

The first PACE longitudinal groUp entered grade 9 in 1977-78 and
completeil grade 12 in .1980-81 and the second longitudinal group entered
grade 9 in 1978-79 and completed grade 11 in 1980-81. Longitudinal
Cohort 1 consisted of 61 students, (29 males, 32 females) who entered
grade 9 in 1977-78 and emained in the school through grade 12 in
1940-81. Table 6.6 suum-rizes the results of the significance tests.

The mean achievement (not gain) of the girls, averaged across the
four times of testing, was significantly higher than that of the boys
in comprehension, reading total, usage, spelling, language total, and
use of sources while the differences between the boys and the girls in
the othir areas were not statistically significant.

the mean gain in achieveient of Cohort 1 from grade 9 eo grade 10
was'significant fia all 10 areas. The meartgain from grade 10 to grade
11 vas signifieSnt only in social studies and science, and it was sig-
nificant'from grade 11 to grade 12 in vocabulary, reading total, and
language.total. A significant loss occuited from grade 11 to grade 12'
in science.

193.
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Table 6.6. Significant Differences (ANOVA p ! .05) in Educational Aphievsmant for Grade 9 .

through Grade 12 for PACE Longitudinal t%hort 1 and Post-hoc Comparisons: Cedarburg High
.

School

Sex Gain G X S GXQ XSXQ

2
Comprehension .0201 <401204,5 S NS HS -

' NSVocabulary NS NS NS

Usage .(102i
<.0012,4 ,

NS Rs
NS NS NS

Reading Total: .0301 <4012,4 NS

Spelling .0041 <4072 4 5
i

NS NS NS

Language Total 1, .001 <4012:4' N:
T NS NS
HS NS

, Math .

Social Studies
Science

.NS <.0012

NS , <.00Yi"3,6 NS
NS

'\,fiS

-NS. NS I <.001
2

'

Use of Sources .032 <.001 NS NS . .NS

1The mean achievement of tbe females was significantly higher than the mean achieVement

of the males.

.

2The gains from Grade 9 to Grade 10, from 'Grade-l-Te,Grade 11, and from Grade 9 to Grade 12,

/\ t
were statistically significant. ...-

3 The gain from Gretde 10 to Grade 11 was statistically significant.

e`

4The gain from Grade 10 to Grade 12 was statistically significant.

5The gain from Grade 11 to Grade 12)was statistically significant.

6
The drop fromrGrade 11 to Grade 12 was statistically significant.

7

No quarter of Cohort 1 in mental Oilitrgained more'than any

other quarter.from one grade to the ndict in any ofthe 10 areas as is

indicated by the non-Signiflcant gain by'quarter interactions.. Simi-
. larly,-neither boys nor girls gained more as is shown by the 10 non-

significant gain by.sex interactions. 'There'were no significant gain

by sex,by quarter interactions.

PACE Cahort 2 consisted of 87 students (44 males and 43 females)

with a mean mental Ability of 115.00. A summary of tht findings is

preSented in Table 6.7.'

. . We note, first, that there was no significantdifference inEe
gainAmong the quarters in mental ability for any of the 10 area4rix-
cept reading total. 4ilthough this difference was Significant aqoas
the three years, no difference 'between any two years was signifitant.

The comparison of the sex differencts shows that the mean Achieve-

ment,of the girls was significantly higher than that of the boys, in
usAge, spelling, language total, and use esf sources, whereas the mean

of the boys was higker.iii mathematics. The'sex difference in the,

other five areas wag'not significant. One gain'by sex interaction was

significant; the gain of the males from grade 10 be) grade 11 in sCienct

was greater. than that of the females. One significant gain by sSX by

quarter interaction was significant. Th4 males of the lowest quarter

1 9 4
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Table 6.7.

"
Significant Differences.(ANOVA p 1 .05) in ?ducational Achievement for

Grade 9 through Grade II for PACE Longitudinal Cohort 2 and Pdsthoc Comparisons:
Cedarburg High School

Sex. Gain GXS GXQ, GXSXQ
. 03.

Comprehension NS <.00I NS .Ni NS

Vocabulary NS <.001
3

NS NS .001
8

Reading Total NS <.001
3

NS .011
6

NS

Usage <.001
1

<.001
3

'' NS ' NS NS

Spelling .004
1

<,6013. NS , NS NS

Language Total <.0011
2 3

<.001 NS NS NS
Math .007 <.001

3
NS NS NS

Social Studies NS <.001
4

NS NS Rs
Science NS <.001 .069

7
NS NS

Use of Sourcel .006
1

<.001
5

NS NS NS

I
The mean achievement
of the males.

Ik

of the females was signIficantly higher than the mean achievement

2
The.mean achievement of the males was signtf4cantly higher than the mean achievement of
the females.

43The gains from Grade 9 to Grade 10, from Grade 9 to Grade 11, and from Grade 10 to
.:Grade 11 were statistically significant.

e'
4
The gains from Grade 9 to Grade 10 and from Grade 9 to Grade 11 were statistidaily
significant.

5
The gains from Gradd 9,to Grade 11 and from Gra-de 1& to,Grade 11 were statistically
significant.

6
There were no statistically significant pait=mise comparisons.

7
The gain for the males from Grade 10 to Grade 11 was sisnificantly greater than the gain
for the feiale, from Grade 10 to Grade 11.

8
The males of the lowest quarter gained and the females lost; the females of the second
dku0;ter gained and the dales lost. 1.

177

gained in vocabulary and the femsles4lost; thiVesigles of the Second_ _

quarter gained and the malea-Itst.

The mean gain of Cohort ?Vas significant from grade 9 to grade 10
and from grade 10 to grade 11 in all areas except science and use of: ,

sources. The gain in scieng.e.was zignificant from grade 9 to grade 1p
but not from grade 10 to grade-11,,yhile,the gain in'use of sources
wag significant from grade 10.to giade ti but-not from grade 9 to
gradp 10. .

leo

Comparison of the Achievements add the

Gains of the Two Longitudinal Cohorts
ft; -

*

. In this comparison, grade 12 of Cohort f is not included since
Cohort 2 did not include grade 12. , The-mean mental ability of Cohort 1
was 116.28 whereas it was 11540 for Cohort 2. Analysis of covariance,
with mental abi 1 ity the covariate, was used in identifyidg the signifi-

:-. 195 .
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cance of the #ifferences between the mean achievement of the two cohorts,
averaged acrpss the three times of testing, between the mean achievement
of the boyd and girls of the two cohorts combined and averaged across
the three times of testing, and in the mean gain in achievement between
the two cohorts and between the boys and girls. Table 6.8 gives the
results of the tests of significance and the post-hoc comparisons.

-

ihe mean achievement of the two cohorts was not significantly 411-
ferent in any of the 10 areas. The mean achievement of the girls was
significantly higher thdn the mean of,the boys in reading comprehension:*
reading total, usage, spelling, language total, and use of sources, 'r

while the mean of the boys was significantly higher in mathematics.
The sex difference was not significant in Vocabulary, social studies,'
and science.

The students of the two cohorts combined gained significantly
across the three times of testing in al) fo areas. There were signifi-

.

1 Table 6.8. Significant Differences (ANCOVA.p .05) in Educational Achievement and in Gain between

PACE Cohort 1 lind Cohort 2: Cedarburg High School
;

Cohort (C) Sex(S) S X C Gain(G) G X C GXS ;GXSXC

-

Comprehension

Vocabulary

Reading Total

Usage

Spellink

Language Total

Wath

Social Studies

Science

Use of Sources

NS

NS

'NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS.

NS

.008
1

NS

.038
1

<.001
1

<.001
1

7
<.001

1

.003
2

NS

NS

<.0011

NS

NS

NS

NS

11S

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS'

<.001

<-001

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001

4.001

.001

NS

<.001
3

<.001
3

.020

<.001
3

k.0013

NS

NS

5
.005

<.001
6

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS;
,

ii

#s

L'NS

" NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS,
-4,

NS

-.034
7

NS

4
/The mean

2The mean
3
Cohort 2 gained significantly more than Cohort 1 from Grade 9 to Grade 11 and from Grade 10

. Grade 11.
4

, /Cohort 2 gained significantly more than Cohort 1 frob Grade

5
Cohort 2 gained significantly more than Cohort
significantly more than Cohort 2 from Grade 10

achievement of the females was significantly higher than the mean of the males.

achievement of the males was significantly higher than the mean of the females.

6
Cohott 1 gained significantly more than Cohort
significantly more than Cohort 1 from Grade 10

10 to Grade 11.*-

1-from Grade 9 to Grade 10; Cohort 1 gained
,to Grade 11.

2 from Grade 9 to Grade 10; :Cohort 2 gained
to Grade 11.' ,

7
There were no significant pair-vise post-hoc comparisons.

..,."'"'"'"'"te
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cant gain by cohort interactions in all areas excepi comfrehension,
math, and soPial studies. Cohort 2 gained significantly more than
Cohort'l from grade 9 to 11 and from grade 10 to 11 in reading vocabu-
lary, reading total, spelling, and language total and from grade 10 to
grade 11 in language usage. In sciencq Cohort 2 gained significantly

-4* more than Cohort 1 from grade 9 to grade 10; Cohort 1 gained signifi-
/ cantly more than Cohort 2 from grade 10 to grade 11. In use of-sources

Cohort 1 gainedotignificantly more than Cohort,2 from grade 9 to
grade 10; Cohort 2 gained significantly more than Cohort 1 from grade
10 to 11. There was one significant.gain by cohort by sex interaction;
however, none of the paired comparisons was significant.

Relationship of Changes in Educational Achievement

. to Implementation of improvement Strategies

and Unanticipated Events

Relating the changes in the achievement of the PACE students from
year to year to the planned improvements that were made each yeafin
implementing the improvement strategies was one-main goal of this re-
search. The findings regarding student achievement used in determin-
ing thes& relationships were deriyed from the comparisons reported
earlier for the four grade 9, three grade 10, and two irade 11 PACE
groups and the two PACE longitudinal cohorts. In addition, a compar-
ison was made of the gains in achievement of the two PACE and two
traditional longitudinal cohorts. In these comparisons attention is
limited to reading total, language total, mathematics, social studies,
and science. The curriculum and the,instructional programming strategy
were focused more directly on these areas than on use of sources and
the subareas of reading comprehension, reading vocabulary,-language
usage, and spelling. Table 6.9 indicates the significant differences
and non-significant differences in each achievement area, the adjusted
means, and the equivalent percentile ranks.

The difference.in achieYement among the four successive grade 9
PACE groups, based on the fall testing when they entered the program,
'was not significant in any of the five subject fields except social
studies, where the mean of the PACE group of 1980-81 was significantly,
higher than the mean of the 1978-79 group. Inasmuch as the fall test-
ing of the grade 9 students does not refleCt the gkade 9 program of
Cedarburg High School, no further discussion of these findings is
preserited.

The results of the grade 10 fall testing reflect the results of
the grade 9 PACE program. The difference in'achievement among the
three successive grade 10 PACE groups was not siinificant in readieg
total, language total, *and social studies. However, the mean of the
1980-81 grade 10 group was significantly lower than either of the two
prior groups in mathematics. The mean of the 1980-81 group was sig--
nificantly lower than the mean of the 1979-80 group in science, while
the 1979-80 group achieved significantly higher than the 1978-79 group

1 9 7
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Table 6.9. Summary of Findings Regarding Mean A hievem Thent of Four Successive Grade 9, ree Successive Grade 10, and Two Successive

Grade 11 PACE Groups and Percentile Ranks Correa nding to Adjusted Achievement Means: Cederburg High School

-

1978-79
vs

1977-78

Comparison- of Successive Classes
1979-80 1980-81 1979-80 1980-81

vs vs vs VS

1977-78 1977-78 1978-79 41978-79

1980-81
VS

1979-80 1977-78

Adjusted Means and Equivalent PerC'entile Ranks

Zile 1978-79 Zile 1979-80 Zile 1980-81

I-J

On
- 0

Zile

'Grade 9
r

Reading Total NS NS NS NS, NS NS 15.43 73 14.92 70 14.66 68 15.85 75

Language Total NS NS NS MS NS NS 15.86 69 16.51 74 15.82 69 16.36 73

Math

Social Studies
16.

NS

Ni

NS

NS

. NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

S+

NS

NS

14.19

14.58.

7;

68

14.58

f3.79

74

61

14.02

14.75

72

69

14.92

15.33

76

71

Science NS NS' NS -NS NS NS 16.16 64 . 16.64 65 17.14 71 16.28 '64

Average Student N1,19

Grade 10
,

NS NS NS , 17.56 71 16,94 ' 68 17.56 71
Reading Total

Language Total NS NS NS 17.09 69 18.32 75 18.52 76

1,6
th NS S- S- . 17.45 75 17.45 75 15.99 J 70

Social Studies NS NS NS 16.77 68 1,7.23 73, 16.96 70

Science NS S- 18.61 67 20.74 77 19.21 70

,

AveragelTudent N.96

-

Grade 11

Reading'Total NS 18.13 62 18.79 64

Language,Total S+ 17.56 56 19.30 70

Math 'NS 18.17 67 18.95 70

Sotial Studies NS
- ) 18.11 15 18.05 6,5

Science - NS 19489 64 20:23 65
.

Average Student N.83 . I

,1 90 S+ The mean of the.class of the later year was significantly higher than the mean of the class of the earlier year.
S- The mean of the class of the later year was significantly lower than the mean of the class of the earlier year.

.
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in science. Finally, it is noted that 'the 1979-80 group did not achieve
significantly different.in any subject field from the 1978-79 group ex-
cept in science, Where it achieved higher.

The grade 11 PACE group of 1980-81 achieved significantly higher
than'the 1279-80 group in language total 'and not significantly differ-
ent in any of the other four subject fields.

or

The preceding pattern of 15 nonsignificant differences between
the achievement of a later grade 10 or grade 11 group and an earlier
one, twwinstanced of significantly higher achievement by a-later
group, and three instances of significantly lower achievement 1:;Y a

later grodp should probably have been expected in view of the curricu-
lum constraintg imposed,on the PACE program, the many new teachers to
the PACE program each year, the resignation of PACE coordinator at the
end of the -second year, and the resignation of the principal in the
third year. Tht,three instances of lower achievement merit further .

consideration. It should be recognized that the students of the first
grade JO gioUp of 1978-79 and the first grade 11 group of 1979-80 were,
with very few exceptions, the ,first grade 9 PACE students who entered
the school in 1977-78 and then prouessed to-grades 10 and 11. Simi-
larly, the second grade 10.PACE.group of 1979-80 and the second grade
11 group of 1980-81 were part of thg second grade 9 PACE students who
entered the program in 1978-79. The first,set of students had com-
pleted grade 9 and grade 10 at the time the assistant principal re-
slgned and the second Vet had completed only grade 9. On the other
hand, the grade 10 group of 1980-81 was the third grade 9 group. It

entered in the.fall-of 1979-80, immediately after the resignation; and
it was the only group that achieved significantly lower than an earlier
one. Accordingly, the significantly lower achievement in math and
science by the 1980-81 grade 10 students can be attributed to the
negative effects associated with the PACE coordinator's resignation'
just prior to their coming into the program in grade 9. It is impor-
tant to recall that the PACE teams of grades 9 and 10 implemented
instructional programming for-the individual student and personalized
the advising process throughout the project. However, goal setting
for the grade 9 and grade,10 PACE groups was hot plahhed tO start
until 1980-81, the last year that data were gathered in October.

We now turn-to the summary information pertaining to the two PACE
longitudinal cohorts shown in Table 6.10. The difference between the
mean achievement of the two cohorts, based on the first three years of
testing for both groups,.was not significant for any of the five areas.
The gain patterns of the two cohorts are quite similar ektept.that
Cohort 1 gained from grade 9 to grade 10 to grade IA only in science
and.social studies, whereas Cohort 2 gained significant)* from one
grade to the next in all four areas except science. As can be in-
ferred from Table 6.10, the actual difference in the mean gains favor-
ing Cohort 2 are substantially larger in reading total, language total,
and social studies.

g As noted earlier in this chapter,.it is 4ppropriate to compare
the gains of the two PACE'and the two traditional longitudinal cohorts,
using analysis of covariance, with 'mental ability the covariate- HoW-
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Table 6.10. Summary of Findings Regarding Mean Gain,and Mean Achievement for Two Successive PACE Longitudinal Cohort's:

Cedarburg High School

Comparison of Mean Gain Made by Each Cohort

Cohort 1

R
Gr. 9 Gr. 10 Gr. 11 Gr. 12.

Cohort 2

-
R

Gr. 9 Gr. 10 1Gr. 11

Cohort with

Higher Average
Achievement

Reading
Total

Language
Total

Math

Social
Studies

Science

15.62

15.82

13:85e4

14.59

16.00

17.49

17.72

17.34

16.87

18.33

18.61

18.21

18.66

18.67

20.31

19.791,3,4

19.41
1

'
3

'

4

19.16
1

'
3

19.72
1

'
2 3

18.54
1

'
2

'
5

14.15

15.85

14.03

12.98

15.92

16.03

17.60

16.56

16.56

19.94

18.67
6

19.59
6

18.99
6

17.98
6

20.2547,

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

1The gains from Grade 9
significant.

to Grade 10, from Grade 9 to Grade 11, and from Grade 9 to Grade 12 were statistically-
.-

2The gains from Grade 10 to Grade 11 were statistically significant.

from Grade 10 to Grade 12 were statistically significant.

from Grade 11 to Grade 12 were statistically significant.

3
The gains
4
The gains

5
The drop from .Grade 11

6
The gains from Grade 9
significant.,

7
The gains Irma Gyade 9

to Grade 12 was.statistically significant.

to Graae 10, from Grade 9 to Grade 11, and from Grade 10 to Grade 11 ware statptically

to Grade 10 and'fiom Grade 9 to Grade 11 were significantly different.
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ever, it 'is appropriate to determine the gains separately ,for the two
yACE.cohorts and the two traditional cohorts and then to inspect the
differences that are obtained. This comparison'Aoes not tell us
whether the differences between the PACE and'traditional'cohorts are

v.., . .-

or axe not statistically significant. Rather, it infticates the amount
of the differences between the two groups'and the,dftection of the dif-
ferences.

Table 6.11 provides.the adjusted meads of the PACE and-the radi-
tional cohorts and the differences betweeh the adjusted means. The

difference between the adjusted, means was larger favoring PACE Cohcirt 1.
in grade 12 than in grade 9 in all five, areas, for example, 2.25 in

-reading in grade 9 and 2.86 in grade 12. This larger difference indi-
zetesta greater gain from graae 9 to grade 12 for' PACE Cohort). than
traditional Cohort 1. Similarly, the difference'between the,means of
PACE Cohort 2 and traditional Cohort 2 was'greater in grade 11 than in
graSe 9 in all-five achievement areas, for example, 0.04 in reading in
grade 9 and 0.92 in grade_12%. These results suggest that the instruct-
ional programming:carried-out in the PACE program in graOes 9 and 10
with thefirst two sets of PACE students had positive effects; despite
the curriculum constraint and the changes in the PAGENifistructional
teams from year to year.

Results Related to Student Attitudes

The IOX Scljol Sentiment Index,'Secondary Level, was administered,.
to the PACE students of grades 9, 10, 11, and 12 in late November or .

early December.of each year .1977-78 through 1980=81k ihe'students re-

sponded to each item of the inventory by indicating strong agreement,
agreement, disagreement, or strong disagreement. A favorable response
may involve agreement or disagreement. A strong favorable response
was scored 41and a strong unfavorable response 1.

The students did not give-theirinames on-the_ariswer sheets. There-
fore, it cannot be determined that the students who took the inventory
in grade 9 also took it in each succeeding grade 10,_11, and /2. How-
ever, the large majority of the students continueckfrom one grade to
the next, and it_appeared feasible,to treat the students as longitud-
inal cohorts. General trends are presented based on yisual inspection
of the mean ratings that are given in Table 6.12.

The attitudes of the students of all three cohorts were genqally
more favorable than unfavorable (above 2.50} to all aspects of their
schooling each year. The means on all the subscales each year ranged
from 2.50 to 3.30 with only eight exceptions. The exceptions were,all

for 1979-80 as follows: Grade 11 of Cohort 1A17.37 for teacher author-
ity and control, 2.23 for learning, and 2.48 for social structure ,and
climate; and grade 10 of Cohort 2 2.49 for teacher mode of instrucr.
tion, 2.24 teacher authorit9 and control, 2.49 teacher interpersonal
relationships, 2.46 learning, and 2.49 social climate and structure.
There was a considerable drop on five of the seVen scales for Cohort 1
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Table 6.11. Adjusteci Means and Diffeiences betweethe Means of Tw8 SuccessivkPACE L'onfitudinal.
Cohorts and Two Successive Traditional Longitudinal Cohorts: Cedarburg High School

.

Comparison of Mean Gain'by Each Cohort
,

Cohort 1

'Cr. 9
1977-78

Gr. 10
1978-79

,.

Gr. 11
1979-80

Redding
PACE 15.62"- 17.49 18.61

TRAD 13.37 15.39 1570 .

Diffd 2.10 s2.91

Language
PACE ,

*AD
15.82
13.19

17.72
15.18

18.21
15.54

Diff. 2.63 2.54 2.67
.-

Math 1

PACE 13.85 17.34 . 18.66

TRAD 12.76 14-.98.p. 15.11

v Vilf. 1.09 --- 2.36 3.55

Social Stwdies
PACE 14,59 16.87 18.67

TRAD 12.81 14.37 15.34

Diff. 1.78 2.50 3.33

Science
- , PACE 16.00 18.33 20.31

TRAD 1451 16.75 17.89

Diff. 1.49 1.58 2.42

Student);
pACE 61

TRAD 122

,.er
,

..

Cohort 2

Ar. 12 Gr. 9 Gr. 10 Gr. 11

1980-81

19.79

16.93

2,.86

p

19.41

16.01
3.40

.

19.16
16.24

2.92

19.72
16.00 ,
3.72

18.54

16.52

2.02

2.0

1978-79 1979,-80 1980-81

14.15

14.11
0.04

.

16.03
15.82

0.21

,

18:67

17.75
-0.92

15.85 17.60 *419.59

14.95 16.48 18.45

0.90 1.12 1.14

14.03 16.56 18.99

12.93 14.96 16.61

1.10 1.60 2.38

12.98 16.56 -:517.98 '"

12.77 15.31 18.85

0.21 1.25 0.87

,15.92 19.94 20.25
14.73 18.44 18.92.

1.19 1.50 1.33

87
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Table 6.12.

1

ms,-

Mean Favorable RespOnses tO IOX School Sentim06N& for PACE Cdhorts: Cedarburg High School

A

Ge. 9

COHORT

Gr. 10 Gr. 11 Gr. 12 Gr. 9

COHORT 2

Gr. 10 Gr. 11
TRIITX
1981 X

COHORT 3'

Gr. 9 Gr. 10

1977-
1978

1978-
1979.

1979-
1980

1980-
1981 X

1978-
1979

1979-
1980

1979-
1980

1980-
1981

1.

1. feacher: Mode of.. 2.83 2.64 2.53 2.62 2.6 d 2.58 2.49 461 2.56 2.66 2.61 2.64

Instruction
a r .

2. Teacher: Authority
and Control

2.78 2.59 .27 2.61 _2:10 2.60 2.24 2.64 2.49 2.65 2.64 2.65

3. Teacher:.Inter- 2.85 2.59 2153 .2.63 2.65 2.51 2.49 e.60 2,53' 2.64 2.60 2.62

personal .

Relationships

4. Learning 2.55 2.59 213 2.62 2.50 255 2.46. 2.57 2.53 2,64 2.57 2.61

..

5. social structure

and Climate.

2,72- 2.55 2.48 2-55 2.58 2.57- 2.49 2.55 2.54 2.66 2.55 2.61

6. Peer ' 3..10 2.80 '3.30. 2.58 2.95 2.81. 2.75 2.72 2.76 2.85 2.72 2.79

a

7: General 2.79 2.88 2,.92 2.90 2.87 2,93 2.70 2.87 2.83 3.02 2.8, 2.95.

Overall Mean 2.80 2.66 2.62 2.64 , 2.65 '2.52 2.65 * 2.73 2.65

N 100 96 89 82, 111 110 110 115 110
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from 1977-78 to 1979-80, and a drop for Cohort 2 on all seven scales
from 1978-79 to 1979-80.

The favorable attitudes of.the PACE students are attributed to
tha teacher advising and the individual educational .programming car-
ried out by the PACE academic teams. The less favorable attitudes in
1979-80 are presumed to be associated with the conditions that fol-
lowed the resignation of Ile PACE coordinator at the end of the 1978-
79 school year.

Conclusions

One purpose of the present research was to determine how well the
PACE staff could implement three improvement strategies: (a) arranging
an appropriate educational program for each student, (b) arranging an
appropriate instructional program in English4.4athematics, reading,
science, and social studies for each student, and (c) setting goals
for the PACE students and planning and carrying out activities to
achieve the goals. Strategies (a) and (b) were implemented reasonably
well in grade,9 in 1977-78 and in grades 9 and 10 in 1978-79, but less
well in grades 9, 10, and 11 in 1979-80. The last testing was done in
October of 1980-81 when the first grade 9 PACE students were in grade 12.
From the beginning of the program in 1977-78 a-serious obstacle to imple-
menting sirategies (a) and (b) was the curriculum constraint that did
not permit higher level content to be introduced to the PACE students
even though they already had high entering achievement levels Strategy
(c) was implemented on only a small scale in 1979-80.

Another objective of the research was to maintain a satisfactory
level of student achievement in the fivs subject fields and to raise
achievemenethat yap regarded as unsatisfactory. Achievement of the
first two entering PACE groups when in grades 9 and 10 was reasonably
high; but it did not improve as desired, primarily because of a curric-
ulum constraint that did not permit the students to acquire advanced
subject matter. Despite this constraint, the students' gain in achieve-
ment in all five subject areas frOm year to year was consistently
greater than that of two parallel groups of traditional students. The
individual instructional programming that the PACE students received
when they were in grades 9 and 10 and the personalized advising that
ihey Were provided when in grades 9, 10, and 11 apparently contiibuted
,to this achievement pattern. Parental involvement was another impor-
tant positive factor.

, Achievement ol the entering_grade _9 _PACE group-of-197-9.,,80.and of

the two earlier'PACt groups that in 1979-80 were enrolled in grade 10
and grade 11, respectively, we's less than desired. Contributing to
the unsatisfactory achievement were the curriculum constraints men-
tioned earlierpsnd cOnditions associated with the resignation of the
PACE coordinatdr in the spring of 1978-79. In addition to the unsat-
isfactory achievement, the attitudes of the PACE students toward var-
Vaous aspects of schooling became less favorable in 1179-80 and their
verage daily attendance dropped in 1980-81. It cannot be establighed
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uneqUivocally that some of these unsatisfactory student outcomes would
not have prevailed had the PACE coordinator continued.

A postscript is in-order. Based upon the gains beinvpade by the
first two PACE groups and_their favorable attitudes and attendance
during the first two years, the superintendent in 1980-81 made seveeal
important recommendations to the school.board that were accepted. One

was Oat all thevcademic teachers and the students of grades 9,and 10
should be organized into Instructional Advisory Units starting in the
fall of 1981-82. Another-was to'extend teacher advising into grades 11
and 12 for all students as early as feasible. An implied proposal was
to discdntinue the separate PACE and traditional alternativea-as the
previous proposals were implemented.

In 1982-83 all three recommendations had been carried out. The
first author's observations were that the primary merits of the PACE
program had been maintained. A strong educational improvement commit-
tee was functioning. Individual instructional programming and individ-
ual educational programming were being implemented somewhat differently
but on a more widespread basis throughout the school. Beginning atten-

. ,

tion was being dirtcted toward goal-setting.

'Se
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CHAPTER 7

HOOD RIVER VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL

Cooperative improvement-oriented research was carried out with
Hood River Valley High School during the years,1977-78 through 1980-81.
The objectives of the research were indicated earlier in Chapter 2.
The achievement areas selected for attention at Hood River were English,
mathematics, and reading. Changes in student attitudes were also stud-

ied.

The administrative arrangement employed at Hood River VallEy:. High.
School to plan, monitor, and implement its improvement strategies in-
volved two 4isting committees: VITAL and a school cabinet. VITAL

consisted of the principal and seven teachers. The school cabinet
consisted of the administrative team, five teachers each of whom
served as a coordinator.of a broad curriculum field, five teachers
each of whom was a team leader from one of the five broad fields,
and the IMC coordinator.

The organization of.this chapter is presented in the Table of Con-
tents and is similar to that of preceding Chapters 3 through 6. It

. starts with information regarding staffing and student enrollment and

conclusions are presented last.

Staffing and Student 1.1rollment

1977-78 through 1980-81

-

Hood River Valley High School enrolls students in Grades 10, 11,

and 12. It is the only high school of Hood River County, Oregon.
There are two junior' high schools in the district.

The area is primarily rural. The ecoth5my is mainly agricUlture

and forestry, with the ptimary agriculture being apples and pears.
The community.is mainly Caucasian middle class, witli a few families of

Asian background. A considerable part of the population is engaged ih

seasonal labor.

-The staffing of Hood- -River -Valley-,- the student- enrollment,- the--

average daily attendance, and the number of dropouts for four succes-

sive years follow:

2
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77-78 .1oxiaw.1.9_ 79-80

sic

8041

Student enrollment 785 736 700. 607

No. of building administrators 3 .3 3 3

No. of counselors 3 3 3 2.5

No. of learning coordinators,
curriculum specialists, etc.,
who teach little or not at all 1 1 1 .1

No. of regularly certificated
teachers 43.5 43.5 42.5 40

No. of learning disability and
special teachers of other

, exceptional children 1 1 1 1

No. of librarians or media
persons 1 1

No. $of school.psychologists 0 o

No. of school social workers 0 0 0 0'

No. of other certificated $

personnel 0 _ 0 -- 0 0

No. of aides 10.5 10,5 10.5 10.5

No. of custodial and other
non-certificated personnel
not counting aides 15 15 15 15

Average % daily attendance 92 89 83* 89

No. of dropouts 46 40 78, 30

There was a continuous drop in enrollment each succsseive year
and a quite sharp drop from 1979-80 to 1980-81. The aveiage daily
attendance w#s relatively stable from year to year except for 1979-80
when it was considerably lowes than for other years. The number of
dropouts was relatpely stable except for,1979-80 when it was much
higher than for the other years. The lower average daily attendance
and the higher dropout rate of 1979-80 are probably related in that
Oe potential dropouts attended school less regularly-before official-_

ly withdrawing or being dropped. In a parallel manner, there was
higher ANerage daily attendance in 198041 and a much lower dropout
fate. The lower attendance and the higher dropout rate in 1979-80 are
probably related to changes made in the requirements for graduaion,
in the instructional arrangements in various courses, and in the
advising arrangements,'to be discussed later. Moreover, as these
changes become more accepted in 1980-81 by the students and since the
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grade 10 and grade 11 dropouts were no longer attending school,.the
.average daily attenaance increased and the dropout rate decreased to
about the same pattern as of-1977-78 and.1978-79.

...0114.

Dara Gathered and Analysis of Data by the

Hood River Valley Staff

Data regardini student outcomes were gathered annually. These
data were summarized and analyzed.by the staff and used in determining
areas of possible improvement for the ensuing year. After the last
data collection in 1980-811 the data on each individual student and on
each group pf students enrolled in each grade each year were analyzed
by the project staff. The data gathering instruments, the schedule of
administration, and the techniques employed by the Hood River Valley
staff for analyzing the data are now outlined.

."""
444

No %

General AptitUde, Test Battery

Administratia: Grade 9 in February 1977 and each year thereaf-
ter, and in grades 16_, 11; and 12 in March 1977 and each year
thereafter for the students who entered Hood River Valley High
School without GATB scores.

Analysis: Obtain the G score from the test publisher's computer
printout foethe student* of each grade 10, 11, and 12. Divide
the students of each grade la, 11, and 12 into.quarters based on
their G scores: Compute the mean G score of each quarter of each
grade 10, 11, and 12. Change the mean G score to the equivalent
percentile rank using the test manual table(s).

Stanford Test ok Academic Skills: Reading, English, and mathe-
matics

Administration: All students of grades 10, 11, and, 12 in May
1978, 1979, 1980, and-1981.

Analysis: Enter the, stand...all achievement test scores of each
student-of each quarter in mental ability. Do this for each
grade for each of the three areas tested. Compute the mean
achievement for each quarter and convert the mean to a percen-
tile rank using the appropriate test manual table(s). This
permits comparison of the mean percentile rank in achievement
of each quarter with their mean mental ability percentile rank.

IOX School Sentiment Index:- Seven scores--Teacher Mode of In-
striation, Teacher Authority aftd-Control, Teacher Interpersonal
Relationship with Students, Learning, Social Structure and Cli-
mate, Peer, and General. Items measuring the attitude of the
students toward their teacher guides (advisors) was added to the
IOX.

04.1.
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t.

Adminigtiatian:,.Fall i978, 1979, and 1980 to_grades ld, 11,
and 12.. . .

Analyks: Mean rating on each of the eight scales for.each
grade.

Information from school records: Total enrollment as of Septem-
ber 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, percentage of average daily atien-

,

dance for each year, and dropouts for each year. .

Improvement Strategies Implemented

by the Hood River Valley Staff

The improvement strategies worked out by the project director and
the Hood River.Valley staff involved use of the preceding data on stu-
dent outcomes, as well as other information regarding the student. One

strategy, as was discussed earlier in Chapter 2, was to arrange an appro-
priate educational program for the individual student each.semester of
the school year. The second strategy was to arrange,an appropriate in-
structional program for each student in each course, taking into account
the student's aptitudes, achievements, career goals, learning styles,
and other.Ottributes. The third strategy involved setting goals and
planning gid carrying out related improve:11Ra activities either to main-
tain or to raise the achievement of the students of each quarter in
mental ability of each grade.

Indiyidual educational prOgrammikg-was already being implemente'd
in 1977-78. Each student's entering grade 10 educational program was
worked out in grade 9 in a conference involving the atudent, a senior
high school counselor, and.the student's parents. In the conference,
the career dluster, corresponding to a major fieldT was selected by
the student. Upon enrollment in grade 10, a senior hj.gh staff member
advised the student on a daily'basis regarding the learning units of
various courses in which to enroll.

. IndiVidual instructional programming was also being implemented
in 1977-78. The teachers planned and monitored the instructional pro-
grams of each student enrolled in their courses.

Regarding the third strategy, goal setting ind planning and imple-
menting improvement activities based on the test results of May 1978
began during the second semester of the next school year, 1978-79.
Goal-setting.involving educational achievement in the three subject
fields and attitudes vas started in-1479-80 and continued.xinto 1980-81.

.We may now examine how Hood River Valley used the test informa-
tion gathered each year to pkan it, improvement activities. Table'7.1
is the summary table that was prepared for the.grade 10 group of 1977-78
\that had'nental ability scores.

Aitt
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Table 7.1 Quarters of 1977-78 Grads 10 Class in Mental Ability (GATB) and Their Mean Achievement
and Equivalent National Percentile Ranks, Based on Stanford Test of Academic Skills Administered
5/78: Hood River Valley High School

Quorter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 . Quarter 4

National
Tile

Scaled
Score

National
' Tile

Scaled
Score-

National
Tile

Scaled
Score

National
Tile

Scaled
Score

Reading 94 216 .80 191 72 194 46 175

English, 78 240 54 207 42. 199 28 177

Mathematics n 223 66 202 48 196 28 180

GATB Tile Rank 93 77
i

60 30

We see from examinina Table 7.1 that the mean aChievement petcen-
tile rank in each subjectield and the mean menel ability percentile
rank of each quarter of the students are indicated. Examination of
this table for grade 10, and others for grade 11 and grade 12, enabled
the principal and the relevant teachers to make three assessments.
First, they compared the mean achievement percentile rank of each
quarter of each grade in eachisubject with the mean mental ability
percentile rank of each quarter. (The possibiliity that the test did
not have a sufficiently high top for some studgitts of the top quarter,
particularly those of grade 12, was recogniied). This comparison in-
dicated whether the educative processes in each subject field were
working equally effectively with the'students of the four different
mental ability-levels. Second, they compared how each quarter of the
students of each grade in mental ability achieved across the three
subject fields. From this, they inferred whether each particular
quarter was achieving consistently above Or below mental ability in
all three subject fields. Third, they estimated bow well the students
of each grade 10, 11, and 12 had achieved in relation to national norms
by observing the mean national percentile ranks of each grade in each
subject. This enabled themto determine whether each higher grade
achieved above or below theilext lower grade.

Bastd on these assessments, the principal and the staff, starting
in 1978-79, developed plans to maintain or to raise the mean achieve-

. ment of one or more of the mental ability quarters of grade 10, 11, or
12 in one or more sUbject areas. Starting in 1979-80, the annual assess-
ments of the test results were uSed to set goals and to plan and,carry
out related improvement activities.

_

Description of Hood River Valley High School

as of 1977-78

Hood River Valley High School is described as it was functioning
in 1977-78. This description provides the information that is neces-
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sary for relating its sttident outcomes of 1977-78 to its educational
program of 1977-78 and also to the planned improvements that were made

each succeeding year.

Eackground And Philosophy

Hood River Valley High School opened in the fall of 1970. Plan-

ning for the school began in 1968, following the passage of a bond
issue to build one central facility for all the high school students

in the district. Prior to 1970, two high schools were in operation.
There were two junior high schools that were continued during the
present cooperative research.

In 1970, a system of secondary education was started in the -Emil--
high school building with major emphasis on creating a learning en-
vironment which would enable each student to pursue an educational
program specifically designed to meet his or her educational needs.

,The school's educational program emerged through a continuing process
which involved administrators, counselors, teachers, students, and
their parents in answering the question: "How can we find practical
ways to more nearly reach the ideal o; arranging instruction that
meets the needs of each individual student?"

The basic aim of Hood River Valley High School is to enable each
student to realize his or her potential in social, moral, intellectual,
psychological, and physical development; to adapt adequately and effec-
tively to society; and to assume both individual and group responsibil-
ity in a democratic society. To support this philosophy, education at
Hood River Valley High School is based on the following principles:

Strong emphasis belongs on individual growth and development.

A successfully functioning individual must have opportunities to
grow physically, develop mentally, improve socially, and mature

emotionally. Therefore, students,must develop basic in-depth
competencies, according to their individual interests, abilities,
and goals if they are to become productive members of society.

,

Teachers must be responsive, stimulating, encouraging guides and
counselors, with an understanding of human behavior and self-:
enhancing concepts.

The learning environment must provide the stimulus which enables"
every student and staff member to appraise objectively the socio-,

ti economic standards in hig or her school, home, and community and
to_work. toward their amprovIment_through_the_demo_crat,ic Imac as a, _

Multi-media learning aids and resources which 'enhance the learn-
ingliDrOcess are important to the educational program.

Effective learning experiences are relevant to the individual

student.

. .

oro
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Learning results primarily from student involvement in analysis,
research, problem solving, orAanization, evaluation of informa-

.
tion, and appropriate application.

Arranging instruction to meet individual student needs is the
ultimate goal of the school; progress toward implementing this
goal is evaluated frequently.

The evaluation of student progress is based on measurable objec-
tives.

Public education should meet the needs of the individual in the
community regardless of %ge, with the realization that learning
is a continuous process from birth until death.

The school staff shares the,responsibility for the education of
each individual with the home, church; and other community
agencies. The staff also shares the responsibilityto provide
and. maintain communication and cooperative planning with these
various agencies.

Administrative Arrangements

The administrative arrangements of Hood River Valley High School
include the leadership team, the Cabinet, the area coordinators' meet-
ings, and a curricular review committee called VITAL.

Leadership team. The leadership team consists of the principal
and two associate Principals. This group meets frequently during the
school year, althongh specific meeting times are not fixed and agendas
are not prepar in advance of the meetings.

The principal s the final authority for all decisions made within
the school. He is V ewed primarily as the educational leader and eval-
uator of the school.- :Ile principal is also responsible for the manage-
ment,and overall operation of'the school. He is expected to administer
all personnel actions, act as a liaison with the coihunity, and serve
as the personal representative of Hood River Valley High School to all
district meetings and activities: He is also responsible for the prep-
aration.of the school's annual budget.

One associate principal is in charge of student activities and
discipline, while the other oversees building operations and schedul-
ing. Each of the three administratbrs has a particular part of the
curriculum in which he has supervisory responsibility. The adminis-

_ trators_also supervise and_ evaluate.-staff--

The administrators of the high school are part of the district
administrative team, which is composed of all principals and associate
principalg in the district, the superintendent and assistant superin-
tendents, and all supervisors in the district. This administrative

. team provides information regarding major policy decisions prior to
the submission of recommended policies to the school board.
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Cabinet. Hood River Valley High School has a schoolwide decision-
making body called the Cabinet. The primary purpose 0f this group is
to make recommendations concerning major issues in the school to the

principal. The Cabinet, which meets frequently at the beginning and
end of each school year, consists of the principal, the two associate
principals, the six area coordinators of the school's six broad sub-
ject fields, and five team leaders from the broad subject fields.

Coordinators' meetings. An executive committee of the Cabinet,
cbmposed of the prindipal and the area coordinators, meets weekly.'
This group reviews, decisions made by thA'Cabinet and sets agendas for
future meetings,of the Whole group. It also attends to issues which

arise in the school between meetings of the full Cabinet. A major .

responsibility of this group is to ensure that the sChool's philoeOphy
.,

regarding individualized instruction and continuous progress is imple-
.

mented.

VITAL. The principal and seven teichers who represent various . M
curricular areas are members of the bnilding curriculum review-Commit-
tee called VITAL. The teachers may or may not also be area coordina-

tors or team leaders. Each teacher member of VITAL is designated av*

the spokesperson for a number of career clusters. The principal is
%

the chmirperson of VITAL. The function of this group is to deal With
all changes in the curriculum. VITAL does not have a specified estab-

lish d meeting time, but it meete at leastmonthly end often weekly.

1Organization for Instruction and Advisement

The staff of 42 teachers and 3 guidance counselors is organized
into six areas, each headed by a coordinator. The areas are: math/

science (9 teachers), physical education/driver education (5 teachers),

vocational education (12 teachers), humanities (k5 teachers), guidance
(3 counselors), and fhe resource center (1 teacher). Within each ,

broad curricular area, if there are four or mOre tftachers of the same
subject, a tedm leader serves as an assistant to the teacher-coordinator.

Tne coordinator is responsible for attending all Cabinet meetings
and for presenting, in written form, the.needs and concerns of the
sttiff within his or her area. The coordinator also assigns teaching
duties to teachers, coordinates the use of instructional space within
his or her area, reviews and recommends action on proposed new learn-
ing units prior to submitting them to the principal for 'final approv41,
compiles budget requests krom each staff member and submits them to
the principal, and allocates funds for supplies. Coordinators are

expected to be sensitive-to the staff development needs of the indi-

--viduaL teachers .andeither....to. provide _the...needed _ineervi.ce education

personally or to see that it is.provided by others.

Team leaders assist the coordinators and carry out many respon-

sibilities delegated by the coordinators.

Coordinators receive an additional k5% of their teaching contract .

salary.--They. spend an additional 10 days of work each year in fulfill-'
:tow
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ing the duties of their position. Team leaders work an additional 20
days each year and receive and additional 10% pay. Both coordinators
and team leaders must apply for their positions. Although.the final
selection is made by the principal, the two associate principals and
other coordinators are also involved in selecting new coordinators and
team leaders..

Each staff member, including the 2 associate principals; 42 teachers,
-3 counselors, and 2 classified taff persons, is assigned a group of 15-20
students for advisory purposes. The advisor, called a guide, meets 44ve
times per week with the guide group of stddents at regularly scheduled
times. The guides assist their advisees with the scheduling of courses
and learning units, monitor their academic progress, and serve as the
contact person between the parents and the school. In general, the
guide is-the one adult who knows the- individual students-it his ot ter
guide group as total human beings. Students with problems which fall
beyond the expertise,of a teacher guide are referred by the guide to a
guidance counselor. R,ach of three counselors coordinates the activities
of one-third of the guideayand their advisees and is also responsible
for any additional counseling needed by the students. The coordinator
of the guidance area participates in all meetings of the Cabinet and
the coordinators to ensure that the concerns of the students are heard
and that the other.five area groups of the school are informed of the
guIdance progtam and attivities.

Guides have daily, weekly, and periodic duties to fulfillOn a
daily Basis in group sessions, guides check attendance, make announC'e-
ments, schedule appointments for individual student conferences, update
schedule information for students, and have the students record computei
printout data concerning their Progress through learning units. Each
day guides communicate individual student problems and concerns'to
other teachers of their advisees.

(7-
.° Weekly, guides review the instructional progress of each bf their

students, refer students with major problems to appropriate resource
persons, conduct group motivational activities and group facilieating
activities, and encourage their students to participate in student
government activities in school and in community activities.

Periodically, guides conduct discussions concerning student govern-
ment, communicate with the parents of their advisees, review the progress
of their advisees in terms of meeting career goals, and review the com-
puter information that indicates which students have remained in a par-
ticular learning unit for more than 20 days.

Each guide group Includes students from grade 10 through 12.
Generally students remain with the same_guideTfor all three_years at
Hood River Valley High School. Students select their guided while
they are still enrop.ed as 9th graders in either of-the two junior
high schools of the district.

Each teacher in the school has daily, weekly, and. periodic duties
to perform as part of his or her instructional and advising responsi-
bilities. The-main duties of teachers are as follows:
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teach for five 55-minute class Periods eacW-day;

6

meet with their guide grout:1-s for two 30-minute periods,end three

107minute periods each week;

spend one 55-minute period'of each day preparing for teaching or
. .

related activities; and
0.0

take care of other obligations such as staff meetings, hall duty,

and individual conferences with students, parents, and other

teachers.

Coordinators use one class period each day as released time for
conducting activities related to their positions.

,The instructional day at Hood River Valley High School is organ,.

ized into six 55-minute instructional periods. In addition, there are

twd 30-minute lunch periods each day and 10 to 30 minuies are allocated

,each day for guide periods.

Pattern of Curriculum and-Instruction

Courses. The curriculum of the school is organized into courses,
each of which is included in one or more of the school's 26 career

clusters or as a basic competency course required of all students for '

graduation. The career clusters Aave been organized to encouiage stu-
dents to set Careetlgoals and then to achieve the knowledge, skills,
and attitudes which are thought helpful or necessary to achieve the

goals. Students are able to select fro, among the 26 eareer clusters

that follow:

Career ClUsters

1.4 Agriculture
2. Forestry
3. Bookkeeping - Accounting

4. Distributive Education
5. General Clerical
6. Steno -.Secretarial
7. Home Economics
8. Art

9. Drama 4

10. Second Language
11. Music (Vocal and Instrumental)

12. Speedh
13. Industrial Arts

14. Building Construction
15. Mechanics and Repair
16. Metals
17. Architecture Engineer ng

18. Architecture
19. Engineering
20. Math
21. Health

. 22. Life Science
23. Physical Science
24. Military

General_College Prep
26. Social Science

Most students select a career cluster whl.le enrolled in g ade 9

of one of the district's two junior high schools.
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,

Career clusters are composed of vary4ng numbers of specified
courses from diffefent subject.fields. Each course is made up of
learning...In:its with performance objectives that are designed so that
most.students should be able to complete the learning units in an
average of three weeks. Courses vary in length, the shortest course
has a single_kurning_unit_and_the_lonepgr course has_10 learftimr
units.

Although each career cluster-Its-comprised-of-different courses-
And has a different career orientation, there are two common elements.
First, the total number oflearning units in each cluster is 113?
equivalent to 11.3 Carnegie credits. Second,all clusters require
completion of a certain number of units in certain subject areas that
are-required of all students. The folloxing subject areas and units,
aldnirw 1th-47-minimunr-o-ompetency-unit-si-s atisfy-the_Hood-River_di

..trict graduation requirements for grade-9 thtough 12: 3.0 English,
2.0 social studies, 1.0 health, 1.0 mathematics, 1.0 science, and
1.0 physical education. During grades 10-12 students dre permitted to
select fromia wide variety of specific courses to satisfy these reqOire-
ments.

In addftion to the career cluster of 113 units, 47 units are re-
quired of all students for graduation, regardless of career cluster:
speech (4 unit6), writing (5 units), reading (1 unit),,socie-1--S-C1ence
(7 units), driver education (4 units), perdonal finance (11 units);
career exploration (3 units). These 47 units (4.7 Cartlegieictedits)

sitisfy the miniinum competency criteria set forth by the district in
accordance with Oregon law.

5ach student at Hood River Valley High Scliool must attain at
least a grakof C in.each of the 160 learning-units-to graduate.
Ole-tenth of a'credit is awarded when the objectives for a particular
learning unit are met. The teacher further evaluates the student on
responsibility and quality of performance in determining grades of A
and B.

The student who meets all of the requirements of a cluster and
also the,mipimum codpetencies be1ore three years ha`ve elapsed may
exercise.different optioAs. These inslude early graduation, continu-
ing in school and going beyond the minimum cluster requiretents, or
working'out a partrtime school/work arrangement. Students.who do not
complete the 160 learning units required forgraduation in a three:
year period may either return to school the/following year for com-
pletion or take courses diming a summersession,,

If a student experiences difficulty in a particular cluster of in
'a certain course, there is provision for change. However, the signa-
tures of the student, his or her guide, and his or her parents-are
required for changing a career cluster.- In the event tfiat a student
is not making satisfactory progress, it is the responsibility of the
teacher and the guide to determine the problem and to take corrective
measures.

IL 217
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We now summarize the requirements in reading, writing, and mathe-I"
matics. .

... . ....r

. .

.

.

I. Reading. To be graduaied from Hood River Valley High School
each student'must demonftrati a minimum level of reading competency .
and a second levdl appiopriate for the student's post high schoot
career choice: job dntry, technical edUcation, or college education.

4

Baked on the-results-of-the-Stanford-Test-of cademid Skills
(17iSK) administered in junior.high school, each student is placed in
either,of two required minimum competency learning units in reading in
the senior high schoolr re4edia1 reading or speed reading. Students

whose reading scores on the Stan-ford TASK fall at the 75th percentile
or higher are'placed in a speed reading course, while students belnw
the 75th percentile are placed in the remedial reading cou'rse. Stu-

dents may eie-dt.to take their required-reading-eouree-at-any time.
1-during...their three ye re of senior high school. k

Every career uster also quires that students receive: some"

form of reading instruction. In'Sa,ll cases, this requirement may be sat-

isfied.by taking developmental rea ng as part of literature courses. 4

Thd number of units in developmental reading varies from two in certain
clusters't6 10 in others.' ... A

, / I

2. Writing. All students, regardless of career cluster, must
ma4er the objectives of the same five learning units of e course,
titled.Basic Composition. The five learning units need not be com-

1 I
/

pleted'in any fixed order or during any one semester or year.
v

N. Like reading, all Career, clusters also require students to master.,
the objectives of from 2 to LO aoTtional learning units in writi,ng.

.,These units are parts of different cou'rees offered in the regular

English curriculum. /

fre

3. Mathematics., All students are.required to master the objec-
tives of IQ learning units in mathematics. Placement of students int&
particular learning unitt in mathematics to meet this requirement is
based.od the results of the Stanford TASK and a locally constructed
math.pladement test administered in ninth grade. Students who adhieve

at or below specifiedRinimuni competency scores on these tests'mast
master the objectives of spegified learning units;

Instructionalmaterials. The,unipacils et(e- most widely used'

material in most courses. Unipacs are designed by the Hood River
staff and consist of a statement of the comprehensive objectives for'
the unit, specific objectives to be maitered by the student, an out-
line of alternative.learninglactivities, and evaluation forms.

Alternative learning activities forteach unit include individual7
activfties,,large group.work, small group *ort, and the use of audio:,
visual materials, and selected readings. Reading selections may be ,

found in either the textbooks located in the areas of the'bdi1dir4;
devoted to the various academic areas or in the Instructional Mate7'

,

k I

,
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rials Center (IMC). AudiovisuaR Materials are also locateild in either
the clagsroams or in the IMC. .

Some new unipaci are added.each year. Revisions must also take
place for older unipacs. The achool district provides funds to enable
teachers to work on the development of instructional materials during
the summer.

The IMC is in a large open area that is easily acCessible to stu-
dents from all the classrooms. It contains teacher work areas and
offices', library books, listening/viewing areas for audiovisuals, an
area for preparing media, and two resource desks, one for the human-
ities division and another for math-science. ,Tests are administered
to students who have completed units in those two divisions. Part of -

the IMC also is used for classroomeduring the day, and corners of it
are used.f8c small group discussion.

The IMC is suttervised by a full-time director who has the assis-
tance of a number of aides. The director serves as one of the six
division coorlipators and participates in the Cabinet.

Extracurricular activities.
27 different student clubs, each
sponsor. The organizations that

Aeronautics Club
Anthropology Club
Auto Club
Art Club
Chess Club
DECA (Distributive

Education) Club
Drill Team
French Club
Forensics
Future Homemakers of,
America

Future Farmers of
America

German Club

Extracurriculakactivities include
under the supervision of a faculty
were active during 1977-78 included:

Girl's League
International Relations League
Intramural Athletics

i
Lette n's Club
Major ttes
Mou n ain Club

National Honor Society
Pep-Club
"S" Club (Community Service)
Service Club (School Service)
Ski Club
Spanish Olub
Spirit Council
Stage Band
Swing Choir

In addition'to these clubs, students 'ire encouraged'to partici-
pate in student government. Each guide group elects one student to
serve as a representative to the Student Government Council. Student
officers are elected on a schoolwide hasis.

. Opportunities are also provided for students to participate in a
complete range of fall, winter, and spring sports.
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Educational Programmink for the Indiyidual Stddent

The educational program of ihe student each semester is based on
(a) the career cluster the student is pursuing, courses that can be
taken related to the chosen cluster, and learning units that can be
taken related to each course; (b) the preparation option chosen by the
student, i.e., job entry, technical education, college education; and
(c) the basic competeney requirements for all students. Each student

meets with his or her guide to plan a semester program of course work
and a weekly and dailrprogram of learning units. -

Instructional objectives for the individual student are deter-
-. mined by the courses which are included in the career cluster selected

by the student and by the student's preparation'option. Certain learn-

ing units of the various career clusters are for any student; other%
are for the job entry student and/or technical education student onry;
others are for the college and/or technical education.student only.

Preassessment connected with both career cluster selection and
placement in minimum competency courses in mathematics, reading, and
writing occurs during grade 9 for all students except those who enter
Hood River Valley High School after the beginning of grade 10. Apti-
tude, achievement, and interest testing are carried out to help the-
atudent choose a career cluster and also the job eniry, technical
education, or college option. The Stanford Test of Academic Skills is
used for placing students in courses in reading, writing, and mathe-
matics.

After grade 9, no pretesting occurs prior to students enrolling
in any learning unit of any course. Rather, students may take succes-

sive learning units for which there are prerequisites only if they
have completed the prerequisite units. There is no pretesting to
identify students who may have already mastered the objectives of any
unit. Howevet, students who achieve mastery in less than three weeks
are identified after the learning unit begins.

Each student's daily instructional program cOnsists of a number
of learning units of his or her career cluSter and/or other minimum-
competency learning units. The particular learning units comprising
the daily program are-based on wfiat the student has already completed
and what remains to be completed.

.
Learning units typically include a variety of instructional meterp

ials and activities to permit students to learn in accordance with
their interests and learning styles. Individual wbrk, small group
activities, and class size group activities are carried out in many

learning units. ,

Every learning unit requires mastery of the Unit objectives in
order for the student to be awarded credit toward graduation. A
student may be evaluated for mastery of the objectives at any time

during a learning 'unit. The predominant evaluative procedure is the
paper-and-pencil test, but other methods such as performance tests,
work samples, and observation of student performance are also used.

22ü
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In some courses, the student must master the objectives of the sequen-
tially arranged units before being permitted to move to the next
learning unit in the sequence. Upon mastery of the objectives of a
ipal rning unit of either a sequenced or nonsequenced course, the stu-

nt may go into any other nonsequenced unit of any course thaehas an
ening. Accordingly, students may start units without completing them

during a semester and may enroll in units of many different courses,
provided that the guide approves. Students having difficulty in one
or more learning units may be referred by their guides to a tutoring
program staffed by community volunteers.

Commuhity Learhihg and Work Experiences

-The community provides many learning opportunities for students
as part of their course work. Students go into the community for
these experiences., and community resource persons come into the, school:

Students pursuing the job-preparati.on option in any career cluster
may take up to 30 learning units involving work experience for which_
they receive credit for graduation. Students pursuing the technical
education option may also take some learning units involving work
experience as part of the requirements of certain career clusters.
Those pursuing the college option may take some work experience units
as part of their electives.

Home-School-Community Relations

An elected 'community advisory committee meets' monthly. The prin-
cipal mails home a monthly newsletter informing parents about happen-
ings in the school. News releases are issued to the local radio
station and the local weekly newspaper.

Some of the career clusters have lay advisory committees who meet
monthly to assist with carryilitg out the goals of the clusters. The
agriculture advisory committee is among the most active.

The guides play a.major role in the school's program of home-
school-community relations. They are responsible for keeping the
parents of the students in their guide gibups informed of student
progress and any problems that may occur.

Annual parent conferences are held, at which time up to 90% of
the parents are contacted.

Evaluation Activities

Prior to 1977-78, the Iowa Test of Educational Development (ITED)
was administered in'grades 9 and 11 in mathematics, language arts,
reading, use of sources, science, and social studies to evaluate the
school's educatiohal program. In 1977-78, the decision was made to
change to the Stanford TASK tests in mathematics, English, and read-
ing. In conjunction with the program of cooperative research With the
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Wisconsin Center for Education Research, it wad decided to administer
the Stanford TASK to all students in grades 9 through 12. This proce-
dure was follawed in 1977-78.

Teachers use paper-and-pencil tests, performance tests, work
samOles, teacher obsekvation, and diMilar procedures to evaluate each
student's mastery of unit objectives. The guide monitors each stu-
dent's progress in all learning units and receives information daily .

from the computer services regarding each student's progress or lack
of it. This process serves as an ongoing means of evaluating the -"-

student's total educational program arid making adjustments in it.
Guides refer students having difficulties in courses to a counselor
who may in turn refer the student for psychological services or to a
tutoring program staffed by community volunteers.

A comprehensive follow-up study.of each graduating class is cOn-
ducted dach year. The directly responsible for this eval-
uation is the Associate Princi al for Student Services. A survey in-
strument is mailed to each graduate during the winter following his or
her graduation. Results of this survey are kept on file as a way of
evaluating graduate perceptions of Hood River Valley's educational
program.

#

Intdrnal,and External Support

Within the school, the various teams, councils, and committees
attempt to maintain a facilitative environment for learning and teach-
ing. The school distriet provides financial support for some of the
faculty tb participate in summer curriculum projects. Learning units
and instructional materials are developed or revised through these
summer projects.

Continuing Research and Development

In cooperation with the Wisconsin Center for Education Research,
cooperative improvement research was started in 1977-78.

Unplanned Events, Nowlspecific Changes, ana

Focused Planned Changes

Three kinds of changes follow in outline form for each year of
the four years of the study: (a) unplanned pocents that in the judg-
ment of the principal might' have influenced istudent achievement or
attitudes, (b) non-specific planned changes related to some aspect of
the school program that were not directed toward raising educational
achievement in one of the three subject,areas or student attitudes,
and (c) planned changes focused on the improvement of student achieve-
ment or attitudes.
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1977-78

The school's research procedures and improyement plans were
formulated. The improvement strategies and school,structures and
processes as indicated in the 1977-78 description of the school were
cOntinued.

1978-79.

A

Unplanned event

A teacher strike occurred in later November and early
December that lasted 10 days.

An associate principal resigned and was reelaced.

Nine new teachers started and.10 of the prior year left.

Non-specific planned change

. None

Focused planned change I

.j

An honors program was started for juniors and seniors; 30 of
185 seniors completed it; 40 juniors 43tarted if in SepteMber
1978.

An improvement committee for reading was formed to plan a
schoolwide improvement program in reading.

A math placement program was starad, All students were
tested using a locally tonstructed math test; all grade 10
studenta and sou4,grade 11 and grade 12 students were placed'
in math courses'based on the test results.

1979=80 .

Unanticipated event

A snowatorm reduced a pliinned 3-day inservice program for
the improvement of reading to 1/2 day. ,

Non-specific planned change

-An associate Principal assumed the supervisory responsibil-
ities previously performed by the principal so that the
principal could devote more time to management.

A "Key Communicator Program" was,started involving selected
community leadexs, including parents:
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o

Focused planned change

A grade 10 required English course equivalent to .5 Carnegie
sredit was started.

. A pilot project was conducted to improve reading,achievement
that involved one teacher from each broad curricultiM field.
Inservice was held for participating teachers.

Goals were'set in grade 10, grade 11, and grade'12 in
English, mathematics, and readin4 The goals and planned -

changes for grade 10 follow:

CURRICULAR
AREA GRADE-

Reading 10

GOAL

Each of the four,mental,
ability quarters will
have a reading achieve-
ment percentile as high
as, or higher than, the
mental ability percen-
tile of the quarter.

Math 10 Each of the four mental
bility quarters will

have a mathematics
achievement percentile as
high as, or higher than,
the mental ability per-
centile of the quarter. -

English. 4 ,10 Each Of the four mental
ability quarters will
have an English achieve-
ment percentile as 114gh
as, or higher than, the
mental abIlity percentile
of the quarter. Since
English was lower than

, math and'reading for the
past two years, a second
,goal is to bring the
English percentile ranks
for all quarters up to.

a level comparable with
math and reading.

PLANNED CHANGES

During.1979-80 one teach-
er frqm each of the nine
subject areas will parr
ticipate in a reading
project with staff.from
the Wisconsin R&D Center.
The goal is to implement
a schoolwide reading im-
provement program.

-The school curriculum
committee is in'the
process of recommending
additional reqVirements
in math, particularly
for the top two
quarters.

A .10th grade English
curriculum revision will
require all 10th graders
to take a five unit se-
quence of grammar review
and conposition.

r-
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1980-81:

Unplanned event

A ,e1tizens committee; including some parents, was formed and
proposed to the school board more structure in-the instruc-
tional arrangements, curriculuT, and student advising.

The reading improvement program was not extended beCtuse.of
lack of funaS for inservice.

Non-specific planned change

An associate principal assumed responsibility for planning
and decision-making regarding;scheduling of classes and gave
more attention to teacher evaluation.

A parent,survey of the planned changes was conducted as part
of the contiriting "Key Communicator Program."

All teachers attended a one-day.Assertive Discipline Work-
shop and followed up by developing a list4of schoolwide,,
departmental, and classroom expectations to be displayed
throughout the school.

Focused planned change

Goal setting was continued for grades 10, 11, and 12 in
English, math, and reading.

All courses were arranged so as to require the student to
complete three learning units of the course.rather than only
one unit, and each student was required to stay in a course
until assigned to another course.

The math teachers prescribed the math courses for all
grade 10, 11, and 12 students, taking this responsibility
from die teacher advisors. A'printed guiae for individual
students was devised to facilitate planning the student's
math course work.

A student accountability system was devised to ensure\that
students completed more units that they started and to,
monitor their total educational programs.

The 26 career cluster outlines were modified with an Indi- .

vidual Learning Plan. Rather than selecting a career cluster
of courses when in grade 9, a grade 10-121program of high
school courses was planned with each student. Provisions
were made for making course changes each year.

The graduation requirements were increased by making one
year of U.S. history required, adding one,year of math or
science, and requiring 174 year of physical fitness each

Ye
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'year. Some of the rellhired "life skill" units (Oregon
minimum competencies) were no longer required of all stu-
dents.

Grades of D and F were added. A system was worked out to
notifythe parents when a student was judged by a.teacher
not to be working up to ability. '

Results Related to Educational Achievement

The results for four grade 10, four grade 1, and four/grade 12
classes are reported in the first Tart of this section. Then the re-

sults pertaining to the achievements of two longitudinal cohorts are
indiscated.

In this chapter much information is presented in summary tables.
The original tables on which the summary tables are based are listed
in the appendix and are presented in Klausmeier, Serlin, and hindler
(1982).

Participating Students

Table 7.2 gi'ves the total number of students,, the number of boys
and girls, and the mein mental ability scores for the four grade 10,
grade 11, and grade 12 classes. The Ns for the four grade 10 classes

. ranged from 132 to 195, for grade 11 from 114 to 156, and for gr4de12
from 110 lo 145. The mean mental ability scores for grade 10 'ranged

from 94.04 to 103.73, for grade 11 fronr-94.91 to 106.36, and fdr
grade-12 fram 102.01 to 105.78. Similar variations in mental ability

were found for the girls and for theboys froth year to year. This

information is descriptive of the mental ability of the Student popu-
lation for the four years and is not discussed further in this chapter.

Information Gathered

The Stanford Test of Academic Skills Form B, Level 2, 1972, was
administered to the students of each grade At one-year intervals. The

three scores obtained annually were reading, English, and mathematics.
The General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB), Form B, 1965, was adminis-
tered,annually to the students in grade 9 when they,were in one of the
two junior high schools of the district.-- The GATB yields a single "
general aptitude score that is derived from the verbal, numerical, and
spatial subtests. In the analyses of the data that follow, the achieve-
ment test raw scores and the GATB IQ score were used.
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Table 7.2. Total Nuaber of Students of Tour Successive Grade 10 Groups, Four Successive Grade 11
Groups, and Four Successive Grade 12 Groups and Their Mean Mental Ability: Hood River Valley High

School

1977-1978 1978-1979 1979-1980 1980:1981

SD N X SD N X SD N X SD

Grade 10

Total 195 101.66 14.77 160 103.73 14.06 173 95.28 14.78 132 94.04 15.50

Male 101 95.90 15.62 79 105.33 14.08 92 94.11 15.8'9 61 92.70 13.33

Female 94 103.55 13.63 81 102.17 13.95 81 96.62 13.39 71 95.18 17.16

Grade 11

Total 151 105.36 13.26 169 102.42 14.10 114 106.36 13.66 156 94.91 14.61

Male 66 106.85 10.95 88 100.91 14.44 58 107.16 14:68 86 93.86 15.69

Female 85 104.20 14.76 81 104.06 13.62* 56 105.54 12.59 70 /96.20 13.18

Grade 12 1

Total 116 102.01 16.97 137 105.77 13.43 145 104.52 13.79 115i 105..78 14.03

Male 59 105.53 17.13 60 107.33 11.24 73 103.51 14.44 5/5 106.87 14,96

Female 57 98:37 16.16 77 104.55 14.88 12 105.54 13.12 '55 104.69 13.09

Comparison ofAdhievements of Successive Grade 10, Grade 11,

and Grade 12 Groups,Having Mental Ability Scores

. For grade 10 the number of students who had me tal, ability scores
and who took the achievement tests was 195 (101 mal s and,94/females)
in 1977-78, 160 (79 males and 81 females) in 1978-79, 173 (92 males
and 81 females) in 1979-80, and 132 (61 males and ?I feiales) in

1980-81. The similar numbers for grade 11 are 151:(66 males and 85
females) in 1977-78, 169 (88 males and 81 females)/ in 1978-79, 113 (57
maleb and 56 females) in 1979-80, and 156 (86 males and 70 females) in
1980-81. The cbrresponding numbers for grade 12 were 116 (59 males
and 57 females) in 1977-78, 137 (60 males and 77 females) in 1978-79.,
145 (73 males and 72 'females) in 1979-80, and 11 (55 males and 55
females) in 1980-81.

The mean mental ability of,the students o all three grades
varied considerably from year to year. The m-,ns for the boys and

girls did also. Accordingly, analysis of cov riance (ANCOVA), with
mental ability score the covariate, was used to cOmpare the mean
educational achievements of the four success ve grade 10, 11, ,and 12

classes.
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As shown in Table 7.3, significant differences were found among
the adjusted means of the four grade 10 groups and the four grade 11
groups in all three achievement areas. The mean achievement of the
grade 10 gioup of 1978-79 was neither higher nor lower than the mean
of the group of 1977-78 in reading, English, or math. The mean
achievement of the grade 10 group of 1979-80 was significantly higher
than the mean,of the grade 10 groups of 1977-78 and 1978-79 in read:-
ing, English, and math. The mean of the grade 10 group of 1980-81 was
significantly higher thaU the mean,of the grade 10 groups pf 197/-78
and 1978-79 in reading, English, and math but neither higher nor lower
than the 1979-80 group in any area.

The mean of the 1980-81 grade 11 group was.significantly higher
than the mean of 1977-78, 1978-79, and 1979-80 grade 11 groups in
reading, English, and math with one exception, namely, in English the

Table 7.3. Significant Differences (ANCOVA p .05) in Educational Achievement and Post-hoc Comparisons for
Pour Successive Grade 10, Grade 11, and Grade 12 Groups with Mental Ability Scores: _Hood River Valley High

School

Main Effects Past Hoc Comparisons

Group(G) Sei(S) G X S

1977-78 1977-78 1977-78 1978-79 1978-79 1975-80

VS VS VS VS VS VS

1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1979-80 1980-81 100-81

Grade 10

Reading <.001 .002
2

NS NS Sigd Sigd' Sigd. Sigd- NS

English <.001 .001
2

NS NS Sigd SI4J Sigd Sigd NS

.. ,

Math <.001 NS ,NS 'NS Sig4 Sip?. Sigd. Sigd. NS

,)
Grade. 11

Reading <.001 NS NS NS NS Sigrl NS Sign Sign Ll.

1

English <.001 .001
2

NS NS NS * Sigrl NS NS Sign

1

Hath. <.001 NS NS NS NS Sigil- NS Sign Sigti

Grade 12

Reading NS <.0012 NS (No post-hoc comparisons were computed since group

English N8 <.001
2

NS effect was not significant at .05 level).

Math NS NS NS
,

1
The mean achievement of the group of tfie later year was significantly higher than the mean of the group
of the earlier yearr'

-Abe mean achievement-oftha.lemalea_was_aigni f eantly_highar_tharLtheAlean_ _of the tales.
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1980-81 grade 11 g4)up was not significantly higher or lower than the
1978-79 group, nig means of 1979-80 and 1978-79 grade 11 groups were
not significantIc'higher or-lower than the prior grade 11 groups in
any achievement area. Similarly,, the mean of no later grade 12 group
was significantly higher or lower than the mean of any of ftba three
prior grade 12 groups.

IAble 7.3 shows that significant main effects were found,for sex.
The grrls of grade 10 and 12 achieved significantly higher than boys
in reading and English while the girls of grade 11 achieved higher in
English but not in reading. The sex difference in mathematics was not
significant for any grade. There were-no significant group by sex
interactiops.

Comparison of Achievements of Successive Grade 10, Grade 11,

and Grade 12 Groups Not Having Mental Ability Scores

Cdtplete tabular information regarding the four grade 10, grade 11,
and grade 12 groups not having mental ability scores is given in Klaus-
meler, Serlip, and Zindler (1982). .The number of grade 10 students ,

not having mental ability scores who took one or more tests was 48 in
1977-78, 44 in 1978-79, 34 in 1979-80,.and 49 in 1980-81. The number
of grade,11 students was 57 in 1977-78, 47 in 1978-79, 36 in 1979-80,
and 43 in 1980-81. The corresponding number of grade 12 students was
35 in 1977-78, 62 in 1978-79, 35 in 1979-80, and 40 in 1980-81. Stu-
dents not having mental ability scores were mainly transfer students.
They either were not tested after entering Hood River Valley or their
scores inadvertently were not provided to the project.

The important finding is that the grade 10 group with mental
ability scores achieved significantly higher than the group without
mental ability scores in.English, and the grade 11 and grade 12 &pups
with mental ability scores achieved significantly higher'in English
and math. The differences in reading were not significant for any
grade.

Achievements of Two Successive Longitudinal COhorts

Longitudinal Cohort 1 consisted of 134 students (67 males and 67
females) who entered grade 10 of Hood River Valley High School in
1977-78, remained through grade 12 in 1979-80, took the three achieve-
ment tests each year, and had mental ability tmores. Longitudinal
Cohort 2 entered in 1978-79 and had 100 students (50 males, 50 fe-
males). Table 7.4 gives the results of the tests of significance for
Cohort 1 and the results of the post-hoc comparisons that were com-
puted when a difference significant at,or beyond the .05 level was
found.

The mean achievement (not gain in achievement) of the girls in
_English, averaged_acrosa_the_three times of testing, was significantly
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. 1.

Table 7.4. Significant Illfferences (ANOVA p 1 .05) in Educatibnal Achievement, Gai' from Grade 10

to Grads 11 to Credo .124 and Post-hoc Comparisons for Longic 's ver a ay

High School

Sex(S) Gain(G) G X S G X Q GXSXQ

Reading ' NS <.001
2

.002
4

NS

English <.001
1

.001
3

.NS NS NS

Math NS <.001
3

NS NS NS

1
The mean achievement of the females
2
The gain from Grade 10 to Grade 11

statistically significant.
3
The gain from Grade 10 to Grade li

was significantly higher than the mean of theimales. -

, from Grade 10 to Grade 12, and from Grade *to Grade 12 was

.and from Grade 10 to Grade 12 was statisticaily significant.

4The lowest quarter gained signifiqantly more than the second quarter from Grade 10 to Grade 11

.and from Grade 10 to Grade 12.

higher than the mean of the boys. The sex difference was n

cant for reading or math.

gnifi-

The mean gain of the total students of Cohort 1 across the three
times of testing was significant in English, reading, and math. The

gain was significant from grade 10 to grade 11 and from grade 10 to
grade 12 in English and math and from grade 10 to grade 11 and from

grade 11 to grade 12 in reading.

The lowest (first) quarter of Cohort 1 in mental 'ability gained.
-significantly more than the second quarter in reading from grade 10 to
grade 11 and from grade 10 to grade 12. The differences in reading
between the other pairs of quarters were not significant. The gains

of the other matal ability quarters were not significantly diferent
in English 5.. math. The gain by sex interactions were-pot significant

41/4
in any of the three areas tested. ,

Thd summary of the signifiCant differenced for Cohort 2 is pre-

sented in Table 7.5. The mean achievetent of pie girls of Cohort 2,
averaged across the three times of testing, was significantlythigher
than the mean of the boys,in readIng and English. I The difference
between the mean achievement of the boys and girls in math was not

significant.. The mean gain of the total students of Cohort 2 was
significant from grade 10 to grads 11, grade 11 to grade 12, and from
grade 11 to grade 12 in reading and English. The gain in math from
grade 10 to grade 11 and from grade 10 to grade 12 was significant'but,
the gain from grade 11 to grade 1? was not. The four quarters in men-
tal ability gained equally across the three times of testing. Relatike

to the significant gain by sex interaction, the females gained, more in

23u
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Table 7.5. Significant DIfferences (ANOVA p .05) in Educational Aphievement, Gain from Grade 10
t-e 4r*de- U t-Grzd 2, end- -licarthau-Caurnarisorns- for(Lungitmdine1 totart;21-ihomml-River-Veller

High School

-Sex(S) Gain(G) GXS GXQ 'G X S X Q

/
.1 1 _ . 2

'

Reading .044 <.001 NS' NS NS

*
English <.001

1
<.001

2
.00s4 NS. NS

Math NS <.001
3

.037
5

NS NS
.

J

-

1The mean achievement of the females was significantly higher than.the mean of the
males.

41
.2

The gains from Grade 10 to Grade 11, from Grade 10 to Grade 12, and from Grade 11 to Grade 12
were statisticallY significant. '

3The gains from Grade 10 to Grade 11 and from Grade 10 to Grade 12 were statistically significant.

,
4
The females gained aignificanily more than the males from Grade'10 to Grade 12 and ifgm
Grade 11 to Grade 12. 4

5
There were na statistically significant pair-wise comparisons.

English than the malesifrom grade 11 to grade 12 and from grade 10 to
grade 12. The gain by sex interaction was not significant for reading
and, although significant for math, the difference between any 'two
times of testing was not significant.

Comparison of the Achievements and the

Gains of the Two Longitudinal Cohorts

'The Inean mental ability of Cohort 1 was 104.49 whtreas that for
Cohort 2 was 106.30. Analysis of covariance, talth mental ability the
covariat,, was used in identifying the significance of the main effects
and alto in comparing the gains of the two successive cohorts. Table 7.6

,..indicates the significant differences (ANCOVA),for cohort, s1c, gain,,
and'interactions. The post-hoc comparisons are given in 1 tnates 3

and 4.
a.

The mean achievement of Cohort 1 in reading, averaged acoss the
three times of,testing, was significantly higher than that of Cohort 2.
'The mean achievements of Cohort 1 were not.significantly higher or
lawer than those of Cohort 2 in English or math. Themean achievement
of the .girls, of the two cohorts combined, averaged acrossithe three
times of testing, was significantly higher than the mtean of the boys
in reading and English and,not significantly different in mith. The

students of the two cohorts combined gained significantly across the

t
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-Titbit 7.6. Significant DitArtnees -(-*NeOVA1F-.0541111-2dveitt6tilri1relitavtiviiii;" Giat-tf0e---:-:2-
Grade 10 to Grade 111 to Grade 12,and Post-hoc ComparisonvIr TWO Longitudinal."Cohorts::'
Hood River Valley High School

4

_

Cohorty Sex(S) S X C Gain(G) .G X C GXCXS..
,

-. o. . :

. Reading, .020
1

..028
2

' NS <.001 N'S '.'%.

.

. ,

. ,
13 4

English ' NS <.0012 NS <11pie .005 , . NS .
..s .

.004
4

illikhl
.

NS NS NS <.001 -NS

4 -
.

.. ... %'

V

'1The mean achievement of Cohort 1 was significantly U4Wer than the mehn of COhort

The mean achievement of the females was significantly_higher-than-the mearrof the mades,-----;-
-.--

..-

. .

Cohort 1 gained significantly more than Cohort 2 from Grade 10 to Giade 11; Cohort 2 paned. ".

significantly more than Gohortd.Nrom Grade 11 to Grade 12.
, .

.

-
4
The females of Cohort 2 gained more than the males from Grade 10 to Gradi 12'and fri6,Graae 11
to Grade 12; the males of Co rt 1 weie about equal to the females from Giade:10 to Grlide 12i .. fand gained momispan th les from Grade 11 to Grade 12.

three times of testing in all three areas tested. 16garding the
nificant,gain b5A-cohort interaction, Cohott 1\gained more in EnglAsh'
haft Cohort 2 from grade 10 to grade 11, while 'CohOrt 2 gained idre in

latish from:grade 11 to grade 12. The two cohorts gained equallI in
?Wading and math.

.

No sex by gain intera t1on was sis:nificant; btit there,mas one
significant gain by cohort by sex interaction. Cohort 1 Males and
females gained abOut the sa in Engl sh from grade lOrto grade 12 but
the males gained mote than the ma s from grade41 to grade 124 "the
females,of dohom 2 gained more than thq,males from4rade_ 10 tO grade
and from grade 11 to grade'12.

40.
41.

Information on Students Not'tcIuded
. "

in ,Eiiher-Longitudinal Cohort ', ,

The grade 11 students of 1977-78, the,g e /2 stude onts f 1977-78,

it
.

4 .

and the grade 12 students of 1978-79:ard not inclUded in Cohort 1. Simi-, ''.

larly, the grade 10 studentk of 1979/-80,.ihe grade 10 students of .1980-81, ,

and)the grade 11 seudents of\1980-81,are not,. The mean iental,ability .s

and the mean eduCational achievement of)these groups are reported in,
tables in Klausmel.vr, krlin,and Zindler (1982). This information
may be of interest-Ito "die reader who wishes to ,compare the achievement
of these groups with the achievements of Cokort 1 of Cohor,t_2°J 4i

44,

.44

4
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Relationship of Changes in Educatioilal Achievement

to Implementation of Improvement Strategies

and Unanticipated Events

One main objective of this cooperative research wass-to relate the
changes in,student achievement from year to year tothe planned changes
that the staff made annually in order to implement the,three i9prove-

ment strategies. As was explained in Chapter 2, the primary informa-
tion regarding the changes in student achievement from year to year is
drawn from the compariscin of the achievements of each later grade 10;
11 and 12 group with the achievements of eackearlier grade 10, 11,
and 12 group. The second basis involves a comparison-of the mean
achievement of the first and second longitudinal cohorts. The ration-

ale for using the mean achievements of the two cohorts, rather:_than
the gains, was presented in Chapter 2.

It will be recalled that the 1977-78 testing was done in May.
The results Fere tabled and interpreted by the staff during the first

semester of the 1978-79 school year. Not until ldie-in the first

semester Were any improvements planned and only minor'ones could be

implemented in the second semester. Accordingly, the-comparidOns of

the achievements of the 1978-79 group of students with'the 1977-78
group are treated is untelated to planned improvementa.

?

Table 7.7 provides a summary of the coiloarisons of the four suc-
'tessive grade 10, grade 11, and grade 12'groups with mental ability
scores, ehe adjusted means, and the equi-lialent pertentile ranks. The

differences between the achlevements of the 1977-78 and 1978-79 grade 10

groups were not significant in any area tested. The 1979-80 grade 10

group achieved significantly higher in all three-areas than the 1977-78

rul the 1978-79 grioups. The 1980-81 grade 10 group achieved signifi-
cantly higher than the 1977-78 group and not significantly different

from the oeher two groups. These significantly-higher achievements of
the 197940 and 1980-81 grade 10 groups over the groups of the prior
years are judged to have resulted from the following planned changes:

(a) goal setting by the staff starting in 197940 to'bring the mean
achievement of each quarter of each grade up to the mean mental abil-

ity of eacii quarter and to provide a better educational program for
the individualatudent with special attentioi given to students achiev-
ing below expectancy, (b) a program to improve reading achievement-
starting in 1978-79, (c) a required English 10 course starting in
1979-80, (d) a mathematics placement program starting in 1978-79,
(e) advising of students regarding math courses by math teachers
starting in 1980-81, and (0 requiring students to coMplete three
units\of,0 icourse rather than only one starting in 1980-81.

No difference in achievement between any pair of the first three

grade 11 groups was significant. However, the mean reading, English,
and mathematics achievement of phe 1980-81 grade 11 group was signifi-
cantly higher than thee of eath of the grade 11 groups'Of the three
prior years, except English 1980-81 vs. 1978779. The higher achieve-

233
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Table 7.7. Summary of Pindings Regarding Haan Achievement of Pour Successive Grade 10, Grade 11,
pad Grade 12 Groups and Percentile Ranks Corresponding to Adjusted Means: Hood River Valley
tigh School

Comparisons of Successive Groups

1978-79
VS

1977-78

1979-80
VS

1977-78

1980-81
VS

1977-78

1979-80
VS

1978-79

1980-81
VS

1978-79

1980-81
VS

1979-80

Grade 10
Reading NS S+ S+ S+ NS NS
English NS S+ S+ S+ NS NS
Meth NS S+ S+ S+ .'NS NS

Grade 11
Reading NS NS S+ NS S+ S+
English NS NS S+ NS NS S+
Math NS NS S+ NS S+ S+

Grade 12
Reading NS NS NS NS NS NS
English NS NS NS NS NS NS
Math NS NS NS NS NS NS

Adjusted Means and Equivalent Percentile Ranks

1977-78
X Zile

1978-79
X Zile

1979-80
,R Zile

1980-81
51 Zile

Grade 10
Reading. 47.85 74 46.20 70 53.66 81 52.85 80
English 43.04 46 41.56 43 47.74 56 49.14 60
Math 25.99 54 24.50 49 29.43 64 28.91 62
Average Student N 195 160 173 132

Grade 11
Reading 54.104 55.42 590 52.81 52 58.55 65
English 47.32 45 48.64 48 46.67 43 51.40 55
Hath 29.49 56 30.18 58 30.00 58 32.88 66
Average Student 14 151 169 113 156

Grade 12
Reading 56.34 53 59.03 58 58.81 58 56.73 54
English 49.05 42 51.34 47 51.85 48 50:58 45
Math 30.64 53 32.39 59 32.00 58 31166 56
Average Student N 116 137 145 110

S+ The mean achievement of the group of the later year was significantly higher than the
mean of the group of the earlier year.
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ments are related to the preceding planned changes made for grade 10
that were also Made for grade 11. The fact that the 1979-80 grade 10
group achieved significantly higher than the 1977-78 grade 10 group
while the 1979-80 grade 11 group did not achieve higher than the
earlier grade 11 group is accounted for in terms of the cumulative
effects of the planned changei. For example, the 1980-81 grade 11
group took the required English class when in grade 10 but the 1979-80
grade 11 group did not.

No difference in achievement between the successive grade 12
groups with mental ability scores was significant. This lack of
significantly higher grade 12 achievement cannot be accounted for,
except that the 1980-81 grade 12 group did not experience any of the
planned changes in the curriculum, advising, and instruction when in
grades 10 and 11 that the 1980-81 grade 10 and grade 11 groups did.

6

The preceding significant differences in the mean achievements
are refTicted in the percentile ranks given in Table 7.7 for the suc-
cessive grade 10, 11, and 12 classes. The fact that the increases
from 1977-784to 1980-81 for the grade 10 and 11 classes ranged from 6
to 14 percentile ranks merits recognition.

1

Table 7.8 presents a summary of findings regarding the two lon-
gitudinal cohorts. The mean achievement of Cohort.1 in reading,
averaged across the three times of testing, was SIgnificantly higher
than the means of Cohort 2. The differences between the two cohorts
were not signif3cant in English and math.

Table 7.8. Summary of Findings Regarding Mean Cain and Mean Achievement of Two
Successive Longitudinal Cohorts: Hood River Valley High School

Cohort with
Means of Each Cohort Higher Average

Achievement

Cohort 1

Gr. 10 .Gr. 11 Gr. 12 Gr. 10

Cohort 2

Gr. 11 Gr. 12

Reading 52.65 57.19 58.99 51.33 54.90. 58.33 Coh. 1

English 47.26 51.07 51.54 47.34 49.13 51.98 NS

Math 29.13 31.91 32.21 29.22 32.24 33.01 NS

Student N 134 100
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Results Related to'Student Attitudes

The IOX School Sentiment Index, Secondary Level, was administered
to the students of grades 10, 11, and 12 in October of each year-

------ 1978-79 and 1979-80 and to a random sample of 10 boys and 10 girls
fram each grade in 1980-81. (There were 19, rather than 20, students
from one grade.)

The inventory has seven subscales. Other items were gons ructed
and interspersed in tfie scale to obtain student attitudes regar g

their "Guide Group" activities. (Each student had a faculty gui or

advisor; a group of students met with their guide on a regularly
scheduled weekly bafas.)

The student responded to each item of the inventory by indicating
strong agreement; agreement, disagreement, or strong disagreement. A
favorable response may involve agreement or disagreement, depending on
the item's wording. A strong favorable response was scored 4 and a
strong unfavorable response 1.

The students did not give their names on the answer sheets. There-

fore, it cannot be determined whether some of the students who took the
inventory in'grade 10 also took it in grade 11 and grade 12. Moieover,

only a rapdom sample of 59 students of grades 10, 11, and 12 took the
inventory in 1980-81,.20 fram each of two gfades.and 19 from the other.

The mean rating for each of the_eight Subscalea is given in
Table 7.9. A few general trends are now presented.

First, the attitudes-of the students of grade 10, grade-11, and
grade 12 were very-similar. Moreover, the attitudes of the students

did, not change much from one year to the next. The difference between
any two grades and between any two years was typically under .10, a
very small difference in terms of the size qf the standard deviation

units.

The mean ratings were Opically above 2.40 and up to 2.53 on four
scales, namely, learning, which was highest, teacher'authority and con-
trol, teacher interpersonal relationships, and social structure and
climate. The mean ratings for teacger mode of instruction ranged from
2.25 to 2.35, for peers from 2.11 to 2.27, for general from 2.13 to
2.24, and for the guide groups from 1.98 to 2.13. The standard devia-
tion was very high for guide groups and the mean ratings were low,
indicating a wide range in the ratings assigned by the students to the
items of this scale.

These results regarding attitudes are not clearly relatable to the_
unanticipated events or to the planned changes. A specific planned
change was to carry out activities starting in 1979-80 and continuipg
into 1980-81 to bring the-mean rating on each subsbale up to 2.50. Haw-

ever, the mean ratings of 1980-81 were about the same as the ratings
. for the earlier years.
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Table 7.9. Attituclawlfr-Audants of Grades 10, 11, and 12 toward Various Aspects of Schooling:
Hooft.River Valley Eish Schoor

Subscale

Grade 10

78-79 79-80

:Grade 11

18-79 79-80

Grade 12

78-79 79-80

1980-81
Combined
Grades
10,11,12

-

1. Teacher: Mode of Mean 2.28 2.28 2.35 2.34 2.25 2.30 2.31
Instruction SD .35 .33 .35 .37 .37 .38 .35

2. Teacher: Authority Mean 2.43 2.50 2.46 2.52 2.37 2.42 ' 2.46
and Control SD .37 .36 .38 -- .35 .39 .35 .3E

3. Teacher: Inter-
perspnal
Relationships Mean 2.42 2.43 ---2,43 2.43 2.31 2.39 2.40
iiith Students GD .44 .38 , .45 .41 .46 .44. .45

4. Learning Mean 2.50 2.53 2.49 2.52 2.49 2.48 2.51
SD .31 .30 .34 .31. .32 .33 .29

5. Social Structure Mean 2.33 2..43 2.42 2.40 2.33 2.41 2.47

and Climate SD .33 .34 .35 .32 .34 .32 .35

6. Peer Mean 2.19 2.27/ 2.25- 2.24 2.11 2.23 2.27

SD .43 .42 .45 .45 .46 .38 .47

7. Guide Groups Mean 2.09 1.98 2.13 /.00 2.05 2.07 2.14
. SD

.
.54

,
.55 .61 .5r .61 .63 (.67

8. General -- Mean 2.21 2.24 i 2.23 2.22 2.13 2.23 2.27
SD ° .39 .39 ---,JO .37 .46 .40 ,40

193 181 207 153 163 140 59

Conclusions

One purpose of the present research was to determine how well the
Hood River Va4ey staff could implement the following improvement strate-
gies: (a) arranging an appropriate total educational program of courses
and other activities for each student, (b) arranging an appropriate in-
structional program in English, mathematics, and reading for each stu-
dent each semester, and (c) setting goals for the students of each

_grade 10,,IL, and 12 and planning and carrying out related improvement
activitie. Teacher advisors planned and monitored the individual
educati nal programs of their advisees during the first two years of
the project. This resulted in many students taking only one unit of
five-unit courses and also not ilking many advanced courses in English
or mathematics. In 1979-80 the advising was changed so that English
and mathematics teachers were involved in advising all siudents re7
garding English and mathematics courses. In 1980-81 all'students were
required to complete at least three,units df each course that they
started rather than being -permitted to discontinue a course, even
before completing one unit. Already in 1977-78, the,teachers were

\
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arranging instructional programs for each student enrolled in their
courses, especially to take into account differences among the stu-
dents in the rate at which they achieved the objectives'of the course.
Changes were made in the instructional programming practices during
each year, including 1980-81. Goal setting in English, mathematics,
and reading, and carrying out related improvement activities were
carried out in 1979-80 and in 1980-81. Accordingly, a considerable
number of changes were made in implementing the educational program-
ming and instructional programming strategies throughout the project.

." Another objective of the research was to maintain a satisfactory
level of achievement in English, mathematics, and reading Irom year to
year and to raise achievement that was regarded as not satisfactory.
The irade 10 class of 1980-81 achieved significantly higher than the
classes of 1977-78 and 1978-79 in English, mathematics, and reading.
The grade 11 class.of 1980-81 achieved significantly higher than the
classes of 1977-78 and 1979-80 in all three areas, and higher than the
class of 1978-79 in reading and mathematics but not in English. The
grade 12 class of 1980-81 did not achieve significantly different from
any prior class. The secondTlongitudinal cohort achieved significantly
lower in reading than the first one and not significantlyadifferent in
English and mathematics. Based on these findings we conclude that
continuously refining the educational and instructional programming
practices, combined with the implementation of the goal-setting stra-
tegy starting in 1979-80, was effective in producing higher student
achievement in grades 10 and 11. The last grade 12 class did not
achieve higher, apparently because many planned improvements did not
start when the students were.enrolled in grades 10 and 11.

The attitudes of the students toward school remained stable from
the\first year of testing in- 1978-79 to 1980-81. The attendance of
the students was about the same in 1980-81 as in 1977-78 as was the
dropout rate; however, attendance declined and the diopout rate inw-
creased in 1979-80.

The negative results pertaining to the lower attendance and the
higher dropout rate in 1979-80 are attributed mainly to placing higher
demands on the students to achieve. The lack of a greater gain in
positive attitudes may also be attributed to.making greater demands to
achieve and simultaneously decreasing the flexibility of the curricu-
lar and instructional arrangements. Unanticipated events, including a
teacher strike and many changes in the staff in 1978-79, and the deepen-
ing recession in the forestry and luMber industry probably contributed
to lack of more favorable student outcomes.

4
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CEAPTER

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This project included both development and research activities/
The goal of the development was for each school to-start or refine'
three improvement strategies and to start or refine school structures
and processes that would enable it to implement the strategies. This
is referred to as the development of the school's improvement capabil-
ity. The research was conducted to determine the effects of implement-
ing the improvement strategies on student outcomes. The effects of un-
anticipated eventa that occurred each year were also assessed, since
they ilight have influenced student outcomes.

Both the development and research were based on a conceptual de-
sign for the improvement of secondary education that was formulated
before the firat data collection and data analysis were undertaken by
the schools. The conceptual design incorporates the school structures
and processes and also the improvement strategies that, if made opera-
tional, will result in the betterment of secondary schooling. Accord-,
ingly, the validity of the design as a conceptual framework for guiding
the renewal and improvement activities of secondary schools was ascer-
tained.

The research had four purposes, all related Xo the development of
the school's improvement capability. One was for each school to main-
tain a satisfactory level of student achievement from year to year or
to raise the level of student achievement where it was identified as
unsatisfactory. Maintaining or raising achievement in English, mathe-
matics, and reading was a common concern of the five schools, amd it
was the primary objective of the schbols for conducting the research.
A second purpose was to determine the extent to which each school could
carry out its own data collection and data analysis and then plan and
carry out improvement activities based on the results of the data
analysis. The improvement activities of each school were related to
its implementation-of three improvement strategies: individual educa-
tional programming, individual instructional programming, and goal
setting. A third objective was to relate the cAaages'that occurred in
student achievement from year to year to the implementation of the
improvement strategies and to unanticipated events that,occurred and
pat influenced student achievement. The fourth-objective .was to re-
late the organization structures and processes of each school to its
implementation of the,strategies.

The conceptual design for \improving,secondary education was pre-
sented in Chapter 1 and the research methods and procedures were ex-
plained in Chapter 2. In Chapters 3 through 7, the findingsTertain-
ing to the preceding purposes were prese#ted for each of the five
schools that participated in the research. In this chapter the pur-
poses and methods of the study are highlighted firste. Then., the find-
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ings across the five schools regarding sex differences in achievement
and gains in achievement, and differences among the four quarters in
mental ability are brought together and discussed. This is followed
with conclusions regarding the implementation of the improvement strat-
egies by each school and the school structures and procesbes that
facilitated the implementation of the strategies. These conclusions
are related to the recent school effectiveness literature. Next, the
cooperative improvement-oriented research method developed and used in
the present project is summarized.and related to other methods of edu-
cational research. Concluding observations are then offered.

Participating Schools and Data Gathered

by Each School

Steuben Middle School is an inner-city achoOl of Milwaukee that
had an average annual enrollment of about 850 students in grades 7 and
8 combined. About half of.the student population is black and the
other half is white, including Hispanic. Its academic teachers and
students were organized into groups, called Instruction and Advising
(I & A) Units. The typicall & A Unit had four teachers and 120 stu-
dents.

The Metropolitan Achievement Test was administered annually in
the spring to all the studats of the soh-0bl. The Otis-Lennon Test of
Mental Ability was administered annually in grade'5. Other informa-
tion collected annually on the students included attendance each year
and self-concepts and attitudes the last three years.

Webster Transitional School is a suburban school of grades 6, 7,
and 8 with a predominantly white student population. The enrollment
declined from 761 in 1977-78 to 712 in 1980-81. The academic teachers
and students were organized into I & A Units that varied in number and,
composition from the first to the last year as the enr011ment declined.
The typic4,1 I & A Unit of the last year had three teachers and 75 stu-
dents.

A locally construCied language-arts test, a locally constructed
mathematics test, and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading TestNere adminis-.
tered. The locally constructed tests were adminiitered in the fall,
the spring, oi both while the Gates-MacGinitie Tests of Reading were
administered slily in the spring of each year. The Short Test of Educa-
tional Ability*was administered in grade 7.

The test scores of indildual studenti were available for final .

analysis for grade 6 starting in 1977-78, grade 7 in i978-79, and
grade 8 in 1979-80. Information regarding student attendance was
gathered all four years, and student attitude information was gathered
annually for the last three years.

Carl Sandburg Junior High School is a rural, suburban junior high
school of grades 7 and 8 with a'predominantly white student population.
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Its total enrollment was 388 in 1977-78 and 322 in 1979-80. Its aca-

V

demic teachers and students wer organized into I & A Units. It
changed its achievement test ba t tery in 1980-81. Accordingly, the
data were analyzed only throug 1979-80.

The students were adminieitered the Metropolitan Achievement Test
annually in the spring. Inf4mation on student attendance and student
attitudes was gathered annually.

Cedarburg High School s a suburban high school of grades 9 through
12 with a predominantly whi, e student population. Its enrollment dropped
from 1376 to 1214 in the fCur years of the project. Starting with the
grade 9 class of 1977-78, Ats teachers and -studentsmere either in a
beginning continuous educational progress program, called PACE, or in
a traditional program that was continued from the prior 576a4. The
grade 9 PACE students and their academic teachers were organized ilto
an I & A Unit consisting of fdur academic teachers and 100 students.
The same organizational pattern was employed in grade 10 in 1978-79
and thereafter and in grade 11 in 1979-80 and 1980-81. In grades 9
and 10 the four academic teachers taught the,PACE students English,
math, science, and social studies in classes only for the PACE students.
In grade 11, only part of the PACE students were taughtan PACE classes,
mainly English and social studies.

The Short Test of Educational Ability was administered in grade 9
annually. The.Iowa Tests of Educational Development were administered
in Octoberito all the grade 9 students in 1977-78, the erade 9 and 10
students i 1978-79, the grade 9, 10, and 11 students in 1579-80, and
the grade 9, 10, 11, and 12 students in 1980-81.. Information regard-
ing student attendance, attitudes, and dropouts was gathered for
students when in these same grades.

Hood River Valley High School is a rural, sma town fiigh school .

of grades 10, 11, and 12. A small percentage of i student& are
-,-.,Oriental and the remainder are white. Its enrollment during the four

years of the study dropped from 785 to 607. Its teachers were organ-
ized into broad curricular fields.

The Stanford Test of Academic Skills was administered annually in
the spring to all the students. The General Aptitude Test Battery was
administered to the students when in junior high school in grade 9.
Information was gathered annually in Hood River Valley High School on
attendance and dropouts each year and on student attitudes the last
three years.

In addition to the preceding information regarding student out-
-comes, each school provided the project information regarding its
planned improvements each year, non-focused planned changes that were
made each year, and unanticipated events that occurred. The project

director used this information in relating changes in these processes
and events to the changes in student outcomes.
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Research Method

A four-phase research method was,employed. The first phase in-
volved the formulation and initial validation of a conceptual design
icir-the-Mprovement of secondary.education. In the second phase each
school collected educational achievement information on all its stu-
dents annually and analyzed.this information descriptively, along with
the available mental ability scores of the students. The school used
the results of this annual data analysis in identifying subject fields,
grade levels, and quarters Orthe students in mental ability for whom
achievement was lower than desired. Improvement goals were then aet
to raise the achievement level of the low quarters and to maintain the
level of the quarters that were satisfactory.

As noted, each school had a mental ability score and an achieve-
ment test profile for-each student. This information was used to
identify the student whose achievement percentile rank in any subject
field was above or below the mental ability percentile rank. This and
other information was used by the advisor in planning the educational
_program of the student and also by teachers in arranging an appropriate
instructional program for the student in each course included in the
student's educational program.

-

In the third phase of the research, the project analyzed the data
on each student after the last data had been collected. In one kind
of analysis, the achievements of the students of the same grade in
school were compared, for example, the four grade 7 classes of Steuben
Middle School. This analysis is referred to as cross-sectional and
the groups of students are referred to as successive grade 7 classes.
Analysis of covariance, with mental ability the covariate, was used in
the cross-sectional analysis of the data to take into account differ-
ences in mental ability among the successive classes and between tht
males and females. Where a difference among three or more means was
found to be significant at or beyond the .05 level, post-hoc compari-
sons were made of each pair of means.

A longitudinal cohort consisted of a group of students who entered
the first grade of a school, totac all the tests, and remained through
the last grade. Repeated measures analysis of variance was used in
analyzing the data of each longitudinal cohort. Comparisons were made
of the achievements of the quarters in mental ability,and of the males
and females, averaged across the times of testing.- The gaiq among the
quarters in mental ability and between the males and-females was also
compared. Where a difference significant at or beyond the .05 level
was found among three or more mean gains, post-hoc comparisons were
made to determine the significance of the difference of the gain be-
tween each two times of measurement.

Each school had two or three longitudinal cohorts during the four
years of the project. The mean achievements of the cohorts and of the
males and females, averaged,pacross the times of testing, were compared.
The gain of the two cohorts between the times of testing were also com-
pared. Analysis of covariance, with mentar ability the covariate, was
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used to determine the significance of-difference among means. Accord-
ingly, the achievements and the gains of the quarters in mental ability
could not be compared. (The longitudinal data from Cedarburg High
School was not analyzed in this manner for reasons to be indicated
later.)

The data regarding student attfiudes, attendance, and dropouts
were analyzed, using descriptive statistics. Tests of statistical
significance were not made.

In the last phase of the research, the project director related
the changes in student outcomes that occurred from year to year to the
implementation of the improvement strategies and to the unanticipated
events that occurred. Causal inferences were,drawn. Eacb school re-
viewed the relationships and the causal inf;rences.

Improvement Strategies

Three closely related improvement strategies were worked out by
the schools and.the project director: itdividual instructional pro-
gramming, individual educational programming, and goal setting. The
implementation of two or three of these strategies was either started
or refined by each school at some time during the four years of the
project.

The individual instructional programming strategy was employed at
the classroom level. It could be implemented without implementing
either of the other two strategies. This strategy called for the
teacher to take into account each student's achievement level in
relation to mental ability and the student's motivation, learning
styles, and other characteristics. This information was used by the
teacher in determining the amount of time the student should spend in
and out of class on required learning activities, the proportion of
individual, small-group, and large-group instruction the student
should receive, the amount of attention the student should/get from
the teacher, and similar classroom processes that should be used.

Individualteducational programming called.for an advisor to plan
an appropriate program of courses.and other educational astivities
with each advisee each semester, to monitor the student's progress
during the semester, and to evaluate the program. The student's
career goals as well as other characteristics mentioned earlier were
considered. An effective educational program could not be implemented
for a student unless the student's instructional program in each course
was effective. Similarly, the student, could not receive effective
instructional programming in a course that was unsuited to the stu-
dent's learning capabilities, career goals, and other characteristics.
However, individual educational programming could be implemented with-
out implementing goal setting for a group of students.

The third strategy was to set goals for the total group of stu-
dents of a grade, or for certain quarters of a grade in m:ntal ability,
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and to plan and carry out iminovement activities to achieve the goals.
The goals were based on the analysis of Os achievement and other data
gathered by the school. The utilizationsof this strategy called Ior
the implementation of one or both of the preceding strategies. How-
ever, more than this was required, for example, when the curriculum
was not appropriate for same of the students, when an insufficient
amount of time for instruction was allocated to a particular subject
field, or when other school conditions did not permit achievement of a
goal.

Certain school-organization structures and processes facilitated-
the implementation of the goal-setting strategy and also the preceding
strategies. These structures and processes are presented and,dis-
cussed later in the chapter.

Sex Differences in Achievement

The importance of promoting,high achievement by both toys and
girls in all subject fields is well recognized. Despite this, differ-
ences between the sexes in achievement in English, mathematics, and
reading are often found at.the middle school and high school levels.
It is possible that these differences are decreasing as-schdols give
more attention to eliminating sex discrimination.

In the present praject differences in the mean achievements of
boys and girls of each school were identified. It was assumed that
any differencv found between thesexes in mean achievement were not
related to the improvement strategies employed in the schools. Simi-

larly, it was assumed that any differences in the gains of the boys
and girls were not caused by the implementation.of the improvement
strategies or by the unanticipated eventb. On ihe other hand, it -

might be expected that implementing the individual instructiona1
programming strategy and the individual educational programming
strategy equally effectively with boys and girls would reduce sex
differences in achievement. . ik

Mean Achievement

Standardized educational achievement tests were used in four of
the participating schools, whereas in Webster Transitional School
locally constructed tests were used in all areas except reading. So

that the results here can be related to other reports of sex differ-
ences that employ published tests, the summary of the differences
between the males and females is limited to the first four schools.

Table 8.1 provides a summary of the significant differences
(ANCOVA, p < .0 in educational achievement between the males and
females of grade 7 and 8 of Steuben Middle School and Carl Sandburg
Junior High Scho Two.separate analyses were performed on the data
from each school, the first for the /total number of boys and the total
number of girls of all the grade 7 classes combined and .4te seCond for
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Table 8.1. Summary of Significantaifferences (ANCOVA) in Educational Achievement between Males and Females of Grades 7 and 8 of Steuben Middle School
and Carl Sandburg Junior High School

STEUBEN MIDDIZ SCHOOL

Grade 7 Grade 8 G a

CARL SANDBURG JUNIOR HIGH 'SCHOOL

: Grade 8

Sex
Differ-

Males Females ences

P

Males

N i i

Females

51

Sex

-Toiffdr-

ences

12

Males

N I

.

Females

N i

*Sex
Differ-
ences

P
4-------

' ,

MalesNiNiFemafis,
Sex

Differ-
ences ,

P
_

Word Knowledge 5411 23.62.-608 22.68 .015
3

4461 28.17 518 26.93 .0633 256
2
91.90 227 9e1)2 .824 2782 96.40. 229 .834

Reading 542 19.12 608 18.88 :651 446 22.93 519 .22.38 .170 256 90.89 227 92.66 .044
4

280 95.75 228 97 03 . .211

Reading Total 539 42.81 608 41.58 .093 445 51.12 518 49.29 412
3

256 92:41 227 93.46 .160 278 97.50 228 97.95 ,552

Language 543 40.44 603 43.25 <.001
4

448 44.46 512 47.77 <.0014 255 93.06 226 98.19 <.001
4

t 278 98.23 227 111.89 .<.001

Spelling 535 26.33 600 27.69 <.001
4

447 28.14 514 30.32 <.001
4

253 p4.30 226 98.47
4

<.001 285 96:58 228 102.19
- 4

<.001

Math Computation 537 21.19 603 21.80 .098 438 23.57 514 23.43 .518 253 95.90 226 98.68 .002
4

-285 98.74 228 100.48 .034
4

Math Concepts 19.56 600 19.27 .350 436 22.20 514 22.03 .578 253 89.33 226 90.89' ..:057
4

285 91.59 ,228 91.78 .844

Math Problem
SolVing 532 16.07 602 15.57 .024

3 61 18.89 514 18.02 .0053 253 95.76 226 97.08 .133 285 98.69 228 98.75 .970

Math Total 529 156.94 600 56.72 .684 429 64.88 508 63.69 . .136. 253 98.78 226 100.77 .olg° 285 101-349 228 102.42 .234

Science 44 258 97.15 227 95.09 .0023 281 100.47 227 -96.71 <.0013

e
Social Studies 258 95.16 229 94.81d .584 281 98.99 227 97.73 .135

1
The N is the total number,tested !al four years.

2
The N is the total number tested in'three years.

The mean of the males was significantly higher than the mean of the femilles.

4-
Tht mean of the females was significantlY higher than the mean of the males.

.246,
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the grade 8 classes combined. All students were included who took one
or more achievement tests and who also had a mental ability score.
Accordingly, the number "of students of each grade varies from one
achievement test to another. The data were combined for the grade 7
classes and for 'the grade 8 classes in order to assure that the find-
ings would be generalizable to the population of students of each
school. (The same procedure for selecting students was followed for
the two high schools.)

The Metropolitan Achievement Teat was used in both schools; how-
ever, the raw scores of Steuben Middle School and the standard scores
of Carl Sandburg were analyzed. The means and the levels of signifi-
cance are given in Table 8.1 so that the direction of the difference
favoring either sex as well as the level of significance may be ob-
served. In the following discussion, attention is given to the con-
sistencies and the inconsistencies between the two schools regarding
the sex differences significant at or beyond the .05 level. It is
important to recall that the discussion here pertains to mean achieve-
moat averaged across the same grade, not to gaih\of the same students
flow one time pf testing to the next.

Consistent results were found in language edIpelling in both
grades 7 and 8 in both schools; the mean of the females was signiff-
cantly higher than the mean of the males.

The results between the two schools are.inconsistent for the
three subscores in reading. The melee of Steuben achieved signifi-
cantly higher than the females in grade 7 and grade 8 in word knowl-
edge and in grade 8 in reading total; at Sandburg the only significant
difference wasioAenrereading subtest in grade 7, and the females
achieved significantly higher than the males.

The results between,the two schools are inconsistent in certain
mathematics subtests. The females of balph grades 7 and 8 at Sandburg,
achieved significantly higher in math computation than the males;
whereas the differences were not significant for either-grade at
Steuben. In math problem solving-the males of grade 7 and grade 8 of
Steuben achieved significantly higher than the females; whereas the
differences at4tandburg were not significant. Related to math total
the differences were not significant at Steuben for either grade;
however, at Sandburg the mean*of the females in grade 7 was signifi-
cantly higher than the mean of the males.

The social science and socj dies.tests were.not administered
at Steuben. At Sandburg the miles achieVed significantly higher than
the females in grades 7 and 8 in science,'whereas the differences'
between the sexes in social studies- were not significant in either
grade.

-Table 8.2 presents the summary of the significant sex differences
at Cedarburg High School and at Hood River Valley High School. The
results are based on the Iowa Tests of Educational Development at
Cedarburg and on the Stanford Test,of Academic Skills at Hood River
Valley. Accordingly, one cannot infer that the, tests were measuring
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Table 8.2. Summary of Significant Differences (ANCOVA) in Educational Achievement between Hales and Females of Different Gradesof Cedarburg High

School and Hood River Valley High School

Grade 9

CEDARBURG HiGH SCHOOL

Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12

Sex Hain Sex Hain Sex Hain Sex Haln

Hales Females Effect Hales Females Effect Hales Females Effect Hales Females Effect

N K N P N X N K P N N

Comprehension 522
1

14.23 521 15.03 <.001
4

384
1

15.87 381 17.01 <.001
4

234
1

16.72 224 17.82

Vocilbulary 522 15.08 521 15.30 .387 384 16.93 381 16.87 .941 234 17.42 224 18.36

Reading Total 522 14.08 521 14.58 .0144 384 15.85 381 16.48 .014
4

234 f6.73 224 17.66

Usage 522 14.15 521 16.14 <.0014 384 15.79 381 17.88 <.0014 234 15.62 224 18.42

Spelling 522 12.98 521 15.81 <.001
4

384 14.73 381 17.65 <.0014 234 15.75 224 19.04

Language Total 522 13.69 521 16.12 <.001
4

384 15.43 381 17.98 <.001
4

234 15.86 224 19.00

Math 522, 14.15 521 12.89 <.o0l3 384 16:28 3811.14.82 <.0013 234 17.02 224 16.16

Social Studies 522 13.56 521 13.60 .801 384 15.68 381 15.64 .750 234 16.41 224 16.68

_-
Science 522 15.88 521 15.16 0053 384 18.31 381 17.68 .0113 234 19.08 224 18:47

yse of Sourcgs 522 15.48 521 16.87 <.001
4

384 16.16 381 17.40 <.001
4

234 16.04 224 18.61

HOOD RIVER VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL

Reading 333
2

48.87 327 51.10 .002
4

297
2
54.78 292 56.05

English 333 41.91 327 48.42 <.001
4

297 45.38 292 52.00

Math 333 26.79 327 27.45 .161 297 30.38 292 30.99

.019
4

.072

.044
4

<.0014

<.0014

<.001
4

.0123

.884

.101

<.001
4

.061

4

123
1

16.02 '100 17.46 .081

123 18.04 100 19.41 .153

123 16.88 100 18.17 .090

123 15.60 100 17.93 .0044

123 15.27 100 18.42 <.001
4

123 15.58 100 18.50 -<.001
4

123 17.63 100 16.24 .031
3

123 16.53 100 17.28 .523

123 16.55 100 17.27, .418

123 15.43 100 18.14 .023
4

247
2

56.01 261 59.60 <.001
4

247 46.65 261 54.73 <.001
4

247 31.11 261 32.30 :068

1The N is the total number tested in all years and includes both PACE and traditional students. There were four Grade 9, three Grade 100

two Grade 11 okoses, and one Grade 12 class.
2
The Nris the total number tested in three years. Hood River Valley High School has no Grade 9.

3The mean of the males was significantly higher than the mean of the females.

4The mean of the &males was significantly higher than the mean of the males.
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the same achievement. The three most comparable test areas are read-
ing total, language total, and math at Cedarburg High School and read-
ing, English, and math at Hood River Valley High School, Although .

differences related to other test areas at Cedarburg High School are.
interesting, the present discussion is limited to these three most
comparable ones.

The Means of the females of grades 9, 10, 11, and 12 of Cedarburg
High School were significantly higher than the means of the boys in
reading total and in language total with one exception, namely, the
difference was not significant in reading total in grade 12; In a
parallel manner,'the means of the girls of grades 10, 11, and 12 of
Hood River Valley were significantly higher than the means of the boys
in reading and in English with one exception, namely, the mean in
reading of the girls of grade 11 wai not signifidantly higher at the
.05 level (it was at the .06 level).

The'difference between the sexes in mathematics was inconsistent
for the two high schools. The mean of the boys of Cedarburg High
School was significantly higher than the mean of the girls in all
grades in mathematics; but at Hood-River Valley High Sthool the dif-
ferences were not significant in any gride and the obtained means of
the females were higher than the means of the males in grades 10, 11,
and 12.,

Sex Differences in Gain in Achievement

Did the differences between the males and females remain constant
.from grade to grade? This question was answered by analyzing the signi-
ficant gain by sex interactions of the longitudinal cohorts of the
four schools. The summary of the significant gain by sex interactions
related to the nine areas tested for three longitudinal cohorts of
Steuben and two longitudinal cohorts of Carl Sandburg are given in
Table 8.3. Of 27 possible gain by sex interactions at Steuben Middle
School, that is, nine for each of three cohorts, only three were found
to be statistically significant. The girls of Cohort 3, but not of
the other two cohorts, gained significantly more than the boys in
reading from grade 7 to grade 8. The girls of Cohort 1, but not of
the other two cohorts, gained more from grade 7 fo 8 in spelling,
while the girls of Cohort 2 gained more than the boys from grade 7 to ik

8 intomath concepts. The differences in the gains of the bdys and
girls were not significant for any cohort in word knowledgp, reading
fotal, language, math computation, math problem solving, and math '

total.

There were 18 possible significant gain by sex interactions'for
the two longitudinal cohorts at Carl.Sandburg Junior High School.
Only two were found to be significantly different. The girls of
Cohort 2 gained significanbly more than the boys from grade 7 to
grade 8 on the reading subtest and also in reading total. Based on
these results from both schools it appears that the gains in achieve-
ment in all subject areas are much the samesfor boys and girls from
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Table 8.3. Summary of Significant Cain by Sex Interactions (ANCOVA) of Three Longitudinal Cohorts of Steuben Middle School and Two Longitudinal Cohorts
of Carl Sandburg Junior High School

COHORT 1 COHORT 2 COHORT 3

Grade 7

SD

Grade 8

R SD

Cain X Sex

P

Grade 7

R SD

Grade 8

SD

Gain X Sex

P

Grade 7

SD

Gradlq8

51- SD

Gain X Sex

P

STEUBEN
2

Reading Males 21.87 8.37 24.82 9.01 .735 18.00 8.48 22.49 9.26 .748 19.70 8.70 22.93 8.94 <.0011

Females 20.76 8.80 23.60 9.33 17.38- 7.47 22.07 8.95 19.25 8.55 23.07 8.56

Spelling Males 26.74 7.61 29.08 6.73 .0341 26.69 7.26 28.54 7.69 .268 25.54 6.88 30.22 6.24 .066

Females 26.96 6.31 30.83 .6.07 27.99 7.20 30.50 6.51 27.81 7.21 31.06 6.35

Math Concepts Males 18.82 7.57 23.65 7.86 .265 19.65 7.09 22.26 7.62 .0171 21.80 6.50 23.73 7.02 .873

Females 18.45 5.78 22.48 7.46 18.33 7.07 2.32 6.94 20.78 6.29 22.64 6.57

N Hales 97 .106 96
Females 94 141 120

SANDBURG
3

Reading Males 91.86 15.19 97.38 15.74 .857 90.72 15.72 94.13 16.53 .0241

Females ,91.83 11.61 97.76 12.40 91.32 17.26 100,08 14.75

Reading Total Males 93.31 .43.26 98.77 14.79 .343 91.24 14.12 96.52 15.07 .009
1

Females 93.05 11.55 99.62 12.31 93.10 14.92 100.95 14.19

N Males 78 71

Females 58 63

1Female8 gained'aignificantly more than males.

2
There were no significant differences between males and females of any cohort at Steuben in Word Knowledge, Reading Total, Language, Math Computation,
Math Problem Solving and Math Total.

ho
L.)

3
There were no significant differences between males and females of either cohort at Sandburg in Word Knowledge, Language, Spelling, Math Computation,
Ma0 Concepts, Math Problem Solving, Math Total,wScience and Social Studies.
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grade 7 to 8 except in reading where there is a tendency for the girls
to gain more than the boys.

Table 8.4 presents a summary of the significant gain by sex inter-
actions of two PACE longitudinal cohorts and two traditional longitud-
inal cohorts of Cedarburg High School and,two longitudinal cohorts of
Hood River Valley High School. The results for 10 areas of testing
are given for Cedarburg and for three at Hood River.Valley. Of 20
possible significant gain by sex interactions involving the PACE
cohorts only one was found to be significant. Here the males of
Cohort 2 gained more than the females from grade 10 to 11 in science.
Of the possible 20 statistically significant gain by sex interactions
involving the traditional cohorts, only two were found significant.
The females of Cohort 2 gained more than the males in language total
from grade 10 to grade 11. Although there was a significant gain by
sex interaction for Cohort 1 related to use of sources, the difference
in the gain between any two grades was not significant.

Two of a possible six statistically significant gain by'sex inter-
actions were found for the two longitudinal cohorts of Hood River
Valley High School. The girls of Cohort 2 gained more from grade 10
to grade 12 and grade 11 to grade 12 in English than did the boys.
The mean gain made by the girls of Cohort 2 in mathematics was greater
than that by the boirs; however, the difference in the amount of gain
made by the boys and girls from any one grade to the next was not
significant.

Based on the very few significant gain by sex interactions at the
high school level, we infer that boys and girls gain about equally
from DIA grade to the next in reading and mathematics. The only ex-
ception is that girls, tend to gain more in the language arts--English
area.

Related to the patterns of gains in all subject fields from grade 7
through.12, we infer that the boys and girls gain equally from one grade
to,thp next except for reading from grade 7 to grade 8 and English from
trade 9 through 12.. Clearly, the boys did not gain more than the .

girls in mathematics from grade 7 to grade 8 or during the high school
years.

The preceding results regarding the differences between the mean
achievements and mean gains of the males and the females may,be related
to other research findings. Maccoby (1966) reviewed approximatply
1600 studies on educational and psychological differences 'between
males and females. Subsequently, Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) arrived
at conclusions of three kinds regarding sex differences: widely
confirmed differences, questionable differences, and unfounded myths
-about differences. Block (1976) examined the same studies and other
information. She confirmed some of the conclusions of Maccoby and
Jacklin and drew others. The three "confirmed" differences of Maccoby
and Jacklin regarding academic apeitudes that Block agreed with follow
(Block, 1976, p. 307). First, the mean verbal ability of girls is
higher thin the'mean of boys. This,higher verbal ability should be
reflected in hrgher ac hippMent in areaq such as reading, vocabulary,
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Table 8.4. Summary of Significent Gain by Sex Interactions (ANCOVA) of Two Longitudinal
Cohorts of Cedarburg High School and Two Longitudinal Cohorts

of Hood River Valley High School

-

GRADE 9 GRADE 10 GRADE 11 GRADE 12

Gain X Sex

P
i

Males

SD N

Females

i SD N

Hales

R SD,

Females

R SD

Hales

R SD

Females

2 SD

Hales

i SD

Females

i- SD

CEDARBURG
z

1
Cohort 1 15.31 5.96 29 16.63 4.86 32 18.21 5.26 18.44 5.25 19.93 6.20 20.66 4.88 17.41* 8.08 19.56 5.00 .396

4

PACE
Science

1
Cohort 2 16.84 4.52 44 14.98 4w47 43 19.98 4.57 19.91 3.88 21.22 4.00 19.26 3.37 .009

Traditional
Language Cohort 1 12.37 4.33 73 14.41 4.29 49 14.03 5.20 16.90 4.14 14.45 5.65 17.16 4.41 14.89 6.42 17.67. 5.30 .4745

Total 0 Cohort 2 13.67 3.57 55 15.89 3.89 75 15.55 3.39 17.16 3.83 16.85 4.72 19.61 4.15 .049

Use of Cohort 1 13.42 4.94 14.43 5.27 14.03 6.50 16133 4.90 13.99 6.54 17.00 5.91 14.40 8.13 17.92 7.35 .042
6

Sources Cohort 2 15.71 5.13 17.01 4.39 16.40 5.52 16.84 4.66 16.78 6.38 19.08 5.30 .051

HOOD RIVER
VALLEY
English Cohort--1 67 67 43.28 13.94 51.24 10.89 46.58 13.13 55.57 10.32 47.64 13.73 55.43 10.65 .3087

Cohort 2 50 50 44.36 14.44 50.32 9.17 46.12 13.12 52.14 10.03 47.10 14.03 56.86 7.94 .005

Math Cohort 1, 28.28. 10.86 29.99 8.34 30.85 10.93 32.97 9.14 31.24. 10.98 33.18 10.14 .885
6

Cohort 2 29.54 10.11 28.90_ 8.79 32.86 10.09 31.627 9.44 32.26 10.96 33.76 9.00 .037

1
Cohort 1 included Grades 9 through 12; Cohort 2 Grades 9 through 11.

2
There were no significant differences at Cedarburg between PApE males and females of either cohort in Comprehension, Vocabulary, Reading Total, Usage,
Spelling, Language Total, Hath, Social Studies, and Use of Sources. There were no significant differences at Cedsrburg between traditional males and

females of either cohort in Comprehension, Vocabulary, Reading Total, Usage, Spelling, Hath, Social:Studies, and Science.

There was no significant difference at Hood River between males and females of either cohort in Reading. Hood River does not have a Grade 9.
4
Males gained more than females from Grade 10 to Grade 11.

5
Females gained more than males from Grade 10 to Grade 11.

6 .

There were no significant pairwise comparisons.
7
The females gained more than the males from Grade 10 to Grade 12 and from Grade 11 to Grade 12.
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comprehension, and spelling. Second, the mean visual-spatial ability
of boys is higher than the mean of girls. Third, the mean quantita-
tive ability of boys is higher than the mean of girls. These higher
visual-spatial and mathematical abilities should be reflected in
higher achievement in areas such as mathematical concepts and mathe-
matical problem solving. Block (1976) also found that these differ-
ences become more pronounced with increasing age from early childhood
through adolescence.

A more recent report indicates that about 1,000,000 high school
students took the Scholastic Aptitude Test in 1980; 51.8% of them were
females. The mean verbal and mathematical aptitude scores Of the boys
and the girls of 1980 and also those of 1970 and 1975 follow (Educa-
tional Testing Service, 1980, p. 5):

Mean Scholastic Aptitude Test Scores of
High School Boys and Girls

Verbal Aptitude Mathematical Aptitude

Male Female Difference Male Female Difference

1970 459 461 +2F 509 465 -44F
1975 437 431 -6F 495 449 -46F
1980 428 420 -8F 491 445 -46F

Notice that the mean verbal aptitude of the girls was slightly lower
than the mean of the boys in 1975 and 1980, labereas the mean mathemat-
ical aptitude of the boys was considerably higher for all three years.

A'smaller group of the high sehool girls and boys took the Test
of Standard Written English, an achievement test. The girls' mean was
higher than that of the boys in 1980, but the difference between the
girls and boys narrowed from 1975 to 1980, as is shown in Figure 8.1

45

4$

MAU

197S I 1978 1977 19713 1 1979 I 1919

YEAR

Figure 8.1 Means of boys and girls on test of standard written English.
(From: Educational Testing Service, 1980, p. 5.)

.
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(Educational Testing Service, 1980, p. 5). We should note before
proceeding further that this test and the SAT discussed earlier were
administered to high school students who intended to go to college

)
after graduation; not to the total student body of the schools, as was

/ done in the present project.

Fennema and Sherman (1978) did not find a significant sex differ-
ence in mathematics achievement in grade 8. Hwever, a significant
difference was found in grade 11 favoring the boys (Shermat, 1980). A
significant difference in visual spatial ability between the girls and
the boys was found in grade 8 and also in grade 11, favoring the boys.
Sherman (1980) concluded that the difference bdtween the boys and girls
in mathematics achievement that developed from grade 8 to,grade 11 was
partially determined by the sex-related difference in spatial ability
but also by'sociocultural influences that assign mathematics es a male
domain. One indicator of the sociocultural influence was that the
girls had a much sharper decline than the boys in favorable.attitudes
toward mathematics from grade 8 to grade 11. This finding of a sex
related, sociocultural factor as a determinant of girls' lower math
achievement and interest in math confirmed earlier results found by
Sherman.and Fennema (1977).

It is interesting to note that in the present project (a) no
significant sex differences in math total were found in either school
in grade 7 or grade 8 except in grade 7 of Carl Sandburg Junior High
School where the mean of the girls was significantly higher, (b) the
boys of Cedarburg High School achieved significantly higher in math in
all four grades while the difference between the boys and girls at
Hood River Valley was not significantly different in grade 10, 11, or
12 and (c) there was no significant sex difference in the amount of
gain favoring the boys from grade 7 to grade 8 in either school, from
grade 9 to grade 12 at Cedarburg, or from grade 10 to grade 12 at Hood
River Valley High School. These findings are not in harmony with
those of Sherman and Fennema. However, the lack of a significantly
higher gain in mathematics by the boys during the high school years
may be due to the instructional and educational programming strategies
used in the present study.

When the results related to English, reading, and mathematics
from all the prior sources including the present project are combined,
we conclude that the mean achievement of girls is significantly higher
than that of the boys in spelling and language usage in grades 7 and 8
and in English andireading from grade 9 onward through grade 12. The
mean of the ioys is not always significantly higher than that of the
girls in mathemaiTes in any grade, 7 through 12, although most studies
indicate higher achievement in high schpb1.

The discrepaqcies among the findings of the various studies imply
that the differences inothe characteristics of the particular samples
of students, differences in the tests that are used, and other factors,
including instruction and advising, determine whether the average achieve-
ment of boys or girls is higher in mathematics from grade 7 through
grade 12 and in reading in grades 7 and 8. Accordingly, much caution
is requited before making any prediction or assumption as to whether
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the mean achievement of the boys or girls of a given school will be
higher. And even more important, a reliable prediction cannot be made
about any individual student's level of educational achievement in any
subject field, based only on knowing whether the student is male or
female.

Finally, the consistently lower mean achievement of the boys in
the English/language areas, including reading in high school, suggests
that this may be of great concern for the occupational and career plans
of the boys. Undoubtedly,high achievement in the English/language
arts is as necessary for boys to achieve occupational success as is
high achievement in mathematics for girls.

Differences in Achievement Among Quarters in Mental Ability

Historically, students of lower mental ability are thought not to
gain as much in the academic subjects during their secondary school
years as students of higher mental ability. However, a considerable
amount of federal and state legislation during the 1960s and 1970s was
directed toward encouraging higher achievemenF by the lowese achieving
students. In the present research the improvement strategies were
directed toward getting each student to achieve up to the student's
mental ability level. Particular attention was given to,raising the
achievement of the quarters achieving below mental ability and also to
individual students whoseeachievement percentile 'rank was farthest
below the mental ability percentile rank. Table 8.5 summarizes the
significant gain by quarter interactions for each longitudinal cohort
of each school.

At Steuben Middle School thtre were three longitudinal cohorts.
A totsl_of 72 pairwise comparisoas of the four quarters of the three
cohorts might have been szatistically significant, a total of 24 for
each of the cohorts, 6 for each of the 4 areas tested. Of these 72,
only four were significantly different. The first and lowest quarter
of each Cohorts 1 and 2 gained significantly less than two higher
quarters in reading total. There were no significant gain by quar#tr
interactions in language, spelling, or math total.

There were 48 posslible significant pairwise compariOns at Sand-
burg Junior High School/involving the four quarters of each of the two
cohorts,in four areas 0 testing. Here there were only two significant
pairwise comparisons. /Quarter 1 pf Cohort 2 gained more in spelling
from grade 7 to grade $ than did Quarters 3 and 4.

At both Steuben/and Sandburg, the students of aach cohort could
show a gain only fro* the grade 7 to the grade 8 testing. At Webster
Transitional School 'the locally constructed tests--parts of speech,
sentences, language total, and mathematics--were administered a tota.1
of four times in grades 6, 7, and 8. Accordingly, a total of 288
pairwise camparis ns might have been significant. Reading vOcabulary
and reading compehension were measured once per year for three years.
Accordingly, 72,pairwise comparisons might have been significant re-

25a
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Table 8.5. Summary of Significant Gain by Quarter Interactions(ANOVA) for Each Longitudinal Cohort

of Five Schools

STEDBEN Cohort 1 Cohort 2 ohort 3

G74G8 , G7-G8 74C8

...)i

Reading Total Q2,Q3PQ1 1 (13,Q4>Q1 NS

Language NS NS NS

Spelling ), Ni NS 4 NS

Math NS NS NS

SANDRURG Cohort 1 Cohort 2

G7-,G8 G7-3.38

Reading Total NS' 00 NS
st,

'Lanriage NS NS

Spelling NS &>Q3,Q4

Math Tolal NS NS

WEBSTFR Cohort 1 Cohort 2

Parts of
Speech NS NS

Sentences G6F.G75:Q3>Q1
1

G6F-.37F:(14>Q1

G6F-C85:Q3.Q4>Q1 G6F-.G75:(13,Q4>Q1

G6F4G8S:Q4>Q1

Language
Total

Mathematics

'1/ NS

G6F.G7F:(13,0>Q1
G6F-G7F:Q4>Q2
G6F.G8F:Q4>Q1
G7F-.G85 :Q1,Q2>Q4

Nq

G6F-.G7F:(13,Q4>Q1

G7F4G85 :Q1>Q3,Q4

Vocabulary

Comprehension

CEDARBURC
2

NS

G6S4G8S:Q4>Q3

G10-.G11

NS

US I

G11-G12MOOD RIVER
VALLEY Cohort 1 Cohort 2 Cohort 1 Cohort/2

Reading Q1>Q2 NS NS NS/

Engli-sh NS NS NS NS .

Math NS _ NS NS /NS
4

14
'

1
G .. Grade, F .. Fall Testing, S .. 'Spring Testing.

2 .
There were no significant Gain by Quarter In eractions for the two PACE longitudinal cohorts.

'

Total Number of Possible Pairwise
Comparisons Across Cohorts

VOM.

G10-.G12

Cohort 1 Cohort 2

18

18

18

18

12

12

12

12

72

72

.72

72

36

36

Q1>Q2 NS 36

NS NS 36

NS NS 36

4".
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lated to these two subjects. A total,of 18 significant pairwise
differences were obtained.4 Seven significant differences were found
for sentences and in all cases Quarter 3 or Quarter 4,gained signifi-
cantly more thaa Quarter 1 (lowest quarter). Ten significant differ-
ences were related to mathematics; in six instances, Quarter 3 or 4
gained more than Quarter 1 while in the other four Quarter 1 gained
more than a higher quarter including Quarter.4. The last significant
pairwise comparison showed 'hat Quarter 4 of Cohort 1 gained more in
reading comprehension than did Quarter 3.

A* *

There were no significant differences between the gains of any
two quarters of.either PACE cohort ifi any of the 10 areas tested at
Cedarburg High School. Of the 108 possible significant differences at
Hood River Valley High School only two were significant. Quarter 1 of
Cohort 1 gained more than Quarter 2 from grade 10 to grade 11 and also
from grade 10 to grade 12 in reading.

'In view of the very smal number of gain x.quarter interactions
and the rel4ted small number f significant pairwise Comparisons, we
conclude thAt the quarters in mental ability *ith very few exceptions
gained equally from one grade to the next in the two middle schools,
the junior high school, and the two senior high schools. The first
author of this monograph h1 not expected to find this pattern of
gains. It was anticipated that Quarter 4, the highest quarter, might
not gain morethan tny oth r quarter because of the fact that a number
of students in each school in the top quarter in.mental ability scorea
near'the top of the test. However, it was expected that Quarters 2
and 3 would quite consistently gain mere from one grade to the next
than did Quarter 1, the lowest quarterv Apparently, the considerable
effort in,all five sehools that was dAected toward seCuring hightr
achievement by the lowest-achieving students, regardless of their
mental ability level, contributed to Quarter 1 gaining as much from
one grade to the next as 'Quarters 2 and 3.

4

4

Effects of.Implementing the Improvement Strategies

on the Total Grade Groups and Longitudinal Cohorts

A central purpose of this research was 115 geQermine the effects
of annually implementing three improliement,strategies on svdent
achiev2ment in English, mathematics, and reading. A summary of the
conclAions regarding this purpose is presented for each school.
Steuben Middle School, Carl Sandburg Junior High School, and Hood
River Valley High School are presented first since there were baseline
grades in 1977-78 for all ihe grades of these schools and the achieye-
ment testing was donein the spring of the year. TR these three
schools, only minor planned impfovements coufkbe made in the second
semester of 1979-80 since ihe first sOinwachievement test dafa of
1977-78 were not summarized and interpreted until the fall semester of
the 1978-19 school year.. AeWebster TransitionarSch6ol and Cedarburg
High School Most of the testing was done in the fall, including in
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1977-78, and there were not,baseline grades for each grade of these
schools in 1977-78.

The main information regarding student outcomes.that wasliised in
determining the effects of implementing the improvement strategies
each year is drawn from the comparisons of.the achievements of the
classes of a given grade level; e.g., the four grade 7 classes of
Steuben Middle,School. The'comparisons of the mean achievements of
the students of the later longitudinal cogorts with the achievements
of the earlier cohorts is regarded aS providing supporting informa-'
tion. A significantly higher meafi achievement by a later grade or
cohort is interpreted as a positive result. A significantly lower
mean is regarded as negative and a nonsignificant difference is re-
garded as neutral, provided that there were no offsetting negative
effects of unanticipated events. For Cedarburg High School a non-
statistical comparison was made of the mean achievement of two PACE
and tWo traditional longitudinal cohorts.

Steuben Middle School

Individual instructional programming was being implemented in the
acadetic subjects in 1977-78, and it was refined each year thereafter.
Individual educational programming was being.implemented indirectly in
1977-78 inasmuch as the same academic subjects were required of all"
the Studente and in these subjects individual instructional program-
ming was.being implementga. Starting.in 1978-79 and continuing there-
after the individual programs of ofily part of the students were moni-
tpred and evaluated each semester. Goal setting and carrying out
related improvement activities were-started by about One-third of the.
I & A Unit teams in the second semester of 1978-79 and by all the I &
A Unit teams,in 1979-80 and 1980-81. Accordingly, individual instruc-
tionbl programming and goal setting were implemented concurrently for
the first time in 1979-80, while individual educational programming
was implemented to a lesser extent.

What were the effects of impleMenting the improvement strategies
on student achievement? Table 8.6 gives the adjusted means of the

y students of each grade 7 and grade 8 class that had mental ability
scores, the equivalent percentile ranks, and the results of the com-
parisons of the meads of each pair-of classes.

The mean of the 1978-79 grade 7 Siasses was significantly lower
than that of the 1977-78 class in reSO#g total, significantly higher
in language, and not significantly different in spelling or math
total. On the other hand, the means of the last two classes were
significantly higher t an.the means of one or both of the first two
classes in all f reas--reading total, language, spelling, and math
total. The mean of the 1978-79 grade 8 class was significantly higher
than that of the 19,77-78 class in spelling and not significantly dif-
ferent in the other three areas. However, the means of the last two
classes were significantly higher than the means of one or both of the
first two classes in all four areas- eading total, language, spelling,
and math total.
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Table 8.6. Adjusted Means (ANCO4A) and Equivalent National Percentile Ranks for Successive Grade 7

and Grade 8 Classes: Steuben Middle School

Comparisons of Successive Groups

1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1979-80 1980-81 1980-81

vs ve vs vs vs vs

1977-78 1977.78 1977-78 1978-79 1978-79 1979-80

Grade 7

Reading Total
-

1,1-g:Page

Spelling

Math Total

Grade 8

Reading Total

Language

Spelling

Math Total

(

S- NS MS S+ S+ NS

S+ S+ S+ NS S+ S+

NS NS S+ NS NS NS

NS S+ S+ ,NS S+ NS

NS NS S+ NS NS S+

NS NS S+ NS. : S+ NS

S+. S+ S+ NS NS NS

NS S+ S+ NS S+ NS

Adiusted Means and Equivalent Percentile Ranks

Grade 7

1977-78
R. Zile X Zile

' 0,-

;

1979-80
X Zile

1980-81
R Zile

Reading Total 43.44 34 39.92 29 42.66 34 43.11 34

Language 313(1.-- 41.17 32 42.09 36 ,. 45.27 42

Spelling 26.17 40 27.31 44 26.74 44 27.69 48

Math Total 50.75 '30 54.95 36 60.14 44 60.06. 44

ilit

Average Student N 223 323 289 304

Grade-8

Reading Total 48.98 30 , 50.03 32 48.28 28 52.46 35

Language 44.66 30 45.37 30 46.77 32 48.08 34

Spelling 27.64 32 29.25 36 29.74 38 30.57 39

Math Total 60.45 32 62.53 34 65.43 36 68.38 42

Average Student N 228 237 267
37/1

224

S+ The mean of the group of the later year was significantly higher than the mean of the
group oi the earlier year.

8- The mean of the group of the later year was significantly lower than the mean of the
. group of the earlier year.
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The results for the three longitudinal cohorts support these for
the successive grades. In all areas except reading total, the mean
achievements of the second and third cohorts were significantly higher
than those of eprior one. Similar favorable results were obtained on
a locally constructed mathematics test.

These consistently positive results of the last two years are
attributable to the goal setting and carrying out related improvement
activities and to providing better instructional programs for the
individual students, including by the use of CAI for some students in
reading and math that started in second se9ester of 1978-79.

The attitudes of the students toward school and their self-concepts
remained stable until 1980-81 when they became slightly more positive.
A planned improvement in 1980-81 involving'a human relations inservice
program probably contributed to the more positive attitudes and self-
concepts in 1980-81. The attendence of the students was about the
same from year to year but slightly higher in 1980-81. A program for
contacting parents of absent students and taking other positive actions
probably contributed to tfiis increase in attendance in 1980-81.

Based on these findings regarding educational achievement, atti-
tudes, and attendance, we conclu4 that impledenting the improvement
strategies was effective in producang desired student outcomes. The

large majority of positive findings were accounted for with reasonable
certainty in terms of the planned improvements that were carried out
when meriting the improvement strategies. Regarding the effec'ts

of ted-events, the loss of six aides in 1980-81 probably
-

affe entchievoment negatively, but this cannot be assured
inasmuch as teudett achievement was higher in 1980-81,than in any
other year.

.

Carl Sandburg,Junior High School
14

The teachers implemented individual educational programming in-
directly starting in 1977-78, but did not plan and monitor the indi-
vidual educational programs of their students. They were already
arranging individual instructional programs for each student in the
academic subjects, all of which were required of all the students.
Individual instructional programming was refined each year thereafter.
"Coal setting and carrying out related improvement activities were
started for the first time in 1979-80. Thus, both goal setting and
individual instrdctional programming were implemenped concurrently for
the first time in 1979-80, and individual educational programming was
implemented indirectly. The changes in student achievement from year
to year are given in Table 8.7.

.404

The mean achieyement of the 1978-79 grade 7 class was not signif-
icantly different from that of the 1977-78 class in'any of the four
areas tested. However,, the grade 7 class of 1979-80 achieved signifi-
cantly higher in language than the two earlier classes combined, higher
than both earlier classes in spelling and math total, and not signifi-
cantly different from either prior class in reading total, The differ-
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Table 8.7. Adjusted Means and National Percentile Ranks for Successive Grade 7 and Grade 8 Classes:
Carl Sandburg Junior High School

Camparison of Adjusted Means and
Successive Classes Equivalent Percentile Ranks

1978-79 1979-80 1979-80 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80

vs vs vs
1977-78 1977-78 1978-79 R Zile R tile R Zile

Grade 7

Reading Total NC NC NC 92.96 62 92.36 61 93.36 64

Language NS NS NS* 94.76 56 94.62 56 97.09 62

Spelling NS, S+ S+ 95.11 61 95.20 61 98.54 69

Math Total NS S+ S+ 98.22 49 99.32 53 101.72 61

Average Student N 173 149 157

Grade 8

Reading Total NC NC NC 97.96 60 97.37 59 97.75 60

Language NC
.

NC NC 100.80 60 99.17 56 99.51 57

Spelling NC NC NC 99.86 54 98.11 *50 99.14 52

Math Total NS S+ S+ 101.68 45 100.12 39 103.99 50

Average Student N 188 164 159

S+ The mean of the class- ofth -later year was significantly higher than the mean of the
class of tht earlier year.

S- The mean of,the class of the later year was significantly lower than the mean of the
class of the earlier year.

NC Post-hoc nop computed .sinse the difference among,the successive classes was not significant at
the .05 level.

The adjusted mean was higher fOr 1979-80 than for both prior years combined.
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ence among the three grade 8 -classes was not significant in reading
total, language, or spelling. However, the grade 8 class of 197540
achieved significantly higher than th* two prior grade 8 classes in
math total.

The results for the two longitudinal cohorts support the preced-
ing results. The students of the second cohort achieved significantly
higher than the first one in math total and not significantly different
in reading total, language, and spelling. -

The preceding posifive results for 1975-80 are attributed to more
effective implementation of individual instructional programming and
implementation of the goal-setting strategy for the first time in 1979-80.
Implementation of the goal setting in 1575-80 was accompanied with in-
creasing the amount of time giyen to spelling and language and adding
a math problem-solving course for the grade 7 students and special math
activities for the high achieving grade 8 math students. Thus, the
positive findings are accounted for with reasonable certainty. Having
only new grade 8 language arts teachers in 1979-80 very likely was the
cause of the lack of significantly higher grade 8 achievement in lan-
guage, reading, and-spelling in 1979-80 and also the lack of signifi-
cantly higher achievement in these areas by the secorid longitudinal
cohort.

The grade 7 students' attitudes toward the school and toward the
teachers became more positive from the first to the third year while
their attitudes toward learning, their peers, and self remained con-
stant. The grade 8 students' attitudes toward the schooj. became more
positive from the first to the third year while their attitudes toward
their teachers, learning, their peers, and self remained relatively
constant. Two planned improvements are probably responsible,for the
more favorable attitudes toward school by,the students of both grades

,

7 and 8 and by the students of grade 7 toward teachers: a staff
development program of 1978-79 that was designed to develop a better
understanding of middle school adolescents, the formation of a Sand-
burg Parent Association, and the use of other techniques to promote

..m e effective communication With parents. The nonspecific planned
ev nts of 1978-79 that may have contributed to the more favorable

. ttitudes toward school weie starting an intramural athletic program
iri 1978-79 and an elective program in the allied arts. The fact that
attitudes toward learning, self, and peers either remained constant or
fluctuated somewhat from year to year appears to be unrelated to the
planned improvements or the unanticipated events. A loss of teachers
in 1979-80 due to lower enrollment and the accompanying reorganization
f the four I & A Units into three units and a study to determine

whether to close an elementary school or Sandburg Junior High School
were all regarded as having a negative effect on student attitudes but
this relationship cannot be assured.

The attendance of the etudents was about the same from year to
year. The small differente,in attendance is attributable mainly to
differences in winter weather conditions and the time of annual holi-
days and vacation periods.
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Hood River Valley High School

In 197,7-78,each teacher, administrator, and counselor served as
an educational advisor, or guide, to approximately 15 students. Dur-
ing the first two years of the project these guides'consulted with
their advisees weekly or more often regarding whichonits of courses
to enroll in, but they did not evaluate the effectiveness of the pro-
grams at the end of the semester or year. This advising was accom-
panied with some students not completing courses in any subject as
they might have during a semester and also not taking advanced courses
in English or mathematics as they might have. In 1979-80 the advising
was changed so that English and mathematics teachers were involved in
dvising all students regarding English and mathematics courses.

Throughout the project the teachers arranged individual instruc-
tional-programs for each student enrolled in their courses However,
the amount of individual assignhasats decreased and the amount of class-
size group instruction increased during the first two years as instruc-
tional programming was refined. Goal setting and carrying out related
improvement activities were started in 1979-80 and continued in 1980-81.
Thus, a considerable number of refinements were made in the first two
strategies during the first two years of the project, and all three
were implemented in the last two years.

As shown in Table 8.8, the mean achievement of the 1978-79 grade
10 class was not significantly different from the ilean of the 1977-78
class in any of the three areas--English, math, or reading. However,
the last two grade 10 alasses achieved significantly higher than one
or both of the first two classes in all three areas. These signifi-
cantly higher achievements of the last two grade 10 classes are judged
to have resulted from the refinement of individual educational pro-
gramming in 1979-80.and from the goal setting and related improvement
activities starting in 1979-80. The improvement activities included,

) (a) an inservice program to improve reiding -achievement starting in
1978-79, (b) a required English 10 course starting in 1979-80, (c) a_
grade 10 mathematics placement program startingAn 1978-79, (d) advis-
ing all students regarding math and English Courses,by math and English
teachers starting in 1980-81, (e) requiring students to complete three
units of a course rather than only one starting in 1980-81, and (f) in-
creasing the requirements in the academic vbjects for high school
graduation and decreasing the electives and the "survival skills" re-
quirements.

The mean reading, English, mid mathematics achievement of the
first three grade 11 classes WAS not significantly different. On the
other hand, the 1980-81 grade 11 class achieved significantly higher
than the grade 11 classes of the three prior years, except thatthe
mean achievement in English in 1980-81 WAS not significantly higher
than in 1978-79. abe higher achievements are accounted for by the
prior planned changes made for grade 10 thai ware also made for
grade 11. The fact that the grade 10 group achieved significantly
higher in 1979-80-than in,1977-78 in all three subjects while tRe
grade 11 group did not until 1980-81-is accounted ftit in terms of the
cumulative effects of the planned changes. ,For example, the grade 11
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Table 8.8. Adjusted Means and Percentile Ranks for Grade 10, Grade 11, end Grade 12 Classes:

Hood River Valley High School

Comparisons of Successive Groups

1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1979-80 1980-81 ' 1980-81

vs vs vs vs vs vs

1977-78 1977-78 1977-78 1978-79 1978-79 1979-80

Grade 10
Reading NS S+ S+ S+ NS NS

English NS - S+ S+ S+ NS NS

Math NS S+ S+ S+ NS NS

Grade 11
Reading NS NS S+ NS S+ S+

English NS , NS S+ NS NS S4-

Math NS NS S+ NS S+ S+

Grade 12
Reading NS NS NS NS NS-- NS

English NS NS NS NS NS NS

Math NS NS NS NS NS NS

Adjusted Means and Equiva1e4 Percentile Ranks

1977-78
R- Zile

1978-79
X Zile

1979-80
R Zile

1980-81
R Zile

Grade 10
Reading 47.85 74 46.20 70 ..._ 53.66 81 52.85 80

English 43.04 46 41.56 43 47.74 56 49.14 60

Math 25.99 ,54 24.50 49 29.43 64 28.91 62

Average Student.N 195 160 173 132

Grade 11
Reading 54.10 54 55.42 59 52.81 52 58.55 65

English 47.32 45 48.64 48 46.67 43 51.40 55

Math
<- 29.49 56 30.18 58 30.00 58 32.88 66

Average Student N 151 169 113 156

Grade 12

Reading 56.34 53 59.03, 58\ 58.81 58 56.73 54

English 49.05 42 51.34 474 51.85 48 50.58 45

Math 30.64 53 32.39 59 32.00 58 31.66 56

Student N 116 137' 145 110.Average

S+ The mean achievement of the group of the later year was significantly higher then the mean of
the group of the earlier year.

7
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class'of 1979-80 did not iake_the required English class when in-
grade 10 but the .1980-81 grade 11 class did.

The means of the later grade 12 classes were not significantly
different,from the means of the prior grade 12 classes. This lack of
significantly higher grade 12 achievement cannot be accounted for in
terms of the planned changes that were made in the last two years in'
implementing the improvement strategies. However, the grade 12 class
of 1980-81 did not experience the planned changes in the curriculum,
advising, and instruction when in grades 10 and 11 that the grade 10
and grade 11 classes of 1980-81 did.

The results pertaining to the two longitudinal cohorts are not
readily related to the preceding-tesults inasmuch as the mean achieve-
ment of Cohort 2 was significantly-lower than the mean of Cohort 1 in
reaging but not significantly different in English and math.

The attitudes of the students toward school became slightly more
positive from the fire,' year of testing in 1978-79 to 1980-81. Planned

4

improvements were carried out in 1979-80 and 1980-81 to get more favor-
able attitudes. ,The lack of greater gains is probably attributable to
making greater demands on the students to achieve in the courses in
which they were enrolled and decreasing the stlentls choice of courses'
and units of courses.

Attendance was about the same for the first two years, but it de-
creased and the dropout rate increased in 1979-80. Attendance increased
and the dropout rate decreased in 1980-81. The lower attendance occurred
in part when the potential dropouts did not attend school regularly be-
fore withdrawing voluntarily or being dropped officially by.the school.
After some of the students dropped out in 1979-80, attendance went up
in 1980-81 and the dropout rate decreased. The lower attendance and
the higher dropout rate in 1979-80 are attributable to placing higher
demands on the students to achieve, to the deepening recession in the
forestry industry, or both.

The conclusion is drawn with high confidence that implementation
of the thgee improvement substrategies in the last,two years yielded
higher student achievement in grades 10 and 11. The students of the
last two grade 12 classes did not experience the several highly impor-
tant changes made when they werf enrolled,in grades 10 and 11. .Unan-
ticipated events included a teacher strike, many changes in the teach-,
ing staff in 1978-79, and the recession in the forestry and lumbering'
industry that became especially acute starting in 1979-80. These
events very likely contributed to the lack of even more favorable
student outcomes.

Webster Transitional School'

The teachers of-Webster were already arranging individual instruc-
tional programs for their student@ in the academic subjects in the fall
of,1977-78, and they refined thelr practices each year thereafter. In
1978-79 they started planning and monitoring the individual educational

2
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programs of their student advisees. Goal setting and carrying out re-
aated_improvement activities were started by all of the I & A Unit teams
in 1979-80. Accordingly, the three improvenient strategies were being
implemented in all grades in 1979-80 and 1980-81.

It will be recalled that the test scores of individual students
were availablg for final analysis for grade 6 starting in 1977-78,
grade 7 in 1978-79,.and grade 8 in 1979-80. The results for the suc-
cessive grade 6, grade0, and grade 8 classes are given in Table 8.9.

The fall test results for grade 6 reflect the students' achieve-
ment during the elementary school years and are not discussed further.
The spring test results of grade 6 reflect the educational program at
Webster. The means of the grade-6 classes of 1978-79 and 1979-80 in
reading comprehension in the spring were significantly higher than the
mean of the grade 6 class of 1977-78 and not significantly different
in reading vocabulary. The grade 7 class of 1979-80 achieved signifi-
cantly higher than the first class of 1977-78 in mathematics, vocabu-
lary, and comprehension and not significantly different in the other
three areas--parts of speech, sentences, and language total. The
1980-81 class achieved significantly higher than one or both of the
two earlier classes in all five areas except reading vocabulary where
it achieved significantly lower than the two earlier classes. The

means of the grade 8 class of 1980-81 for parts of speech, language
total, mathematics, and reading comprehension were significantly
higher than the means of the class of 1979-80, not significantly
different for sentences, and significantly lower for reading vocabu-
lary.

The findings for the two longitudinal cohorts support those just
enumerated for the successive grade 6, grade 7, and grade 8 classes.
The mean achievement of Cohort 2 was significantly higher than that of
Cohort 1 in mathematics and reading comprehension, significantly lower
in reading vocabulary, and not.significantly different in the other

areas.

The consistently higher achievements in 1979-80 and 1980-81 are
attributable primarily to the refined individual instructional pro-
gramming and to the goal setting that was started in 1979-80 and con-
tinued in 1980-81. Moreover, child-parent conferences were started on
a systematic basis in 1979-80 and continued into 1980-81. These con-
ferences included discussion of the child's educational program and
also'the child's progress or lack of it.

The negative finding regarding reading vocabulary is related to a
fundamental deficiency in the school district's language arts curricu-
lunr that extends from the primary school into the high school. Insuf-
ficient attention is givento reading vocabulary at all of the school
levels and the middle school staff could not make the changes in the
curriculum that were necessary to overcome the deficiency.

o The attitudes of the students toward various aspects of their
schooling remained relatively stable except that there was a small
drop in 1980-81. The l'ess favorable attitudes in 1980-81 may possibly
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Table 8.9. Adjusted Means of the First and Last Grade 6, Grade 7, and Grade 8 Classes: Webster Transitional School

Comparison of Successive Classes
1978-49 1979-80 1979-80

VS , VS VS
1977-78 1977-78 1978-79

Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring

,Adjusted Means and Equivalent Perce tile Ranks

1977-78 1978-79 1979-80

Fall Zile Spring Zile Fall Zile Spring Zile Fall Zile Spring Zile

Grade 6

Parts of Speech
Sentences
Language Total
Mathematics
Vocabulary
Comprehension
Average Student N

1

NS NA NS NA NS NA
NS NA NS MA NS NA
NS NA NS NA NS NA
NS NA S+ NA S+ NA
NI NS NA NS NA NS
NI S+ NA S+ NA NS

180

80.73
9.15

90.61
44.85

54.27 67

52.79 60

8e86
7.48

90.57
44.80

54.67 68

54.53 67

87.21
47.45

94.92
59.56

55.29 70

54.42 67

Comparison of Successive
1979-80 1980-81

VS ' VS
1978-79 1978-79

Fall Spring Fall Spring

Classes
1980-81 Adjusted Means and Equivalent Percentile Ranks

vs

1979-80 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81
Fall Spring Fall Zile Spring Zile Fall Zile Spring Zile Pall Zile Spring Zile

Grade 7

Parts of Speech
Sentences
Language Total
Mathematics
Vocabulary
Comprehension
Average Student N

NS

NS

NS
S+
NA
NA

196

NS

NS

NS

NA
S+
S+

S+
S+

S+
.5+

NA
NA

S+ S+ S+
S+ S+ S+
S+ S+ S+
NA NS NA
S- NA S-
S+. NA S+

119.27
20.46

139.75
100.89

158.07
43.32

201.10

54.25 67

55.21 70

120.20
22.38

142.77
116.19

162.68
45.74

208.42

55.61 71

56.76 75

137.28
31.23
168.64
125.95

*MY

169.58
50.21

219.85

52.53 60

59.13 82

Comparison of Successive
1980-81

vs
1979-80

Fall Spring

Classes

1979-80

Adjusted Means and Equivalent Percentile Ranks

1980-81
Fall Zile Spring Zile Fall Zile Spring Zile

Grade 8

Parts of Speech
Sentences
Language Total
Mathematics
Vocabulary
Comprehension
Average Student N

NA
NA
NA
S+
NA
NA
207

159.03

168.05
51.84

219.45
206.97 168.66
55.32 71

54.87 69

172.03
54.55

226.69
214.97
53.86 65

58.33 80

S+ The mean of the class of the
S- 'The mean of the class of the
NA Not administered.
NI Not included in the analysis.

later year was
later year was

significantly higher than the mean of the class of the earlier year.
significantly lower than the mean of the class of the earlier year.
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have been related to the increased demand,placed on some students to
achieve higher.'

The attendance of the students was about the same from year to
year but slightly lower in 1980-81, apparently due to winter weather
conditions, the timing of holidays, and parents taking their child out
of school to coincide with the parents' vacation times.

Jhere was a considerable reorganization of the teachers and stu-
dents into I S A Units in 1979-80 due to a continued decline in student
enrollment. Six teachers were new to the school in 1980-81. These
unplanned events may have been a deterrent to even higher adhievement
by the grade.6, 7, and 8 classes of 1979-80 and 1980-81.

Cedarburg High School

At Cedarburg High School there were two alternative programs of
education starting with the entering grade 9 Class of 1,977-78. One
was a continuous progress program, called PACE, and the other was the
traditional high school program that was continued. Each year follow-
ing 1977-78, another grade 9 PACE group started, and the initial PACE
group moved upward one grade. Accordingly, there were four successive
grade 9 PACE groups that were tested.starting in the fall of 1977-78,
three grade 10 groups starting in the'fall of 1978-79, two grade 11
groups starting in the fall of 1979-80, and one grade 12 in 1980-81.

The students enrolled in the two programs on a volunteer basis.
Those who enrolled in the PACE program donsistently had higher mean
mental ability and higher mean achievements when ,they entered grade 9.
Because of these and other possible differences, such as in motivation,
the mean achievements of the PACE a&aditional students were not
compared statistically.

Individual educational programming was carried out reasonably
well during the first two years of the project, 1977-78 and 1,278-79.
Individual instructional programming was carried out for the first two
ses,s of PACE'students reasonOly well Wien they were in grades 9
and 10, except for a curriculim constraint, but for only part of the
PACE students when in grade 11. The.curriculum constraint was that

44 the PACE students had to use the same textbooks and study the same
content as the traditional studenti in all courses, even though the
PACE students entered grade 9 with considerably higher mean kachieve-
ment and mental ability than the traditional students. Goal setting
was not carried out systematically until 1980-81; however, this was -

too late to be reflected in the results of the fall testing of 1980-81.

The assistant principal, who was the copxdinator of the PACE pro-.
gram, resigned at the end of the 1978-79 scifool year, and the PACE
program was not extended into grade 11 in 1979-80 nor into grade 12 in
1980-81 as it had been initially planned in 1976-77. ThiS unantici-
pated event, along with the curriculum constraint placed on the grade
9 and grade 10 program, resulted in no significantly higher achieve-
ments for the second and third grade 10 PACE groups of 1979-80 and
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1980-81 than for the first grade 10 group of 1978-79. The second
grade 11 group-in 1980-81 achieved significantly higher than the first
one of 1979-80 only in language total.

Despite_the curriculum constraint and other negative conditions
associatedWith the resignacion of the PACE coordinator, the first two
longitudinal groups of PACE'atudents got off to # good start in 1977-78
and 1978-79, receiving both personalized advising and individual in-
structional programming from the teachers of the academic I & A Unit
teams. The Advising of the PACE students continued into grades 11 and
12.

A comparison of the d erences between the adjusted means of the
PACE and traditional student f longitudinal Cohorts 1 and 2 provide
information regarding the ef cts of implementing individual.instruc-
tional programming and individual educational programming, when the
PACE students of the two longitudinal cohorts were in grades 9 and 10
and of the advising process in grades 9, 10, and 11. It will be
recalled that the fall testing of the grade 12 students in 1980-81
reflects the grade 11 program.

AP.

Table 8.10 presents theadjusted means in language, math, and
reading and the differences between the PACE and traditional cohorts.
The means were adjusted for differences in mental ability between the
two longitudinal PACE cohorts and between the two longitudinal tradi-
tional cohorts, not between the PACE and the traditional cohorts. The
differences between the means of the PACE and traditional students
were consistently greater in grade 12 than in grade 9 in reading,,
language, and math for Cohort 1 and in grade 11 than in grade 9 for
Cohort 2. These differences were not tested for statistical signifi-
cance; however, their size and consistency are regarded as sufficient
to be of practical importance.

4*

The differences consistently favored,the PACE cohorts and suggest
that the advising and the individual instructional programming carried
out with the students of the first two PACE longitudinal cohorts had
positive effects* despite the negative factors indicated earlier, The

positive effects may be due in part to the higher ability of the PACE

students. However, the traditional longitudinal cohorts had a greater
opportunity to gain since their mean achievements when in grade 9 were
consistently lower than the grade 9 PACE means.

The attitudes and attendance of the PACE students were very favor=
able during the first two lyears, but they did not continue as high dur-
ing 1979-80 as the two earlier years. The dropout rate of the PACE
students was very low, considerably lower than that of the traditional
pudents.

Two final conclusions are in order. First, the implementation of
individual educational programming and individual instructional program-
ming in the PACE program during the first two years of the project and
the personalized advising for the first three years had a positive
effect on student achievement despite a severe curriculum constrai
The sahe factors influenced attitudes and attendance positively.
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Table 8.10. Adjusted Means and Differences between Means for PACE and Ttaditional longitudinal

Cohorts 1 and 2: Cedarburg High School

Comparison of Mean Gain by Each Cohore

Cohort 1 Cohort 2

Gr. 9 0'

1977-78

Gr. 10
1978-79

Gr. 11
1979-80

Gr. 12
1980-81

Gr. 9

1978-79
Gr. 10
1979-80

Gr. 11

1980-81

Reading
PACE 15.62 17.49 18.61 19.79 14.15 16.03 18.67

TRAD 13.37 15.39 15.70 16.93 14.11 15.82 17.75

Diff. 2.25 2.10 2.91 2.86 1 0.04 0.21 0.92

Language
419.41PACE 4 15.82 17.72 18.21 15.85 17.60 19.59

TRAD 13.19 15.18 15.54 16.01 14.95 16.48 18.45

Diff. 2.63 2.54 2.67 3.40 090 1.12 1.14

Math ,

PACE 13.85 17.34 18.66 19.16 1448 16.56 18.99

TRAD 12.76 14.98 15.11 16.24 12.93 14.964 16.61

\,,_.... Diff. 1.09 2.36 3.55 2:92 4,.; 1.10 1.60 2.38

.

Student N
PACE 61 87

TRAD 122 130
.00?

11 Second, the conditions following the resignation of the assistant
principal, who was the coordinator of the PACE program, had a negative
effect on student achievement, attitudes, and attendance, despite a
strong effort by the assistant coordinator and the school district
administration to extend the program upward into grades 11 and 12 and
to refine the grade 9 and grade 10 program.

Facilitative School Structures and Processes

The effects of implementing the improxiement strategies Were indi-
cated in the preceding chapters and were sumMarized in,this chapter.
Ad a means of verifying these effects1 the principal or another person
in each school reviewed a draft of the chapter pertaining to the partic-
ular school. About six months later the, same.person responded to a
questionnaire that was designed to secure sumilary information pertain-
ing to the school's improvement activities. The first three.parts of
the questionnaire dealt with specific activities that the school carried
out in implementing the three improvement strategies while the last part
focused on the school structures and processes that facilitated the im- '

plementation of the straeegies.

The questionnaire items and the responses of each school follow
and are Interpreted using the.followitt code: .
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1. Steuben Middle School
2. Mebster Transitional School
3. -Carl Sandburg Junior HighSchooI---
4. Hood River Valley High School
5. Cedarburg High School

.t
f.

A. Started'durin r"-after 1977-78.

B. Started before 1977-78 and extended or refined during or
lifter 1978.

C. Started before 1977-78 and not changed thereafter
D. Not_carried out during or after 1977-78

1. Arranging a more appropriate total educational program in the aca-
demic sulijects.for students achieving below eipectancy in terms of
mental ability through activities such as:

1B, 2B, 3B,
4B, 5B-

1.1. Encouraging the student to select a total program
of academic courses and/or units/objectives of
required coursed in line with ability.

'1B, 2B, 3A, 1.2. Encouraging the student,to spend time atschool
4B, 5B and/or out of school on course-related

adtivities.

Advising the student to take more eOctive
courses and/or more units/objectivein the
required acadetic sulisjects.

'1D, 2A, 3D, 1.4.. Advising* he student to take advanced rather than .

4, 5A elements courses and/or a6anced units/objectives
in the re uired academic subjects.

Are 7 '4

tpl, 2D, 3D, 1.5. Encouragingothe student to spend lesd time on an
4A, 5B out-of-schcol job alld/or extracurricular activities

and to take more courses and/or units/objectives in
the required academic subjects.

Nee°. 1D, 2B, 3D,
4B, 5B

1.6. Add others and check A, B, C, or D.

3B. Tailored the curriculum units to match up with
..low achievers' ability levels.

2.. Arranging more effective instruction in the academic subjects for
individual studerits through activities such as:

1B 2B 3A ,2.1. Getting stu ents of low motivatiOn'to take more ini.-:-.
4B 5B

1B, 2B
4B 5B"

'tiative to iarn.

2.2, Getting students to spend more time in active learning
Vduring the class period.
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1B, 2B, 3A,
4A, 5B

1B, 2A, 3B,

4A, 5B

1A, 2A, 3B,
4A, 5B

253

2.3. Encouraging more effort on the part of the student
achieving below expectancy.

2.4. Using available instructional materials flexibly and'
securing additional materials, especially to provide
better for different learning styles.

2.5. 1hing.individual assignments, small group activi-
jas, and Whole class activities with individual

student's motivation, learning styles, anSinterestat

21.3, 3B, 2.6. Providing out-of-class activities, including home-
4A, 5B

IB, 2B,, 3B,

4B, 5B

1B, 2B, 3B,
4B, 5B

work.

2.7. Providing encouragement and other social reinforce-
ments, especially to the lawer-achieving students.

2.8. Modeling enthusiast for the subject matter and the
students.

2.9. Add others and check A, B, C, or D.

4B. Annual and ongoing evaluation of effectiveness ,

of instructional program and recommending
improvements.

3. Setting goals in the academic subjects for groupsipf students and
implementing related improvement activities dUch

IA, 2A, 3A, 3.1. Identifying the students of the group achieving below

4A, 5A expectancy and arranging more effective instruction
for them in an efcisting course or curricular area.

ID, 2A, 3A, 3.2. Increasing the amount of time allocaied for instruc-

4A, 5A tion in the course or curriCular area for all
students of.the group.

1B, 2A, 3B,
4A, 5B

I ,

3.3; Changing,the content and objectives of'the course or
curricular area for all the students of.the group.

1A, 2A, 3A, 3.4. Adding a required codrse and/or unit of an existin
4B, 5B course.

1A, 2A, 3A,
4B, 5A

3.5. Arranging for out-of-class instruction, e.g., computer-
1

assisted instruction dufing the school day, after school
study, and/or summer classes, mainly for students exper-
iencing specific difficulties.

1
Goal setting was only partially implemented at Cedarburg High School,
not tOtally with all PACE groups.
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4. School conditions that facilitated carrying out the preceding improve-
.ment activities:

IA, 2B, 3D,
4B, 5A

4..1. An educational improvement committee consisting of the
administrativ'e team and representative teachers and
counselors.

1A, 2B, 3B, 4.2. The instructional staff and students organized into
4B, 5A small groups for instruction and advising.

1A, 2B, 3B, 4.3. Time and class schedules of the teachars-that icserMit
_4A- 5B each team of teachers to have a common 'meeting time

fram one to five days per week during the school day.

1B, 2B, 3B, 4.4. A curriculpm that is structured but that can be changed
4B, 5A to take into account the differing edueational_needs

of students.-

1A, 2A 3 , 4.5. Use of the results of the annual testing to improve
4A, 5A student learning and teaching:

1A, 2B, 3A,
4B, 5A

4.6. Inservice activities conducted in a variety of ways,
including during the-common planning period during
regular school hours.

1B, 2B, 3B, 4.7. Parental and community participation in school
4B, 5B activities.

1B, 2A, 3B,
4B, 5A

1A, 2A, 3A,
4, 5A

4.8. Student'participation and input regarding the curric-
ulum, instruction, evaluation, and other matters.

4.9. Expernal support in Itarting the data-based improve-
ment activities.

The preceding improvement activities that the schools carried out
-in implementing individual educational programming, individual instrut
tional programming, and goal setting seem clear. The schol condition
that facilitated the implementation of the strategies are also readily
understood. Accotdingly, only a few mints are made to clarify the
schools' responses.

Differences were obsetyed between the high sdhools and the middle
schools and junior high regarding how they implemented individual
educational programming with respect to elective courses, advanced
courses, and out-of-school jobs:gooliktie differences occurred because
the middle schools and the junior high school in general did not haye
electivesand their students did not have out-of-sc ool jobs. Other
than these differences, the five schools without ex eption either,

't. started their improvement activities asiociated Lath individual edu-
cational programming and individual instructional programming.during
or after the yeir the project began in 1977-78 or they started them

6- before 1977-78 and refined or extedbled them after 1977-78. Most of
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the activities associated with goal setting were indicated by the

schools as starting after 1977-78. As was indicated in the preceding

part of this chapter, it.was not until 1979-80 that-ioai setting was

employed on a school-wide basis in four of the five schools and in
Cedarburg High School on only a partial basis.

Some of the school strUctures and processes that contributed to
the implementation of the improvement strategies were started in
1977-78 or later, and the others were extended or refined during or

after 1977-78. In this regard, using the results of the annual test-
ing to improve student learning and teaching, conducting inservice
activities in a variety of ways including'during'regular school hours,
and receiving external support in starting the improvement activities
commenced in four or five of the schools after the.project.was started.

In summary, the kind of activities carried out by the schools and
the timing of the activities as indicated in the checklist support the
conclusions present d earlier regarding the implementation of the im-

provement stra gies. Furthermore, the kind of changes that were made .

in the schools' organizational structures and processes to facilitate
the implementation of the strategies were delineated and can be related

to reseakch in school effectiveness.

Comparison with School Effectiveness Research

.Raising student achievement from year to year while maintaining
positive student attitudes and school attendance as occurred in the
present study is regarded as a.major criterion of effective schooling.

Purkey and Smith (1982) reviewed studies of school effectiveness and

0 school organization and identified nine laganization variables and

four sChool culture vdriableb that characterize effe tive schools,

The school structures and processes presented in thi cha ter that

were assobiated with higher student achievement are iow r lated to

these variables.

School-site management. A considerable amount of atitonomy is

needed by each building staff in determining the exact means by which
they address the problem of increasing academic performance (Hunter,

1979). This flows from the emphasis on each school having its Unique
culture (Brookover & Lezotte, 1979; Rutter, 1979) and the analysis of

what facilitates the adaptive implemeaation of innovation (Berman &

McLaughlin, 1977; Hargrove et al., 1981).
,

In the present project, the PACE teachers of Cedarburg High
School were nonstrained by a school board policy, and- the teachers at

Webster Transitibnal School by a Kindergarten-grade 10 curriculum

guide in language arts. Both of these constraints affected student
achievement negatively. 'Similar constraints were not identified in

the other,salools. In general, each school had much autonomy in
planning and carrying out its,improvement activities. Accordingly,

the results of the present research support the concept of focal

school-site management and autonomy. ,#
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1.

Leadership. Leadership is necessary to initiate and maintain the
improvement process (Armor et al., 1976; Berman & McLaughlin, 1977;
Brookover & Lezotte, 1979; California State Department of Education,
1980; Glenn, 19810; Hargrove et al., 1981; Levine & Stark, 1981; New
York State Department of Education, 1974a, 1974b; Venezky & Winfield,
r979). The principal is uniquely positioned to fill this role and
certainly his/her support is essential at the outset (California State
Department of Education, 1980). Nevertheless, group't of teachers or
other adminisptors can provide_leadership. Purkey and Smith (1982)
indicate that'although there is little evidence on the subject, school
effectiveness is likely to be enhanced to the extent that leadership
arises from within the ranks of teachers. -

v

Purkey and Smith (1982) do-not,address shared leadership directly
but focus on leadership delegated to individual .teachers by the princi-
pal or district administrator. In the present protect, the typical
improvement committee was composed of members of the administrative team,
representative leachers, and a counselor. This committee assumed respon-
sibility for leading the improvement activities of the school, except at
Carl Sandburg'Junior High School. In this small school, the principal
worked directly with each academic team of teachers rather than with a
representative teacher from each team. The improvement committees of
the four schools planned the improvemgnt activities, and the teacher '
members of the committee provided a communication link with the other
teachers of the school. Accordingly, the school's educational improve-
ment committee is regarded es the primary organizational structure
responsible for the successful implementation of the improvement

rategies.

Staff stability. -After,a school las experienced success ini-
tially, keeping the.staff to6ther seems to maintain and promote
further success (pew York State Department of Education, 1974(b); U.S.
Department of Heatth Education and Welfare, The Safe School Study,-
.1978). Frequent tra sfers are destructive and likely to retard, if
not prevent, the gro th of a coherent and on-going school personality
(Purkey. & Smith, 198 ).

Results of the present study support the idea of staff staiility.
Conditions associated with-the resignation ofithe PACE coordinator at
Cedarburg High School at the end of the seconfteax,resulted Ili not
properly extending the program upwards into grades 1,1 and 12 and not
refining the grade 9 and grade 10 program. Student achievement;,posi-
tive attitudes, and attendance dropped as-a result. Replacement of
the only two grade 8 language arts teachere. at Carl Sandburg Junior
High School contributed to the lack of a significant increase in
grade 8 achievement in language arts. Both Webster.Transitional
School and Hood River Valley High School experienced a considerable
loss of teachers in'certain years due to decreased student enrollment-
and other factors. It is probable that_these losses had negative
.effeCts on student achievement and attitudes in both schools.

Curriculum articulation and,organization. Purkey and Smith
(1982) indicate that a Rlanned, purposeful diet of cotirses at the
secondary aevel seems to be academically more nutritional than the
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smorgasbord approach of many electives and few requirements. _Ifstu-
dents are expected to learn science, math, and/or U.S. history, then
they need to take those courses (Coleman et al., 1981;. Walker &
Schaffarzick, 1974). ,

In the present study, increasing the amount of time allocated for
a certain subject and adding or requiring more units of courses it the
subject field were associated with higher student achievedent At Carl
Sandburg Junior High School and Hood River Valley High Schaal. th
these two schools as in the other three, the extent to which the cur-
riculum did not permit an effective educational program to be arranged.
for each student each year was not studied directly. However, as
noted before, the curriculum constraints at Cedarburg High School and
Webster Transitional School produced negative results while the curric-
ulum changes at Hood River Valley and Carl Sandburg Junior High School
produced positive effects.

Staff development. Making schooling more effective involves
altering people's attitudes and behaviors as well as providing them
with new skills and techniques (Purkey & Smith, 1982). In order to
influence an entire school, staff development should be schoolwide
rather than specific to individual teachers and should be closely
related to the instructional program of the school (Armor et al.,
1976; California State Department of Education, 1980; Glenn, 1981;
Levine & Stark, 1981; Venezky & Winfield, 1979). This effort is incre-
mental and requires long-term support and reinforcement (Armor et al.,

1976). It seems likely that staff development presented as a form of

remediation for teachers deficient in certain skills or attributes (a
common implication in current practice) will,encounter resistance.
More appropriately staff development should flow from the expressed
needs of teachers revealed as part of the process of coliaborative
planning and collegial relationships.

In the present project most of the staff development activiiies
occurred during the common planning period and the individual prepare-
tion'period4of the teachers of the acadethic teams of four schools and
of the broad-figlds teacher groups of Hood River Valley High School.
In_most_of the schools--thpqp artivities were _fo'cused directly on the
school's improvement program. In all the schools, some time outside
the school day and school year was also given to planning or develop-
ing items related to the school's improvement program. Arranging for
most of the staff development activities to occur during the school
day for all teachers without additional,pay and arranging other activ-.
ities ouside the school day for part of the staff for additional pay
were regarded as' essential to the success' of each 'school's improvement

program.

Parental involvement and support. Infprming parents of,school
'`1. goals and'student,tesponsibilities, especially with regard.to home- .

work, appears to facilitate effective schooling (Purkey & Smith,.
1982). A few studies find parental involvement And support to be a
major factor in student achievement (Armor et al., 1976;-Coleman et,
al., 1981; Levine & Stark, 1981; New York State Department of"Educa-
tion, 1974b).

280
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In the present study, data were not.gathered systematidally.re-
garding the kind'and amount of parent involvement in Any school. How-
ever, fhe formation of a parent group at Carl Sandburg Junior High
'School and the participation of parents insonferences with their child
and the advisor at Cedarburg High School and Webster Transitional School
were judged to have positive effects on student achievement.

-Schoolwide recognition Of academic success. 'The culture Of a
school,is partially reflected in its ceremonies and sytbols and in the,
accomplishments it chooses to recognize officially (Purkey & Smith, 1982).
Schools that make a point of publicly honoring academic aChievement and
stressing its importance through the apprbOriate.use ef syMbols and
ceremonies encourage students to adopt similar norms and'yalues (Brook-
over eval., 1979; Brookover & Lezotte, 1979; 'Wynne, 1980).:.

No data were collected in the present study-regarding this vari-
able. On the other hand, the improvement itrIttegy involved identify-
ing individual students and groups of stUdents who were.achieving below
their mental ability and then setting goals an4 carrying out improve-
ment activities to raise their achievement. ImpleMentation of this
strategy, which implies both teacher and student acceptance of the
value of achievement, was regarded as the primary contributor to the
many-positive results.

Maximized learning time. Schools that'emphasize academics, ae-
vote a greater portion of the school day to atademic subjects (Coleman
et al., 1981), and engage students.in active learning activities a
greater portion of the class period (Fisher, Berliner, Filby, MarliaVd,
Cahen, & Dishaw, 4980) secure higher student 'adhievement (Purkey &
Smith, 1982). 7

__Ilata_were_not gatherecLin_thisstudy to relate time on tat* to

achievement. However', in all five schools attention was given to
increasing the amount'of time that students actively engaged in
learning activities. At Carl Sandburg JuniorHigh School and at Hood
River Valley High School, the amount of,time that students spent on
individualized assignments was reduced, and the amount of time given
to s 11-group and class-size group instruction was increased. ThisII :

achi vement.
t me on task and also student'

District support. The success of the preceding organitational
Characteristics of effectiVe schooling requires support from the"
district office (California tatement Department of Bducation,1980;
Hersh et al., 1981; U.S. Departient of Health, Education and Welfare,

4The Safe Sehool Study, 1978) While specialized'heip in. some areas
such as reading or mainstreaming seems helpful (Hargrove et al., 1981),
the role of the district Office is probablY best conceived as guidIng
ahd helping. Hostile, perhaWeven indifferent, attitudes by the' -

district office toward schd 1 improvemeneprograms reduce the likeli-
hood of,theirTheing succes.S.41 (Purkey & Smith, 1582).
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In the present project, data were not gathered systematically
regarding district support, structures, or processes. However, each
district administrator was aware o the school's improvement program
and supported it. In all cases some funding was provided from the dis-
trict for the additional testing and for staff development activities.

Purkey and Smith .(1982) regard the preceding organization-structure
factors as,of consequence in their own'right with respect to effective
schooling and also to set'the stage for the process variables. The
process variablgo that define the general concept of school culture .
and climate have been described by Brookover et al. (1979), Brookover
and Lazotte (1979), and Rutter (1979). Four characiteristics of
schools that.sustain a productive school climate have been described
by Purkey and Smith (1982).

Collaborative planning and collegial relationships. This factor
has been identified repeatedly in many different settings (Armor et .

al., 1976; Berman & McLaughlin, 1977; Deal et al., 1977; Glenn, 19814_
Hargrove et al., 1981; Little, 1981; .New York State DePartment of
Education, 1974b; Trisman et al., 1975, 1976). Collegiality serves
many purposes. Chief among them are that it breaks down barriers
between d4artments and among teachers and administrators: It encqur-
ages che intellectual sharing that can lead to cousensus, and it pro-
motes feelings.of.unity and commonalitY.among the staf'f:-

*-

Sense of &immunity. Comtunity feeling, the sense of'being a.
recognizable member ofa supportrve- and clearly perceived (by the,
staff and others) community, contributds to reduced alienation and

. .

increased achieirement (NeWmann, 19814 Wrnne,.1980). Schools tan_ ,

cieate dr build community by the appropriate use of cereMony,'symbols-
j rulee (i.e., dtess,code)-, and the like.

-

Clear goals and high expectations commonly shared. The e charac-,

' teristics have-been documented in,many school settings (Armor et0...,.

1975; prookover et al., 1979; BroOkover & Lezotte; 1979; Brookover-4.
Schneider, 1975; California State Department of -Education, 19801 . .

-': Glenn; 1981; New York State DeRartment Of' EduCation, 1974b, 1916;
Rutter et d1.,4 1979; Trisman et al., 1975, 1976; Venezky & Winfield,

1979). A clearly defined purpose is necessaiy for any endeavor hoping
, .

of success. Continual.monitoring of the progress of indiIidual Ehti-
dents dnd of groups of students is a logical means-of 'determining if
the school'a goals are being realized and can serve to Stimulate and,
'direct staffenergy and attention (Levine & Start, 1981;,see also ,.

Edmonds, 1-,981b). Newiann (1981) suggegtg*that havihg cleariy defined
and"limited:goals teducee student alienation, an all too coMmon
barrier tnincreased effectiveness in any area of schboling.

'
v, , -

. -.. . . .
. ,

Academically 'aUccessfu,1 schools are also characterized by the
expectatiO6 of the staff and students.- These expectations in effet=

. tivg 'Schools are Ahat,work effort and achievement,will)ae high.

Order and discipline. Order and disciplineratber than disorder,
and iisdonduct (characterize effective,schools"(Armor et al., 1976; -

prookOver et.al:, 19793 Coleman'et al., 1981; Admonds, 1979, 1981a;
. .

.

I

1

0
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Glenn, 1981; New YorkiState Department of Education, 1974a, 1974b,
1976; Rutter, 1981,.Kutter et al., 1979; U.S. Department of Healeh,
Education and Welfare, The Safe School Study, 1978). The seriousness
and'purposefulness with which the school approaches its task is com-
municated by the order and discipline it maintains in its building.
Clear and reasonable rules, fairly and consistently enforced, not only
appear to reduce behavior problems that interfere with learning but also
promote feelings of pride and responsibility in the school community.

-In the present research, no attempt was mede to:measure any of
the preceding characteristics of classroom climate or the culture of
the schools. Rather, the improvement committees of the schools were
organized in order to make collaborative planning possible and also to
encourage a sense of community among the entire staff by providing a
direct communication link between the teachers of the committee and
all the teachers of the school. On the other hand, declining enroll-
ments and the accompaqing loss of teaching and other positions that
occurred in four of the five.schools appeared to have a negative

. -effect on collaborative planning, collegial relationships, and sense
of community. Implementing the improvement strategies involved the
establishment of goals and correspondingly high expectations by the
staff and the students.' It was assumed that arra4ing appropriate
learning activities for the individual student would make order and
discipline more effective. Accordingly, we may speculate that plan-
ning and carrying out the improvement prOgrams of the schools con-
tributed positively to all four of the preceding characteristics of
school culture and climate.

Improvement-Oriented Educational Research

The improvement-orinted research method, hereafter referred to
as improvement research, that the project director formulated and- I

employed in the present project withthe assistance of the school
staffs has three attributes of practical research as described by
Schwab (1977) and two attributes of theoreticai research (Kerlinger,
1977). The attributes of. thit improvement research method are now
clarified by competing and contrasting some aspects'of practical and
theoretical researfh.

First, the source of improvement research is a problem that is
being exPerienced by practitioners. In the present project, the

4
problem was an in bility to secure as High achievement as desired in
English, mathema ice, and reading. The sburce of'theoreticalyesearch
is an abstract problem that is formulated by the theorist, for exaMpie,
differentiating between the inteinal and the extepnal attributions of
the cause!? of%sucEess and failure.

A second attribute of improvement research is that the objeCtive
of the research is to aid practitioners insolving the problems that
theyare experiencing. In the present project,.the immediate objec-

,

tive wawfor each school to assess the level of student achievement
and to find means of raising student achievement that was'regarded s

8 3 '
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low. The long-term objective was for each school to develop a perma-
nent capability for continuously improving the educative processes of
the school. This is different from theoretical research where the
objective is to arrive at a few principles that describe or explain a
phenomenon, such as a psychological process involved in human learning
or development. For example, theoretical research on motivation is
concerned with generating a few principles of motivation, while
improvement-oriented research seeks knowledge about motivation, that
will help practitioners solve their problems of student motivation.

A third attribute of improvement research is that pradtitioners
participate in planning and conducting the research and plan and carry
out the related improvements. They collect information regarding
student achievement and other behaviors. They analyze the information
and use the results to modify their practices in Iheir attempts to
solve the problem. ,Their autonomy'in these areas increases each
successive year. In the present pfoject, this attribute of improve-
ment research was central to the success of the project. Conversely,
practitioners typically are not involved in theoretical research in
any way, and it is unlikely that they benefit directly from the
findings.

A fourth and very critical attribute of improvement research is
that relevant theory regarding the problem, research methbdology, and
improvement processes is identified and utilized when planning and
conducting the research. This is done to avoid the extra effort and
false starts that ensue when relevant knowledge is not used. With
respect to this attribute, improvement research is the same as theoret-
ical research. In the present project, the research team brought infor-
mation to the schools about the problem, research method, and improve-
ment processes. The schools assumed responsibility for determing their
improvement activities with very little input from the researchers.

Finally, improvement research is designed so that its. substantive
and methodological aspects either will generalize to similar school
situations or they will contribute to the cumulative knowledge in each'
of these areas. For generalizability and a contribution to cumulative
knowledge to occur, the results of the research must be reported in a.
communicable form, such as in a book or article. Generalizability and
contributing to cumulative knowledge are also considere0 as a primary
attribute of theoretical research. Knowledge regarding the three
improvement strategies and the school structures and processes that
facilitated their implementation in these five schools is considered
as generalizable to other schoola with siMilar characteristics.

There are other research methods that produce knowledge that is
intended to be used in the improvement of education. These methods
may. be comparedy#h the preceding attributes of the improvement
method.

School effectiveness research gained wide popularity with the
publication of Fifteen Thousand Hours: Secondary Schools and Their
Effects on Children (Rutter, Maughan, Mortimore, & Ouston, 079). The
purpose of school-effectiveness research, as noted earlier in this
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chapter,,is to identify school and classroom structures and processes
that produce desired student outcomes. School effectiveness research
does not involve the practitioners in the conduct of the research nor
do they necessarily change their practices as an outcome of the re-
search. In fact, they may even be unaware of the results of the
research.

Schutz (1979) described a research paradigm for verifying the
quality of educational products, such as curriculum materials. This
research-W-development paradigm calls for the quality of the product
to be verified in an iterative cycle of developing the product, test-
ing it in the classroom, and revising it. The cyctrontinues until
the product is demonstrated to be effective in ach iing its clearly
specified objectives. Practitioners participate in-ehe classroom
testing but not in planning the research or in analysis of the data.
Depending upon how they were selected and other factors, such as cost
of the product and the amount of time and effort'required td,use it,
they may or may not use the-Product when it becomes commerciakly
available.

A somewhat different form of applied research calls for teachers
to carry out an instructional process or method that is designed to

-improve education in a specified way. Through a series of experi-
ments,°the process is refined. ,Research of this kind is typically
conducted on a specific school or classroom process such as academic
learning time (Fisher, Berliner, Filby, Marliave, Cahen,A Dish
1980), concept learning (Klatsmeier, 1980),-mastery learning (Blôçik,
1980), competition and cooperation (Johnson, Johnson, & Tauer, 19 9),
classroom management (Emmer & Evertson, 1981), and small-group p
cesses 4Slavin, 1977).

Discussion

The cross-sectional analyses performed on the students' test
scores showed that the mean achievements of the later grades of
1978-79 at Steuben Middle School, Webster Transitional School, Carl
Sandburg Junior High School, and Hood River Valley H chool typi--
cally were not significantly different from the means of ie earlier

grades of 1977-78. But, as noted earlier, these.schools inkde only
minor imi7ovements in their practices in the second semester of the.
'second school year, 1978-79.

The means of the 1980-81 grades of these four séhools in.compari-
son with the means of the earlier three grades and the means of the
1978-80 grades in comparison with the means of the two earlier grades
of 1977-78 and 1978-79 were significantly higher in 67 instances, not
significantly different in 69, and sigtificantly lower in three (all
n 'reading vocabulary in one school). The higher achievements of
these later grades are due mainly to the improvement activities that
were carried out'in implementing the goal-setting strategy and to a
lesser extent to.the refinement of the'inqructional programming and
the educational programming strategies. ilrhe higher mean achievements

2 8 5
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of the later longitudinal cohorts in comparison with the first,cohort
support this conclusion. Thus, implementation of the goal-setting
strategy appeared to be the determining fattor'in bringing about
consistently highei student achievement while implementing the other
strategies maintained the same level of'achievement from year to year.

Cedarburg High School implemented only the individual,instructional
programming strategy and the individual educational programing strategy
in grades 9 and 10 and to a lesser extent in grade 11. The'implémenta-
tion of these strategies yielded positive results in terms of maintain-
ing or slightly improving student achievement.

The results regarding student attendance and attitudes were positive
in all five schools. Attendance and attitudes became slightly more posi-,
tive from year to year when goals were set to improve them, and they
remained relatively stable when thig was not done.. Activities carried
out only to raise student achievement appeared to have relatively little
effect on attitudes and attendance.

The preceding positive results must be interpreted in the context
of the schools having a reduction in teachers or aides in one or both
of the Lett two years.' Also, the loss of both experienced language
arts teachers in 1979-80 at Carl Sandburg Junior High School probably
accounts for six grade 8 language arts comparisons being non-significant
rather than significant. Nine non-significant differences at Hood
River Valley High School would probably have been significant had the
later grade 11 students of 1979-80.and the later. grade 12 students of
1979-80 and 1980-81 experienced the planned improvements that were
made in grade 10 after they had already tompleted grade 10.

Two other points should be borne in mind regarding the changes
from year to year. First, the achievements oPrstudents of age 13 and
17 in the academic subjects tended to go down during the 1970s, as
shown by the National Assessment of Educational Progress (undated a,
b, c, d, e). Accordingly, maintaining the same level of achievement

' rather than experiencing a loss from'year to year might be interpreted
as a positive rather than a neutral effect. Second, some of the non-
significant differences occurred after the means of the students of a
later grade were already significantly higher than those of an earlier
grade. Maintaining this higher level of ach ement Also might be
considered positive rather.than neutral.

Based upon the consistently positive esults, it it concludid
that the design provides relevant guidelines for the renewal and im-_
provement of secondary education. In this context, it is considered
to be .validated as both usable and effective. Even though the number
of schools was small, the uniformity of the results across these
schools of greatly different characteristics i4 different locale's it

noteworthy.

A few conclusions are in order regarding impletentation of the
design: The results of implementing the improvement strategies were
more consistent across the two mtdale schools and the junior high 4
school than the two high schools. Moreover, the' strategies, struc-
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tures, and processes of the design appeared to be more readily adapted
and implemented.by the middle schools and the junior high school.
Although this is the case, the improvement strategies and the organi-
zation structures 4nd processes of the design were found to be effec-
tive at the high school level in each grade in which they were imple-
mented appropriately.

The schools set goals in terms of studentlachievement, endthey
' used nortv-referenced and criterion-referenced achievement tests to

L assess the attainment of the goals. They used the reaulta of their
mental ability tests to estimate the expected-level of achievement of
the students. The schools might have set goals in terms of other
student outcomes in the cognitive dotain, such as creativity or writ-
ing skills. Similarly, they might have etployed other means of measur-
ing student outcomes and might not have used the siudents' mental abil-
ity scores. The design is not prescriptive in this regard; rather,
each school makes the decisions regarding desired outcomes and measure-
ment tools.

The schools did not set goals to improve their advising, adminis-
trative, evaluation, or other school processes. However, this might
have been done. The goal-setting strategy and the related planning
and monitoring processes are intended to be as applicable to school
structures and processes as they are'to improving student achievement.

The difference between implementing this design for the renewal
, and improvethent of secondary education and acting on the findings from

school effectiveness research warrants a brief discussiOn. The design
focuses on how a school can bring about educational improvement, in-
cluding how it establishes a permanent improvement capability. We sawN
earlier that school effectiveness research has identified characteris-
tics of effective schools, including clear goals, discipline, and
expectgtions for high student achievement (Edmonds, 1982; Purkey
Stith, 1982). .These descriptors of effective schools do not provide
guidelines that schools can use to become effective. For example, how
a school "with unclear goale, a lack of order, and low student achieve-
ment is to become goal-directed, orderly, and high achieving is not
made clear. The design does not directly answer these questions either.
Rather, it specifies organization struCtures and processes by which a
school identifies areas of desired improvement and then sets goals and
plans and carries out improvement activities to attain the goals. Thus,
a school that has developed an improvement capability is able to address
,any characteristic of effective schooling that it mair select as well as
other areas)of improvement. 4

A Postscript

When the las,tiata on student ojdomes were collected in the
schools in 1980 1, it appeared that four schoolS had developed a
permanent impro<rement capabilitf. There was some uncertainty regard-
ing Cedarburg High School. During the next.twoyears economic con-
ditions worsened nationally aed'this was reflected in program rpduc-
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tions, staff reductions, or both. Accordingly, it might have been
expected that the four schools would not maintain their internal
improvement capability into 1982-83. This was not the case.

Steuben Middle School Was continuing all of its organization
`-.01

arrangements in 1982-83 and was implementing the instructional pro-
gramming and goal-setting strategies. Moreover, 41 of the prior
junior high schools of Milwaukee had-become middle schools and each
one was developing an improvement capability similar to that of
Steuben Middle School as part of a district-wide school effectiveness
project.

Carl Sandburg Junior High School was continuing in much the same
pattern as in 1980-81- Enrollment had stabilized at ebout the 1980-81
level. Individual instructional programming and goaJ. setting were
being implemented. Students of each grade were being grouped for in-
struction according to their entering achievement /evels in language
arts and mathematics. This reduced the teacher's task in providing a
suitable instructional program for each student. The facilitative
organization structures were continuing in the same pattern as earlier.

Webster Transitional School was continuing its improveMent strate-
gies and school or anization structures and processes much as'it ha&
been in 1980-81. I the interim, a district committee had worked to-
ward improving the dLstrict curriculum in reading vocabulary. A more
clearly delineated performance-based program of education in language
arts, math, and reading was being implemented. This started with
grade 6 in 1980-81 and had been extended into grade 8 in 1982-83.

Hood River.Valley High School was 'alsecontinuing its'organii.a-
tion arrangements and its implempntation of the three improvement
strategips. Both individual instructional programming and individual
educational programming had been refined and parental participation
had martledly increased.

In 1982-83 the PACE and traditional alternatives had been discon-
tinued at Cedarburg High School. An educational improvement committee
had been formed and was functioning effectively. All the academic
teachers,and students of grade 9 were organized into I & A units, and
teacher advising and individual educational programming had been ex-
tended to all the students of grades 10, 11, and 12. Implementation
of the goal-setting strategy had begun. Accordingly, Cedarburg High
School had alto developed-an imProvement capability.

e.

.
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APPDiDIX A

*.

DESIRABILITY OF THE COMPREHENSIVE AND ENABLING OBJECTIVES: '

WISCONSIN PROGRAM FOR THE RNEWAL AND IMPROVD1ENT OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

Complete the identifying information by checking your position:

Teacher
Counselor

PrinciRal

District Official

Professor

. Other

Directions: Many recommendations have been male.to improve secondary education, The recom-

mendations of the Wisconsin Program for the Reneaa: ana IMLrovement of 3ecOndar? fducarion
(WRISE) are in the form of ten compivhensive.objeltives and a related set of ena24g objec-
tives pr each comprehensive oective. :he objecivS0 are not prescriptive. ?other, eaph

adt of comprehensioe and illuotrative enabling objctives indicates possible directions or
a school staff to consider when starting or refi,,i,7 their school4s,educational improvement

efforts. Please rate the comprehensive and erialli.v object:des in 3erts of their indicating
a desirable direction for a school's educatim1Z improvement efforts.

Ptease respond to every question. Use the fo;loying descriptive information in arriving

at your rztings: -

Desirability Scale Interpretation
, .

A--Highly Desirable Implementing thi4bjective would result in:great impidVement
of secondary education.

B--Desirable

C--Somewhat Desirable

D--Somewhat Undesirable

E--Undesirable

F--Highly UhdeSirable

Implementing this objective would tesult in some improvement
of secondary education.

Implementing this ctive would.result in lmproyement rather
than deterioration of secondary education.

Implementing this would result in deterioration of secondary
education.*

Implementing this would result in some deterioration oS secondary
education.

Implementing this would result in great deterioraEion of 'secondary

education.

9.

Questlonnaire constructed by'Professor Herbert J. Klatismeier, Director, Wisconsin Progoopm for the
Renewal and Improvement of Secondary 4ducation, with review by John Daresh of the Wisconsin Pr9ject
and persons participating in tip,..field)test.

1980--TInr-Regents-trf-the-Univeraftylif-MiscansincSystem for the Wisconsin Center for Educa-

tion Research.

A

Copyright is claimed only dUring the period of development, test, and evaluation, unless authori-(
zation J.s received from the National Institute of Education to claim copyright on the final marerialgt
For the current copyright status, contact either the copyright propritrtrii or the National Institute
of Education.

Center Contract No. OB-NIE-G-78-0117

Wisconsin Center gor Education Research
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DESIRABILITY OF COMPREHENSIVE AND ENABLLNG OBJECTIVES

Directions: Enter the letter A-F in the

A. Highly Desirable D. Somewhat Undesirabre
B. Desirable E. Undesirable
C. Somewhat Desirable F. Highly Undesirable

COMPONENT 1: EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING FOR TYE INDIVIDUAL ST1.7ENT

COMP EROSIVE OBJECTIVE /a:

/a An.indiqidual educational program of course w2rk anl other activities ia arrar ge,e. for each
Student each semester that satisftes the stwlent's developmental needs and characteria:ics
and that also meets district and state requ,irezrents.

ILLUSTRATIVE ENABLING OBJECTIVES:

Each student's individu'alfeducational program which includes all courses ang other activities:
%

1.1 Is planned each semester or year by the student and the student's advisor.

1.2- Takes into account the student's aptitudes (or learning different subject matters, inter-
ests, motivation, learning styles, career goals, and other personal and social charac-
teristics.

1.3 Provides for-expeyiential learning, including work experience in the.community, for stu-,
dents who will benefit from it.

4

1.4 Isimonitored cooperatively by the Student and the student's advisor throughout the
seiester.

er'

1.5 Is changed as necessary during the semester to assure high quality education for the
student%

COMPREHENSIVE OBJECTIVE lb:

lb An individual instructional program that takes into account the student's aptitudes, inter- 1
eats, motivation, learning styles, career goa:s, and other personal and social character- 'f

istics is arranged for the student in each course and other activitfr that is part of the
student!e total educational program.

ILLUSTRATIVE ENABLING OBJECTIVES:

The instructional program,of the student:

1.6 Is planned by the student and the dacher of the course'et the beginning of the course.

1.7 Includes course and dhit objectives that are appropriate for the student in terms of the
student's aptitude, entering achievement level, and career Kals.

1.8 Provides an appropriate amount of time in class and during or outside the school hours to
suit the student's rate of achieving.,his or her objectives in the course.

1.9 Provides for appropriate individual attention by the teacher to take into account the
v..,

student's motivation and other personality characteristics.
'

1.10 Provides for an appropriate aumunt of teacher-directed individual, fair, small-group,
an& large-group activity to take into account the student's nee'd for structure and
preferences for mode of instruction.

1.11 Provides for an appropriate amount of student-initiated individual, pair, small-group,
and large-group Activity to take into account the student's need for independence and
preferences for mode of 'instruction.

1.12 Provides for appropriate use of printed materials,. audiovisual materials, 'and direct
expviencing to take into account the student's preferred mo es of learning--visuat,
auditory, tactual, or kineithetic.

-%
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DESIRABILITY OF COMPREHENSIVE AND ENABLING OBJECTIVES

A.
B.

C.

Directions: Enter the lette

Highly Desirable
Desirable
Somewhat Desirable

r A -F in che .

D. Somewhat Undesirable
E. Undesirable
F. Highly Undesirable

-.9 ,
COMPONENT 2: CURRICULAR ARRANGEMTS N

COMPREYENSIVE OBJECTIVE:

The curr-tculum is structured to meet state and liatrict requirements butiit can be adapted by the
scho6l and individual teachers to take into ahcount the differing educational needs of 8tudent4

ILLUSTRATIVE ENABLING OBJAIVES:

The curricular arrangements facilitate individuaZ educational.programming in the following areas:

2.1 Communication skills, including reading, writing, speaking, and 11-stening.

2.2 Maihematical concepts and skills.

2.3 Scien'tific and technological concepts and skills, including computer technology.

2.4 Social science concepts and skills.
'

2.5 The expressive and performing arts, including aesthetics, art, dance, drama, and music.

2.6 Foreign languages.

2.7 Career education,.including awareness, exploration, ,snd p. reparation.

2.8 Health education, including physical and mental,-

2.9 Family and home membership.

2.10 Leisnre eduCation, including crafts, clubs, and extracufricular activities.

Related to the preceding ar'eas, local school curriculum committees, t s of teachers,

-AL , vidUal staffmembers:

2.11 Identify or prepare content outlines, Organized in the form of
archies, or topical outline

."2.12' Identify or formul-ate course and unit objectives.

2.13 Iden4fy or prepare instructional materials, including printed and audiovisual materials,
-0 that Individual students use to attain their objectives.

2.14 Formulate instructional methods, incluOing the use of time and materials, that enable,
individual students to attain thgir learning goals.

2.15 Formulate procedures for identifying course and unit objectives that are appropriate for
each individual Student.

and

taxonomies, other hier-

2.16 Prepare leardning guides that the students and the teacher use at the beginning of each
course to plan each student's instructional program:

-

*. COMPONENT 3: EXPERIENTIAL LEANING AND CAREER EDUCATION

COMPREHENSIVE OBJECTIVE:

Career education is arranged for al/ students; experiential learning activities and work ex-
- perience in the community are arranged for each student wo can profit from them.

ILLUSTRATIVE ENABLING OBJECTIVES:

District and,local school policies and practices have been developed that fhcilitate effective:

3.1 Career awareness, exploration, and preparation, including work experience.

3.2 Studcnt participation in cultural, recreational, service, or other nonwork activitles in
the-community.

3.3 Participation of community personnel in school activities and of school personnel in
community activities.
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DESIRABILI7 OF COMPREHENSIVE AND ENABLING OBJECTIVES.

Directions: Enter the letter A-F in the

A. Highly Desirable
B. Desirable
C. .Somewhat Desirable

D. Somesillat Undesirable

E. Ufidesirable

F. Highly Undesirable

3.4 Use of community material resources and facilities.

3.5 Preparation of community personnel who participate in the educative process.

The local school staff, with appropriate pariicipation,by school district personnel and other's:

3.6 Identicies program-an/course objectives to guide its career education activitgO.

3.7 Uses effecdVe counseling and advising procedures in planning each student's individual

eddcational program, including career education.

3.8 Uses instructional methods, materialso and community resources in coursef and other educa-

tional activities that facilitate the inslividual student's attainment of his/her'goals

,related to career edUcation.

CCiPONENT 4: STUDENT DECISIOd-MAKING ARRANGEMENTS

CO'eREHENSIVE OBJECTIVE:

Students progressively assume more initiative for planning, implementisig, and evaluating their
programs and actiiities with a lesser amount of adult directioh and control.

ILLUSTNTIVE E:ABLINO OBJECTIVES:

Siudents in their classes and in meetings with their advisors are taught:

4.1 . Decision-making skills that help them to make educational decisions as individuals.

4.2 Concepts and skills that enable them to participate in shared decision making with other
students, the school staff, and parents.

Me individual student exercises increasing initiative pm making decisions, acceptisig the re-

lated consequences of the decisions, and evaluating decisions regarding: .

4.3 The student's inattuctionkl program in each course.

4.4 The student's educational program for the semester.

4.5 The student's educational program for the school year.

Students co members of groups take increasing initiative for making decisions, accepting the
responsibility for the decisions, and for evaluating the decisions regarding:

4.6 The objectives and activiiies in the course in which the group is enrolled.

--- 4.7 The extra-curridular activity in which the group participates.

-------------The-governance of the group,

Studints &re encouraged to serve:

4.9 As officers and to participato as members of student-governing groups.

4.10 As student representatives on the school's'standing and ad hoc committees, councils, and
task forces.

-



COMPONENT 5: EYALUAiING STUDENT LEARNING Ab EDUCATIONAL PROGW:3

,
4 .4 401

ASIRABILITY OF COMPREHENSIVE AND ENABLING O8JE6TINES

1Directionst .Enter thi letter. in the

A. Highly Desirable D. Somewhaetndesi able
B. Desirable E. Thdesirable .

C. Somewhat Desirablad F. Highly Undesirable

COMPREBXVGIVE OBJECTIVE:

277 7

The indivilual student's progress toward attaining his/her course objecives, thesi-udent4o - -

'instructional program in each course, the studerWs total educational, 'program, and the school's
"total educational program are evaivatel systematica7.4 and the results of the evaluation are -..

used in improving the educative processes of the school. A

ILLUSTRATIZE ENABpING OBJECTIVES:

Appropriate measurement and evaluation techniques are used:

5.1 To evaluate each student's progress toward attaining his or her learning goals ioP4each course.

5.2 To evaluate each student's instructi.bnal program in each course.

5.3 To evaluate each student's educational program each sedester in terms of the student's
attainmenttof his or her goals, and in term:, of the appropriateness and value of the progtam
for the student.

5.4 To evaluate each student's total educational program fo; the complete school level, i.e.,
.middle school, high school.

5.5 To evaluate elements of the school's total educational program.

V.

The results of the emluation of each student's educational porgram each semester are used,
primarily by teachers and students: V,*
5.6 To set goals for each student to achieve the next semester.

The results of the evaluation of the school's total educational program are ussd by teachers
and other school staff4c..----,

5.7 To set goals annually for, composite groups of students to attain, such as those of a pa.r-
ticular grade in school or those taught by a teach g team.

5.8 To evalu'ate each group.'s attainment of the goals.

The results of all evaluation activities are used by teachers and other school staf!i:

5.9. To evaluate the effectiveness of the curriculum, instruction, and otheck elements of the
school's educational program.

5.10 To improve the carriculub, instruction, and other'elements-Zf the school's educational
program.

5.11 To.improve the school's advising, organizati,on, and admilistrative structuies and processes.

'COMPONENT 6: AbMINISTRATIVE'ABRANGEMENTS

COMMENEN:GIVE OBJECTIVE:
A

The odhool's aiministrative arrangements provide or cooperative planning and shared decision
making by the persons responsible for implementing the plans and decisions that are male, malrily
administrators, counselors, teachers,'andatudents.

IlbUSTBATIVE EUABLIVG OSJ67,VES:
4 ,

The schojal,:

6.1 Is4organize4 rinto achtinistrStive units, each 131 which hts no more than 500 students.

I.
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DEpRABILITY OF COrgEHENSIVE AND ENABLING OBJiCTIVES

Directions: Enter the "pti-14._Lletz it the
4

0
A. Highly De;irable D. Somewhat Undesi-rable

B. Desirable E. Ilndesirable

C. Somewhat*Desirable Fr-.1 Highly Undesirable

6.2 Has 9ne or more committees, composed of representatives of the administrative team!: counselors,
teachers, students, and parents that make decisiops an4 formulate plans regarding the school's
curriculum, instruction, advising, evaluation, organization, and staffing.

An EduCationa: IIMprovement Committee other adr.nittee or council that has representatives of the
adMtini,strative team, curriculum coordinators, counselors, and teachero:

6.3 '' ?fans the school's educational improvement activities with input from the total faculty.

Students, parents, and citigens:

6.4 Participate in meetings of the Educational Improvement Comm4ttee wlien matters of concern to
them are'on the' agenda.

6.5 Serve as regular members of the Educational lmprovdment Committee.

One or more district committees, composed of 0,el:strict adMinistrator, representative principals,
curriculum coordinators; counselors,-teachers, 'stuients, parents, and citigens:

6.6 Coordinate the improvement activities of the district,.taking into account district policies
and state requirements.

6.7 Secure.district and other specialists for consultation regarding improvement activities.

The lencipal provides leadership and, vith approrr:ate involvement ofmembers of the4Educatilional
impenAment Committee and the school staff:

6.8 Establishes policies and-yrocedures that facilitate the school's educatioAal imprOvement
efforts.

6.9 Coordinates the use of facilities, materials, equint, supplies, and other resources:

6.10 Provider time, space, and other physical arnangements that are needed for teaching teams,
school committees, and other groups to meet and conduct their business/during the school day.

6.11 Establishes effective.two-wdy communication among administrators, other staff, teachers, and
students; and between the school and parents'and citizens of the dOmmunity.

6.1.2 Participates as a member of AstYict committees.

6.11 Transmits information to'and from district committees.

6.14 Attempts to have implemented the deciaons made by district committees.'

COMPONENT!: ORGANIZATION FOR INSTRUCTION'AND STUSENTADVISING

COMPREHENSIVE OBJECTIVE:

The faditalidWiWiidents are orell:xed vnto swat groups that permtt txstructwn and advi8t4,
to be personaLiged.

ILLUSTRAME ENABLING OBJECTIVES: s
A member of each teaching team'and/or advising group:

7-1 Chairs the meetings of the group.

7.2 Serves on the school's Educational Improvement Committee and ,participates tR tip Committee's
planning and other activities.

(Ds

.7.3

7.4

Transmits information, decisions, and plans from'the teaChing staff to the Educational
Improvement Committee.

Transmits information, decisions, and plans to the teaching:staff:

30 u



DESIRABILITY OF COMPREHENSIVE AND ENABLING OBJECTIVES

Directions: Enter the letter A-F the
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?a, Rgated to instruction, each group of teachers, such as an interdisciplinary teaching
team, cooperatively:

4

7.5 Develops the procedures for planning, monitoring, and evaluating each student's instruc-
.

tional program in each course taught by the group.

e-7.6 Plans and evaluates the group's instruttional strateg*QS.

Related to the group's instructional powtions, each teacher:
,

7.7 Outlines the content of his or her courses.

7.8 Develops the learning guides that students use in the courses.

7.9 Plans the instructional methods that are employed in the courses, including the use of
time, materials, and modes of instruction.

4

7.10 articipates in all aspects of the group's planning and evaluation activities.

7.11 Ca ies out his or her instructional activities in accordance with the group's plans.

71). Related to advising, each group of teachere, such as an interdisciplinary tam:, plans the
group's advising activities related to:

7.12 Providing educational advisement.

7.13 Inereasing schoolwide communication.

7.14 Improving, home-school-community relations.

7.15 Enhancing the personal and social development of students.

0

Related to adising fUnctions, teachers, with assistance of a guidance counselor:

7.16 Serve as advisors to a group of students.

7.15 Assume responsibility for planning, monitoring, and evaluating eacll of his or her advisee's
indiVidual educational programs.

.(AMCM1p1',8! HOME-SCHOOL-COMMUUMBEZATIONS

COMPREHENSIVE OBJECTIVE:

Wec'tive communication and cooperagve edUeational efforts betLAsein the school and the community
,are carried out as part ofa program of home-school-community relatiOns.

:ILLUSTRAIra.'EIMBLING OBJECTIVES:

A comprehensive program of home-school-c nity relations:

1s:formulated and monipared 65$ a school committee compdsed of representative.school staff,
pardnis, and students.

8.2 Provides for frequent and effective communication between the school and community.

8.3 Encourages the sshoOl staff to participate in 'the analysis of the home and neighborhood
conditions of their students.

8:4 Encourages4arents and other community persons to participate in in-school.educational
activititt and to provide suggestions to aid in decision-making.

8.5 Involves Parents in planning t6e individual educational program of their.child.

8.6 Provi4 for student progress to be reported to parents regularly and effectively.
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DESIRABILITY OF COMPREHENSIVE AND ENABLING OBJECTIVES

Directions: Enter the letterdA-F in the .

A. Highly Desirable D. Somewhat Undesirable
B. Desirable E. Undesirable
C. Somewhat Desirable F. Highly Undesirable

COMPONENT 9: INTERNAL AND)EXTERNAL SUPPORT ARRANGEMENTS

COMPREHENSIVE OBJECTIVE:

The environment for learning and tnstruction in the school at for,work and other ela.cational
experiences in the community is enriched through the intellectual,,tecical, and materia: s:.p.pert_
provided iy school and school ddirict groups, and by ex:erna: agenciea, such.as the state e:fuca-
tion agency, intermediate agencies, teacher education institutions, and profeasionai education
assobiations.

ILLUSTRATIVE ENABLING OBJECTIVES:

The school districrand local school make provisions for: ..."°'

9.1 The EdUcational Improvehent Committee, or other group, to meet weekly during school ours
to plan and carry out ics activities.

9.2 Each teaching team, or oiher group, to have a common time for carrying out their preparation,
planning, evalluation, alid other activities.

9.3 Each advisor to meet regularly with his or her advisee group and individual advisees,.,

9.4 Teachers to redleive assistance in cariying out their educational improvement activities.

The state education agency takes initiative with Local schdol districts for activities such aa:

9.5 Developing strategies qr stimulating the educational improvement activities of local schools.

9.6 Providing\financial and c1uical suOort to local schools in carrying out their educational
improvement activities.

4

9.7 Encouraging job descriptions to be changed, if necessary, to enable teachers to participate
in student advisement and in educational improvement activities.

9.8 Reviewing and changing the liccnsing requirements of currently-licensed educational personnel
and developing new licensing programs to meet changing societal conditions and related
demands on education. N

Teacher education institutions, working cooperatively with local schools and`the state education
agency, take initiative for activities, such as:

9.9 Evaluating their programs to prepare administrators, counselors, teacbers, and other educa-
tional personnel; revising existing programs; and developing new programs to meet changing
societal conditions and related demands on education.

9.10 Developing and offering credit and noncredit courses designed to meet the needs of prospective
educational personnel and inservice personnel to participate-effectively in educational im-
provement activities.

9.11 Arranging with local schools for cooperative preparation of student teachers and interns.

hvfessional education associations at the local, state, and national level take initiative for
activities such as:

9.12 Providing leadershlp to their members in carrying out educational improvement effortl.

9.13 Identifying and publicizing local schools that demonstrate educational improvement.

9.14 Influencing local, state, and federal legislation to support educational improvement.

9.15 Encouraging the adoption of contract provisions which facilitate educational improvement.
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DESIRABILITY OF COMPR&IBUSIVE AND ENABLING OBJECTIVES

Directions: Enter the letter
_ -

A-F in the

A. Highly.Deslrable D. Somewhat Undesirable

B. Desirable E. Undesirable
C. Somewhat Desirable F. Highly Undesirable

COMPONENT 10: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

COMPREHENSIVE OBJECTIVE:

Knowledge is extended regarding learning, instruction, school structures and processes,
and other factors related to schoo:ing arough research and development conducted by school
personnel and cooperating 1.ndividuals and agencies.

ILLUSTRATIVE EVABLING OBJECTIVES:

The school staff:

10.1 Develops the capability foi carrying out its own evaluative research and related improve-
.

ment activities.

10.2 Participates with district personnel and other individuals and agencies in research and
development specifically directed toward educational improvement in their school.

10.3 Participates with individuals and agencies in research directed toward extending knowledge
concerning schooling and the educative process.
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